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INTRODUCTION
Ren]^ Descartes*was bom on the 31st 01 March 1596
at La Haye m Touraiha. not far from Poitiers Kis
father was a gentleman of good family who had retired

from military service and had become councillor of the
Parlement of Brittany. -Rene was the third son. He

sent at the age of eight to the newly established

Jesuit college of La Fl^che in Maine. He stayed there

for eight years, going through the full course of study,

and showing in the last two years extraordmary precocity

in mathematics. Descartes all 1^ life retained the

warmest afiection for his old college and laid great store

on the approbation of his Jesuit teachers. Here, too, he
made the acquaintance* of his great friend, Mersenne.
Mersenne later became a monk and eventually head of

a convent in Paris. He was a man with a great gift

of friendship, and his cell in Paris became the centre

of philosophical and scientific discussion. Descartes’

correspondence with him was constant and continuous,

and ended only with Mersenne’s death in 164S. Descartes

not only found in him a loyal friend, but was through

him enabled to get m touch with all the most important

thought of the time.

In the first part of the Discourse on Method Descartes

has related how after his studies were finished he came
to the conclusion that for him further book-learning was
unprofitable, and resolved “ no longer to seek any other

science than the knowledge of myself or of the great

book of the world.” Seeing the world meant eniistmg

in a foreign army, and the years till 1619 were spent by
Descartes in the Low Countries, servmg under Prmce
Maurice of Nassau. It seems to have been a curious

existence: camp life with a certain amount of fightmg,

a good deal of leisure to study and write, and discussion

with the eminent mathematicians of the day who were
vn
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serving as engineers. In 1619 Descartes, tired of a

service in which as a Roman Catholic he had little

sympathy, left the Low Countries and joined the army
of Maximilian, Duke of Bavaria, on the Danube. There,

he tells us in one of his fragments, he passed the. most
momentous d^ of his life,

** being full of enthusiasm

and having tjiscovered the basis of true science. It

was probably the same day as is described in the begin-

ning of Part II. of the Dzseourse on Method, and its

events admirably illustrate that combination of simple

Catholic piety and scientific zeal which is characteristic

of Descartes’ life and writmgs.*" It was an experience of

troubling dreams, of earnest prayers for light, ending

in a vow to make a pilgrimage to our Lady of Loretto.

Its outcome was a resolve, which the Method describes,

to sweep wholly away ” all that he had learned, the

formulation of the Cartesian method of doubt, and the

discovery, by the application of algebra to geometry, of

the generahty of mathematics. From this time forward

Descartes devoted himself to working out his discovery.

He quitted the army in 1621 and spent the next few
years in wider travel, till finally in 1628 he settled in

Holland as the country where he would be left most
undisturbed to study and write. His investigations

were by this time not confined to mathematics, but
included chemistry and anatomy. ,The first statement
of his philosophy, Rules for the DirecHon of the Mtnd,
though not published till after his death, was written at

the beginning of his stay m Holland. It is an admirable
statement of Descartes’ mathematical method. He
was also busy about this time in writing a treatise, to

be entitled Le Monde,” which is described in Part V.

of the Discourse on Method. Beginning with astronomy
and showing how the world might have come into beirj^

according to physical laws, it passed on to a description

of “ animals and particularly of man,” and proposed to
give a mechanical explanation of the human body. The
body is looked upon as a machine made by the hands
of God, which is incomparably better arranged and
adequate to movements more admirable than is any
machine of human invention.” The treatise had
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evidentl)* mucli in common with Galileo's work and
Harvey's treatise on The CiYculation of the Blood,

with both of which he became acquamted about this

time. It wras just going to be published w-hen m 1633
the news came that Galileo had been condemned by the
Holy Office, that his book had *been buiaat and he haci

been compelled to abjure. Descartes wras mjich disturbed

by the news. He had^ as he says, perceived nothing
heretical in Galileo's doctrmes. His own treatise affirmed

some of them. He withdrew it and gave up m the
meantime all thought of publishing. Descartes was not
of the stuff of which martyrs are made. Moreover, he
Imd a deep and sincere devotion to the church and
respect for its authority. Its condemnation was, at the
tune at least, enough to shake his conviction of the
truth of his conclusions. Further, being martyred was
not his busmess. He felt that w'ha1?he wanted was to be
left alone to discover thfe truth, and for that he must
have time and quiet, for his work's sake it was not
worth his while to get into trouble with the church He
turned to other studies, and in 1637 pubhshed the

Discourse on Method which comes first m this volume.
Its full title was, A Discourse on the Method of rightly

conducting the Reason and seeking Truth in the Sciences.

Further the Dioptric, Meteors and Geometry, Essays in

this Method. The Dioptric had been made possible by
the recent mvention of the telescope, and was a study of

the nature of hght, of refraction, and of optical delusion.

The treatise upon Meteors was reaUy a general exposition

of Descartes' theory of matter which he identified with
extension, and an attempt to apply it to the explanation

of many natural phenomena. There is too little em-
pirical knowledge of phenomena behind the treatise,

bfit the theory itself has been of great influence. The
Geometry, the most famous and epoch-making part of

his scientific work, was an exposition of his new analytic

geometry. The publication of the Discourse made
Descartes famous, but it also, in spite of his previous

behaviour, made him an object of suspicion to the more
extreme ecclesiastics, Calvmist and Roman Catholic ahke.

It was partly to allay such suspicions that he published
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in 1641 his Meditations on the First Philosophy, They
were dedicated to the Dean and Doctors of the Sacred

Faculty of Theology in Paris, and their purport was to

show that the new method of philosophy, in spite of its

fundamental difference from scholasticism, could produce

irrefragable arguments for the most orthodox conclusions*

Before public^tion Mersenne had sho’wm the manuscript

of the Meditations to some of th^ leading thinkers of the

day, among them Amauld, Gassendi, and Hobbes, and
from them collected a senes of Objections to which in the

second edition of the Meditations Descartes wrote replies.

Descartes* later writings were’'dedicated to two noble

ladies. In about 1642 he had been introduced to ths

Princess Elizabeth of Palatine, who was then resident

at the Hague. With her he conducted a long corre-

spondence on philosophical questions, and he dedicated

to her his Principles Qf Philosophy, a compendium of his

views on philosophical and scientific subjects. The
selections translated m this vol-^ime are confined to the

more philosophic part of this work. These include a
restatement of his metaphysical views, a further

elaboration of his doctrme of motion—^the most difficult

and ambiguous part of his philosophy—and an account
of the relation of body and soul and of the senses and
the understanding. The more strictly scientific part
contained an astronomy somewhat on the lines of Galileo,

but avoiding his unorthodoxy, and an account of the

physical structure of the eartii. In 1646 he was intro-

duced to Queen Christine of Sweden, who was keenly

interested in the new philosophy and science. He
corresponded with her and wrote for her a special

psychological treatise on The Passions of the Soul, his

last published work. In 1649, at her earnest request, he
went to the Swedish Court at Stockholm. This chan^
of residence, and even more the painful necessity of

getting up at five o'clock in the mornmg to instruct his

royal pupil, proved fatal to him. Descartes had all his

life been accustomed to lie in bed and study till late in

the morning. He caught inflammation of the lungs,

and died in February 1650.

I have given in some detail the chief events of
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Descartes"' life, for it is hard to understand the combina-
tion in his thought*of elements apparently diverse unless

we realise the circumstances of the time at which he
hved and his attitude towards them. Descirtes hved
in the ’time that saw the beginnpigs of modem science,

and himself contributed as much as anj- one to that

begmning. Though without the experimental genius

of Galileo or Torricelli, h^far more than Lord Bacon had
an insight into the theoretical basis on which the new
discoveries rested. His great contribution to science

itself was mathematical. Jie was always more concerned

with general principles of method than with the detailed

w8rk of observation. His science was essentially

rationalistic. Just for that reason his scientific work
was full of the most daring prophecies, which became
the assumptions of nineteenth-century science. He had
had a vision of a new method of knowledge. Refusing

to let himself be hmdered by lack of adequate informa-

tion, he thought out whai the constitution of the world

and man must be if they were to be clearly understood.

He hved at a time before the specialisation which is so

characteristic of modem science had made its appear-

ance. It was possible then for one man to master all

that was known in all the sciences, physics, chemistry,

astronomy, and anatomy. He looked behind the

differences of these separate inquiries to their common
method and assumptions, and formulated for them a
common ideal. He was the author and the prophet of

the conception of mechanism, under the guidance of

which modem science has made its greatest achievements.

Long before anything could be done to work out such
a conception in detail, he maintained that the universe

as^a whole and in its details was to be understood as a
mechanical system, and asserted this of the nature of

the human body, and the whole nature of animals, as
well as of the structure of the solar system. Of late

years scientific thought is becoming conscious of the
limitations of this ideal. It involves, as we shall see,

certain theoretic impossibihties. But the services it

has rendered to modem science can hardly be over-

estimated.
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The boldness of Descartes’ thought had, as we have
seen, its limitations. He hved at a tune when political

freedom was unknown, and when that complete liberty

of thought^which modem science claims as its birthright

was hardly dreamt of.^ He was himself a sincere and
devout son of church which claimed not only absolute

authority within its own sphere, but ^.he right to assert

what was or was not included r^in that sphere. In the

last paragraph of the Principles Descartes says,
**
I

submit all my opmions to the authority of the church.

Lest I should presume too f^x, I affirm nothing, but
submit all these my opmions to the authority of the

church and the judgment of the more sage; and I desiTe

no one to believe anythmg I may have said, unless he

is constrained to admit it by the force and evidence of

reason.” The conflict is evident. Descartes believed

that the force and evidence of reason was appreciable

by every man. His test of truth, that which we clearly

and distinctly conceive is tru'e, was one which every

individual could and must apply for himself. But over

the authority of the church no mdividual had any control,

and the fact that an argument had been approved by
the reason of the individual man was no warrant that

it would be approved by the church. Agamst this

authority he had no thought of protestmg, and his

sincere acceptance of it is of the utmost importance to

his philosophy. Had he cared only for science and its

assumptions he might have had recourse to equivocation

and evasion to escape ecclesiastical censure. He might,

like the genuinely sceptical writers of the next centuiy,

like all freethinkers who live under an authority which
they despise but dare not affront, have become a master
in the art of knowing what to say and what to le^e
unsaid. In that case, though his language would have
been influenced by authority, his thought would have
been free of it. But with Descartes the conflict betwe^
reason and authority had to be fought out within him-
self. He had somehow to find room for both in his

philosophy if his own convictions were to be satisfied.

At the same time no real reconciliation of the two spheres
ctnVnre and relisrion was nossible for him. For the
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truths of I’eligion had found expression in the terms of a
philosophy against which all his thinking was in revolt,

and he had to take them as they were or not at all. As
his more cynically-minded contemporaryThor^as Hobbes
remarked: “ It is with the mysteries of our Religion as

with wholsome piUs for the sick, which swallowed whole,

have the virtue to cure; but chewed are for the most
part cast up againfwithout effect.’’

Descartes had never ahy thought of “ chewing ” or in

any way analysing what his spintual doctors prescribed.

He was concerned to prove that such spintual pre-

scnptions were necessary,«and to justify that view of the

vjirld upon which they were based. This is the source

of Descartes’ dualism. He had to find room in his

system for two entirely disparate worlds. He never

really gave any explanation of their connection except

to say that they were both there ^nd that their inter-

communication was mira^julous The sharp separation

which he maintamed between them was equally harmful

to both. It produced or? the one hand his conception of

a purely mechanical world which is the basis of modem
materialism, on the other the beginnings of that form of

idealism which shuts the soul up in itself and tends to

throw doubt upon and even to deny the existence of the

external world of objects. For the soul conceived of as
separate from the body there can be no object but itself,

or a God separate from the world. The soul's knowledge
of the world becomes a mystery which it is hard to go on
believing.

With these considerations in mind we may proceed
to examme Descartes’ method and the outhues of his

metaphysical conclusions. Descartes, as we have seen,

thought of himself chiefly as the discoverer of a new
method, and his fiarst two works, the Rules and the
Discourse, are chiefly an exposition of it The beginning

of the new method is implied in his review of his studies

after leaving college. History, eloquence, and poetry

are described as pleasing but hardly serious pursuits.

Theology is not to be “ submitted to the impotency of

our reason; " philosophy and logic “ afford the means of

discoursing with an appearance of truth in aU matters.”*
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The syllogism Descartes dismissed as a means §f express-

ing what was known already, not ag an instrument of

discovery. Mathematics alone is highly approved “ on

account o:£ the certitude and evidence of their reasoning.**

The only fault Descartes had to find with them was that

the relations of the different branches of mathematics

had not been thought out. This defect he was himself

to remedy, and with the perception of the common
mathematical method came tHe notion of this method
bemg common to all the sciences.

Descartes* exposition of method has two sides. It is,

in the first place, an account of the method which he had

actually pursued in his mathematical discoveries, ^s
such it is of great and permanent value, as a clear state-

ment of the method of the mathematical sciences. But
the scope of the exposition becomes enlarged when
Descartes proceeds to apply this method to other spheres

of inquiry than the mathematical, notably to metaphysics

and also to enunciate the philosophical principles upon
which it depends. These inclftde the famous Cartesian

method of doubt, the discovery of the ultimate principle,

1 think, therefore 1 am, and the proofs of the existence of

God. They involve, as we shall see, certain very serious

dfficulties. The simple exposition of method is pre-

sented in its best form in the Rules for the DtrecUon of
the Mind, but it is also given in the four rules at the

end of the second part of the Discourse, Its novelty

consisted in the rejection of the syllogism and the

afarmation of the truth that the discoveries of reason

are not made by deducing the particular from the

universal, but from perceiving the universal in the

individual instance. It asserts a clear distinction

between reason and either perception or imagination.

Neither of the latter faculties give knowledge, although
they may help or hinder it. iCnowledge is given only by
the clear vision of the intellect This Descartes calls

intuition, and describes as follows: “By intuition 1

understand, not the fluctuating testimony of the senses,

nor the misleading judgment that proceeds from the
blundering constructions of imagination, but the con-
ception which an unclouded and attentive mind gives
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US SO rqp,dily and distinctly that we are wholly freed

from doubt about that which we understand. Or what
comes to the same thing, mtuition is the undoubting
conception of an unclouded and attentive*mind, and
springs from the light of reason alone; it is more certain

than deduction itself, in that it is synpler, though
deduction cannot by us be erroneously conducted.

Thus each individual can mentally have intuition of the

fact that he exists, and l:hat he thinks, that the triangle

IS bounded by three lines only, the sphere by a single

superficies, and so on. Facts of such a kind are far more
numerous than many people think, disdammg as they

^o to direct their attention upon such simple matters,*'

Descartes* intuition carries its certainty with it. The
truths which it grasps are self-evident, and could acquire

no further certainty by being deduced from or connected

with anything else. Method is needed so to arrange the

objects of our inquiry tthat we may be able thus to

mtuite them. It might seem at first sight as though
we should thus reach (July a large number of isolated

propositions, but as Descartes says, insight into the

connection of different self-evident propositions is itself

the work of intuition. Method consists entirely in the

order and disposition of the objects towards w'hich our
mental vision must be directed if we would find out any
truth. We shall comply with it exactly if we reduce

involved and obscure propositions step by step to those

that are simpler, and then starting with the intuitive

apprehension of all those that are absolutely simple,

attempt to ascend to the knowledge of all others by
precisely similar steps; ** and further, “If we wish our
science to be complete, those matters w'hich promote
the end we have in view must one and all be scrutinised

W a movement of thought which is contmuous and
uninterrupted.** For this, Descartes says, it is necessary

to run over the different propositions from time to time,

keeping the imagmation moving continuously in such a
way that while it is intuitively perceiving each fact it

simultaneously passes on to the next; and thus I would
do until I had learned to pass from the first to the last so

quickly, that no stage in the process -was left to the care
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of the memory, but I seemed to have the whole ii^intuition

before me at the same time**

Such is Descartes’ mathematical method. It implies,

as we have seen, a clear distinction between the under-

standing and the senses or imagination, and if we are to

practise it we- must realise for ourselves the essential

difference between the clear and distinct apprehension

of the understanding and the obscure light of the senses.

We must turn our backs on the vague and obscure and

accustom ourselves to the apprehension of simple and

self-evident truth. We ought to give the whole of our

attention to the most insigflificant and most easily

mastered facts, and remain a long time in the contemplji,-

tion of them until we are accustomed to behold the truth

clearly and distinctly. . . , Every one ought therefore

to accustom himself to grasp in his thought at the same
time facts that are at once so few and so simple that he

shall never beheve that he ha's knowledge of anything

which he does not mentally behold with a distmction

equal to that of the objects which he knows most
distinctly of all.”

This advice naturally led to the Cartesian method of

doubt. For when Descartes came to survey our beliefs

and theories about the world he found in them none of

that certainty which is so striking in mathematics. The
only thing to be done was to reject everything that was
merely probable, for between the probable and the

mathematically certain there is no relation, and to get

back to the certain and self-evident. “Not that in this

I imitated the sceptics, who doubt only that they may
doubt and seek nothmg beyond uncertamty itself; for

on the contrary, my design was singly to find ground of

assurance, and cast aside the loose earth and sand that

I might reach the rock or the clay.” «

Now in mathematics this distinction so much insisted

upon is essential, but when we come to our knowledge
of the concrete world of existence, certam difficulties

present themselves if we attempt to maintain it. Is it

possible there so to dispense with the senses ? However
mathematical we make our inquiries, must they not start

with some basis of mere observation ? In other words.
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mathemj|tics does not concern itself with the question

of existence, but qjaly with universal implicatioiis. How
is there any possibility of arriving at conclusions as to
what actually exists which shall have mathematical
certainty? Descartes in his metaphysics is concerned
almost solely with this problem* of existence, and with
the impossible attempt to disengage the question of

what exists as distinguished from what is true from any
dependence on the sensed. If we are to have knowledge
of the existing world, we must find something of whose
existence we are certam, and then show that all other

things whose existence we assert are dependent upon
t^is. Descartes professes in this merely to be applymg
the mathematical method to other inquiries, but that

that method is inapplicable to problems mvolvmg
existence is evident when we come to examine the actual

nature of his metaphysical argum^ts. In the mathe-
matical method the mind apprehended various pro-

positions, each of which was its own evidence. Further,

intuition led to apprehehsion of the relation between
these propositions, but did nothing to make their truth

more certain. In the metaphysics a certain principle

is reached, 1 think, therefore I am, and that is made the

basis of aU the rest, which are represented as deducible

from it. The test of truth is no longer clear and distmct

conception, but dependence on an ultimate proposition.

This IS not the mathematical method as origmally

described.

Further, we find in these arguments use made of certain

conceptions, such as substance and its modes or cause

and effect, which apply to existences, and not to truths

or propositions, and yet the relation between substance

and its modes, or between cause and effect, is conceived

o&as a mathematical relation. The distinction between
what is true and what exists, or knowledge and reality,

is ignored till the concrete world of existence becomes
a system of mathematical implications and nothing more,

and the concrete individual self becomes merely that

which thinks.
** Quantity and number,” says Descartes

finally, '‘differ only in thought from that which has
quantity and is numbered.” Yet at the same time the

h
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crucial argument for existence—^whether thefexistence

of the self or of God or external reality—are arguments

which could not apply to ''quantity or number,” but

only to "what has quantity and is numbered,” or to

what counts and numbers.

Further, thi^ resolution to ignore the probable means

the ignoring^of the data of the senses, and that means

that while we can get back to the certainty of existence

in general, we can have no kiiowledge of the individual.

For the real world is conceived as purely mathematical

and without individuality. It becomes increasmgly

difficult to understand not simply what is the relation

between knowledge and perception, but how there 4s

any room for the senses at aU.

These difficulties are apparent in Descartes’ account

of the method of doubt, which is given at greatest length

in the first and second meditations. He begins by
noticing the illusions of the senses, the changing nature

of their objects, and the difficulty caused by the existence

of dreams. The general conclusion which these con-

siderations support is that no individual judgment of

the form: This or that thing, havmg such and such

qualities, exists; can have perfect theoretic certainty.

Any one of these may be doubted. Therefore, Descartes

argues, they may all be doubted and for his purposes

ignored. Nevertheless we still have the existence of

doubt and hence of a doubter, and may conclude, I

think, or I doubt, and therefore I am. Here Descartes

finds his desired certain foundation on which all other

knowledge is to rest.

Now it must be observed that this argument proves

at once too little and too much. It proves too little,

because thinking and doubting, being transitive verbs,

must have some object. Each judgment we make
about individual things may be doubted

;
we may also

doubt whether thmgs have the separateness which they
seem to have; but we cannot doubt—to take the argu-

ment on its lowest terms—^that there is something there.

Our thought may be and is independent of each separate

object, but it cannot be independent of obj ects altogether.

If no objects were presented to our senses, we should have
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nothing lo think about, and there would be no thought.

But Descartes wsongly uses the argument to conclude
that mind is wholly mdependent of and exists entirely

apart from body. “I thence concluded that I was a
substance whose whole essence or nature consists only m
thinking, and which, that it may exist, lias need of no
place, nor is dependent on any material t]jmg: so that
* I,' that is to saf , the mind by which I am what I am,
is wholly distinct from l3ie body and is even more easily

known than the latter, and is such, that although the

latter were not, it would still continue to be aU that

it is.'*

This is the foundation of the Cartesian idealism which
has had such a fatal influence on modem theories of

knowledge. It is based on the misconception that the

mind knows itself more easily or more certainly than it

knows objects. But while the existence of mind is a
presupposition of our knowledge of objects, objects to

be known are equally a presupposition of the existence of

mind. Further, if the mind knowing itself is made our

starting-point for deductions, there is no possibility of

getting beyond the mind or explaining how we ever

came to suppose that there is anythmg external to the

mind to be known.
The argument also proves too much, as is seen when

we consider what Descartes means by “ I." For -what

is really implied in the fact of doubting is a subject that

doubts. Descartes assumes without proof that a subject

that doubts must have personal identity, or must be
what he calls a substance. He implies that what doubts
at one moment must be the same as that which doubts

at another. But the unity of the self which this implies,

as Locke and Hume afterwards pointed out, depends
upon memory, and memory, Descartes insists, gives only

probability. The apparent force of the argument hes in

the contrast between the consciousness of self-identity

and the variety and mutability of the objects of thought.

But as there would be no thinking if there were no
objects, so there would be no unity of thought, and hence

no personahty, were there not unity and permanence in

the objecis of thought.
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Descartes had reached an intuitive ceri$iinty of

existence at the price of entirely cutting off thought from

its objects. That sharp separation made, he has to

overcome the difficulty of getting back to the world

of external objects again. Starting with the certainty

of the existence of a mirid independent of all non-mental

reality, he e^s^amines the mind and shows that as mind
it is not self-sufficient. This leads him to a statement,

not of the existence of non-mental reality, but of the

existence of a mind on which our mind is dependent,

in other words, the existence of God. From the existence

of God Descartes further argues the existence of external

reality. His proofs of the existence of God, therefor^,

are important in his system not only in themselves, but

as bridging over the gulf he has made between the self

and its objects.

It is impossible in short space properly to examine
Descartes' proofs of the existence of God. It is enough
to notice that they depend upon the essential insufficiency

of the individual mind if it is taken in isolation from the

world, but that isolation, as we have seen, has only been
determined by a fallacy. The force of the arguments
really lies in the impossibihty of the conclusion which
Descartes had extracted from I think, therefore I am.
The independent isolated self presupposed in that

conclusion turns out to be limited and imperfect, to

imply, therefore, a not-self; and in an argument which
confuses the notion of theoretic self-sufficiency with
moral perfection, the not-self is identified with God as
He is conceived by religion. All that the ontological

argument will prove is the existence of a reality inde-

pendent and external to mind. But that can give no
proof of the existence of God which is worth having,
unless we can also show that that reality is moral, and
that, as Kant pointed out, cannot be proved by any
purely intellectual argument.
The argument by which Descartes from the existence

of God infers the existence of the external world is

superficially a glaring peUtto pnncipii. For he confuses
the issue by supposing that we may be deceived in
thinking that what we clearly and distinctly conceive
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is true, Aid can only get rid of this supposition by argu-
ing that it is incompatible with the goodness of God to

suppose that He would so deceive us. But if what we
clearly and distinctly conceive is not true, th^ Descartes

cannot prove the existence of God, and there is no
refuge from scepticism. This •is an unfortunate de-

clension from his fundamental and sound^position that

there are some fhiths which are their own evidence.

But there is more in the argument than this. Descartes

uses the existence and the trustworthmess of God to

prove not the truth of mathematics, but the existence

of mathematical objects.* Thus we get back at last to

Idle existence of the external world.

This return to the external world is possible only
under conditions which determine Descartes' view of

reality. The trustworthmess of God cannot be called

in to estabhsh the existence of what our senses perceive.

For obviously our senses often deceive us. Descartes,

therefore, maintains that our senses do not give us truth

at all. They are only meant to serve us for practical

purposes, not to give us knowledge. They lead us into

error only because we do not accept the limitations which
God has put upon them. The trustworthmess of God
warrants our beheving in the existence of what vre

clearly and distinctly conceive, since here error is im*
possible; that is, it warrants the existence of our mathe-
matical conceptions. This is the basis of Descartes*

belief in that external reality is of a purely mathematical
nature. at least know with certainty that such
thmgs may exist, in as far as they constitute the object

of the pure mathematics, since, regarding them in this

aspect, I can conceive them clearly and distinctly.**

Descartes begins his account of external reality by
distinguishing between the primary and secondary

qualities of objects. The secondary qualities, being sense

data and essentially vague and obscure, cannet have
real existence. Reality then is described as pure

extension and identify with space. ‘'Space or in-

ternal place, and the corporeal substance which is com-
prised in it, are not difierent in reality but merely in

the mode in which they are wont to be conceived by us.
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Nothing remains in the idea of body, except khs.t it is

something extended in length, breadth, and depth; and
this something is comprised in onr idea of space, not

only of that which is full of body, but even of what is

called void space.”

Here we fi^d the fall consequences of Descartes’

separation o^mind from its objects. Asmmd is regarded

by him as pure thought, unextended S,nd separate from

body and all that pertains to the body, so matter, its

counterpart, is pure extension devoid of any qualities

except such as are involved in the nature of extension.

The argument by which this ccrnclusion has been reached

assumes that because what is distinctly and clearly

conceived is true, therefore nothing which is not clearly

and distinctly conceived can exist, a conclusion which
the premiss does not warrant. Descartes by reaching

external existence through God has really identified the

object of mathematical thoughft with reality.

The process of disentangling this confusion was begun
by the Enghsh empiricists and completed by Kant. It

would take too long to follow it out here. But some-
thing must be said about the impossibilities of Descartes’’

identification of external reality with extension.

If there is no distinction between space and objects

in space, if the qualitative differences m objects revealed

by the senses are unreal, and external reality is mere
quantity, then it is impossible to distinguish between
reality and blank nothmg. Empty space separated

from the objects m space is nothing, and if body and
space are the same, empty space filled with empty space
is no more real, Descartes to some extent sees this

dififfculty, and supposes that differences in extension are

made possible by motion, anticipatmg the doctrine

which has been the basis of much science, that all reality

is nothing but extension and motion. But this makes it

incumbent upon him to explain what motion is, and
in his premisses he is bound to conceive motion in its

turn as nothmg but extension. For motion can only
be clearly and distinctly conceived in terms of the space
which it traverses. For the forms in which motion
manifests itself as force, pressure, or weight are described
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by Desc%rtes as secondary qualities, and therefore un-
real. Descartes .sometimes distinguishes between ex-

tension and motion, thus saving the differences in reality

at the expense of adding a third entity whpse relation

to either extension or mind is as mysterious as the
relation of either of these to the other^ and at other
times asserts that motion is but a mode of extension,

which leaves reahty again incapable of di&erentiation.

One last point must be noticed. Reahty being
identified with extension, it becomes impossible for

Descartes to explain the reality of time. He makes
the existence of duratioi>a proof of the existence of God
^Principles, Part I. XXI.), because duration can only be
explained by a continuous miracle. Duration is some-
thing which cannot be clearly and distinctly conceived

in Descartes* sense. This is of interest to-day in that the

philosophy of Bergsen starts with IJie inadequacy of the

scientific theory of reality to explain change, time, and
motion, and the full force of the theories which he is*

criticising, and which h^ asserts to be the basis of much
modem scientific thinking, can best be studied in

Descartes, who was their first author.

A. D. LINDSAY.
January 1913.
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DISCOURSE

ON THE

METHOD OF RIGHTLY CONDUCTING THE
REASON. AND SEEKING TRUTH

IN THE SCIENCES





PREFATORY NOTE
BY THE AUTHOR

If this Discourse appear too long to be read at once,

it may be divided into six parts: and, in the first, will

"be found various considerations touching the Sciences;

in the second, the principal rules of the Method which

the Author has discovered; in the third, certam of the

rules of Morals which he has deduced from this Method;
in the fourth, the reas^pnings by Vhich he establishes

the existence of God and of the Human Soul, which are

the foundations of his’ Metaphysic; in the fifth, the

order of the Physical questions winch he has investi'

gated, and, in particular, the exphcation of the motion

of the heart and of some other difficulties pertaining

to Medicine, as also the difference between the soul of

man and that of the brutes; and, in the last, what the

Author believes to be required in order to greater ad^

vancement in the investigation of Nature than has yet

been made, with the reasons that have induced him to

write.





DISCOURSE ON METHOD

PART I

Good sense is, of all things among men, the most equally

distributed; for every one thinks himself so abundantly
provided with it, that those even who are the most
difficult to satisfy in everything else, do not usually

desire a larger measure of this quality than they already

possess. And in this it is not likely that all are mistaken

:

the conviction is rather to be held^s testifying that the
power of judging arightend of distmguishing truth from
error, which is properij?' what is called good sense or
reason, is by nature equal in all men; and that the
diversity of our opinions, consequently, does not arise

from some being endowed with a larger share of reason

than others, but solely from this, that we conduct our
thoughts along difEerent ways, and do not fix our attention

on the same objects. For to be possessed of a %dgorous

mind is not enough; the prime requisite is rightly to

apply it. The greatest minds, as they are capable of

the highest excellences, are open likewise to the greatest

aberrations; and those who travel very slowly may yet

make far greater progress, provided they keep always
to the straight road, than those who, while they run,

forsake it.

For myself, I have never fancied my mind to be in

a{iy respect more perfect than those of the generality;

on the contrary, I have often wished that I were equal

to some others in promptitude of thought, or in clearness

and distinctness of imagination, or in fulness and readiness

of memory. And besides these, I know of no other

qualities that contribute to the perfection of the mind;
for as to the reason or sense, inasmuch as it is that alone

which constitutes us men, and distinguishes us from
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the brutes, I am disposed to believe that it is to be found

complete in each individual; and on this point to adopt

the common opinion of philosophers, who say that the

difierence of greater and less holds only among the

accidents
y
and not among theforms or natures of individuals

of the same species,

I will not hesitate, however, to avow my belief that

it has been my singular good fortune t6 have very early

in life fallen in with certain tracks which have conducted

me to considerations and maxims, of which I have formed

a method that gives me the means, as I think, of g^radually

augmenting my knowledge, and*of raising it by little and
little to the highest point which the mediocrity of

talents and the brief duration of my life will permit me
to reach. For I have already reaped from it such fruits

that, although I have been accustomed to think lowly

enough of myself, and although when I look with the eye

of a philosopher at the varied ‘courses and pursuits of

mankind at large, I find scarcely one which does not
appear vain and useless, I nevertheless derive the highest

satisfaction from the progress I conceive myself to have
already made in the search after truth, and cannot help

entertaining such expectations of the future as to believe

that if, among the occupations of men as men, there is

any one really excellent and important, it is that which
I have chosen.

After all, it is possible I may be mistaken; and it is

but a little copper and glass, perhaps, that I take for

gold and diamonds. I know how very liable we are

to delusion in what relates to ourselves, and also how
much the judgments of our friends are to be suspected

when given in our favour. But I shall endeavour in this

discourse to describe the paths I have followed, and to

delineate my life as in a picture, in order that each one
may be able to judge of them for himself, and that in the

general opinion entertained of them, as gathered from
current report, I myself may have a new help towards
instruction to be added to those I have been in the habit

of employing.

My present design, then, is not to teach the method
whi(h each ought to follow for the right conduct of his
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reason, l>ut solely to describe the way in which I have
endeavoured to conduct my own. They who set them-
selves to give precepts must of course regard themselves

as possessed of greater skill than those to .whom they
prescribe, and if they err in the slightest particular,

they subject themselves to censure. Ei;t as this tract

is put forth merely as a history, or, if you will, as a taie,

in which, amid some examples worthy of imitation, there

will be found, perhaps, as many more which it were
advisable not to follow, I hope it will prove useful to

some without being hurtful to any, and that my openness

will find some favour with all.

From my childhood, I have been familiar with letters

;

and as I was given to believe that by their help a clear

and certain knowledge of all that is useful in life might
be acquired, I was ardently desirous of instruction. But
as soon as I had finished the entire qpurse of study, at the

close of which it is customary to be admitted into the

order of the learned, I completely changed my opinion.

For I found myself involved in so many doubts and errors,

that I was convinced I had advanced no farther in ail

my attempts at learning, than the discovery at eve^
turn of my own ignorance. And yet I was studying in

one of the most celebrated schools in Europe, in which
I thought there must be learned men, if such were any-

where to be found. I had been taught all that others

learned there; and not contented with the sciences

actually taught us, I had, in addition, read all the books

that had fallen into my hands, treating of such branches

as are esteemed the most curious and rare. I knew the

judgment which others had formed of me; and I did not

find that I was considered inferior to my fellow^s, although

there were among them some who were already marked
ojit to fill the places of our instructors. And, in fine, our

age appeared to me as flourishing, and as fertile in power-

ful minds as any preceding one. I w’as thus led to take

the liberty of judging of all other men by myself, and of

concluding that there was no science in existence that w'as

of such a nature as I had previously been given to believe.

I still continued, however, to hold in esteem the studies

of the schools. I was aware that the languages taught

A
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in them are necessary to the understanding of the writings

of the ancients; that the grace of fable stirs the mind;
that the memorable deeds of history elevate it; and, if

read with discretion, aid in forming the judgment; that

the perusal of all excellent books is, as it were, to inter-

view with the iM)blest men of past ages, who have written

them, and even a studied interview, in which are dis-

covered to us only their choicest thoughts; that eloquence

has incomparable force and beauty; that poesy has its

ravishing graces and delights; that in the mathematics
there are many refined discoveries eminently suited to

gratify the inquisitive, as well as further all the arts and
lessen the labour of man; that numerous highly useful*

precepts and exhortations to virtue are contained in

treatises on morals; that theology points out the path
to heaven; that philosophy affords the means of dis-

coursing with an appearance of truth on all matters, and
commands the admiration of the more simple; that

jurisprudence, medicine, and thp other sciences, secure

for their cultivators honours and riches; and, in fine,

that it is useful to bestow some attention upon all, even
upon those abounding the most in superstition and error,

that we may be in a position to determine their real value,

and guard against bemg deceived.

But I believed that I had already given sufficient time
to languages, and likewise to the reading of the writings

of the ancients, to their histories and fables. For to

hold converse with those of other ages and to travel, are

almost the same thing. It is useful to know something
of the manners of different nations, that we may be
enabled to form a more correct judgment regarding our
own, and be prevented from thinking that everything

contrary to our customs is ridiculous and irrational,—

a

conclusion usually come to by those whose experience

has been limited to their own country. On the other

hand, when too much time is occupied in travelling, we
become strangers to our native country; and the over
curious in the customs of the past are generally ignorant

of those of the present. Besides, fictitious narratives

lead us to imagine the possibility of many events that are

impossible; and even the most faithful histories, if they
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do not wholly misrepresent matters, or exaggerate their

importance to render the account of them more worthy of

perusal, omit, at least, almost always the meanest and
least striking of the attendant circumstance; hence it

happens that the remainder does not represent the truth,

and that such as regulate their conduct by examples

drawn from this source, are apt to fall intp the extrava-

gances of the knight-errants of romance, and-* to enter-

tain projects that exceed their powers.

I esteemed eloquence highly, and was in raptures vdth

poesy; but I thought that both were gifts of nature

rather than fruits of study. Those in whom the faculty

iof reason is predominant, and who most skilfully dispose

their thoughts with a view to render them clear and intel-

ligible, are always the best able to persuade others of the

truth of what they lay down, though they should speak

only in the language of Lower Brittany, and be -wholly

ignorant of the rules of rhetoric; and those whose minds
are stored with the most agreeable fancies, and who can

give expression to them with the greatest embellishment

and harmony, are still the best poets, though unacquainted

-with the art of poetry.

I was especially delighted with the mathematics, on
account of the certitude and evidence of their reason-

ings; but I had not as yet a precise loiowledge of their

true use; and thinking that they but contributed to the

advancement of the mechanical arts, I w^as astonished

that foundations, so strong and solid, should have had
no loftier superstructure reared on them. On the other

hand, I compared the disquisitions of the ancient moralists

to very tow'ering and magnificent palaces with no better

foundation than sand and mud: they laud the virtues

very highly, and exhibit them as estimable far above

an)^hing on earth; but they give us no adequate

criterion of virtue, and frequently that which they

designate with so fine a name is but apathy, or pride,

or despair, or parricide.

I revered our theolog}’', and aspired as much as any
one to reach heaven: but being given assuredly to under-

stand that the way is not less open to the most ignorant

than to the most learned, and that the revealed truths
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which lead to heaven are above our comprehension^ I did

not presume to subject them to the impotency of my
reason; and I thought that in order competently to

undertake their examination, there was need of some

special help from heaven, and of being more than man.

Of philosopi^" I will say nothing, except that when I

saw that it had been cultivated for many ages by the

most distinguished men, and that yet there is not a

single matter within its sphere which is not still in dis-

pute, and nothing, therefore, which is above doubt, I

did not presume to anticipate that my success would be

greater in it than that of others; and further, when I

considered the number of conflicting opinions touching

a single matter that may be upheld by learned men,
while there can be but one true, I reckoned as well-nigh

false all that was only probable.

As to the other sciences, inasmuch as these borrow
their principles from philosoph}’®, I judged that no solid

superstructures could be reared on foundations so infirm

;

and neither the honour nor the gain held out by them
was sufficient to determine me to their cultivation: for

I was not, thank Heaven, in a condition which compelled

me to make merchandise of science for the bettering of

my fortune; and though I might not profess to scorn

glory as a cynic, I yet made very slight account of that

honour which I hoped to acquire only through fictitious

titles. And, in fine, of false sciences I thought I knew
the worth sufficiently to escape being deceived by the
professions of an alchemist, the predictions of an
astrologer, the impostures of a magician, or by the
artifices and boasting of any of those who profess to

know things of which they are ignorant.

For these reasons, as soon as my age permitted me to
pass from under the control of my instructors, I entirefy

abandoned the study of letters, and resolved no longer to
seek any other science than the knowledge of myself,
or of the great book of the world. I spent the remainder
of my youth in travelling, in visiting courts and armies,
in holding intercourse with men of different dispositions

and ranks, in collecting varied experience, in proving
myself m the different situations into which fortune threw
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me, and, above all, in making such reflection on the matter
of my experience as to secure my improvement. For it

occurred to me that I should find much more truth in

the reasonings of each individual with reference to the

affairs in which he is personally interested^ and the issue of

which must presently punish him if he has judged amiss^

than in those conducted by a man of letters in his study,

regarding speculative matters that are of no practical

moment, and followed by no consequences to himself,

farther, perhaps, than that they foster his vanity toe

better the more remote they are from common sense;

requiring, as they must in this case, the exercise of

greater ingenuity and art to render them probable. In

addition, I had always a most earnest desire to know how
to distinguish the true from the false, in order that I

might be able clearly to discriminate the right path in

life, and proceed in it with confidence.

It is true that, whilft busied only in considering the

manners of other men, I found here, too, scarce any
ground for settled conviction, and remarked hardly less

contradiction among them than in the opinions of the

philosophers. So that the greatest advantage I derived

from the study consisted in this, that, observing many
things which, however extravagant and ridiculous to

our apprehension, are yet by common consent received

and approved by other great nations, I learned to enter-

tain too decided a belief in regard to nothing of the truth

of which I had been persuaded merely by example and

custom; and thus I gradually extricated myself from

many errors powerful enough to darken our natural

intelligence, and incapacitate us in great measure from

listening to reason. But after I had been occupied

several years in thus studying the book of the world, and in

essaying to gather some experience, I at length resolved

to make mysJf an object of study, and to employ all the

powers of my mind in choosing the paths I ought to follow,

an undertaking which was accompanied with greater

success than it would have been had I never quitted my
country or my books.



PART II

I WAS then in ‘Germany, attracted thither by the wars in

that countr}^, which have not yet been brought to a

termination; and as I was returning to the army from

the coronation of the emperor, the setting in of winter

arrested me in a locality where, as I found no society to

interest me, and was besides fortunately undisturbed by
any cares or passions, I remained the whole day in

seclusion,^ with full opportunity to occupy my attention

with my own thoughts. Of these one of the very first

that occurred to me was, that there is seldom so much
perfection m works composed 0/ many separate parts,

upon which different hands had been employed, as in

those completed by a single master. Thus it is observ-

able that the buildings which a single architect has

planned and executed, are generally more elegant and
commodious than those which several have attempted

to improve, by making old walls serve for purposes for

which they were not originally built. Thus also, those

ancient cities w^hich, from being at first only villages,

have become, in course of time, large towns, are usudly
but ill laid out compared with the regularly constructed

towns which a professional architect has freely planned
on an open plain; so that although the several buildmgs
of the former may often equal or surpass in beauty those

of the latter, yet when one observes their indiscriminate

juxtaposition, there a large one and here a small, and the

consequent crookedness and irregularity of the street^

one is disposed to allege that chance rather than any
human wiU guided by reason must have led to such an
arrangement. And if we consider that nevertheless there

have been at all times certain officers whose duty it was
to see that private buildings contributed to public orna-
ment, the difficulty of reaching high perfection with but

^ literally, in a room heated by means of a stove.

—

Tr,
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the materials of others to operate on, will be readily

acknowledged. In the same way I fancied that those

nations which, starting from a semi-barbarous state and
advancing to civilisation by slow degrees, have had their

laws successively determined, and, as it were, forced

upon them simply by experience of the hurtfulness of

particular crimes and disputes, would t)y this process

come to be possessed of less perfect institutions than
those which, from the commencement of their association

as communities, have followed the appointments of some
wise legislator. It is thus quite certam that the constitu-

tion of the true religion, the ordinances of vrhich are

,

derived from God, must be incomparably superior to that

of every other. And, to speak of human affairs, I believe

that the past pre-eminence of Sparta was due not to the

goodness of each of its laws in particular, for many of

these were very strange, and even opposed to good
morals, but to the circumstance that, originated by a
single individual, they all tended to a single end. In
the same way I thought that the sciences contained in

books (such of them at least as are made up of probable

reasonings, without demonstrations), composed as they

are of the opinions of many different individuals massed
together, are farther removed from truth than the simple

inferences which a man of good sense using his natural

and unprejudiced judgment draws respecting the matters

of his experience. And because we have all to pass

through a state of infancy to manhood, and have been

of necessity, for a length of time, governed by our desires

and preceptors (whose dictates were frequently con-

flicting, while neither perhaps always counselled us for

the best), I farther concluded that it is almost impossible

that our judgments can be so correct or solid as they

yould have been, had our reason been mature from the

moment of our birth, and had we ahvays been guided

by it alone.

It is true, however, that it is not customary to pull

down all the houses of a town with the single design of

rebuilding them differently, and thereby rendering the

streets more handsome; but it often happens that a

private individual takes down his own with the view of
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erecting it anew, and that people are even sometimes
constrained to this when their houses are m danger of

falling from age, or when the foundations are insecure.

With this before me by way of example, I was persuaded
that it would indeed be preposterous for a private indi-

vidual to thinly of reforming a state by fundamentally
changing it throughout, and overturning it in order to

set it up amended
;
and the same I thought was true of

any similar project for reforming the body of the sciences,

or the order of teaching them established in the schools

:

but as for the opinions which up to that time I had
embraced, I thought that I could not do better than
resolve at once to sweep them wholly away, that I might
afterv-’ards be in a position to admit either others more
correct, or even perhaps the same when they had under-
gone the scrutmy of reason. I firmly believed that in this

way I should much hotter succeed m the conduct of my
life, than if I built only upon old foundations, and leant

upon principles which, in my youth, I had taken upon
trust. For although I recognised various difficulties in

this undertaking, these were not, however, without
remedy, nor once to be compared with such as attend the
slightest reformation in public affairs. Large bodies, if

once overthrown, are with great difficulty set up again,
or even kept erect when once seriously shaken, and the
fall of such is always disastrous. Then if there are any
imperfections in the constitutions of states (and that
many such exist the diversity of constitutions is alone
sufficient to assure us), custom has without doubt
materially smoothed their inconveniences, and has even
managed to steer altogether clear of, or insensibly
corrected a number which sagacity could not have pro-
vided against with equal effect; and, in fine, the defects
are almost always more tolerable than the change necesr
sary for ffieir removal; in the same manner that highways
which wind among mountains, by being much frequented,
become gradually so smooth and commodious, that it is

much better to follow them than to seek a straighter path
by climbing over the tops of rocks and descending to the
bottoms of precipices.

Hence it is that I cannot in any degree approve of
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those restless and busy meddlers who, called neither by
birth nor fortune to take part in the management of

public affairs, are yet always projecting reforms, and if

I thought that this tract contained aught v.hich might
justify the suspicion that I was a victim of such folly,

I would by no means permit its publication. I have
never contemplated anything higher than the reforma-

tion of my own opinions, and basing them on a founda-

tion wholly my own. And although my own satisfaction

with my work has led me to present here a draft of it,

I do not by any means therefore recommend to every

one else to make a similar attempt. Those vrhom God
has endowed with a larger measure of genius whli enter-

tain, perhaps, designs still more exalted; but for the

many I am much afraid lest even the present undertaking

be more than they can safely venture to imitate. The
smgle design to strip one’s self of all^ast beliefs is one that

ought not to be taken 4)y every one. The majority of

men is composed of two classes, for neither of which

would this be at all a befitting resolution: in the Jirst

place, of those who with more than a due confidence in

their ov/n powers, are precipitate in their judgments and
want the patience requisite for orderly and circumspect

thinking; whence it happens, that if men of this class

once take the liberty to doubt of their accustomed opinions,

and quit the beaten highway, they will never be able to

thread the byway that would lead them by a shorter

course, and will lose themselves and continue to wander
for life; in the second place, of those w'ho, possessed of

sufficient sense or modesty to determine that there are

others who excel them in the power of discriminating

between truth and error, and by whom they may be

instructed, ought rather to content themselves with the

c|)inions of such than trust for more correct to their own
reason.

For my own part, I should doubtless have belonged to

the latter class, had I received instruction from but one

master, or had I never known the diversities of opinion

that from time immemorial have prevailed among men
of the greatest learning. But I had become aware, even

so early as during my college life, that no opinion, how-
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ever absurd and incredible, can be imagined, wfiich has

not been maintained by some one of the philosophers;

and afterwards in the course of my travels I remarked

that all those whose opinions are decidedly repugnant to

ours are not on that account barbarians and savages^ but

on the contrary that many of these nations make an

equally good^ if not a better, use of their reason than we
do. I took into account also the very different character

which a person brought up from infancy in France or

Germany exhibits, from that which, with the same mind
originally, this individual would have possessed had he

lived always among the Chinese or with savages, and the

circumstance that in dress itself the fashion which pleased

us ten years ago, and which may again, perhaps, be

received into favour before ten years have gone, appears

to us at this moment extravagant and ridiculous. I was
thus led to infer thaf the ground of our opinions is far

more custom and example thaivany certain knowledge.

And, finally, although such be the ground of our opinions,

I remarked that a plurality of suffrages is no guarantee

of truth where it is at all of difficult discovery, as in such

cases it is much more likely that it will be found by one
than by many. I could, however, select from the crowd
no one whose opinions seemed worthy of preference, and
thus I found myself constrained, as it were, to use my
own reason in the conduct of my life.

But like one walking alone and in the dark, I resolved

to proceed so slowly and with such circumspection, that

if I did not advance far, I would at least guard against

falling. I did not even choose to dismiss summarily
any of the opinions that had crept into my belief without
having been introduced by reason, but first of all took
sufficient time carefully to satisfy myself of the general

nature of the task I was setting myself, and ascertain

the true method by which to arrive at the knowledge of

whatever lay witliin the compass of my powers.

Among the branches of philosophy, I had, at an
earlier period, given some attention to logic, and among
those of the mathematics to geometrical analysis and
algebra,—three arts or sciences which ought, as I con-
ceived, to contribute something to my design. But, on
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examination, I found that, as for logic, its syllogisms

and the majority of its other precepts are of avail rather

in the communication of what we already know, or even

as the art of Lully, in speaking without judgment of things

of which we are ignorant, than in the investigation of tlie

unknown; and although this science tontains indeed

a number of correct and very excellent precepts, there

are, nevertheless, so many others, and these either

injurious or superfluous, mingled with the former, that

it is almost quite as difficult to effect a severance of the

true from the false as it is to extract a Diana or a ]\Iiner\^a

from a rough block of marble. Then as to the analysis

of the ancients and the algebra of the moderns, besides

that they embrace only matters highly abstract, and, to

appearance, of no use, the former is so exclusively re-

stricted to the consideration of figures, that it can exercise

the understanding only on condition of greatly fatiguing

the imagination; and, ih the latter, there is so complete

a subjection to certain rules and formulas, that there

results an art full of confusion and obscurity calculated

to embarrass, instead of a science fitted to cultivate the

mind. By these considerations I was induced to seek

some other method which w^ould comprise the advantages

of the three and be exempt from their defects. And as

a multitude of laws often only hampers justice, so that

a state is best governed when, with few laws, these are

rigidly administered; in like manner, instead of the great

number of precepts of which logic is composed, I believed

that the four following w^ould prove perfectly sufficient

for me, provided I took the firm and unwavering resolu-

tion never in a single instance to fail in observing them.

The first was never to accept anything for true w^hich

I did not clearly know to be such; that is to say, carefully

t» avoid precipitancy and prejudice, and to comprise

nothing more in my judgment than what was presented

to my mind so clearly and distinctly as to exclude all

ground of doubt.

The second^ to divide each of the difficulties under

examination into as many parts as possible, and as

might be necessary for its adequate solution.

The third, to conduct my thoughts in such order that.
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by commencing with objects the simplest and easiest

to know^ I might ascend by little and little, and, as it

were, step by step, to the knowledge of the more complex;

assigning in thought a certain order even to those objects

which m their own nature do not stand in a relation of

antecedence ai^i sequence.

And the last, in every case to make enumerations so

complete, and reviews so general, that I might be assured

that nothing was omitted.

The long chains of simple and easy reasonings by means

of which geometers are accustomed to reach the con-

clusions of their most difficult demonstrations, had led

me to imagine that all things, to the knowledge of which

man is competent, are mutually connected in the same
way, and that there is nothing so far removed from us

as to be beyond our reach, or so hidden that we cannot

discover it, provided* only we abstain from accepting the

false for the true, and always preserve in our thoughts

the order necessary for the deduction of one truth from

another. And I had little difficulty in determining the

objects with which it was necessary to commence, for

I was already persuaded that it must be with the simplest

and easiest to know, and, considering that of all those

vrho have hitherto sought truth in the sciences, the mathe-
maticians alone have been able to find any demonstra-

tions, that is, any certain and evident reasons, I did not

doubt but that such must have been the rule of their

investigations. I resolved to commence, therefore, with
the examination of the simplest objects, not anticipating,

however, from this any other advantage than that to be
found m accustoming my mind to the love and nourish-

ment of truth, and to a distaste for all such |:easonings

as were unsound. But I had no intention on that account
of attempting to master all the particular sciences com-
monly denominated mathematics: but observing that,

however different their objects, they all agree in consider-

ing only the various relations or proportions subsisting

among those objects, I thought it best for my purpose
to consider these proportions in the most general form
possible, without referring them to any objects in par-

ticular, except such as would most facilitate the know-
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ledge of them, and without by any means restricting

them to these, that afterwards I might thus be the better

able to apply them to every other class of objects to

which they are legitimately applicable. Perceiving

further, that in order to understand these relations I

should sometimes have to consider them one by one,

and sometimes only to bear them in mind, or embrace
them in the aggregate, I thought that, in order the better

to consider them individually, I should view them as

subsisting between straight lines, than which I could find

no objects more simple, or capable of being more distinctly

represented to my imagination and senses; and on the

other hand, that in order to retain them in the memor}-,

or embrace an aggregate of many, I should express them
by certain characters the briefest possible. In this way
I believed that I could borrow all that was best both in

geometrical analysis and in algebra, and correct all the

defects of the one by help of the other.

And, in point of fact, the accurate obsenMnce of these

few precepts gave me, I take the hberty of sa^dng, such

ease in unravelling all the questions embraced in these

two sciences, that in the two or three months I devoted

to their examination, not only did I reach solutions of

questions I had formerly deemed exceedingly difficult,

but even as regards questions of the soLtion of which
I continued ignorant, I was enabled as it appeared to me,
to determine the means whereby, and the extent to which,

a solution was possible; results attributable to the circum-

stance that I commenced with the simplest and most
general truths, and that thus each truth discovered was
a rule available in the discover}^ of subsequent ones.

Nor in this perhaps shall I appear too vain, if it be con-

sidered that, as the truth on any particular point is one,

v’^oever apprehends the truth, knows all that on that

point can be known. The child, for example, who has

been instructed in the elements of arithmetic, and has

made a particular addition, according to rule, may be
assured that he has found, wuth respect to the sum of the

numbers before him, all that in this instance is within

the reach of human genius. Now, in conclusion, the

method which teaches adherence to the true order, and
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an exact enumeration of all the conditions of the thing

sought includes all that gives certitude to the rules of

arithmetic.

But the chief ground of my satisfaction with this

method; was the assurance I had of thereby exercising

my reason in aH matters, if not with absolute perfection,

at least with the greatest attainable by me: besides, I

was conscious that by its use my mind was becoming

gradually habituated to clearer and more distinct con-

ceptions of its objects; and I hoped also, from not having

restricted this method to any particular matter, to apply

it to the difficulties of the other sciences, with not less

success than to those of algebra. I should not, however,

on this account have ventured at once on the examination

of all the difficulties of the sciences which presented

themselves to me, for this would have been contrary to

the order prescribed*'in the method, but observing that

the knowledge of such is dependent on principles borrowed

from philosophy, in which I found nothing certain, I

thought it necessary first of all to endeavour to establish

its principles. And because I observed, besides, that an
inquiry of this kind was of all others of the greatest

moment, and one m which precipitancy and anticipation

in judgment were most to be dreaded, I thought that

I ought not to approach it till I had reached a more
mature age (being at that time but twenty-three), and had
first of all employed much of my time in preparation for

the work, as well by eradicating from my mind all the

erroneous opinions I had up to that moment accepted,

as by amassing variety of experience to afford materials

for my reasonings, and by continually exercising myself

in my chosen method with a view to increased sM in its

applicationg
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PART III

AnB; finally, as it is not enough, before commencing
to rebuild the house in which we live, that it be pulled

down, and materials and builders provided, or that we
engage in the work ourselves, according to a plan which
we have beforehand carefully drawn out, but as it is

likewise necessary that we be furnished with some other

house in which we may live commodiously during the

operations, so that I might not remain irresolute in my
actions, while my reason compelled me to suspend my
judgment, and that I might not be prevented from living

thenceforward in the gr&.test possible felicity, I formed

a provisory code of morals, composed of three or four

maxims, with which I am desirous to make you acquainted.

The Jirst was to obey the laws and customs of my
countr}^, adhering firmly to the faith in which, by the

grace of God, I had been educated from my childhood,

and regulating my conduct in every other matter accord-

ing to the most moderate opinions, and the farthest

removed from extremes, which should happen to be

adopted in practice with general consent of the most
judicious of those among whom I might be living. For,

as I had from that time begun to hold my own opinions

for nought because I wished to subject them all to exami-

nation, I was convinced that I could not do better than

follow in the meantime the opinions of the most judicious;

and although there are some perhaps among the Persians

aifd Chmese as judicious as among ourselves, expediency

seemed to dictate that I should regulate my practice

conformably to the opinions of those with whom I should

have to live; and it appeared to me that, in order to

ascertain the real opinions of such, I ought rather to

take cognisance of what they practised than of what
they said, not only because, in the corruption of our

manners, there are few disposed to speak exactly as they
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believe^ but also because very many are not aware of

v;hat it is that they really believe; for, as the act of mind
by which a thing is believed is difEerent from that by
winch we know that we believe it, the one act is often

found without the other. Also, amid many opinions

held in equal r«pute, I chose always the most moderate,

as much for the reason that these are always the most

convenient for practice, and probably the best (for all

excess is generally vicious), as that, in the event of my
falling into error, I might be at less distance from the

truth than if, having chosen one of the extremes, it should

turn out to be the other which I ought to have adopted.

And I placed in the class of extremes especially all promises

by which somewhat of our freedom is abridged; not

that I disapproved of the laws which, to provide against

the instability of men of feeble resolution, when what
is sought to be accon>plished is some good, permit engage-

ments by vows and contracts* binding the parties to

persevere in it, or even, for the security of commerce,

sanction similar engagements where the purpose sought

to be realised is indifferent: but because I did not find

anytlung on earth which was wholly superior to change,

and because, for myself in particular, I hoped gradually

to perfect my judgments, and not to suffer them to

deteriorate, I would have deemed it a grave sin against

good sense, if, for the reason that I approved of something

at a particular time, I therefore bound myself to hold it

for good at a subsequent time, when perhaps it had
ceased to be so, or I had ceased to esteem it such.

My second maxim was to be as firm and resolute in my
actions as I was able, and not to adhere less steadfastly

to the most doubtful opinions, when once adopted, than
if they had been highly certain; imitating in this the

example of travellers who, when they have lost their way
in a forest, ought not to wander from side to side, far less

remain m one place, but proceed constantly towards the

same side in as straight a line as possible, without chang-
ing their direction for slight reasons, although perhaps

it might be chance alone which at first determined the

selection; for m this way, if they do not exactly reach

the point they desire, they will come at least in the end



to some place that will probably be preferable to the

middle of a forest. In the same way, since in action it

frequently happens that no delay is permissible, it is very

certain that, when it is not in our power to determine

what is true, we ought to act according to what is most
probable; and even although we should not remark a
greater probability in one opinion than in another, we
ought notwithstanding to choose one or the other, and
afterwards consider it, in so far as it relates to practice,

as no longer dubious, but manifestly true and certain,

since the reason by which our choice has been determined

is itself possessed of these qualities. This principle was
sufficient thenceforward to nd me of all those repentings

and pangs of remorse that usually disturb the consciences

of such feeble and uncertain minds as, destitute of any
clear and determinate principle of choice, allow themselves

one day to adopt a course of action as the best, which

they abandon the next, as the opposite.

My third maxim was to endeavour always to conquer

myself rather than fortune, and change my desires rather

than the order of the world, and in general, accustom

myself to the persuasion that, except our own thoughts,

there is nothing absolutely in our power; so that when
we have done our best in respect of things external to us,

all wherein we fail of success is to be held, as regards us,

absolutely impossible: and this single principle seemed

to me sufficient to prevent me from desiring for the future

anything which I could not obtain, and thus render me
contented; for since our will naturally seeks those objects

alone which the understanding represents as in some way
possible of attainment, it is plain, that if we consider ail

external goods as equally beyond our power, we shall no»

more regret the absence of such goods as seem due to our

bkth, when deprived of them without any fault of ours,

than our not possessing the kingdoms of China or Mexico;

and thus making, so to speak, a virtue of necessity, we-

shall no more desire health in disease,^ or freedom in

imprisonment, than we now do bodies incorruptible as

diamonds, or the wings of birds to fly with. But I confess

there is need of prolonged discipline and frequently

repeated meditation to accustom the mind to view all*
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objects in this light; and I believe that in this chiefly

consisted the secret of the power of such philosophers

as in former times were enabled to rise superior to the

influence of fortune^ and, amid suffering and poverty,

enjoy a happiness which their gods might have envied.

For, occupied incessantly with the consideration of the

limits prescribed to their power by nature, they became
so entirely convinced that nothing was at their disposal

except their own thoughts, that this conviction was of

itself suflicient to prevent their entertaining any desire

of other objects; and over their thoughts they acquired

a sway so absolute, that they had some ground on this

account for esteeming themselves more rich and more
powerful, more free and more happy, than other men
who, whatever be the favours heaped on them by nature

and fortune, if destitute of this philosophy, can never

command the realisation of all their desires.

In fine, to conclude this code* of morals, I thought of

reviewing the different occupations of men in this life,

with the view of making choice of the best. And, with-

out wishing to offer any remarks on the employments of

others, I may state that it was my conviction that I could

not do better than continue in that in which I was
engaged, viz., in devoting my whole life to the culture of

my reason, and in making the greatest progress I was able

m the knowledge of truth, on the principles of the method
which I had prescribed to myself. This method, from
the time I had begun to apply it, had been to me the

source of satisfaction so intense as to lead me to believe

that more perfect or more innocent could not be enjoyed

in this life; and as by its means I daily discovered truths

that appeared to me of some importance, and of which
other men were generally ignorant, the gratification thence

arising so occupied my mind that I was wholly indiffereRt

to every other object. Besides, the three preceding

maxims were founded singly on the design of continumg
the work of self-instruction. For since God has endowed
each of us with some light of reason by which to dislm-

guish truth from error, I could not have believed that I

ought for a single moment to rest satisfied with the

opinions of another, unless I had resolved to exercise my
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own judgment in examining these v/henever I should be
duly qualified for the task. Nor could I have proceeded
on such opinions without scruple, had I supposed that I

should thereby forfeit any advantage for attaining still

more accurate, should such exist. And, in fine, I could
not have restrained my desires, nor rei»amed satisfied,

had I not followed a path in which I thought myself
certain of attaining ail the knowledge to the acquisition

of which I was competent, as well as the largest amount
of what is truly good which I could ever hope to secure.

Inasmuch as w’e neither seek nor shun any object except

in so far as our understanding represents it as good or

bad, ail that is necessary to right action is right judgment,

and to the best action the most correct judgment,—that

is, to the acquisition of ail the virtues with all else that is

truly valuable and within our reach; and the assurance

of such an acquisition cannot fail t® render us contented.

Having thus provided myself with these maxims, and
having placed them in reserve along with the truths of

faith, which have ever occupied the first place in my
belief, I came to the conclusion that I might with freedom

set about ridding myself of what remained of my opinions.

And, inasmuch as I hoped to be better able successfully

to accomplish this work by holding mtercourse with

mankind, than by remaining longer shut up in the retire-

ment where these thoughts had occurred to me, I betook

me again to travellmg before the winter was well ended.

And, during the nine subsequent years, I did nothing but

roam from one place to another, desirous of being a
spectator rather than an actor in the plays exhibited on
the theatre of the world; and, as I made it my business

in each matter to reflect particularly upon what might

fairly be doubted and prove a source of error, I gradually

TOOted out from my mind all the errors which had hitherto

crept into it. Not that in this I imitated the sceptics

who doubt only that they may doubt, and seek nothing

beyond uncertainty itself; for, on the contrary, my design

was singly to find ground of assurance, and cast aside the

loose earth and sand, that I might reach the rock or the

clay. In this, as appears to me, I was successful enough;

for, since I endeavoured to discover the falsehood or
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incertitude of the propositions I examined, not by feeble

conjectures, but by clear and certain reasonings, I met
with nothing so doubtful as not to yield some conclusion

of adequate certainty, although this were merely the

inference, that the matter in question contained nothing

certain. And,*.just as in puUing down an old house,

we usually reserve the ruins to contribute towards the

erection, so, in destroying such of my opinions as I

judged to be ill-founded, I made a variety of observa-

tions and acquired an amount of experience of which I

availed myself in the establishment of more certain.

Jiiid further, I continued to exercise myself in the method
I had prescribed; for, besides taking care in general to

conduct all my thoughts according to its rules, I reserved

some hours from time to time which I expressly devoted

to the employment of the method in the solution of

mathematical difficulties, or even in the solution like-

wise of some questions belonging to other sciences, but
which, by my having detached them from such prin-

ciples of these sciences as were of inadequate certainty,

were rendered almost mathematical: the truth of this

will be manifest from the numerous examples contained

in this volume.^ And thus, without m appearance

living otherwise than those who, with no other occupa-

tion than that of spendmg their lives agreeably and
innocently, study to sever pleasure from vice, and who,
that they may enjoy their leisure without ennui, have
recourse to such pursuits as are honourable, I was never-

theless prosecuting my design, and malcing greater pro-

gress in the knowledge of truth, than I might, perhaps,

have made had I been engaged in the perusal of ' books

merely, or in holding converse with men of letters.

These nine years passed away, however, before I had
come to any determinate judgment respecting the diffi-

culties which form matter of dispute among the learned,

or had commenced to seek the principles of any philo-

sophy more certain than the vulgar. And the examples

of many men of the highest genius, who had, in former

times, engaged in this inquiry, but, ac appeared to me,

^ The Discoiirse on Method ” was originally pubhshed along
with the “ Dioptrics/’ the Meteorics,” and the “ Geometry.”

—

Tr*
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without success^ led me to imagine it to be a work of so

much difficulty^ that I would not perhaps have ventured
on it so soon had I not heard it currently rumoured that
I had already completed the inquiry. I know not wdiat

were the grounds of this opinion; and, if my conversa-

tion contributed in any measure to its^rise, this must
have happened rather from my having confessed my
ignorance with greater freedom than those are accus-

tomed to do who have studied a little, and expounded^,

perhaps, the reasons that led me to doubt of many of

those things that by others are esteemed certain, than
from my having boasted of any system of philosophy.

But, as I am of a disposition that makes me unwilling to

be esteemed different from what I really am, I thought it

necessary to endeavour by all means to render myself

worthy of the reputation accorded to me; and it is now
exactly eight 3’ears since this desire constrained me to

remove from all those places where interruption from any
of my acquaintances was possible, and betake myself to

this country,^ in which the long duration of the war has

led to the establishment of such discipline, that the armies

maintained seem to be of use only in enabling the in-

habitants to enjoy more securely the blessings of peace;

and where, in the midst of a great crowd actively engaged

in business, and more careful of their own affairs than

curious about those of others, I have been enabled to live

without being deprived of any of the conveniences to be
had m the most populous cities, and yet as solitary and
as retired as in the midst of the most remote deserts.

Holland; to which country he withdrew m i62g.^Tr.
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I AM in doubt as to the propriety of making my first

meditations in the place above mentioned matter of dis-

course; for these are so metaphysical, and so uncommon,
as not, perhaps, to be acceptable to every one. And yet,

that it may be determined whether the foundations that

I have laid are sufficiently secure, I find myself in a

measure constrained to advert to them. I had long

before remarked that, in relation to practice, it is some-

times necessary to adopt, as if above doubt, opinions

which we discern to be highly uncertain, as has been

already said; but as 1 then desired to give my attention

solely to the search after truth, I thought that a pro-

cedure exactly the opposite was called for, and that I

ought to reject as absolutely false all opinions in regard

to which I could suppose the least ground for doubt, in

order to ascertain whether after that there remained

aught in my belief that was wholly indubitable. Accord-

ingly, seeing that our senses sometimes deceive us, I was
willmg to suppose that there existed nothing really such

as they presented to us; and because some men err in

reasoning, and fall into paralogisms, even on the simplest

matters of geometry, I, convinced that I was as open

to error as any other, rejected as false all the reasonings

I had hitherto taken for demonstrations; and finally,

when I considered that the very same thoughts (pre-

sentations) which we experience when awake may also

be experienced when we are asleep, while there is at th%t

time not one of them true, I supposed that all the objects

(presentations) that had ever entered into my mind when
awake, had in them no more truth than the illusions of

my dreams. But immediately upon this I observed

that, whilst I thus wished to think that all was false, it

was absolutely necessary that I, who thus thought,

should be somewhat; and as I observed that this truth,
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I think, hence I am, was so certain and of such evidence,

that no ground of doubt, however extravagant, could be
alleged by the sceptics capable of shaking it, I concluded
that I might, without scruple, accept it as the first prin-

ciple of the philosophy of which I was in search.

In the next place, I attentively examij^ied what I was,

and as I observed that I could suppose that I had
no body, and that there was no world nor any place in

which I might be; but that I could not therefore suppose

that I was not; and that, on the contrary, from the very
circumstance that I thought to doubt of the truth of

other things, it most clearly and certainly followed that

I was; while, on the other hand, if I had only ceased to

think, although all the other objects which I had ever

imagined had been in reality existent, I would have had
no reason to believe that I existed; I thence concluded

that I was a substance whose whole essence or nature

consists only in thinking, and which, that it may exist,

has need of no place, nor is dependent on any material

thing; so that “ I,” that is to say, the mind by which I

am what I am, is wholly distinct from the body, and is

•even more easily known than the latter, and is such, that

although the latter were not, it would still continue to be

ail that it is.

After this I inquired in general into what is essential

to the truth and certainty of a proposition; for since I

had discovered one which I knew to be true, I thought

that I must likewise be able to discover the ground of this

certitude. And as I observed that in the w’’ords I think,

hence 1 am, there is nothing at all which gives me assur-

ance of their truth beyond this, that I see very clearly

that in order to think it is necessary to exist, I concluded

that I might take, as a general rule, the pnnciple, that all

tihe things which we very clearly and distinctly conceive

are true, only observing, however, that there is some
difficulty in rightly determining the objects which we
distinctly conceive.

In the next place, from reflecting on the circumstance

that I doubted, and that consequently my being was not

wholly perfect (for I clearly saw that it was a greater

perfection to know than to doubt), I was led to mquire
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whence I had learned to think of something more perfect

than myself; and I clearly recognised that I must hold

this notion from some nature which in reality was more
perfect. As for the thoughts of many other objects

external to me, as of the sky, the earth, light, heat, and
a thousand mc^re, I was less at a loss to know whence
these came; for since I remarked in them nothing which

seemed to render them superior to myself, I could believe

that, if these were true, they were dependencies on my
own nature, in so far as it possessed a certain perfection,

and, if they v^ere false, that I held them from nothing,

that is to say, that they were in me because of a certain

imperfection of my nature. But this could not be the

case with the idea of a nature more perfect than myself;

for to receive it from nothing was a thing manifestly

impossible; and, because it is not less repugnant that

the more perfect shopld be an effect of, and dependence

on the less perfect, than that something should proceed

from nothing, it was equally impossible that I could

hold it from myself: accordingly, it but remained that

it had been placed in me by a nature which was in reality

more perfect than mine, and which even possessed

within itself all the perfections of which I could form any
idea; that is to say, in a single word, which was God.
And to this I added that, since I knew some perfections

which I did not possess, I was not the only being in exist-

ence (I will here, with your permission, freely use the

terms of the schools); but, on the contrary, that there

was of necessity some other more perfect Being upon
whom I was dependent, and from whom I had received

all that I possessed; for if I had existed alone, and inde-

pendently of every other being, so as to have had from
myself all the perfection, however little, which I actually

possessed, I should have been able, for the same reasoF,

to have 'had from myself the whole remainder of per-

fection, of the want of which I was conscious, and thus

could of myself have become infinite, eternal, immutable,
omniscient, all-powerful, and, in fine, have possessed all

the perfections which I could recognise in God. For in

order to know the nature of God (whose existence has
been established by the preceding reasonings), as far as
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my own nature permitted, I had only to consider in

reference to all the properties of which I found m my
mind some idea, whether their possession was a mark of

perfection; and I was assured that no one which indicated

any imperfection was in him, and that none of the rest

was awanting. Thus I perceived that, doubt, incon-

stancy, sadness, and such like, could not be found in

God, since I myself would have been happy to be free

from them. Besides, I had ideas of many sensible and
corporeal things; for although I might suppose that I

was dreaming, and that all which I saw or imagined was
false, I could not, nevertheless, deny that the ideas were
in reality in my thoughts. But, because I had already

very clearly recognised in myself that the intelligent

nature is distinct from the corporeal, and as I observed

that all composition is an evidence of dependency, and
that a state of dependency is manifestly a state of imper-

fection, I therefore determined that it could not be a per-

fection in God to be compounded of these two natures,

and that consequently he was not so compounded; but

that if there were any bodies in the world, or even any
intelligences, or other natures that were not wholly

perfect, their existence depended on his power in such a

way that they could not subsist without him for a single

moment.
I was disposed straightway to search for other truths;

and when I had represented to myself the object of the

geometers, which I conceived to be a continuous body,

or a space indefinitely extended in length, breadth, and

lieight or depth, divisible into divers parts which admit

of different figures and sizes, and of being moved or trans-

posed in all manner of ways (for all this the geometers

suppose to be in the object they contemplate), I went

over some of their simplest demonstrations. And, in the

first place, I observed, that the great certitude which by
common consent is accorded to these demonstrations, is

founded solely upon this, that they are clearly conceived

in accordance with the rules I have already laid down.

In the next place, I perceived that there was nothing at

all in these demonstrations which could assure me of the

existence of their object: thus, for example, supposing a
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triangle to be given, I distinctly perceived that its three

angles were necessarily equal to two right angles, but I

did not on that account perceive anything which could

assure me that any triangle existed: while, on the con-

trary, recurring to the examination of the idea of a

Perfect Being,J found that the existence of the Being

was comprised in the idea in the same way that the

equality of its three angles to two right angles is com-
prised in the idea of a triangle, or as in the idea of a

sphere, the equidistance of all points on its surface from
the centre, or even still more clearly; and that conse-

quently it is at least as certain that God, who is this

Perfect Being, is, or exists, as any demonstration of

geometry can be.

But tie reason which leads many to persuade them-
selves that there is a difficulty in knowing this truth,

and even also in kngwing what their mind really is, is

that they never raise their thoughts above sensible

objects, and are so accustomed to consider nothing

except by way of imagination, which is a mode of thinking

limited to material objects, that all that is not imaginable

seems to them not intelligible. The truth of this is

sufficiently manifest from the single circumstance, that

the philosophers of the schools accept as a maxim that

there is nothing in the understanding which was not
previously in the senses, in which however it is certain

that the ideas of God and of the soul have never been;

and it appears to me that they who make use of their

imagination to comprehend these ideas do exactly the

some thing as if, in order to hear sounds or smell odours,

they strove to avail themselves of their eyes; unless

indeed that there is this difference, that the sense of sight

does not afford us an inferior assurance to those of smell

or hearing; in place of which, neither our imagination

nor our senses can give us assurance of anything unless

our understanding interv’-ene.

Finally, if there be still persons who are not sufficiently

persuaded of the existence of God and of the soul, by the

reasons I have adduced, I am desirous that they should
know that all the other propositions, of the truth of which
they deem themselves perhaps more assured, as that we
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have a body, and that there exist stars and an earth, and
such like, are less certain; for, although we have a moral
assurance of these things, which is so strong that there

is an appearance of extravagance in doubting of their

existence, yet at the same time no one, unless his intellect

is impaired, can deny, when the question relates to a
metaphysical certitude, that there is sufficient reason to

exclude entire assurance, in the observation that when
asleep we can in the same way imagine ourselves possessed

of another body and that we see other stars and another

earth, when there is nothing of the kind. For how do we
know that the thoughts which occur in dreaming are

false rather than those other which we experience when
awake, since the former are often not less vivid and
distinct than the latter? x\nd though men of the highest

genius study this question as long as they please, I do
not believe that they wnll be abl« to give any reason

which can be sufficient to remove this doubt, unless they

presuppose the existence of God. For, in the first place,

even the principle which I have already taken as a rule,

viz., that all the things which w^e clearly and distinctly

conceive are true, is certain only because God is or exists,

and because he is a Perfect Being, and because all that

we possess is derived from him: whence it follows that

our ideas or notions, which to the extent of their clearness

and distinctness are real, and proceed from God, must
to that extent be true. Accordingly, whereas we not

unfrequently have ideas or notions in which some falsity

is contained, this can only be the case with such as are

to some extent confused and obscure, and in this proceed

from nothing (participate of negation), that is, exist in

us thus confused because we are not wffiolly perfect. And
it is evident that it is not less repugnant that falsity or

imperfection, in so far as it is imperfection, should proceed

from God, than that truth or perfection should proceed

from nothing. But if we did not know that all which

we possess of real and true proceeds from a Perfect and
Infinite Being, however clear and distinct our ideas

might be, we should have no ground on that account

for the assurance that they possessed the perfection of

being true.
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But after the knowledge of God and of the soul has

rendered us certain of this rule, we can easily understand

that the truth of the thoughts we experience when awake,

ought not in the slightest degree to be called in question

on account of the illusions of our dreams. For if it

happened that^n individual, even when asleep, had some
very distinct idea, as, for example, if a geometer should

discover some new demonstration, the circumstance of

his being asleep would not militate against its truth
;
and

as for the most ordinary error of our dreams, which

consists in their representing to us various objects in the

same way as our external senses, this is not prejudicial,

since it leads us very properly to suspect the truth of the

ideas of sense; for we are not unfrequently deceived in

the same manner when awake; as when persons in the

jaundice see all objects yellow, or when the stars or bodies

at a great distance appear to us much smaller than they

are. For, in fine, whether awake or asleep, we ought

never to allow ourselves to be persuaded of the truth of

anything unless on the evidence of our reason. And it

must be noted that I say of our reason^ and not of our
imagination or of our senses; thus, for example, although

we very clearly see the sun, we ought not therefore to

determine that it is only of the size which our sense of

sight presents; and we may very distinctly imagine the

head of a lion joined to the body of a goat, without being

therefore shut up to the conclusion that a chimsera exists

;

for it is not a dictate of reason that what we thus see or

imagine is in reality existent; but it plainly tells us that

all our ideas or notions contain in them some truth; for

otherwise it could not be that God, who is wholly perfect

and veracious, should have placed them in us. And
because our reasonings are never so clear or so complete

during sleep as v/hen we are awake, although sometimes

the acts of our imagination are then as lively and distinct,

if not more so than in our waking moments, reason

further dictates that, since all our thoughts cannot be
true because of our partial imperfection, those possessing

truth must infallibly be found in the experience of our
waking moments rather than in that of our dreams.



PART V

I WOULD here willingly have proceeded to exhibit the

whole chain of truths which I deduced from these primary;

but as with a view to this it would have been necessary

now to treat of many questions in dispute among the

learned, with whom I do not wish to be embroiled, I

believe that it will be better for me to refrain from this

exposition, and only mention in general what these truths

are, that the more judicious may be able to determine

whether a more special account of them would conduce

to the public advantage. I have •ever remained firm

in my original resolution to suppose no other principle

than that of which I have recently availed myself in

demonstrating the existence of God and of the soul, and
to accept as true nothing that did not appear to me
more clear and certain than the demonstrations of the

geometers had formerly appeared; and yet I venture to

state that not only have I found means to satisfy myself

in a short time on all the principal difficulties which are

usuall}?' treated of in philosophy, but I have also observed

certain laws established in nature by God in such a

manner, and of which he has impressed on our minds

such notions, that after we have reflected sufficiently

upon these, we cannot doubt that they are accurately

observed in all that exists or takes place in the world:

and farther, by considering the concatenation of these

laws, it appears to me that I have discovered many truths

more useful and more important than ail I had before

learned, or even had expected to learn.

But because I have essayed to expound the chief of

these discoveries in a treatise which certain considera-

tions prevent me from publishing, I cannot make the

results known more conveniently than by here giving

a summary of the contents of this treatise. It was my
design to comprise in it all that, before I set myself to
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write it, I thought I knew of the nature of material

objects. But like the painters who, finding themselves

unable to represent equally well on a plain surface all

the different faces of a solid body, select one of the chief,

on which alone they make the light fall, and throwing

the rest into the shade, allow them to appear only in so

far as they can be seen while looking at the principal

one; so, fearing lest I should not be able to comprise in

my discourse all that was m my mind, I resolved to ex-

pound singly, though at considerable length, my opinions

regarding light; then to take the opportunity of adding

something on the sun and the fixed stars, since light

almost wholly proceeds from them; on the heavens since

they transmit it ; on the planets, comets, and earth, since

they reflect it; and particularly on all the bodies that are

upon the earth, since they are either coloured, or trans-

parent, or luminous ;« and finally on man, since he is the

spectator of these objects. Further, to enable me to cast

this variety of subjects somewhat into the shade, and to

express my judgment regarding them with greater freedom,

without being necessitated to adopt or refute the opinions

of the learned, I resolved to leave all the people here to

their disputes, and to speak only of what would happen
in a new world, if God were now to create somewhere in

the imaginary spaces matter sufficient to compose one,

and were to agitate variously and confusedly the different

parts of this matter, so that there resulted a chaos as

disordered as the poets ever feigned, and after that did

nothing more than lend his ordinary concurrence to nature,

and allow her to act in accordance with the laws which

he had established. On this supposition, I, in the first

place, described tins matter, and essayed to represent it

in such a manner that to my mind there can be nothing

clearer and more intelligible, except what has been

recently said regarding God and the soul; for I even

expressly supposed that it possessed none of those forms

or qualities which are so debated in the schools, nor in

general an3rthing the knowledge of which is not so natural

to our minds that no one can so much as imagine himself

ignorant of it. Besides, I have pointed out what are the

laws of nature; and, with no other principle upon which
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to found my reasonings except the infinite perfection of

God, I endeavoured to demonstrate all those about which
there could be any room for doubt, and to prove that

they are such, that even if God had created more worlds,

there could have been none in which these laws were not
observed. Thereafter, I showed how the greatest part
of the matter of this chaos must, in accordance with these

laws, dispose and arrange itself in such a way as to present

the appearance of heavens; how in the meantime some
of its parts must compose an earth and some planets and
comets, and others a sun and fixed stars. And, maldng
a digression at this stage on the subject of light, I ex-

pounded at considerable len^h what the nature of that

light must be which is found in the sun and the stars, and
how thence in an instant of time it traverses the immense
spaces of the heavens, and how from the planets and
comets it is reflected towards the earth. To this I like-

wise added much respecting the substance, the situation,

the motions, and all the different qualities of these heavens

and stars; so that I thought I had said enough respecting

them to show that there is nothing observable in the

heavens or stars of our system that must not, or at least

may not appear precisely alike in those of the system

which I described. I came next to speak of the earth in

particular, and to show how, even though I had expressly

supposed that God had given no weight to the matter of

which it is composed, tins should not prevent all its parts

from tendmg exactly to its centre; how with water and
air on its surface, the disposition of the heavens and
heavenly bodies, more especially of the moon, must cause

a flow and ebb, like in all its circumstances to that observed

in our seas, as also a certain current both of water and air

from east to west, such as is likewise observed between

the tropics; how the mountains, seas, fountains, and
rivers might naturally be formed in it, and the metals

produced in the mines, and the plants grow in the fields;

and in general, how all the bodies which are commonly
denominated mixed or composite might be generated:

and, among other things in the discoveries alluded to,

inasmuch as besides the stars, I knew nothing except fire

which produces light, I spared no pains to set forth all
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that pertains to its nature,—^the manner of its production

and support, and to explain how heat is sometimes

found without light, and light without heat; to show
how it can induce various colours upon different bodies

and other diverse qualities; how it reduces some to a
liquid state and hardens others; how it can consume
almost all bodies, or convert them into ashes and smoke

;

and finally, how from these ashes, by the mere intensity

of its action, it forms glass: for as this transmutation of

ashes into glass appeared to me as wonderful as any
other in nature, I took a special pleasure in describing it.

I was not, however, disposed, from these circumstances,

to conclude that this world had been created in the

manner I described ;
for it is much more likely that God

made it at the first such as it was to be. But this is

certain, and an opinion commonly received among
theologians, that the action by which he now sustains

it is the same with that by which he originally created it;

so that even although he had from the beginning given

it no other form than that of chaos, provided only he had
established certain laws of nature, and had lent it his

concurrence to enable it to act as it is wont to do, it may
be believed, without discredit to the miracle of creation,

that, in this way alone, things purely material might, in

course of time, have become such as we observe them at

present; and their nature is much more easily conceived

when they are beheld coming in this manner gradually

into existence, than when they are only considered as

produced at once in a finished and perfect state.

From the description of inanimate bodies and plants,

I passed to animals, and particularly to man. But
since I had not as yet sufficient knowledge to enable me
to treat of these in the same manner as of the rest, that
is to say, by deducing effects from their causes, and by
showing from what elements and in what manner nature
must produce them, I remained satisfied with the sup-

position that God formed the body of man wholly like

to one of ours, as well in the external shape of the members
as in the internal conformation of the organs, of the same
matter with that I had described, and at first placed in it

no rational soul, nor any other principle, in room of the
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vegetative or sensitive soul, beyond kindling in the heart
one of those fires without light, such as I had already
described, and which I thought was not different from
the heat in hay that has been heaped together before it

is dry, or that which causes fermentation in new wines

before they are run clear of the fruit For, when I

examined the kind of functions which might, as conse-

quences of this supposition, exist in tliis body, I found
precisely all those which may exist in us independently

of all power of tliinking, and consequently without being

in any measure owing to the soul
;

in other words, to that

part of us which is distinct from the body, and of which
it has been said above that the nature distinctively

consists in thinking,—functions in which the animals

void of reason may be said wholly to resemble us; but
among which I could not discover any of those that, as

dependent on thought alone, belong to us as men, while,

on the other hand, I did afterwards discover these as

soon as I supposed God to have created a rational soul,

and to have annexed it to this body in a particular

manner which I described.

But, in order to show how I there handled this matter,

I mean here to give the explication of the motion of the

heart and arteries, which, as the first and most general

motion observed in animals, will afford the means of

readily determining what should be thought of all the

rest. And that there may be less difficulty in understand-

ing what I am about to say on this subject, I advise those

who are not versed in anatomy, before they commence
the perusal of these observations, to take the trouble of

getting dissected in their presence the heart of some large

animal possessed of lungs (for this is throughout suffi-

ciently like the human), and to have shown to them its

two ventricles or cavities: in the first place, that in the

right side, with which correspond two very ample tubes,

viz., the hollow vein {vena cava), which is the principal

receptacle of the blood, and the trunk of the tree, as it

were, of which all the other veins in the body are branches

;

and the arterial vein {vena arteriosa), inappropriately so

denominated, since it is in truth only an arteiy^, 'which,

taking its rise in the heart, is divided, after passing out
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from it, into many branches which presently disperse them-

selves all over the lungs; in the second place, the cavity

in the left side, with which correspond in the same manner
two canals in size equal to or larger than the preceding,

viz., the venous artery {arteria venosa)^ likewise inap-

propriately thvs designated, because it is simply a vein

which comes from the lungs, where it is divided into

many branches, interlaced with those of the arterial vein,

and those of the tube called the windpipe, through which

the air we breathe enters; and the great artery which,

issuing from the heart, sends its branches all over the

body. I should wish also that such persons were care-

fully shown the eleven pellicles which, like so many small

valves, open and shut the four orifices that are in these

two cavities, viz., three at the entrance of the hollow

vein, where they are disposed in such a manner as by no
means to prevent tho blood which it contains from flow-

ing into the right ventricle of the heart, and yet exactly

to prevent its flowing out; three at the entrance to the

arterial vein, which, arranged in a manner exactly the

opposite of the former, readily permit the blood con-

tained in this cavity to pass into the lungs, but hinder

that contained in the lungs from returning to this cavity;

and, in like manner, two others at the mouth of the

venous artery, which allow the blood from the lungs to

flow into the left cavity of the heart, but preclude its

return; and three at the mouth of the great artery,

which suffer the blood to flow from the heart, but prevent

its reflux. Nor do we need to seek any other reason for

the number of these pellicles beyond this that the orifice

of the venous artery being of an oval shape from the

nature of its situation, can be adequately closed with
two, whereas the others being round are more con-

veniently closed with three. Besides, I wish such
persons to observe that the grand artery and the artenal
vein are of much harder and firmer texture than the
venous artery and the hollow vem; and that the two
last expand before entering the heart, and there form,
as it were, two pouches denominated the auricles of the
heart, which are composed of a substance similar to that
of the heart itself; and that there is always more warmth
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in the heart than in any other part of the body; and,
finally, that this heat is capable of causing any drop of

blood that passes into the cavities rapidly to expand and
dilate, just as all liquors do when allowed to fall drop by
drop into a highly heated vessel.

For, after these things, it is not necessary for me to say
anything more with a view to explain the motion of the
heart, except that when its cavities are not full of blood,

into these the blood of necessity flows,—from the hollow

vein into the right, and from the venous artery into the

left; because these two vessels are alwa^^s full of blood,

and their orifices, which are turned tov/ards the heart,

cannot then be closed. But as soon as two drops of

blood have thus passed, one into each of the cavities,

these drops which cannot but be very large, because the

orifices through which they pass are wide, and the vessels

from which they come full of blood, are immediately

rarefied, and dilated by the heat they meet with. In
this way they cause the whole heart to expand, and at

the same time press home and shut the five small valves

that are at the entrances of the two vessels from which
they flow, and thus prevent any more blood from coming
down into the heart, and becoming more and more
rarefied, they push open the six small valves that are in

the orifices of the other two vessels, through which they

pass out, causing in this way all the branches of the

arterial vein and of the grand artery to expand almost

simultaneously with the heart—^which immediately there-

after begins to contract, as do also the arteries, because

the blood that has entered them has cooled, and the six

small valves close, and the five of the hollow vein and of

the venous artery open anew and allow a passage to other

two drops of blood, which cause the heart and the arteries

again to expand as before. And, because the blood

which thus enters into the heart passes tlirough these

two pouches called auricles, it thence happens that their

motion is the contrary of that of the heart, and that

when it expands they contract. But lest those who are

ignorant of the force of mathematical demonstrations,

and who are not accustomed to distinguish true reasons

from mere verisimilitudes, should venture, without ex-
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amination, to deny what has been said, I wish it to be

considered that the motion which I have now explained

follows as necessarily from the very arrangement of the

parts, which may be observed in the heart by the eye

alone, and from the heat which may be felt with the

fingers, and frojn the nature of the blood as learned from

experience, as does the motion of a clock from the power,

the situation, and shape of its counterweights and wheels.

But if it be asked how it happens that the blood in the

veins, flowing in this way continually into the heart, is

not exhausted, and why the arteries do not become too

full, since all the blood which passes through the heart

hows into them, I need only mention in reply what has

been written by a physician^ of England, who has the

honour of having broken the ice on this subject, and of

having been the first to teach that there are many small

passages at the extremities of the arteries, through which
the blood received by them from the heart passes into

the small branches of the veins, whence it again returns

to the heart; so that its course amounts precisely to a

perpetual circulation. Of this we have abundant proof

in the ordinary experience of surgeons, who, by binding

the arm with a tie of moderate straitness above the part

where they open the vein, cause the blood to flow more
copiously than it would have done without any ligature

;

whereas quite the contrary would happen were they to

bind it below; that is, between the hand and the opening,

or were to make the ligature above the opening very
tight. For it is manifest that the tie, moderately
straitened, while adequate to hinder the blood already
in the arm from returning towards the heart by the
veins, cannot on that account prevent new blood from
coming forward through the artenes, because these are

situated below the veins, and their coverings, from the^r

greater consistency, are more difficult to compress; and
also that the blood which comes from the heart tends
to pass through them to the hand with greater force than
it does to return from the hand to the heart through the
veins. And since the latter current escapes from the
arm by the opening made in one of the veins, there must

^ Harvey

—

Lat. Tr,
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of necessity be certain passages below the ligature, that

is, towards the extremities of the arm through which it

can come thither from the arteries. This physician

likewise abundantly establishes what he has advanced
respecting the motion of the blood, from the existence

of certain pellicles, so disposed in variocs places along

the course of the veins, in the manner of small valves, as

not to permit the blood to pass from the middle of the

body towards the extremities, but only to return from
the extremities to the heart; and farther, from experi-

ence which shows that all the blood which is in the body
may flow out of it in a very short time through a single

artery that has been cut, even although this had been
closely tied in the immediate neighbourhood of the heart,

and cut between the heart and the ligature, so as to

prevent the supposition that the blood lowing out of it

could come from any other quarter than the heart.

But there are many other circumstances which evince

that what I have alleged is the true cause of the motion
of the blood: thus, in the first place, the difference that

is observed between the blood which flows from the

veins, and that from the arteries, can only arise from this,

that being rarefied, and, as it were, distilled by passing

through the heart, it is thinner, and more vivid, and
warmer immediately after leaving the heart, in other

words, when in the arteries, than it was a short time

before passing into either, in other words, v/hen it was in

the veins
;
and if attention be given, it will be found that

this difference is very marked only in the neighbour-

hood of the heart; and is not so evident in parts more
remote from it. In the next place, the consistency of the

coats of which the arterial vein and the great artery are

composed, sufficiently shows that the blood is impelled

against them with more force than against the veins.

And why should the left cavity of the heart and the

great artery be wider and larger than the right cavity

and the arterial vein, were it not that the blood of the

venous artery, having only been in the lungs after it has

passed through the heart, is thinner, and rarefies more
readily, and in a higher degree, than the blood which

proceeds immediately from the hollow vein? And what
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can physicians conjecture from feeling the pulse unless

they know that according as the blood changes its nature

it can be rarefied by the warmth of the heart, in a higher

or lower degree, and more or less quickly than before?

And if it be inquired how this heat is communicated to

the other members, must it not be admitted that this is

effected by means of the blood, which, passing through

the heart, is there heated anew, and thence diffused over

all the body? Whence it happens, that if the blood be

withdrawn from any part, the heat is likewise withdrawn

by the same means
;
and although the heart were as hot

as glowing iron, it would not be capable of warming the

feet and hands as at present, unless it continually sent

thither new blood. We likewise perceive from this, that

the true use of respiration is to bring sufficient fresh air

into the lungs, to cause the blood which flows into them
from the right ventricle of the heart, where it hai^been

rarefied and, as it were, changed into vapours, to become
thick, and to convert it anew into blood, before it flows

into the left cavity, without which process it would be
unfit for the nourishment of the fire that is there. This

receives confirmation from the circumstance, that it is

observed of animals destitute of lungs that they have
also but one cavity in the heart, and that in children

who cannot use them while in the womb, there is a hole

through which the blood flows from the hollow vein into

the left cavity of the heart, and a tube through which it

passes from the arterial vein into the grand artery with-
out passing through the lung. In the next place, how
could digestion be carried on in the stomach unless the
heart communicated heat to it through the arteries, and
along with this certain of the more fluid parts of the blood,

which assist in the dissolution of the food that has been
taken in? Is not also the operation which converts the
juice of food into blood easily comprehended, when it is

considered that it is distilled by passing and repassing
through the heart perhaps more than one or two hundred
times in a day? And what more need be adduced to
explain nutrition, and the production of the different

humours of the body, beyond saying, that the force with
which the blood, in being rarefied, passes from the heart
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towards the extremities of the arteries, causes certain of

its parts to remain in the members at which they arrive,

and there occupy the place of some others expelled by
them; and that according to the situation, shape, or

smallness of the pores with which they meet, some rather

than others flow into certain parts, in th^same way that

some sieves are observed to act, which, by being variously

perforated, serve to separate different species of grain?

And, in the last place, what above all is here worthy
of observation, is the generation of the animal spirits,

which are like a very subtle wind, or rather a very pure

and vivid flame which, continually ascending in great

abundance from the heart to the brain, thence pene-

trates through the ner\"es into the muscles, and gives

motion to all the members; so that to account for other

parts of the blood which, as most agitated and penetrat-

ing, are the fittest to compose these spirits, proceeding

towards the brain, it is not necessary to suppose any
other cause, than simply, that the arteries which carry

them thither proceed from the heart in the most direct

lines, and that, according to the rules of mechanics,

which are the same with those of nature, when many
objects tend at once to the same point where there is not

sufficient room for all (as is the case with the parts of

the blood which flow forth from the left cavity of the

heart and tend towards the brain), the weaker and less

agitated parts must necessarily be driven aside from that

point by the stronger which alone in this way reach it.

I had expounded all these matters with sufficient

minuteness in the treatise 'which I formerly thought of

publishing. And after these, I had shown what must
be the fabric of the nen'es and muscles of the human
body to give the animal spirits contained in it the power

to move the members, as 'w^hen we see heads shortly

after they have been struck ofl still move and bite the

earth, although no longer animated; what changes

must take place in the brain to produce w^aking, sleep,

and dreams; how light, sounds, odours, tastes, heat,

and all the other qualities of external objects impress it

with different ideas by means of the senses; how hunger,

thirst, and the other internal affections can likewise
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impress upon it divers ideas; what must be understood

by the common sense (sensus communis) in which these

ideas are received, by the memory which retains them,

by the fantasy which can change them in various ways,

and out of them compose new ideas, and which, by the

same means, disri:ributing the animal spirits through the

muscles, can cause the members of such a body to move
in as many different ways, and in a manner as suited,

whether to the objects that are presented to its senses

or to its internal affections, as can take place in our own
case apart from the guidance of the will. Nor will this

appear at all strange to those who are acquainted with

the variety of movements performed by the different

automata, or moving machines fabricated by human
industry, and that with help of but few pieces compared

with the great multitude of bones, muscles, nerves,

arteries, veins, and other parts that are found in the

body of each animal. Such persons will look upon this

body as a machine made by the hands of God, which is in-

comparably better arranged, and adequate to movements
more admirable than is any machine of human invention.

And here I specially stayed to show that, were there such

machines exactly resemblinginorgans and outward form an
ape or any other irrational animal, we could have no means
of knowing that they were in any respect of a different

nature from these animals; but if there were machines
bearing the image of our bodies, and capable of imitating

our actions as far as it is morally possible, there would
still remain two most certain tests whereby to know that

they were not therefore really men. Of these the first

is that they could never use words or other signs arranged
in such a manner as is competent to us in order to declare

our thoughts to others: for we may easily conceive a
machine to be so constructed that it emits vocables, and
even that it emits some correspondent to the action

upon it of external objects which cause a change in its

organs; for example, if touched in a particular place it

may demand what we vdsh to say to it; if in another
it may cry out that it is hurt, and such like; but not
that it should arrange them variously so as appositely to
reply to what is said in its presence, as men of the lowest
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grade of intellect can do. The second test is, that

although such machines might execute many things

with equal or perhaps greater perfection than any of

us, they would, without doubt, fail in certain others

from which it could be discovered that they did not act

from knowledge, but solely from the disposition of their

organs: for while reason is an universal instrument

that is alike available on every occasion, these organs,

on the contrary, need a particular arrangement for each

particular action; whence it must be morally impos-

sible that there should exist in any machine a diversity

of organs sufficient to enable it to act in all the occur-

rences of life, in the way in which our reason enables

us to act. Again, by means of these two tests we may
likewise know the difference between men and brutes.

For it is highly deserving of remark, that there are no
men so dull and stupid, not even idiots, as to be incap-

able of joining together different words, and thereby

constructing a declaration by which to make their

thoughts understood
;
and that on the other hand, there

is no other animal, however perfect or happily circum-

stanced, which can do the like. Nor does this inability

arise from want of organs: for we observe that magpies

and parrots can utter words like ourselves, and are yet

unable to speak as we do, that is, so as to show that they

understand what they say; in place of which men bom
deaf and dumb, and thus not less, but rather more than

the brutes, destitute of the organs which others use in

speaking, are in the habit of spontaneously inventing

certain signs by which they discover their thoughts to

those who, being usually in their company, have leisure

to learn their language. And this proves not only that

the brutes have less reason than man, but that they have

none at all: for we see that very little is required to

enable a person to speak; and since a certain inequality

of capacity is observable among animals of the same

species, as well as among men, and since some are more
capable of being instructed than others, it is incredible

that the most perfect ape or parrot of its species, should

not in this be equal to the most stupid infant of its kind,

or at least to one that was crack-brained, unless the soul
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of brutes were of a nature wholly different from ours.

And we ought not to confound speech with the natural

movements which indicate the passions, and can be

imitated by machines as well as manifested by animals

:

nor must it be thought with certain of the ancients, that

the brutes speak, although we do not understand their

language. For if such were the case, since they are

endowed with many organs analogous to ours, they could

as easily communicate their thoughts to us as to their

fellows. It is also very worthy of remark, that, though
there are many animals which manifest more industiy-

than we in certain of their actions, the same animals are

yet observed to show none at all in many others: so that

the circumstance that they do better than we does not

prove that they are endowed with mind, for it v/ould

thence follow that they possessed greater reason than

any of us, and could surpass us in all things; on the

contrary, it rather proves that they are destitute of

reason, and that it is nature which acts in them accord-

ing to the disposition of their organs: thus it is seen,

that a clock composed only of wheels and weights can
number the hours and measure time more exactly than

we with all our skill.

I had after this described the reasonable soul, and
shown that it could by no means be educed from the

power of matter, as the other things of which I had
spoken, but that it must be expressly created; and that

it is not sufficient that it be lodged in the human body
exactly like a pilot in a ship, unless perhaps to move its

members, but that it is necessary for it to be joined and
united more closely to the body, in order to have sensa-

tions and appetites similar to ours, and thus constitute

a real man. I here entered, in conclusion, upon the

subject of the soul at considerable length, because it is

of the greatest moment: for after the error of those who
deny the existence of God, an error which I think I

have already sufficiently refuted, there is none that is

more powerful in, leading feeble minds astray from the

straight path of virtue than the supposition that the

soul of the brutes is of the same nature with our own;
and consequently that after this life we have nothing to
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hope for or fear, more than flies and ants; in place of

which, when we know how far they differ we much
better comprehend the reasons which establish that the

soul is of a nature wholly independent of the body, and
that consequently it is not liable to die with the latter;

and, finally, because no other causes are observed

capable of destroying it, we are naturally led thence to

judge that it is immortal.

#



PART VI

Three years have now elapsed since I finished the

treatise containing all these matters; and I was begin-

ning to revise it, with the view to put it into the hands

of a printer, when I learned that persons to whom I

greatly defer, and whose authority over my actions is

hardly less influential than is my own reason over my
thoughts, had condemned a certain doctrine in physics,

published a short time previously by another individual,^

to which I will not say that I adhered, but only that,

previously to their censure, I had observed in it nothing

which I could imagine to be prejudicial either to religion

or to the state, and nothing therefore which would have

prevented me from giving expression to it in writing, if

reason had persuaded me of its truth; and this led me
to fear lest among my own doctrines likewise some one

might be found in which I had departed from the truth,

notwithstanding the great care I have always taken not

to accord belief to new opinions of which I had not the

most certain demonstrations, and not to give expression

to aught that might tend to the hurt of any one. This

has been sufficient to make me alter my purpose of

publishing them; for although the reasons by which I

had been induced to take this resolution were very strong,

yet my inclination, which has always been hostile to

writing books, enabled me immediately to discover

other considerations sufficient to excuse me for not under-

taking the task. And these reasons, on one side and
the other, are such, that not only is it in some measure

my interest here to state them, but that of the public,

perhaps, to know them.

I have never made much account of what has pro-

ceeded from my own mind; and so long as I gathered

no other advantage from the method I employ beyond
1 Galileo.

—

Tr,
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satisfying myself on some difficulties belonging to the
speculative sciences, or endeavouring to regulate my
actions according to the principles it taught me, I never
thought myself bound to publish anything respecting

it. For in what regards manners, every one is so full

of his own wisdom, that there might be^ound as many
reformers as heads, if any were allowed to take upon
themselves the task of mending them, except those whom
God has constituted the supreme rulers of his people,

or to whom he has given sufficient grace and zeal to be
prophets; and although my speculations greatly pleased

myself, I believed that others had theirs, which perhaps

pleased them still more. But as soon as I had acquired

some general notions respectmg physics, and beginning

to make trial of them in various particular difficulties,

had observed how far they can carry us, and how much
they differ from the principles that have been employed
up to the present time, I believed that I could not keep
them concealed without sinnmg grievously against the

law by which we are bound to promote, as far as in us lies,

the general good of mankind. For by them I perceived

it to be possible to arrive at knowledge highly useful in

life; and in room of the speculative philosophy usually

taught in the schools, to discover a practical, by means
of which, knowing the force and action of fire, water, air,

the stars, the heavens, and all the other bodies that sur-

round us, as distinctly as we know the various crafts of

our artisans, we might also apply them in the same way
to ail the uses to which they are adapted, and thus

render ourselves the lords and possessors of nature.

And this is a result to be desired, not only in order to the

invention of an infinity of arts, by which we might be
enabled to enjoy without any trouble the fruits of the

earth, and all its comforts, but also and especially for

the preservation of health, which is without doubt, of

all the blessings of this life, the first and fundamental

one; for the mind is so intimately dependent upon the

conffition and relation of the organs of the body, that

if any means can ever be found to render men wiser and
more ingenious than hitherto, I believe that it is in

medicine they must be sought for. It is true that the
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science of medicine^ as it now exists, contains few things

whose utility is very remarkable: but without any wish

to depreciate it, I am confident that there is no one,

even among those whose profession it is, who does not

admit that all at present known in it is almost nothing

in comparison pf what remains to be discovered; and
that we could free ourselves from an infinity of maladies

of body as well as of mind, and perhaps also even from

the debility of age, if we had sufficiently ample know-
ledge of their causes, and of all the remedies provided

for us by nature. But since I designed to employ my
whole life in the search after so necessar}^ a science, and
since I had fallen in with a path which seems to me such,

that if any one follow it he must inevitably reach the end
desired, unless he be hindered either by the shortness of

life or the want of experiments, I judged that there could

be no more efiectual provision against these two im-

pediments than if I were faithfully to communicate to

the public all the little I might myself have found, and
incite men of superior genius to strive to proceed farther,

by contributing, each according to his inclination and
ability, to the experiments which it would be necessary

to make, and also by informing the public of all they
might discover, so that, by the last beginning where
those before them had left ofi, and thus connecting the

lives and labours of many, we might collectively proceed

much farther than each by himself could do.

I remarked, moreover, with respect to experiments,

that they become always more necessary the more one
is advanced in knowledge; for, at the commencement,
it is better to make use only of what is spontaneously

presented to our senses, and of which we cannot remain
ignorant, provided we bestow on it any reflection, how-
ever slight, than to concern ourselves about more un-
common and recondite phenomena: the reason of which
is, that the more uncommon often only mislead us so

long as the causes of the more ordinary are still unknown;
and the circumstances upon which they depend are

almost always so special and minute as to be highly

difficult to detect. But in this I have adopted the

following order: first, I have essayed to find in general
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the principles, or first causes of all that is or can be in

the world, without taking into consideration for this

end anything but God himself who has created it, and
without educing them from any other source than from
certain germs of truths naturally existing in our minds.

In the second place, I examined what were the first and
most ordinary effects that could be deduced from these

causes; and it appears to me that, in tliis way, I have
found heavens, stars, an earth, and even on the earth,

water, air, fire, minerals, and some other things of tins

kind, which of all others are the most common and
simple, and hence the easiest to know. Aftenvards,

when I wished to descend to the more particular, so

many diverse objects presented themselves to me, that

I believed it to be impossible for the human mind to

distinguish the forms or species of bodies that are upon
the earth, from an infinity of others which might have
been, if it had pleased God to place them there, or conse-

quently to apply them to our use, unless we rise to causes

through their effects, and avail ourselves of many parti-

cular experiments. Thereupon, turning over in my mind
ah the objects that had ever been presented to my senses,

I freely venture to state that I have never observed any
which I could not satisfactorily explain by the principles

I had discovered. But it is necessary also to confess

that the power of nature is so ample and vast, and these

principles so simple and general, that I have hardly

observed a single particular effect which I cannot at once
recognise as capable of being deduced in many different

modes from the principles, and that my greatest diffi-

culty usually is to discover in which of these modes the

effect is dependent upon them; for out of this difficulty

I cannot otherwise extricate myself than by again seek-

ing certain experiments, which may be such that their

result is not the same, if it is in the one of these modes
that we must explain it, as it would be if it were to be
explained in the other. As to what remains, I am now
in a position to discern, as I think, with sufficient clear-

ness what course must be taken to make the majority

of those experiments which may conduce to this end:

but I perceive likewise that they are such and so
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numerous, that neither my hands nor my income, though
it were a thousand times larger than it is, would be suffi-

cient for them all; so that, according as henceforward I

shall have the means of making more or fewer experi-

ments, I shall in the same proportion make greater or

less progress iirthe knowledge of nature. This was what I

had hoped to make known by the treatise I had written,

and so clearly to exhibit the advantage that would thence

accrue to the public, as to induce all who have the common
good of man at heart, that is, all who are virtuous in

truth, and not merely in appearance, or according to

opinion, as well to communicate to me the experiments

they had already made, as to assist me in those that

remain to be made.
But since that time other reasons have occurred to

me, by which I have been led to change my opinion, and
to think that I ought indeed to go on committing to

writing all the results which I deemed of any moment,
as soon as I should have tested their truth, and to bestow

the same care upon them as I would have done had it

been my design to publish them. This course com-
mended itself to me, as well because I thus afforded

myself more ample inducement to examine them
thoroughly, for doubtless that is always more narrowly
scrutinised which we believe will be read by many, than
that which is written merely for our private use (and
frequently what has seemed to me true when I first

conceived it, has appeared false when I have set about
committing it to writing), as because I thus lost no oppor-

tunity of advancing the interests of the public, as far as m
me lay, and since thus likewise, if my writings possess any
value, those into whose hands they may fall after my
death may be able to put them to what use they deem
proper. But I resolved by no means to consent to their

publication during my lifetime, lest either the oppositions

or the controversies to which they might give rise, or

even the reputation, such as it might be, which they

would acquire for me, should be any occasion of my losing

the timp that I had set apart formy own improvement. For
though it be true that every one is bound to promote to

the extent of his ability the good of others, and that to be
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useful to no one is really to be worthless^ yet it is likewise

true that our cares ought to extend beyond the present;

and it is good to omit domg what might perhaps bring

some profit to the living, when we have in view the accom-
plishment of other ends that will be of much greater

advantage to posterity. And in truth, I am quite willing

it should be known that the little I have hitherto learned

is almost nothing in comparison with that of which I am
ignorant, and to the knowledge of which I do not despair

of being able to attain; for it is much the same with those

who gradually discover truth in the sciences, as with

those who when growing rich find less difficulty in making
great acquisitions, than they formerly experienced when
poor in making acquisitions of much smaller amount.
Or they may be compared to the commanders of armies,

whose forces usually increase in proportion to their

victories, and who need greater prudence to keep together

the residue of their troops after a defeat than after a
victor}?- to take towns and provinces. For he truly

engages in battle who endeavours to surmount ail the

difficulties and errors which prevent him from reaching

the knowledge of truth, and he is overcome in fight who
admits a false opinion touching a matter of any generality

and importance, and he requires thereafter much more
skill to recover his former position than to make great

advances when once in possession of thoroughly ascer-

tained principles. As for myself, if I have succeeded in

discovering any truths in the sciences (and I trust that

what is contained in this volume ^ will show that I have
found some), I can declare that they are but the conse-

quences and results of five or six principal difficulties

which I have surmounted, and my encounters with whichs

I reckoned as battles in which victory declared for me.
I will not hesitate even to avow my belief that nothing

further is wanting to enable me fully to realise my designs

than to gam two or three similar victories; and that I

am not so far advanced in 'years but that, according to

the ordinary course of nature, I may still have sufficient

leisure for this end. But I conceive myself the more
bound to husband the time that remains the greater my

^ See p. 24.
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expectation of being able to employ it aright, and I should

doubtless have much to rob me of it, were I to pubhsh
the principles of my physics: for although they are

almost all so evident that to assent to them no more is

needed than simply to understand them, and although

there is not Qne of them of which I do not expect to be

able to give demonstration, yet, as it is impossible that

they can be in accordance with all the diverse opinions

of others, I foresee that I should frequently be turned

aside from my grand design, on occasion of the opposi-

tion which they would be sure to awaken.

It may be said, that these oppositions would be useful

both in making me aware of my errors, and, if my
speculations contain anything of value, in bringing

others to a fuller understanding of it; and still farther,

as many can see better than one, in leading others who
are now beginning to avail themselves of my principles,

to assist me in turn with their discoveries. But though
I recognise my extreme liability to error, and scarce ever

trust to the first thoughts which occur to me, yet the

experience I have had of possible objections to my views

prevents me from anticipating any profit from them.
For I have already had frequent proof of the judgments,

as well of those I esteemed friends, as of some others to

whom I thought I was an object of indifference, and
even of some whose maligmty and envy would, I knew,
determine them to endeavour to discover what partiality

concealed from the eyes of my friends. But it has
rarely happened that anything has been objected to me
which I had myself altogether overlooked, unless it

were something far removed from the subject: so that

I have never met v/ith a single critic of my opinions who
did not appear to me either less rigorous or less equitable

than myself. And further, I have never observed that

any truth before unknown has been brought to light by
the disputations that are practised in the schools; for

while each strives for the victory, each is much more
occupied in making the best of mere verisimilitude, than
in weighing the reasons on both sides of the question;

and those who have been long good advocates are not
afterwards on that account the better judges.
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As for the advantage that others would derive from

the communication ot my thoughts, it could not be
very great; because I have not yet so far prosecuted

them as that much does not remam to be added before

they can be applied to practice. And I think I may
say without vanity, that if there is any* one who can
carry them out that length, it must be myself rather

than another: not that there may not be in the world
many minds incomparably superior to mine, but because

one cannot so well seize a thing and make it one’s

when it has been learned from another, as when one has
himself discovered it* And so true is this of the present

subject that, though I have often explained some of my
opinions to persons of much acuteness, who, whilst I was
speaking, appeared to understand them very distinctly,

yet, when they repeated them, I have observed that they
almost always changed them to such an extent that I

could no longer acknowledge them as mine. I am glad,

by the way, to take this opportunity of requesting

posterity never to believe on hearsay that anything has
proceeded from me which has not been published by
myself; and I am not at all astonished at the extrava-

gances attributed to those ancient philosophers whose
own writings we do not possess; whose thoughts, however,

I do not on that account suppose to have been really

absurd, seeing they were among the ablest men of their

times, but oidy that these have been falsely represented

to us. It is observ’able, accordmgly, that scarcely in a
single instance has any one of their disciples surpassed

them; and I am quite sure that the most devoted of the

present followers of Aristotle would think themselves

happy if they had as much knowledge of nature as he
possessed, were it even under the condition that they

should never afterwards attain to higher. In this respect

they are like the ivy which never stnves to rise above the

tree that sustains it, and which frequently even returns

downwards when it has reached the top; for it seems

to me that they also sink, in other wnrds, render them-
selves less wise than they wnuld be if they gave up study,

who, not contented with know'ing all that is intelligibly

explained in their author, desire in addition to find in
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him the solution of many difficulties of which he says not

a word; and never perhaps so much as thought. Their

fashion of philosophising^ however, is well suited to

persons whose abilities Ml below mediocrity; for the

obscurity of the distinctions and principles of which they

make use enajples them to speak of all things with as

much confidence as if they really knew them, and to

defend all that they say on any subject against the most
subtle and skilful, without its being possible for any one

to convict them of error. In this they seem to me to be
like a blind man, who, in order to fight on equal terms

with a person that sees, should have made him descend

to the bottom of an intensely dark cave: and I may say

that such persons have an interest in my refraining from

publishing the principles of the philosophy of which I

make use; for, since these are of a kind the simplest and
most evident, I should, by publishing them, do much the

same as if I were to throw open the windows, and allow

the light of day to enter the cave into which the com-
batants had descended. But even superior men have
no reason for any great anxiety to know these principles,

for if what they desire is to be able to speak of all things,

and to acquire a reputation for learning, they mil gain

their end more easily by remaining satisfied with the

appearance of truth, which can be found without much
difficulty in all sorts of matters, than by seeking the truth

itself which unfolds itself but slowly and that only in

some departments, while it obliges us, when we have to

speak of others, freely to confess our ignorance. If,

however, they prefer the knowledge of some few truths

to the vanity of appearing ignorant of none, as such
knowledge is undoubtedly much to be preferred, and, if

they choose to follow a course similar to mine, they do
not require for this that I should say anything more than
I have already said in this discourse. For if they are

capable of making greater advancement than I have
made, they will much more be able of themselves to

discover ail that I believe myself to have found; since

as I have never examined aught except in order, it is

certain that what yet remains to be discovered is in itself

snore difficult and recondite, than that which I have
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already been enabled to find^ and the gratification would
be much less in learning it from me than in discovering

it for themseives. Besides this, the habit which they will

acquire, by seeking first what is easy, and then passing

onward slowly and step by step to the more difficult, will

benefit them more than all my instructions. Thus, in

my own case, I am persuaded that if I had been taught
from my youth all the truths of which I have since sought
out demonstrations, and had thus learned them without

labour, I should never, perhaps, have kipwn any beyond
these; at least, I should never have acquired the habit

and the facility wliich I think I possess in always dis-

covering new truths in proportion as I give myself to the

search. And, in a single word, if there is any work in the
world which cannot be so well finished by another as by
him who has commenced it, it is that at which I labour.

It is true, indeed, as regards the experiments which may
conduce to this end, that one man is not equal to the task

of making them all : but yet he can advantageously avail

himself, in this w’ork, of no hands besides his own, unless

those of artisans, or parties of the same kind, wffiom he
could pay, and whom the hope of gain (a means of great

efficacy) might stimulate to accuracy in the performance

of what was prescribed to them. For as to those who,
through curiosity or a desire of learning, of their own
accord, perhaps, offer him their services, besides that in

general their promises exceed their performance, and that

they sketch out fine designs of which not one is ever

realised, they will, without doubt, expect to be com-
pensated for their trouble by the explication of some
difficulties, or, at least, by compliments and useless

speeches, in w^hich he cannot spend any portion of his

time without loss to himself. And as for the experiments

that others have already made, even although these

parties should be wiilmg of themselves to communicate
them to him (which is what those who esteem them
secrets will never do), the experiments are, for the most
part, accompanied with so many circumstances and
superfluous elements, as to make it exceedingly difficult

to disentangle the truth from its adjuncts; besides, he
will find affiiost all of them so ill described, or even so
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false (because those who made them have wished to see

m them only such facts as they deemed conformable to

their principles)^ that^ if in the entire number there should

be some of a nature suited to his purpose, still their value

could not compensate for the time what would be neces-

sary to make^the selection. So that if there existed any
one whom we assuredly knew to be capable of making
discoveries of the highest kind, and of the greatest possible

utility to the public; and if all other men were therefore

eager by all means to assist him in successfully prosecuting

his designs, I do not see that they could do aught else for

him beyond contributing to defray the expenses of the

experiments that might be necessary; and for the rest,

prevent his being deprived of his leisure by the unseason-

able interruptions of any one. But besides that I neither

have so high an opinion of myself as to be willing to make
promise of anything extraordinary, nor feed on imagina-

tions so vain as to fancy that the public must be much
interested in my designs; I do not, on the other hand,

own a soul so mean as to be capable of accepting from
any one a favour of which it could be supposed that I

was unworthy.

These considerations taken together were the reason

why, for the last three years, I have been unwilling to

publish the treatise I had on hand, and why I even
resolved to give publicity during my life to no other

that was so general, or by which the principles of my
physics might be understood. But since then, two other

reasons have come into operation that have determined

me here to subjoin some particular specimens, and give

the public some account of my doings and designs. Of
these considerations, the first is, that if I failed to do so,

many who were cognisant of my previous intention to

publish some writings, might have imagined that the

reasons which induced me to refrain from so doing, were
less to my credit than they really are; for although I am
not immoderately desirous of glor}^, or even, if I may
venture so to say, although I am averse from it in so far

as I deem it hostile to repose which I hold in greater

account than aught else, yet, at the same time, I have
never sought to conceal my actions as if they were crimes.
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nor made use of many precautions that I might remain
unknown; and this partly because I should have thought
such a course of conduct a wrong against myself, and
partly because it would have occasioned me some sort of
uneasiness which would again have been contrary to the
perfect mental tranquillity which I cou^t- And foras-
much as, while thus indifferent to the thought alike of
fame or of forgetfulness, I have yet been unable to
prevent myself from acquiring some sort of reputation,
I have thought it incumbent on me to do my best to save
myself at least from being ill-spoken of. The other
reason that has determined me to commit to wnting these
specimens of philosophy is, that I am becoming daily
more and more alive to the delay which my design of
self-instruction suffers, for want of the infinity of experi-
ments I require, and which it is impossible for me to make
without the assistance of others: and, without flattering

myself so much as to expect the public to take a large
share in my interests, I am yet unwilling to be found so
far wanting in the duty I owe to myself, as to give occasion
to those who shall survive me to make it matter of
reproach against me some day, that I might have left

them many things in a much more perfect state than I

have done, had I not too much neglected to make them
aware of the ways in which they could have promoted the
accomplishment of my designs.

And I thought that it was easy for me to select some
matters which should neither be obnoxious to much
controversy, nor should compel me to expound more
of my principles than I desired, and which should yet
be sufficient clearly to exhibit what I can or cannot
accomplish in the sciences. Whether or not I have
succeeded in this it is not for me to say; and I do not
wish to forestall the judgments of others by speaking
myself of my writings; but it will gratify me if they be
examined, and, to afford the greater inducement to tliis,

I request all who may have any objections to make to
them, to take the trouble of forwarding these to my
publisher, who will give me notice of them, that I may
endeavour to subjoin at the same time my reply; and
in this way readers seeing both at once will more easily
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determine where the truth lies; for I do not engage in

any case to make prolix replies, but only with perfect

frankness to avow my errors if I am convinced of them,

or if I cannot perceive them, simply to state what I think

is required for defence of the matters I have written,

adding thereto no explication of any new matter that it

may not be necessary to pass without end from one thing

to another.

If some of the matters of which I have spoken in the be-

ginning of the ‘‘Dioptrics” and “Meteorics” should offend

at first sight, because I call them hypotheses and seem
indifferent about giving proof of them, I request a patient

and attentive reading of the whole, from which I hope
those hesitating will derive satisfaction; for it appears

to me that the reasonings are so mutually connected in

these treatises, that, as the last are demonstrated by the

first which are their causes, the first are in their turn

demonstrated by the last which are their effects. Nor
must it be imagined that I here commit the fallacy

which the logicians call a circle; for since experience

renders the majority of these effects most certain, the

causes from which I deduce them do not serve so much
to establish their reality as to explain their existence;

but on the contrary, the reality of the causes is established

by the reality of the effects. Nor have I called them
h3q)otheses with any other end in view except that it may
be known that I think I am able to deduce them from
those first truths which I have already expounded; and
yet that I have expressly determined not to do so, to

prevent a certain class of minds from thence taldng

occasion to build some extravagant philosophy upon what
they may take to be my principles, and my being blamed
for it. I refer to those who imagine that they can master
in a day all that another has taken twenty years to think

out, as soon as he has spoken two or three words to them
on the subject; or who are the more liable to error and
the less capable of perceiving truth in very proportion as

they are more subtle and lively. As to the opinions

which are truly and wholly mine, I offer no apology for

them as new,—^persuaded as I am that if their reasons

be well considered they will be found to be so simple and
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SO conformed to common sense as to appear less extra-

ordinary and less paradoxical than any others which can
be held on the same subjects; nor do I even boast of being

the earliest discoverer of any of them, hut only of having
adopted them, neither because they had nor because they
had not been held by others, but solel}^ because reason

has convinced me of their truth.

Though artisans may not be able at once to execute

the invention which is explained in the “ Dioptrics/’ I do
not think that any one on that account is entitled to

condemn it; for since address and practice are required

in order so to make and adjust the machines described by
me as not to overlook the smallest particular, I should

not be less astonished if they succeeded on the first

attempt than if a person were in one day to become an
accomplished performer on the guitar, by merely having
excellent sheets of music set up before him. And if I

write in French, which is the language of my country, in

preference to Latin, which is that of my preceptors, it is

because I expect that those who make use of their un-
prejudiced natural reason will be better judges of my
opinions than those who give heed to the writings of the

ancients only; and as for those who unite good sense with

habits of study, whom alone I desire for judges, they will

not, I feel assured, be so partial to Latin as to refuse to

listen to my reasonings merely because I expound them
in the vulgar tongue.

In conclusion, I am unwilling here to say anything

very specific of the progress which I expect to make for

the future in the sciences, or to bind myself to the public

by any promise which I am not certain of being able to

fulfil; but this only will I say, that I have resolved to

devote what time I may still have to live to no other

occupation than that of endeavouring to acquire some
knowledge of Nature, which shall be of such a kind as to

enable us therefrom to deduce rules in medicine of greater

certainty than those at present in use; and that my
inclination is so much opposed to all other pursuits,

especially to such as cannot be useful to some without

being hurtful to others, that if, by any circumstances,

I had been constrained to engage in such, I do not believe
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that I should have been able to succeed. Of this I here

make a public declaration, though well aware that it

cannot serve to procure for me any consideration in the

worlds which^ however, I do not in the least affect; and
I shall always hold myself more obliged to those through

whose favour I^am permitted to enjoy my retirement

without interruption than to any who might offer me the

highest earthly preferments.
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TO

THE VERY SAGE AND ILLUSTRIOUS

THE

DEAN AND DOCTORS OF THE SACRED FACULTY
OF THEOLOGY OF PARIS

Gentlemen,—^The motive which impels me to present this

treatise to you is so reasonable, and, when you shall learn

its design, I am confident that you also will consider that

there isground so valid for your taking it under your protec-

tion, that I can in no way better recommend it to you than

by briefly stating the end which I proposed to myself in it.

I have always been of opinion that the two questions

respecting God and the soul were the chief of those that

ought to be determined by help of philosophy rather than

of theology; for although to us, the faithful, it be suffi-

cient to hold as matters of faith, that the human soul

does not perish with the body, and that God exists, it

yet assuredly seems impossible ever to persuade infidels

of the reality of any religion, or almost even any moral

virtue, unless, first of all, those two things be proved to

them by natural reason. And since in this life there are

frequently greater rewards held out to vice than to virtue,

few would prefer the right to the useful, if they were

restrained neither by the fear of God nor the expectation

of another life; and although it is quite true that the

existence of God is to be believed since it is taught in the

sacred Scriptures, and that, on the other hand, the sacred

Scriptures are to be believed because they come from

God (for since faith is a gift of God, the same Being who
bestows grace to enable us to believe other things, can

likewise impart of it to enable us to believe his own exist-

ence), nevertheless, this cannot be submitted to infidels,

who would consider that the reasoning proceeded in a

circle. And, indeed, I have observed that you, with all
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the other theologians^ not only affirmed the sufSciency of

natural reason for the proof of the existence of God^ but

also, that it may be inferred from sacred Scripture, that

the knowledge of God is much clearer than of many
created things, and that it is really so easy of acquisition

as to leave those who do not "possess it blame-worthy.

This is manifest from these words of the Book of Wisdom,
chap, xiii., where it is said, Howbeit they are not to he

excused ; for if their understanding was so great that they

could discern the world and the creatures, why did they not

ratherfind out the Lord thereof? And in Romans, chap, i., it

is said that they are without excuse ; and again, in the same
place, by these words,

—

That which may be known of God
IS manifest in them—we seem to be admonished that all

which can be known of God may be made manifest by
reasons obtained from no other source than the inspection

of our own minds. I have, therefore, thought that it

would not be unbecoming in me to inquire how and by
what way, without going out of ourselves, God may be
more easily and certainly known than the things of the

world.

And as regards the soul, although many have judged
that its nature could not be easily discovered, and some
have even ventured to say that human reason led to the

conclusion that it perished with the body, and that the
contrary opinion could be held through faith alone

; never-

theless, since the Lateran Council, held under Leo X. (in

session viii.), condemns these, and expressly enjoins

Christian philosophers to refute their arguments, and
establish the truth according to their ability, I have
ventured to attempt it in this work. Moreover, I am
aware that most of the irreligious deny the existence of

God, and the distinctness of the human soul from the

body, for no other reason than because these points, as

they allege, have never as yet been demonstrated. Now,
although I am by no means of their opinion, but, on the
contrary, hold that almost all the proofs which have
been adduced on these questions by great men, possess,

when rightly understood, the force of demonstrations,

and that it is next to impossible to discover new, yet
there is, I apprehend, no more useful service to be per-
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formed in philosophy, than if some one were, once for all,

carefully to seek out the best of these reasons, and ex-

pound them so accurately and clearly that, for the future.

It might be manifest to all that they are real demonstra-
tions. And finally, since many persons were greatly

desirous of this, who knew that I had cultivated a certain

method of resolving all kinds of difficulties in the sciences,

which is not indeed new (there being nothing older than
truth), but of which they w^ere aware I had made successful

use in other instances, I judged it to be my duty to make
trial of it also on the present matter.

Now the sum of what I have been able to accomplish on
the subject is contained in this treatise. Not that I here

essayed to collect all the diverse reasons which might be
adduced as proofs on this subject, for this does not seem
to be necessary, unless on matters where no one proof of

adequate certainty is to be had; but I treated the first

and chief alone in such a manner that I should venture

now to propose them as demonstrations of the highest

certainty and evidence. And I will also add that they

are such as to lead me to think that there is no way open to

the mind of man by which proofs superior to^them can

ever be discovered; for the importance of ^ subject,

and the glory of God, to which all this relates,̂ ^constrain

me to speak here somewhat more freely of myself than I

have been accustomed to do. Nevertheless, whatever

certitude and evidence I may find in these demonstra-

tions, I cannot therefore persuade myself that they are

level to the comprehension of all. But just as in

geometry there are many of the demonstrations of

Archimedes, Apollonius, Pappus, and others, which,

though received by all as evident even and certam

(because indeed they manifestly contain nothing which,

considered by itself, it is not very easy to understand,

and no consequents that are inaccurately related to their

antecedents), are nevertheless understood by a very

limited number, because they are somewffiat long, and

demand the whole attention of the reader: so in the same

way, although I consider the demonstrations of which I

here make use, to be equal or even superior to the geo-

metrical in certitude and evidence, I am afraid, neverthe-
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lesS; that they will not be adequately understood by

many^ as well because they also are somewhat long and

involved, as chiefly because they require the mind to be

entirely free from prejudice, and able with ease to detach

itself from the commerce of the senses. And, to speak

the truth, the ability for metaphysical studies is less

general than for those of geometry. And, besides, there

is still this difference that, as in geometry, all are per-

suaded that nothing is usually advanced of which there

is not a certain demonstration, those but partially versed

in it err more frequently in assenting to what is false, from

a desire of seeming to understand it, than in denying

what is true. In philosophy, on the other hand, where

it is believed that ail is doubtful, few sincerely give them-

selves to the search after truth, and by far the greater

number seek the reputation of bold thinkers by
audaciously impugning such truths as are of the greatest

moment.
Hence it is that, whatever force my reasonings may

possess, yet because they belong to philosophy, I do not

expect they will have much effect on the minds of men,
unless you extend to them your patronage and approval.

But since your faculty is held in so great esteem by all,

and since the name of Sorbonne is of such authority,

that not only in matters of faith, but even also in what
regards human philosophy, has the judgment of no other

society, after the sacred councils, received so great

deference, it being the universal conviction that it is

impossible elsewhere to find greater perspicacity and
solidity, or greater wisdom and integrity in giving judg-

ment, I doubt not,—if you but condescend to pay so

much regard to this treatise as to be willing, in the first

place, to correct it (for, mindful not only of my humanity,
but chiefly also of my ignorance, I do not affirm that it is

free from errors); in the second place, to supply what is

wanting in it, to perfect what is incomplete, and to give
more ample illustiation where it is demanded, or at least

to indicate these defects to myself that I may endeavour
to remedy them; and, finally, when the reasonings con-
tained in it, by which the existence of God and the dis-

tinction of the human soul from the body are established.
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shall have been brought to such degree of perspicuity as

to be esteemed exact demonstrations, of which I am
assured they admit, if you condescend to accord them
the authority of your approbation, and render a public

testimony of their truth and certainty,— doubt not, I

say, but that henceforward all the errors which have ever

been entertained on these questions will very soon be
eSaced from the minds of men. For truth itself will

readily lead the remainder of the ingenious and the

learned to subscribe to your judgment; and your
authority will cause the atheists, who are in general

sciolists rather than ingemous or learned, to lay aside the

spirit of contradiction, and lead them, perhaps, to do
battle in their own persons for reasonings which they find

considered demonstrations by all men of genius, lest they
should seem not to understand them; and, finally, the

rest of mankind will readily trust to so many testimonies,

and there will no longer be any one who will venture to

doubt either the existence of God or the real distinction

of mind and body. It is for you, in your singular wisdom,
to judge of the importance of the establishment of such

beliefs [who are cognisant of the disorders which doubt
of these truths produces].^ But it would not here become
me to commend at greater length the cause of God and
religion to you, who have always proved the strongest

support of the Cathohc Church.

'

^ The square brackets, here and throughout the volume, are used
to mark additions to the origmal of the revised French translation.





PREFACE TO THE READER

I HAVE already slightly touched upon the questions

respecting the existence of God and the nature of the

human soul, in the Discourse on the Method of rightly

conducting the Reason, and seeking truth in the Sciences,

published in French in the year 1637; not, however, with

the design of there treating of them fully, but only, as it

were, in passing, that I might learn from the judgments

of my readers in what way I should afterwards handle

them: for these questions appeared to me to be of such

moment as to be worthy of being considered more than

once, and the path which I follow in discussing them is so

little trodden, and so remote from the ordinary route,

that I thought it would not be expedient to illustrate it at

greater length in French, and in a discourse that might

be read by all, lest even the more feeble minds should

believe that this path might be entered upon by them.

But, as in the discourse on Method, I had requested

all who might find aught meriting censure in my writings,

to do me the favour of pointing it out to me, I may state

that no objections worthy of remark have been alleged

against what I then said on these questions, except two,

to which I will here briefly reply, before undertaking their

more detailed discussion.

The first objection is that though, while the human
mind reflects on itself, it does not perceive^* that it is

any other than a thinkmg thing, it does not follow that its

nature or essence consists only in its being a thing which

thinks; so that the word only shall exclude all other

things which might also perhaps be said to pertain to the

nature of the mind.

To this objection I reply, that it was not my intention

See Note I. The numbers refer to the Notes, in which will be
found some notices of the various terms throughout the volume
that appeared to require a word of comment.
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in that place to exclude these according to the order of

truth in the matter (of which I did not then treat), but

only according to the order of thought (perception); so

that my meaning was, that I clearly apprehended nothing,

so far as I was conscious, as ^belonging to my essence,

except that I was a thinking thing, or a thing possessing

in itself the faculty of thinking. But I will show here-

after how, from the consciousness that nothing besides

thinking belongs to the essence of the mind, it follows

that nothing else does in truth belong to it.

The second objection is that it does not follow, from my
possessing the idea of a thing more perfect than I am, that

the idea itself is more perfect than myself, and much
less that what is represented by the idea exists.

But I reply that in the term idea ^ there is here some-

thing equivocal; for it may be taken either materially

for an act of the understanding, and in this sense it cannot

be said to be more perfect than I, or objectively, for the

thing represented by that act, which, although it be not

supposed to exist out of my understanding, may, never-

theless, be more perfect than myself, by reason of its

essence. But, in the sequel of this treatise I will show
more amply how, from my possessing the idea of a thing

more perfect than myself, it follows that this thing really

exists.

Besides these two objections, I have seen, indeed, two
treatises of sufficient length relating to the present matter.

In these, however, my conclusions, much more than my
premises, were impugned, and that by arguments borrowed
from the common-places of the atheists. But, as argu-
ments of this sort can make no impression on the minds
of those who shall rightly understand my reasonings, and
as the judgments of many are so irrational and weak that
they are persuaded rather by the opinions on a subject

that are first presented to them, however false and opposed
to reason they may be, than by a true and solid, but sub-
sequently received, refutation of them, I am unwilling
here to reply to these strictures from a dread of being, in
the first instance, obliged to state them.

I will only say, in general, that all which the atheists

commonly allege in favour of the non-existence of God
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arises continually from one or other of these two things^

namely, either the ascription of human affections to deity,

or the undue attribution to our minds of so much vigour

and wisdom that we may essay to determine and compre-
hend both what God can^and ought to do; hence all that

is alleged by them will occasion us no difficulty, provided
only we keep in remembrance that our minds must be
considered finite, while Deity is incomprehensible and
infinite.

Now that I have once, in some measure, made proof of

the opinions of men regarding my work, I again undertake

to treat of God and the human soul, and at the same time

to discuss the principles of the entire first philosophy,

without, however, expecting any commendation from

the crowd for my endeavours, or a wide circle of readers.

On the contrary, I would advise none to read this work,

unless such as are able and willmg to meditate with me
in earnest, to detach their minds from commerce with

the senses, and likewise to deliver themselves from ail

prejudice; and individuals of this character are, I well

know, remarkably rare. But with regard to those who,

without caring to comprehend the order and connection

of the reasonings, shall study only detached clauses for

the purpose of small but noisy criticism, as is the custom
with many, I may say that such persons will not profit

greatly by the reading of this treatise; and although

perhaps they may find opportunity for cavilling in several

places, they wnll yet hardly start any pressing objections,

or such as shall be deser\nng of reply.

But since, indeed, I do not promise to satisfy others on
all these subjects at first sight, nor arrogate so much to

myself as to believe that I have been able to foresee ail

that may be the source of difficulty to each one, I shall

expound, first of all, in the Meditations, those considera-

tions by which I feel persuaded that I have arrived at a

certain and evident knowledge of truth, in order that I

may ascertain whether the reasonings which have pre-

vailed with myself will also be effectual in convincing

others. I will then reply to the objections of some men,

illustrious for their genius and learning, to whom these

meditations were sent for criticism before they were com-
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mitted to the press; for these objections are so numerous

and varied that I venture to anticipate that nothing, at

least nothing of any moment, will readily occur to any
mind which has not been touched upon in them.

Hence it is that I earnestly entreat my readers not to

come to any judgment on the questions raised in the

meditations until they have taken care to read the whole

of tlie objections, with the relative replies.
‘



SYNOPSIS
OF THE

SIX FOLLOWING MEDITATIONS

In the First Meditation I expound the grounds on which
we may doubt in general of all things^ and especially of

material objects, so long, at least, as we have no other

foundations for the sciences than those we have hitherto

possessed. Now, although the utility of a doubt so

general may not be manifest at first sight, it is neverthe-

less of the greatest, since it delivers us from all prejudice,

and affords the easiest pathway by which the mind may
withdraw itself from the senses; and, finally, makes it

impossible for us to doubt wherever we afterwards dis-

cover truth.

In the Second, the mind which, in the exercise of the

freedom peculiar to itself, supposes that no object is, of

the existence of which it has even the slightest doubt,

finds that, meanwhile, it must itself exist. And this

point is likewise of the highest moment, for the mind is

thus enabled easily to distinguish what pertains to itself,

that is, to the intellectual nature, from what is to be
referred to the body. But since some, perhaps, will

expect, at this stage of our progress, a statement of the

reasons which establish the doctrine of the immortality of

the soul, I think it proper here to make such aware, that

it was my aim to write nothing of which I could not give

exact demonstration, and that I therefore felt myself

obliged to adopt an order similar to that in use among the

geometers, viz., to premise all upon which the proposition

in question depends, before coming to any conclusion

respecting it. Now, the first and chief pre-requisite for

the knowledge of the immortality of the soul is our being

able to form the clearest possible conception {conceptus—
75
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concept) of the soul itself^ and such as shall be absolutely

distinct from all our notions of body; and how this is

to be accomplished is there shown. There is required^

besides this, the assurance that all objects which we
clearly and distinctly think ar^ true (really exist) in that

very mode in which we think them: and this could not

be established previously to the Fourth Meditation.

Farther, it is necessary, for the same purpose, that we
possess a distinct conception of corporeal nature, which

is given partly in the Second and partly in the Fifth and

Sixth Meditations. And, finally, on these grounds, we
are necessitated to conclude, that all those objects which

are clearly and distinctly conceived to be diverse sub-

stances, as mind and body, are substances really recipro-

cally distinct; and this inference is made in the Sixth

Meditation. The absolute distinction of mind and body
is, besides, confirmed in this Second Meditation, by show-

ing that we cannot conceive body unless as divisible;

v/hile, on the other hand, mind cannot be conceived

unless as indivisible. For we are not able to conceive

the half of a mind, as we can of any body, however small,

so that the natures of these two substances are to be held,

not only as diverse, but even in some measure as con-

traries. I have not, however, pursued this discussion

further in the present treatise, as well for the reason that

these considerations are sufficient to show that the

destruction of the mind does not follow from the cor-

ruption of the body, and thus to afford to men the hope
of a future life, as also because the premises from which
it is competent for us to infer the immortality of the soul,

involve an explication of the whole principles of physics

:

in order to establish, in the first place, that generally all

substances, that is, all things which can exist only in con-

sequence of having been created by God, are in their own
nature incorruptible, and can never cease to be, unless

God himself, by refusing his concurrence to them, reduce
them to nothing; and, in the second place, that body,
taken generally, is a substance, and therefore can never
perish, but that the human body, in as far as it differs

from other bodies, is constituted only by a certain con-
figuration of members, and by other accidents of this sort,
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while the human mind is not made up of accidents, but is a
pure substance. For although all the accidents of the

mind be changed—although, for example, it think certain

things, will others, and perceive others, the mind itself

does not vary with these changes; while, on the contrary,

the human body is no lorfger the same if a change take
place in the form of any of its parts : from w^hich it follows

that the body may, indeed, without difficulty perish, but
that the mind is in its own nature immortal.

In the Third Meditation, I have unfolded at sufficient

length, as appears to me, my chief argument for the

existence of God. But yet, since I was there desirous to

avoid the use of comparisons taken from material objects,

that I might withdraw, as far as possible, the mmds of

my readers from the senses, numerous obscurities perhaps
remain, which, however, will, I trust, be afterwards

entirely removed in the replies to the objections: thus,

among other things, it may be difficult to understand how
the idea of a being absolutely perfect, which is found in

our minds, possesses so much objective reality ^ [« e.,

participates by representation in so many degrees of being

and perfection] that it must be held to arise from a course

absolutely perfect. This is illustrated in the replies by
the comparison of a highly perfect machine, the idea of

which exists in the mind of some workmen; for as the

objective (i.e., representative) perfection of this idea

must have some cause, viz., either the science of the

workman, or of some other person from whom he has

received the idea, in the same way the idea of God,
which is found in us, demands God hmself for its cause.

In the Fourth, it is shown that all which we clearly and
distinctly perceive (apprehend) is true

; and, at the same
time, is explained wherein consists the nature of error;

points that require to be known as well for confirming the

preceding truths, as for the better understanding of those

that are to follow. But, meanwhile, it must be observed,

that I do not at all there treat of Sin, that is, of error

committed in the pursuit of good and evil, but of that sort

alone which arises in the determination of the true and
the false. Nor do I refer to matters of faith, or to the

conduct of life, but only to what regards speculative
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truths, and such as are known by means of the natural

light alone.

In the Fifth, besides the illustration of corporeal nature,

taken generically, a new demonstration is given of the

existence of God, not free, perhaps, any more than the

former, from certain difficultife, but of these the solution

will be found in the replies to the objections. I further

show in what sense it is true that the certitude of geo-

metrical demonstrations themselves is dependent on the

knowledge of God.

Finally, in the Sixth, the act of the understanding

{intelleciio) is distinguished from that of the imagination

{imagmatto)] the marks of this distinction are described;

the human mind is shown to be really distinct from the

body, and, nevertheless, to be so closely conjoined there-

with, as together to form, as it were, a unity. The whole

of the errors which arise from the senses are brought

under review, while the means of avoiding them are

pointed out; and, finally, all the grounds are adduced

from which the existence of material objects may be

inferred ; not, however, because I deemed them of great

utility in establishing what they prove, viz., that there

is in reality a world, that men are possessed of bodies, and
the like, the truth of which no one of sound mind ever

senously doubted; but because, from a close considera-

tion of them, it is perceived that they are neither so

strong nor clear as the reasonings which conduct us to the

knowledge of our mind and of God; so that the latter

are, of all which come under human knowledge, the most
certain and manifest— a conclusion which it was my
single aim in these Meditations to establish; on which
account I here omit mention of the various other ques-

tions which, in the course of the discussion, I had occasion

likewise to consider.

m
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MEDITATIONS
ON

THE FIRST PHILOSOPHY
IN WHICH

TEE EXISTENCE OF GOD, AND THE REAL DIS-

TINCTION OF MIND AND BODY, ARE DEMON-
STRATED

IVIEDITATION I

OF THE THINGS OF WHICH WE MAY DOUBT

Several years have now elapsed since I first became aware
that I had accepted, even from my youth, many false

opinions for true, and that consequently what I afterwards

based on such principles was highly doubtful; and from
that time I was convinced of the necessity of undertaking

once in my life to rid myself of all the opinions I had
adopted, and of commencing anew the work of building

from the foundation, if I desired to establish a firm and
abiding superstructure in the sciences. But as this enter-

prise appeared to me to be one of great magnitude, I

waited until I had attained an age so mature as to leave

me no hope that at any stage of life more advanced I

should be better able to execute my design. On this

account, I have delayed so long that I should henceforth

consider I was doing wrong were I still to consume in

deliberation any of the time that now remains for action.

To-day, then, since I have opportunely freed my mind
from il cares [and am happily disturbed by no passions],

and since I am in the secure possession of leisure in a

peaceable retirement, I will at length apply myself

earnestly and freely to the general overthrow of all my
7Q
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former opinions. But^ to this end^ it will not be necessary

for me to show that the whole of these are false—a point,

perhaps, which I shall never reach; but as even now my
reason convinces me that I ought not the less carefully to

withhold belief from what is not entirely certain and
indubitable, than from what is manifestly false, it will be

sufficient to justify the rejection of the whole if I shall

find in each some ground for doubt. Nor for this purpose

will it be necessary even to deal with each belief individu-

ally, which would be truly an endless labour; but, as the

removal from below of the foundation necessarily involves

the downfall of the whole edifice, I will at once approach

the criticism of the principles on which all my former

beliefs rested.

All that I have, up to this moment, accepted as pos-

sessed of the highest truth and certainty, I received either

from or through the senses.** I observed, however, that

these sometimes misled us
;
and it is the part of prudence

not to place absolute confidence in that by which we have
even once been deceived.

But it may be said, perhaps, that, although the senses

occasionally mislead us respecting minute objects, and such
as are so far removed from us as to be beyond the reach

of close observation, there are yet many other of their

informations (presentations), of the truth of which it is

mamfestly impossible to doubt; as for example, that I am
in this place, seated by the fire, clothed in a winter dress-

ing-gown, that I hold in my hands this piece of paper,

with other intimations of the same nature. But how
could I deny that I possess these hands and this body, and
withal escape being classed with persons in a state of

insanity, whose brains are so disordered and clouded by
dark bilious vapours as to cause them pertinaciously to
assert that they are monarchs when they are in the
greatest poverty; or clothed [in gold] and purple when
destitute of any covenng; or that their head is made of
clay, their body of glass, or that they are gourds? I
should certainly be not less insane than they, were I to
regulate my procedure according to examples so extra-
vagant.

Though this be true, I must nevertheless here consider
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that I am a man^ and that, consequently, I am in the

habit of sleeping, and representing to myself in dreams
those same things, or even sometimes others less probable,

which the insane think are presented to them in their

waking moments. How often have I dreamt that I was
in these familiar circumstances—^that I was dressed, and
occupied this place by the fire, when I was lying undressed
in bed? At the present moment, however, I certainly

look upon this paper with eyes wide awake: the head
which I now move is not asleep; I extend this hand con-

sciously and with express purpose, and I perceive it; the

occurrences in sleep are not so distinct as all this But
I cannot forget that, at other times, I have been deceived

in sleep by similar illusions; and, attentively considermg
those cases, I perceive so clearly that there exist no certam
marks by which the state of waking can ever be distin-

guished from sleep, that I feel greatly astonished; and
m amazement I almost persuade myself that I am now
dreaming.

Let us suppose, then, that we are dreaming, and that

all these particulars—^namely, the opening of the eyes, the

motion of the head, the forth-putting of the hands—are

merely illusions; and even that we really possess neither

an entire body nor hands such as we see. Nevertheless,

It must be admitted at least that the objects which appear

to us m sleep are, as it were, painted representations

which could not have been formed unless in the likeness

of realities; and, therefore, that those general objects, at

ail events—namely, eyes, a head, hands, and an entire

body—are not simply imaginary, but really existent.

For, in truth, pamters themselves, even when they study

to represent sirens and sat^nrs by forms the most fantastic

and extraordmary, cannot bestow upon them natures

absolutely new, but can only make a certain medley of

the members of different animals; or if they chance to

imagine something so novel that nothing at all similar

has ever been seen before, and such as is, therefore, purely

fictitious and absolutely false, it is at least certain that

the colours of which this is composed are real.

And on the same principle, although these general

objects, viz. [a body], eyes, a head, hands, and the like.
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be imaginary, we are nevertheless absolutely necessitated

to admit the reality at least of some other objects still

more simple and universal than these, of which, just as of

certain real colours, all those images of things, whether

true and real, or false and fantastic, that are found in our

consciousness (cogiiaito)^^ are formed.

To this class of objects seem to belong corppreal nature

in general and its extension; the figure of extended things,

their quantity or magnitude, and their number, as also

the place in, and the time during, which they exist, and
other things of the same sort. We will not, therefore,

perhaps reason illegitimately if we conclude from this

that physics, astronomy, medicine, and all the other

sciences that have for their end the consideration of com-
posite objects, are indeed of a doubtful character; but
that arithmetic, geometry, and the other sciences of the

same class, which regard merely the simplest and most
general objects, and scarcely inquire whether or not these

are really existent, contain somewhat that is certain and
indubitable: for whether I am awake or dreaming, it

remains true that two and three make five, and that a
square has but four sides; nor does it seem possible that

truths so apparent can ever fall under a suspicion of

falsity [or incertitude].

Nevertheless, the belief that there is a God who is all-

powerful, and who created me, such as I am, has for a
long time, obtained steady possession of my mind. How,
then, do I know that he has not arranged that there

should be neither earth, nor sky, nor any extended thing,

nor fi^re, nor magnitude, nor place, providing at the
same time, however, for [the rise in me of the perceptions

of all these objects, and] the persuasion that these do not
exist otherwise than as I perceive them? And further,

as I sometimes think that others are in error respecting
matters of which they believe themselves to possess a
perfect knowledge, how do I know that I am not also

deceived each time I add together two and three, or
number the sides of a square, or form some judgment still

more simple, if more simple indeed can be imagined?
But perhaps Deity has not been willing that I should be
thus deceived, for He is said to be supremely good. If,
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however, it were repugnant to the goodness of Deity to

have created me subject to constant deception, it would
seem likewise to be contrary to his goodness to allow me
to be occasionally deceived; and yet it is clear that this

is permitted. Some, indeed^ might perhaps be found who
would be disposed rather to deny the existence of a being

so powerful than to believe that there is nothing certain.

But let us for the present refrain from opposing this

opinion, and grant that all which is here said of a Deity is

fabulous: nevertheless, in whatever way it be supposed
that I reached the state in which I exist, whether by fate,

or chance, or by an endless series of antecedents and
consequents, or by any other means, it is clear (since to

be deceived and to err is a certain defect) that the pro-

bability of my being so imperfect as to be the constant

victim of deception, will be increased exactly in propor-

tion as the power possessed by the cause, to which they
assign my origin, is lessened. To these reasonings I have
assuredly notWg to reply, but am constrained at last to

avow that there is nothing at all that I formerly believed

to be true of which it is impossible to doubt, and that not
through thoughtlessness or levity, but from cogent and
maturely considered reasons; so that henceforward, if I

desire to discover anything certain, I ought not the less

carefully to refrain from assenting to those same opinions

than to what might be shown to be manifestly false.

But it is not sufficient to have made these observations;

care must be taken likewise to keep them in remembrance.

For those old and customary opinions perpetually recur

—

long and familiar usage giving them the right of occupying

my mind, even almost against my will, and subdumg my
belief; nor will I lose the habit of deferring to them and
confiding in them so long as I shall consider them to be

what in truth they are, viz., opinions to some extent

doubtful, as I have already shown, but still highly pro-

bable, and such as it is much more reasonable to believe

than deny. It is for this reason I am persuaded that I

shall not be doing wrong, if, taking an opposite judgment

of deliberate design, I become my own deceiver, by sup-

posing, for a time, that all those opinions are entirely

false and imaginary, until at length, having thus balanced
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my old bymy new prejudices, my judgment shall no longer

be turned aside by perverted usage from the path that

may conduct to the perception of truth. For I am
assured that^ meanwhile, there will arise neither peril nor

error from this course, and that I cannot for the present

yield too much to distrust, smce the end I now seek is

not action but knowledge.

I will suppose, then, not that Deity, who is sovereignly

good and the fountain of truth, but that some malignant

demon, who is at once exceedingly potent and deceitful,

has employed all his artifice to deceive me; I will suppose

that the sky, the air, the earth, colours, figures, sounds,

and all external things, are nothmg better than the illu-

sions of dreams, by means of which this being has laid

snares for my credulity; I will consider myself as without

hands, eyes, flesh, blood, or any of the senses, and as

falsely believing that I am possessed of these; I will

continue resolutely fixed in this belief, and if indeed by
this means it be not in my power to arrive at the know-
ledge of truth, I shall at least do what is in my power,

viz. [suspend my judgment], and guard with settled pur-

pose against giving my assent to what is false, and being

imposed upon by this deceiver, whatever be his power
and artifice.

But this undertaking is arduous, and a certain indolence

insensibly leads me back to my ordinary course of life;

and just as the captive, who, perchance, was enjoying m
his dreams an imagmary liberty, when he begins to suspect
that it is but a vision, dreads awakening, and conspires

with the agreeable illusions that the deception may be
prolonged; so I, of my own accord, fall back into the
train of my former beliefs, and fear to arouse myself from
my slumber, lest the time of laborious wakefulness that
would succeed this quiet rest, in place of bringing any
light of day, should prove inadequate to dispel the dark-
ness that wijl arise from the difficulties that have now
been raised.



MEDITATION II

OF THE NATURE OF THE HUl^IAK MIND; AND THAT IT IS

MORE EASILY KNOWN THAN THE BODY

,

The Meditation of yesterday has filled my mind with so

many doubts, that it is no longer in my power to forget

them. Nor do I see, meanwhile, any prmciple on which
they can be resolved; and, just as if I had fallen all of a
sudden into very deep water, I am so greatly disconcerted

as to be made unable either to plant my feet firmly on the

bottom or sustain myself by swimming on the surface. I

will, nevertheless, make an effort, and try anew the same
path on which I had entered yesterday, that is, proceed

by casting aside all that admits of the slightest doubt, not

less than if I had discovered it to be absolutely false; and
I will continue always in this track until I shall find some-

thing that is certain, or at least, if I can do nothing more,

until I shall know with certainty that there is nothing

certain. Archimedes, that he might transport the entire

globe from the place it occupied to another, demanded
only a pomt that was firm and immovable; so also, I
shall be entitled to entertain the highest expectations, if

I am fortunate enough to discover only one thing that is

certain and indubitable.

I suppose, accordingly, that all the things which I see

are false (fictitious); I believe that none of those objects

which my fallacious memory represents ever existed; I

suppose that I possess no senses; I believe that body,

figure, extension, motion, and place are merely fictions of

my mind. What is there, then, that can be esteemed

true ? Perhaps this only, that there is absolutely nothing

certain.

But how do I know that there is not something different

altogether from the objects I have now enumerated, of

which it is impossible to entertain the slightest doubt?

Is there not a GoJ, or some being, by whatever name I.
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may designate him, who causes these thoughts to arise in

my mind? But why suppose such a being, for it may be

I myself am capable of producmg them? Am I, then, at

least not something ? But I before denied that I possessed

senses or a body; I hesitate, however, for what follows

from that? Am I so dependent on the body and the

senses that without these I cannot exist? But I had

the persuasion that there was absolutely nothing in the

world, that there was no sky and no earth, neither minds

nor bodies; was I not, therefore, at the same time, per-

suaded that I did not exist? Far from it; I assuredly

existed, since I was persuaded. But there is I know not

what being, who is possessed at once of the highest power

and the deepest cunning, who is constantly employing all

his ingenuity m deceiving me. Doubtless, then, I exist,

since I am deceived; and, let him deceive me as he may,

he can never bring it about that I am nothing, so long as

I shall be conscious that I am something. So that it must,

in fine, be maintained, all things being maturely and care-

fully considered, that this proposition {pronunciatum) I

am, I exist, is necessarily true each time it is expressed

by me, or conceived in my mind.

But I do not yet know with sufficient clearness what I

am, though assured that I am; and hence, in the next

place, I must take care, lest perchance I inconsiderately

substitute some other object in room of what is properly

myself, and thus wander from truth, even in that know-
ledge (cognition) which I hold to be of all others the most
certain and evident. For this reason, I will now consider

anew what I formerly believed myself to be, before I

entered on the present train of thought; and of my
previous opinion I will retrench all that can in the least

be invalidated by the grounds of doubt I have adduced,
in order that there may at length remain nothing but
what is certain and indubitable. What then did I for-

merly think I was? Undoubtedly I judged that I was a
man. But what is a man ? Shall I say a rational animal ?

Assuredly not; for it would be necessary forthwith to
inquire into what is meant by animal, and what by
rational, and thus, from a single question, I should insen-

sibly glide into others, and these more difficult than the
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first; nor do I now possess enough of leisure to warrant
me in wasting my time amid subtleties of this sort. I

prefer here to attend to the thoughts that sprung up of
themselves in my mind, and were inspired by my own
nature alone, when I applied myself to the consideration

of what I was. In the &st place, then, I thought that I

possessed a countenance, hands, arms, and all the fabric

of members that appears in a corpse, and which I called

by the name of body. It further occurred to me that I

was nourished, that I walked, perceived, and thought, and
all those actions I referred to the soul; but what the soul

itself was I either did not stay to consider, or, if I did, I

imagined that it was something extremely rare and subtile,

like wind, or fame, or ether, spread through my grosser

parts. As regarded the body, I did not even doubt of

its nature, but thought I distinctly knew it, and if I had
wished to describe it according to the notions I then

entertained, I should have explained myself in this

manner: By body I understand all that can be terminated

by a certain figure; that can be comprised in a certain

place, and so fill a certam space as therefrom to exclude

every other body; that can be perceived either by touch,

sight, hearing, taste, or smell; that can be moved in

different ways, not indeed of itself, but by something

foreign to it by which it is touched [and from which it

receives the impression]
;

for the power of self-motion, as

likewise that of perceivmg and thinking, I held as by no

means pertaining to the nature of body; on the contrary,

I was somewhat astonished to find such faculties existing

in some bodies.

But [as to myself, what can I now say that I am], since

I suppose there exists an extremely powerful, and, if I

may so speak, malignant being, whose whole endeavours

are directed towards deceivmg me? Can I affirm that I

possess any one of all those attributes of which I have

lately spoken as belonging to the nature of body? After

attentively considering them in my own mind, I find

none of them that can properly be said to belong to

myself. To recount them were idle and tedious. Let

us pass, then, to the attributes of the soul. The first

mentioned were the powers of nutrition and walking; but.
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if it be true that I have no body, it is true likewise that

I am capable neither of walking nor of being nourished.

Perception is another attribute of the soul; but percep-

tion too is impossible without the body: besides, I have

frequently, during sleep, believed that I perceived objects

which I afterwards observed I did not in reality perceive.

Thinking is another attribute of the soul; and here I

discover what properly belongs to myself. This alone is

inseparable from me. I am— exist: this is certain; but

how often? As often as I think; for perhaps it would

even happen, if I should wholly cease to think, that I

should at the same time altogether cease to be. I now
admit nothing that is not necessarily true: I am there-

fore, precisely speaking, only a thinking thing, that is,

a mind (nxens stve animus), understanding, or reason,

—

terms whose signification was before unknown to me. I

am, however, a real thing, and really existent; but what
thing? The answer was, a thinking thing. The ques-

tion now arises, am I aught besides? I will stimulate

my imagination with a view to discover whether I am
not still something more than a thinking being. Now it

is plain I am not the assemblage of members called the

human body; I am not a thin and penetrating air diffused

through all these members, or wmd, or flame, or vapour,
or breath, or any of all the things I can imagine; for I

supposed that all these were not, and, without changing
the supposition, I find that I still feel assured of my
existence.

But it is true, perhaps, that those very things which I
suppose to be^ non-existent, because they are unknown
to me, are not in truth different from myself whom I know.
This is a point I cannot determine, and do not now enter
into any dispute regarding it. I can only judge of things
that are known to me: I am conscious that I exist, and I
who know that I exist inquire into what I am. It is,

however, perfectly certain that the knowledge of my
existence, thus precisely taken, is not dependent on things,
the existence of which is as yet unknowm to me: and
consequently it is not dependent on any of the things I
can feign in imagmation. Moreover, the phrase itself,

I frame an image (effingo), reminds me of my error; for I
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should in truth frame one if I were to imagine myself to
be an37thing, since to imagine is nothing more than to con-
template the figure or image of a corporeal thing; but I
already know that I exist, and that it is possible at the
same time that all those^images, and in general all that
relates to the nature of body, are merely dreams [or

chimeras]. From this I discover that it is not more
reasonable to say, I will excite my imagination that I

may know more distinctly what I am, than to express

myself as follows: I am now awake, and perceive some-
thing real ; but because my perception is not sufficiently

clear, I will of express purpose go to sleep that my dreams
may represent to me the object of my perception with
more truth and clearness. And, therefore, I know that

nothing of all that I can embrace in imagination belongs

to the knowledge which I have of myself, and that there

is need to recall with the utmost care the mind from this

mode of thinking, that it may be able to know its own
nature with perfect distinctness.

But what, then, am I? A thinking thing, it has been
said. But what is a thinking thing? It is a thing that

doubts^ understands.-[conr.eives], affinns, dftnies^

refuses, that imagines also, and perceives. Assuredly it

is' not little, if ajl^tl^se properties belong to ixiy.,

n

ature.

But wEy^houlH they not belong to it? Am I not that

very being who now doubts of almost everything; who,
for all that, understands and conceives certain things,

who affirms one alone as true, and denies the others; who
desires to know more of them, and does not wish to be

deceived; who imagines many things, sometimes even

despite his will; and is likewise percipient of many, as if

through the medium of the senses. Is there nothing of

all this as true as that I am, even although I should be

always dreaming, and although he who gave me being

employed all his ingenuity to deceive me? Is there also

any one of these attributes that can be properly distin-

guished from my thought, or that can be said to be

separate from myself? For it is of itself so evident that

it is I who doubt, I who understand, and I who desire,

that it is here unnecessary to add anything by way of

renderins: it more clear. And I am as certainly the same
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being who imagines; for, although itjngyie (as I before

supposed) tha± nothing I imagine is true, still,the Bpwexof

imagination does not cease, xsalLy-to^esdatjn^m^ncLto

form part of my thou^hts^ In fine, I am the same being

wEo pSceives, thS is, who apprehends certain objects as

by the organs of sense, since, in truth, I see light, hear a

noise, and feel heat. But it will be said that these pre-

sentations are false, and that I am dreaming. Let it be

so. At all events it is certain that I seem to see light,

hear a noise, and feel heat; this cannot be false, and this

is what in me is properly called perceiving {sentire), which

is nothing else than thinking. From this I begin to know
what I am with somewhat greater clearness and distinct-

ness than heretofore.

But, nevertheless, it still seems to me, and I cannot

help believing, that corporeal things, whose images are

formed by thought [which fall under the senses], and are

examined by the same, are known with much greater dis-

tinctness than that I know not what part of myself

which IS not imaginable ;
although, in truth, it may seem

strange to say that I know and comprehend with greater

distinctness things whose existence appears to me doubtful,

that are unknown, and do not belong to me, than others

of whose reality I am persuaded, that are known to me,
and appertain to my proper nature; in a word, than
myself. But I see clearly what is the state of the case.

My mind is apt to wander, and will not yet submit to be
restrained witliin the limits of truth. Let us therefore

leave the mind to itself once more, and, according to it

every kind of liberty [permit it to consider the objects

that appear to it from without], in order that, having
afterwards withdrawn it from these gently and oppor-
tunely [and fixed it on the consideration of its being and
the properties it finds in itself, it may then be the more
easily controlled.

Let us now accordingly consider the objects that are
commonly thought to be [the most easily, and likewise]
the most distinctly known, viz., the bodies we touch and
see; not, indeed, bodies in general, for these general
notions are usually somewhat more confused, but one
body in particular. Take, for example, this piece of wax;
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it is quite fresh, having been but recently taken from the

beehive; it has not yet lost the sweetness of the honey it

contained; it still retains somewhat of the odour of the
flowers from which it was gathered; its colour, figure,

size, are apparent (to the^ sight); it is hard, cold, easily

handled; and sounds when struck upon with the finger.

In fine, all that contributes to make a body as distinctly

known as possible, is found in the one before us. But,
while I am speaking, let it be placed near the fire—what
remained of the taste exhales, the smell evaporates, the

colour changes, its figure is destroyed, its size increases, it

becomes liquid, it grows hot, it can hardly be handled,

and, although struck upon, it emits no sound. Does the

same wax still remain after this change? It must be
admitted that it does remain; no one doubts it, or judges

otherwise. What, then, was it I knew with so much
distinctness in the piece of wax? Assuredly, it could be
nothing of all that I obsen^-ed by means of the senses,

since all the things that fell under taste, smell, sight,

touch, and hearing are changed, and yet the same wax
remains. It was perhaps what I now thmk, viz., that

this wax was neither the sweetness of honey, the pleasant

odour of flowers, the whiteness, the figure, nor the sound,

but only a body that a little before appeared to me con-

spicuous under these forms, and which is now perceived

under others. But, to speak precisely, what is it that I

imagine when I think of it in this way? Let it be atten-

tively considered, and, retrenching all that does not

belong to the wax, let us see what remains. There cer-

tainly remains nothing, except something extended,

flexible, and movable. But what is meant by flexible

and movable? Is it not that I imagine that the piece of

wax, being round, is capable of becoming square, or of

passing from a square into a triangular figure ? Assuredly

such is not the case, because I conceive that it admits of

an infinity of similar changes; and I am, moreover,

unable to compass this infinity by imagination, and con-

sequently this conception which I have of the wax is not

the product of the faculty of imagination. But what

now is this extension? Is it not also unknown? for it

becomes greater when the wax is melted, greater when it
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is boiled, and greater still when the heat increases; and I

should not conceive [clearly and] according to truth, the

wax as it is, if I did not suppose that the piece we are con-

sidering admitted even of a wider variety of extension

than I ever imagined. I must, therefore, admit that I

cannot even comprehend by imagination what the piece

of wax is, and that it is the mind alone (mens, Lat.;

mtendemenij F.) wBch percTivSlt^ spea,k of one piece

in particular; for, as to wax in general, this is still more

evident. But what is the piece of wax that can be per-

ceived only by the [understanding of] mind? It is cer-

tainly the same which I see, touch, imagine; and, in fine,

it is the same which, from the beginning, I believed it to

be. But (and this it is of moment to observe) the per-

ception of it is neither an act of sight, of touch, nor of

imagination, and never was either of these, though it

might formerly seem so, but is simply an intuition

{inspectio) of the mind, which may be imperfect and
confused, as it formerly was, or very clear and distinct, as

it is at present, according as the attention is more or less

directed to the elements which it contains, and of which it

is composed.

But, meanwhile, I feel greatly astonished when I

observe [the weakness of my mind, and] its proneness to

error. For although, without at all giving expression to

what I think, I consider all this in my own mind, words
yet occasionally impede my progress, and I am almost
led into error by the terms of ordinary language. We
say, for example, that we see the same wax when it is

before us, and not that we judge it to be the same from
its retaining the same colour and figure: whence I should
forthwith be disposed to conclude that the wax is known
by the act of sight, and not by the intuition of the mind
alone, were it not for the analogous instance of human
beings passing on in the street below, as observed from a
window. In this case I do not fail to say that I see the
men themselves, just as I say that I see the wax; and yet
what do I see from the window beyond hats and cloaks
that might cover artificial machines, whose motions
might be determined by springs,^ But I judge that there
are human beings from these appearances, and thus I
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coinpiehpd.,,hyJ:he faculty of jud^ent^lone whichjs

The man who makes it his aim to rise* to knowledge
superior to the common, ought to be ashamed to seek

occasions of doubting from the vulgar forms of speech:

instead, therefore, of doin^ this, I shall proceed with the

matter in hand, and inquire whether I had a clearer and
more perfect perception of the piece of wax v/hen I first

saw it, and when I thought I knew it by means of the

external sense itself, or, at all events, by the common
sense (senstis commiims\ as it is called, that is, by the

imaginative faculty; or whether I rather apprehend it

more clearly at present, after having examined with
greater care, both what it is, and in what way it can be
known. It would certainly be ridiculous to entertain any
doubt on this point. For what, in that first perception,

was there distinct? What did I perceive which any
animal might not have perceived? But when I distin-

guish the wax from its exterior forms, and when, as if I

had stripped it of its vestments, I consider it quite naked,

it is certam, although some error may still be found in

my judgment, that I cannot, nevertheless, thus apprehend
it without possessing a human mind.

But, finally, what shall I say of the mind itself, that is,

of myself? for as yet I do not admit that I am anything

but mind. What, then I I who seem to possess so dis-

tinct an apprehension of the piece of wax,—do I not know
myself, both with greater truth and certitude, and also

much more distinctly and clearly? For if I judge that

the wax exists because I see it, it assuredly follows,

much more evidently, that I myself am or exist, for the

same reason: for it is possible that what I see may not in

truth be wax, and that I do not even possess eyes with

which to see anything; but it cannot be that when I see,

or, which comes to the same thing, when I think I see, I

myself who think am nothing. So likewise, if I judge

that the wax exists because I touch it, it will still also

follow that I am; and if I determine that my imagina-

tion, or any other cause, whatever it be, persuades me of

the existence of the wax, I will still draw the same con-

clusion. And what is here remarked of the piece of wax
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is applicable to all the other things that are external to

me. And further, if the [notion or] perception of wax
appeared to me more precise and distinct, after that not

only sight and touch, but many other causes besides,

rendered it manifest to my apprehension, with how much
greater distinctness must I now know myself, since all

the reasons that contribute to the knowledge of the nature

of wax, or of any body whatever, manifest still better the

nature of my mind ? And there are besides so many other

things in the mind itself that contnbute to the illus-

tration of its nature, that those dependent on the body,

to which I have here referred, scarcely merit to be taken

into account.

But, in conclusion, I find I have insensibly reverted

to the point I desired; for, since it is now manifest to

me that bodies themselves are not properly perceived by
the senses nor by the faculty of imagination, but by the

intellect alone; and since they are not perceived because

they are seen and touched, but only because they are

understood [or rightly comprehended by thought], I

readily discover that there is nothing more easily or

^toji^LJ^prehended than my own mjnd. But because

it is difficult to ri3"bn?s self so promptly of an opinion to

which one has been long accustomed, it will be desirable

to tarry for some time at this stage, that, by long con-

tinued meditation, I may more deeply impress upon my
memory this new knowledge.
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I WILL now close my eyes, I will stop my ears, I will turn

away my senses from their objects, I will even efface from
my consciousness all the images of corporeal things; or

at least, because this can hardly be accomplished, I will

consider them as empty and false; and thus, holding

converse only with myself, and closely examining my
nature, I will endeavour to obtain by degrees a more
intimate and familiar knowledge of myself. I am a

thinking (conscious) thing, that is, a being who doubts,

affirms, denies, knows a few objects, and is ignorant of

many,—[who loves, hates], wills, refuses,—^who imagines

likewise, and perceives; for, as I before remarked,

although the things which I perceive or imagine are

perhaps nothing at all apart from me [and in themselves],

I am nevertheless assured that those modes of conscious-

ness which I call perceptions and imaginations, in as far

only as they are modes of consciousness, exist in me.

And in the little I have said I think I have summed up
all that I really know, or at least all that up to this time

I was aware I knew. Now, as I am endeavouring to

extend my knowledge more widely, I will use circum-

spection, and consider with care whether I can still dis-

cover in myself anything further which I have not yet

hitherto observed. I am certain that I am a thinking^

thing; but do I not therefore likewise know what is

required to render me certain of a truth? In this first

knowledge, doubtless, there is nothing that gives me
assurance of its truth except the clear and distmct per-

ception of what I affirm, w'hich would not indeed be

sufficient to give me the assurance that what I say is true,

if it could ever happen that anything I thus clearly and

distinctly perceived should prove false; and accordingly

it seems to me that I may now take as a general rule, that

95
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all that is very clearly and distinctly apprehended (con-

ceived) is true.

Nevertheless I before received and admitted many
things as wholly certain and manifest, which yet I after-

wards found to be doubtful.# What, then, were those?

They were the earth, the sky, the stars, and all the other

objects which I was in the habit of perceiving by the

senses. But what was it that I clearly [and distinctly]

perceived in them? Nothing more than that the ideas

and the thoughts of those objects were presented to my
mind. And even now I do not deny that these ideas are

found in my mind. But there was yet another thing

which I affirmed, and which, from having been accustomed

to believe it, I thought I clearly perceived, although, in

truth, I did not perceive it at all; I mean the existence

of objects external to me, from which those ideas pro-

ceeded, and to which they had a perfect resemblance;

and it was here I was mistaken, or if I judged correctly,

this assuredly was not to be traced to any knowledge I

possessed (the force of my perception, Lat.).

But when I considered any matter in arithmetic and
geometry, that was very simple and easy, as, for example,

that two and three added together make five, and things

of this sort, did I not view them with at least sufficient

clearness to warrant me in affirming their truth ? Indeed,

if I aftenvards judged that we ought to doubt of these

things, it was for no other reason than because it occurred
to me that a God might perhaps have given me such a
nature as that I should be deceived, even respecting the
matters that appeared to me the most evidently true.

But as often as this preconceived opinion of the sovereign
power of a God presents itself to my mind, I am con-
strained to admit that it is easy for him, if he wishes it,

to cause me to err, even in matters where I think I possess

the highest evidence; and, on the other hand, as often
as I direct my attention to things which I think I appre-
hend with great clearness I am so persuaded of their truth
that I naturally break out into expressions such as these:
Deceive me who may, no one will yet ever be able to
bring it about that I am not, so long as I shall be conscious
that I am, or at any future time cause it to be true that
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I have never been, it being now true that I am, or make
two and three more or less than five, in supposing which,

and other like absurdities, I discover a manifest contra-

diction.

And in truth, as I have jio ground for believing that

Deity is deceitful, and as, indeed, I have not even con-

sidered the reasons by which the existence of a Deity of

any kind is established, the ground of doubt that rests

only on this supposition is very slight, and, so to speak,

metaphysical. But, that I may be able wholly to remove
it, I must inquire whether there is a God, as soon as an
opportunity of doing so shall present itself; and if I find

that there is a God, I must examine likewise whether he
can be a deceiver; for, without the knowledge of these

two truths, I do not see that I can ever be certain of any-

thing. And that I may be enabled to examine this

without interrupting the order of meditation I have
proposed to myself [which is, to pass by degrees from the

notions that I shall find first in my mind to those I shall

afterwards discover in it], it is necessary at this stage to

divide all my thoughts into certain classes, and to consider

in which of these classes truth and error are, strictly

speaking, to be found.

Of my thoughts some are, as it were, images of things,

and to these alone properly belongs the name idea; as

when I think [represent to my mind] a man, a chimera,

the sky, an angel, or God. Others, again, have certain

other forms ;
as when I will, fear, affirm, or deny, I always,

indeed, apprehend something as the object of my thought,

but I also embrace in thought something more than the

representation of the object; and of this class of thoughts

some are called volitions or affections, and others judg-

ments.

Now, with respect to ideas, if these are considered only

in themselves, and are not referred to any object beyond
them, they cannot, properly speaking, be false; for

whether I imagine a goat or a chimera, it is not less true

that I imagine the one than the other* Nor need we fear

that falsity may exist in the will or affections; for, al-

though I may desire objects that are wrong, and even that

never existed, it is still true that I desire them. There thus
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only remain our judgments;, in which we must take diligent

heed that we be not deceived. But the chief and most

ordmary error that arises in them consists in judging that

the ideas which are in us are like or conformed to the things

that are external to us
;
for asif^uredly, if we but considered

the ideas themselves as certain modes of our thought

(consciousness), without referring them
^

to anything

beyond, they would hardly afford any occasion of error.

But, among these ideas, some appear to me to be innate .^

others adventitious, and others to be made by myself

(factitious); for, as I have the power of conceiving what
is called a thing, or a truth, or a thought, it seems to me
that I hold this power from no other source than my own
nature; but if I now hear a noise, if I see the sun, or if

I feel heat, I have all along judged that these sensations

proceeded from certain objects existing out of myself;

and, m fine, it appears to me that sirens, hippogryphs, and
the like, are inventions of my own mind. But I may even
perhaps come to be of opinion that all my ideas are of

the class which I call adventitious, or that they are all

innate, or that they are all factitious, for I have not yet

clearly discovered their true origin; and what I have
here principally to do is to consider, with reference to

those that appear to come from certain objects without
me, what grounds there are for thinking them like these

objects.

The first of these grounds is that it seems to me I am
so taught by nature

;
and the second that I am conscious

that those ideas are not dependent on my will, and there-

fore not on myself, for they are frequently presented to
me agamst my will,—as at present, whether I will or not,
I feel heat; and I am thus persuaded that this sensation
or idea {sensum vel ideam) of heat is produced in me by
something different from myseK, viz., by the heat of the
fire by which I sit. And it is very reasonable to suppose
that this object impresses me with its own likeness rather
than any other thing.

But I must consider whether these reasons are suffi-

ciently strong and convincing. When I speak of being
taught by nature in this matter, I understand by the word
nature only a certain spontaneous impetus that in^pels
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me to believe in a resemblance between ideas and their

objects, and not a natural light that affords a knowledge
of its truth. But these two things are widely different;

for what the natufaTTight shows to be true can beJn no
degree^'Oubtfulj'as^^for ejpamg^ that I am because J
doubtrand~ofK^rlfutTrronheJ^^ kindj inasmuch as I

poSsess“"nonDfE^''^ulty w^^by to distinguish truth

from error, which can teach me the falsity of what the

natural light declares to be true, and which is equally trust-

worthy; but with respect to [seemingly] natural impulses,

I have observed, when the question related to the choice of

right or wrong in action, that they frequently led me to

t^e the worse part; nor do I see that I have ajiy better

ground for following them in what relates to truth and
error. Then, with respect to the other reason, which is

that because these ideas do not depend on my will, they

must arise from objects existing without me, I do not find

it more convincing than the former; for, just as those

natural impulses, of which I have lately spoken, are

found in me, notwithstanding that they are not always

in harmony with my will, so likewise it may be that I

possess some power not sufficiently known to myself

capable of producing ideas without the aid of external

objects, and, indeed, it has always hitherto appeared to

me that they are formed during sleep, by some power of

this nature, without the aid of aught external. And, in

fine, although I should grant that they proceeded from

those objects, it is not a necessary consequence that they

must be like them. On the contrary, I have obseiwed,

in a number of instances, that there was a great difference

between the object and its idea. Thus, for example, I

find in my mind two wholly diverse ideas of the sun; the

one, by which it appears to me extremely small, draws

its origin from the senses, and should be placed in the

class of adventitious ideas; the other, by which it seems

to be many times larger than the whole earth, is taken

up on astronomical grounds, that is, ehcited from certain

notions bom with me, or is framed by myself in some other

manner. These two ideas cannot certainly both resemble

the same sun; and reason teaches me that the one which

seems to have immediately emanated from it is the most
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unlike. And these things sufficiently prove that hitherto

it has not been from a certain and deliberate judgment,

but only from a sort of blind impulse, that I believed in

the existence of certain things different from myself,

which, by the organs of sense, or by whatever other

means it might be, conveyed their ideas or images into

my mind [and impressed it with their likenesses].

But there is still another way of inquiring whether, of

the objects whose ideas are in my mind, there are any that

exist out of me. If ideas are taken in so far only as they

are certain modes of consciousness, I do not remark any

difference or inequality among them, and all seem, in the

same manner, to proceed from myself; but, considering

tl^em as images, of which one represents one thing and

aSlKeTirdifferent, it is evident that a great diversity

obtains among them. For, without doubt, those that

represent substances are something more, and contain in

themselves, so to speak, more objective reality [that is,

participate by representation in higher degrees of being

or perfection] than those that represent only modes or

accidents; and again, the idea by which I conceive a God
[sovereign], eternal, infinite [immutable], all -knowing,

all-powerful, and the creator of all things that are out of

himself,—^this, I say, has certainly in it more objective

reality than those ideas by which finite substances are

represented.

Now, it is manifest by the natural light that there must
at least be as much reality in the efficient and total cause

as in its effect; for whence can the effect draw its reality

if not from its cause? and how could the cause communi-
cate to it this reality unless it possessed it in itself? And
hence it follows, not only that what is cannot be produced
by what is not, but likewise that the more perfect,—^in

other words, that which contains in itself more reality,

—

cannot be the effect of the less perfect: and this is not
only evidently true of those effects, whose reality is actual

or formal, but likewise of ideas, whose reality is only con-

sidered as objective. Thus, for example, the stone that
is not yet in existence, not only cannot now commence to

be, unless it be produced by that which possesses in itself,

formally or eminently,^ all that enters into its composi-
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tion [in other words, by that which contains in itself the
same properties that are in the stone, or others superior

to them]; and heat can only be produced in a subjecr

that was before devoid of it, by a cause that is of an order
[degree or kind] at least as perfect as heat; and so of the
others. But further, even the idea of the heat, or of the
stone, cannot exist in me unless it be put there by a cause
that contains, at least, as much reahty as I conceive

existent in the heat or in the stone: for, although that

cause may not transmit into my idea anything of its actual

or formal reality, we ought not on this account to imagine
that it is less real; but we ought to consider that [as

every idea is a work of the mind], its nature is such as of

itself to demand no other formal reality than that which it

borrows from our consciousness, of which it is but a mode
[that is, a manner or way of thinking]. But in order that

an idea may contain this objective reality rather than
that, it must doubtless denve it from some cause in which
is found at least as much formal reahty as the idea con-

tains an objective; for, if we suppose that there is found
in an idea an5rthing w’hich was not in its cause, it must of

course derive this from nothing. But, how’ever imperfect

may be the mode of existence by which a thing is objec-

tively [or by representation] m the understanding by its

idea, we certainly cannot, for ail that, allege that this

mode of existence is nothing, nor, consequently, that the

idea owes its origin to nothing. Nor must it be imagined

that, since the reality which is considered in these ideas

is only objective, the same reality need not be formally

(actually) in the causes of these ideas, but only objec-

tively; for, just as the mode of existing objectively

belongs to ideas by their pecuhar nature, so likewise the

mode of existing formally appertains to the causes of

these ideas (at least to the first and principal), by their

peculiar nature. And although an idea may give rise to

another idea, this regress cannot, nevertheless, be infinite

;

w'^e must in the end reach a first idea, the cause of which

is, as it were, the archetype in which all the reality [or

perfection] that is found objectively [or by representa-

tion] in these ideas is contained formally [and in act].

I am thus clearly taught by the natural light that ideas

G
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exist in me as pictures or images, which may in truth

readily fall short of the perfection of the objects from

which they are taken, but can never contam anything

greater or more perfect.

And in proportion to the time and care with which I

examine all those matters, the*' conviction of their truth

brightens and becomes distinct. But, to sum up, what
conclusion shall I draw from it all.^ It is this;—if the

objective reality [or perfection] of any one of my ide^
be such as clearly to convince me, that this same ^reality

exists in me neitES formally nor eminently, and if, as

follows from this, I myself cannot be the cause of it, it

is a necessary consequence that I am not alone in the

world, but that there is besides myself some other being

who exists as the cause of that idea; while, on the con-

trary, if no such idea be found in my mind, I shall have

no sufficient ground of assurance of the existence of any
other being besides myself, for, after a most careful

search, I have, up to this moment, been unable to discover

any other ground.

But, among these my ideas, besides that which repre-

sents rny'^elf, respecting which there can be here no
difficulty, there is one that represents a God; others that

represent corporeal and inanimate things; others angels;

others animals; and, finally, there are some that represent

men like myself. But with respect to the ideas that

represent other men, or animals, or angels, I can easily

suppose that they were formed by the mingling and com-
position of the other ideas which I have of myself, of

corporeal things, and of God, although there were, apart
from myself, neither men, animals, nor angels. And with
regard to the ideas of corporeal objects, I never dis-

covered in them anything so great or excellent which I

myself did not appear capable of originating; for, by
considering these ideas closely and scrutinising them
individually, in the same way that I yesterday examined
the idea of wax, I find that there is but little in them that
is clearly and distinctly perceived. As belonging to the
class of things that are clearly apprehended, I recognise
the following, viz., magnitude or extension in length,

breadth, and depth; figure, which results from the
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termination of extension: situation, which bodies of

diverse figures preserv'e with reference to each other; and
motion or the change of situation; to which may be added
substance, duration, and number. But with regard to

light, colours, sounds, odours, tastes, heat, cold and the

other tactile quahties, they are thought with so much
obscurity and confusion, that I cannot determine even
whether they are true or false; in other words, whether
or not the ideas I have of these quahties are in truth the

ideas of real objects. For although I before remarked
that it IS only in judgments that formal falsity, or falsity

properly so called, can be met with, there may neverthe-

less be found in ideas a certain material falsity, which
arises when they represent what is nothing as if it were
something. Thus, for example, the ideas I have of cold

and heat are so far from bemg clear and distinct, that I

am unable from them to discover whether cold is only

the privation of heat, or heat the privation of cold; or

whether they are or are not real qualities: and since,

ideas being as it were images, there can be none that does

not seem to us to represent some object, the idea w'hich

represents cold as something real and positive will not

improperly be called false, if it be correct to say that cold

is nothing but a privation of heat; and so in other cases.

To ideas of this kind, indeed, it is not necessary that I

should assign any author besides myself: for if they are

false, that is, represent objects that are unreal, the natural

light teaches me that they proceed from nothing; in other

words, that they are m me only because something is

wanting to the perfection of my nature; but if these ideas

are true, yet because they exhibit to me so little reality

that I cannot even distinguish the object represented from

non-being, I do not see why I should not be the author

of them.

With reference to those ideas of corporeal things that

are clear and distinct, there are some which, as appears

to me, might have been taken from the idea I have of

myself, as those of substance, duration, number, and the

like. For when I think that a stone is a substance, or a
thing capable of existing of itself, and that I am likewise
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non-extended thing, and that the stone, on the contrary,

is extended and unconscious, there being thus the greatest

diversity between the two concepts,—yet these two ideas

seem to have this in common that they both represent

substances. In the same way,''when I think of myself as

now existing, and recollect besides that I existed some

time ago, and when I am conscious of various thoughts

whose number I know, I then acquire the ideas of duration

and number, which I can afterwards transfer to as many
objects as I please. With respect to the other qualities

that go to make up the ideas of corporeal objects, viz.,

extension, figure, situation, and motion, it is tme that

they are not formally in me, since I am merely a thinking

being; but because they are only certain modes of sub-

stance, and because I myself am a substance, it seems

possible that they may be contained in me eminently.

There only remains, therefore, the idea of God, in which

I must consider whether there is anything that cannot be

supposed to originate with myself. By the name God,

I understand a substance infinite [eternal, immutable],

independent, all-knowing, all-powerful, and by which I

myself, and every other thing that exists, if any such there

be, were created. But these properties are so great

and excellent, that the more attentively I consider them
the less I feel persuaded that the idea I have of them
owes its origin to myself alone. And thus it is absolutely

necessary to conclude, from all that I have before said,

that God exists: for though the idea of substance be in my
minJowing to this, that I myself am a substance, I should

not, however, have the idea of an infinite substance,

seeing I am a finite being, unless it were given me by
some substance in reality infinite.

And I must not imagine that I do not apprehend the

infinite by a true idea, but only by the negation of the

finite, in the same way that I comprehend repose and
darkness by the negation of motion and light: since, on
the contrary, I clearly perceive that there is more reality

in the infinite substance than in the finite, and therefore

that in some way I possess the perception (notion) of the

infinite before that of the finite, that is, the perception

of God before that of mvself, for how could I know that
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I doubt, desire, or that something is wanting to me, and
that I am not wholly perfect, if I possessed no idea of

a being more perfect than myself, by comparison of

which I knew the deficiencies of my nature?

And it cannot be said that this idea of God is perhaps
materially false, and consequently that it may have arisen

from nothing [in other words, that it may exist in me
from my imperfection], as I before said of the ideas of

heat and cold, and the like: for, on the contrary, as this

idea is very clear and distinct, and contains in itself more
objective reality than any other, there can be no one of

itself more true, or less open to the suspicion of falsity.

The idea, I say, of a being supremely perfect, and
infinite, is in the highest degree true; for although, per-

haps, w^e may imagine that such a being does not exist,

we cannot, nevertheless, suppose that his idea represents

nothing real, as I have already said of the idea of cold.

It is likewise clear and distinct in the highest degree,

since whatever the mind clearly and distinctly conceives

as real or true, and as implying any perfection, is con-

tained entire in this idea. And this is true, nevertheless,

although I do not comprehend the infinite, and although

there may be in God an infinity of thmgs that I cannot

comprehend, nor perhaps even compass by thought in

any way; for it is of the nature of the infinite that it should

not be comprehended by the finite
;
and it is enough that

I rightly understand this, and judge that all which I

clearly perceive, and in widch I know there is some per-

fection, and perhaps also an infinity of properties of which
I am ignorant, are formally or eminently in God, in order

that the idea I have of hun may become the most true,

clear, and distinct of all the ideas in my mind.
But perhaps I am something more than I suppose

myself to be, and it may be that all those perfections

w’hich I attribute to God, in some way exist potentially in

me, although they do not yet show themselves, and are

not reduced to act. Indeed, I am already conscious that

my knowledge is being increased [and perfected] by
degrees; and I see nothing to prevent it from thus gradu-

ally increasing to infinity, nor any reason why, after such

increase and perfection, I should not be able thereby to
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acquire all the other perfections of the Divine nature;

nor, in fine, why the power I possess of acquiring those

perfections, if it really now exist in me, should not be

sufficient to produce the ideas of them. Yet, on looking

more closely into the matter, I discover that this cannot

be; for, in "the first place, although it were true that my
knowledge daily acquired new degrees of perfection, and

although there were potentially in my nature much that

was not as 3’et actually in it, stifi all these excellences make
not the slightest approach to the idea I have of the Deity,

in whom there is no perfection merely potentially [but

all actually] existent; for it is even an unmistakable

token of imperfection in my knowledge, that it is aug-

mented by degrees. Further, although my knowledge

increase more and more, nevertheless I am not, therefore,

induced to think that it will ever be actually infinite, since

it can never reach that point beyond which it shall be

incapable of further increase. But I conceive God as

actually infinite, so that nothing can be added to his

perfection. And, in fine, I readily perceive that the

objective being of an idea cannot be produced by a being

that is merely potentially existent, which, properly

speaking, is nothing, but only by a being existing form-

ally or actually.

And, tmly, I see nothing in all that I have now said

which it is not easy for any one, who shall carefully con-

sider it, to discern by the natural light; but when I allow

my attention in some degree to relax, the vision of my
mmd being obscured, and, as it were, blinded by the

images of sensible objects, I do not readily remember the

reason why the idea of a being more perfect than myself,

must of necessity have proceeded from a being in reahty
more perfect. On this account I am here desirous to

inquire further, whether I, who possess this idea of God,
could exist supposing there were no God. And I ask,

from whom could I, in that case, derive my existence?

Perhaps from myself, or from my parents, or from some
other causes less perfect than God; for anything more
perfect, or even equal to God, cannot be thought or
imagined. But if I [were independent of every other
existence, and] were myself the author of my being, I
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should doubt of nothing, I should desire nothing, and,
in fine, no perfection would be awanting to me; for

I should have bestowed upon myself every perfec-

tion of which I possess the idea, and I should thus be
God. And it must not be imagined that what is now
wanting to me is perhaps of more difficult acquisition

than that of which I am already possessed; for, on the

contrary, it is quite manifest that it was a matter of much
higher difficulty that I, a thinking being, should arise

from nothing, than it would be for me to acquire the

knowledge of many things of which I am ignorant, and
which are merely the accidents of a thinkmg substance

;

and certainly, if I possessed of myself the greater per-

fection of which I have now spoken [in other words, if

I were the author of my own existence], I would not at

least have denied to myself things that may be more
easily obtained [as that infinite variety of knowledge of

which I am at present destitute], I could not, indeed,

have denied to myself any property w^hich I perceive is

contained in the idea of God, because there is none of

these that seems to me to be more difficult to make or

acquire; and if there were any that should happen to be
more difficult to acquire, they would certamly appear so

to me (supposing that I myself were the source of the

other things I possess), because I should discover in them
a limit to my power. And though I were to suppose that

I always was as I now am, I should not, on this ground,

escape the force of these reasonings, since it would not

follow, even on this supposition, that no author of my
existence needed to be sought after. For the whole time

of my life may be divided into an infinity of parts, each

of which is in no way dependent on any other; and,

accordingly, because I was in existence a short time ago,

k does not follow that I must now exist, unless in this

moment some cause create me anew, as it were,—^that is,

conserve me. In truth, it is perfectly clear and evident

to all who will attentively consider the nature of duration

that the conservation of a substance, in each moment of

its duration, requires the same power and act that would

be necessary to create it, supposing it w’ere not yet in exist-

ence
;
so that it is manifestly a dictate of the natural light
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that conservation and creation differ merely in respect of

our mode of thinking [and not in reality]. All that is

here required, therefore, is that I interrogate myself to

discover whether I possess any power by means of which
I can brmg it about that I, who now am, shall exist a
moment afterwards: for, since I am merely a thinking

thing (or since, at least, the precise question, in the mean-
time, is only of that part of myself), if such a power resided

in me, I should, without doubt, be conscious of it; but
I am conscious of no such power, and thereby I manifestly

know that I am dependent upon some being different

from myself.

But perhaps the being upon whom I am dependent is

not God, and I have been produced either by my parents,

or by some causes less perfect than Deity. This cannot
be: for, as I before said, it is perfectly evident that there

must at least be as much reahty in the cause as in its

effect; and accordingly, since I am a thinking thing,

and possess in myself an idea of God, whatever in the
end be the cause of my existence, it must of necessity be
admitted that it is likewise a thinking being, and that it

possesses m itself the idea and all the perfections I attri-

bute to Deity. Then it may again be inquired whether
this cause owes its origin and existence to itself, or to
some other cause. For if it be self-existent, it follows,

from what I have before laid down, that this cause is

God; for, since it possesses the perfection of self-existence,

it must likewise, without doubt, have the power of actually
possessing every perfection of which it has the idea,—-in
other words, all the perfections I conceive to belong to
God. But if it owe its existence to another cause than
itself, we demand again, for a similar reason, whether
this^ second cause exists of itself or through some other,
until, from stage to stage, we at length arrive at an
ultimate cause, which will be God. And it is quite
manifest that in this matter there can be no infinite
regress of causes, seeing that the question raised respects
not so much the cause which once produced me, as that
by which I am at this present moment conserved.
Nor can it be supposed that several causes concerned

in my production, and that from one I received the idea
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of one of the perfections I attribute to Deity, and from
another the idea of some other, and thus that all those

perfections are indeed found somewhere in the universe,

but do not all exist together in a single being who is God

;

for, on the contrary, the umt}% the simphcity or insepar-

ability of all the properties of Deity, is one of the chief

perfections I conceive him to possess; and the idea cf

this unity of all the perfections of Deity could certainly

not be put into my mind by any cause from which I did

not likewise receive the ideas of all the other perfections

;

for no power could enable me to embrace them in an
inseparable unity, without at the same time giving me
the knowledge of what they were [and of their existence

in a particular mode].

Finally, with regard to my parents [from whom it

appears I sprung], although all that I believed respectmg
them be true, it does not, nevertheless, follow that I am
conserved by them, or even that I was produced by them,
in so far as I am a thinking being. All that, at the most,

they contributed to my origm was the giving of certain

dispositions (modifications) to the matter in which I have
hitherto judged that I or my mind, which is what alone

I now consider to be myself, is enclosed; and thus there

can here be no difficulty w’ith respect to them, and it is ab-

solutely necessary to conclude from this alone that I am,
and possess the idea of a being absolutely perfect, that is,

of God, that his existence is most clearly demonstrated.

There remains only the inquiry as to the way in which
I received this idea from God; for I have not drawn it

from the senses, nor is it even presented to me unexpec-
tedly, as is usual with the ideas of sensible objects, when
these are presented or appear to be presented to the

external organs of the senses; it is not even a pure pro-

duction or fiction of my mind, for it is not in my power
to take from or add to it; and consequently there but
remains the alternative that it is innate, in the same way
as is the idea of myself. And, in truth, it is not to be
wondered at that God, at my creation, implanted this

idea in me, that it might serve, as it were, for the mark
of the workman impressed on his work; and it is not also

necessary that the mark should be something different
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from the work itself; but considering only that God is my
creator, it is highly probable that he in some way fashioned

me after his own image and likeness, and that I perceive

this likeness, in which is contained the idea of God, by
the same faculty by which I apprehend myself,—in other

words, when I make myself the object of reflection, I not

only find that I am an incomplete [imperfect] and depen-

dent being, and one who unceasingly aspires after some-

thing better and greater than he is; but, at the same time,

I am assured likewise that he upon whom I am dependent

possesses in himself all the goods after which I aspire

[and the ideas of which I find m my mind], and that not

merely indefinitely and potentially, but infinitely and
actually, and that he is thus God. And the whole force

of the argument of which I have here availed myself to

establish the existence of God, consists in this, that I

perceive I could not possibly be of such a nature as I am,
and yet have in my mind the idea of a God, if God did not

in reality exist,—this same God, I say, whose idea is in

my mind—^that is, a being who possesses all those lofty

perfections, of which the mind may have some slight

conception, without, however, being able fully to com-
prehend them,—and who is wholly superior to all defect

[and has nothing that marks imperfection] : whence it is

sufiifciently manifest that he cannot be a deceiver, since

it is a dictate of the natural light that all fraud and
deception spring from some defect.

But before I examine this with more attention, and
pass on to the consideration of other truths that may be
evolved out of it, I think it proper to remain here for some
time in the contemplation of God himself—^that I may
ponder at leisure his marvellous attributes—and behold,

admire, and adore the beauty of this light so unspeakably
^eat, as far, at least, as the strength of my mind, which
is to some degree dazzled by the sight, will permit. For
just as we learn by faith that the supreme felicity of

another life consists in the contemplation of the Divine
majesty alone, so even now we learn from experience that
a like meditation, though incomparably less perfect, is the
source of the highest satisfaction of which we are sus-

ceptible in this life.



MEDITATION IV

OF TRUTH AND ERROR

I HAVE been habituated these bygone days to detach my
mind from the senses, and I have accurately observed

that there is exceedingly httle v;hich is known with
certainty respecting corporeal objects,—that v/e know
much more of the human mind, and still more of God
himself. I am thus able now without difficulty to abstract

my mind from the contemplation of [sensible or] imagin-

able objects, and apply it to those which, as disengaged

from all matter, are purely intelligible. And certardy

the idea I have of the human mind in so far as it is a
thmking thing, and not extended in length, breadth, and
depth, and participatmg in none of the properties of body,
is incomparably more distinct than the idea of any cor-

poreal object; and when I consider that I doubt, in other

words, that I am an incomplete and dependent bemg,
the idea of a complete and mdependent being, that is to

say of God, occurs to my mmd with so much clearness

and distinctness,—and from the fact alone that this idea

is found in me, or that I who possess it exist, the conclu-

sions that God exists, and that my own existence, each

moment of its continuance, is absolutely dependent upon
him, are so manifest,—as to lead me to believe it impos-

sible that the human mind can know anythmg with more
clearness and certitude. And now I seem to discover

a path that will conduct us from the contemplation of the

true God, in whom are contained all the treasures of

science and wisdom, to the knowledge of the other things

in the universe.

For, in the first place, I discover that it is impossible

for him ever to deceive me, for in all fraud and deceit

there is a certain imperfection: and although it may seem

that the ability to deceive is a mark of subtlety or power,

yet the will testifies without doubt of malice and weak-
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ness; and such, accordingly, can be found in God. In

the next place, I am conscious that I possess a certain

faculty of judging [or discerning truth from error], which

I doubtless received from God, along with whatever else

is mine; and since it is impossible that he should will to

deceive me, it is likewise certain that he has not given

me a faculty that will ever lead me into error, provided

I use it aright.

And there would remain no doubt on this head, did it

not seem to follow from this, that I can never therefore be

deceived
;
for if all I possess be from God, and if he planted

in me no faculty that is deceitful, it seems to follow that

I can never fall into error. Accordingly, it is true that

when I think only of God (when I look upon myself as

coming from God, Fr.), and turn wholly to him, I discover

[in myself] no cause of error or falsity: but immediately

thereafter, recurring to myself, experience assures me that

I am nevertheless subject to innumerable errors. When
I come to inquire into the cause of these, I observe that

there is not only present to my consciousness a real and
positive idea of God, or of a being supremely perfect, but
also, so to speak, a certain negative idea of nothmg,—in

other words, of that which is at an infinite distance from

every sort of perfection, and that I am, as it were, a mean
between God and nothing, or placed in such a way between
absolute existence and non-existence, that there is in

truth nothing in me to lead me into error, in so far as an
absolute being is my creator; but that, on the other hand,

as I thus likewise participate in some degree of nothing or

of non-being, in other words, as I am not myself the

supreme Being, and as I am wanting in many perfections,

it is not surprising I should fall into error. And I hence
discern that error, so far as error is not something real,

which depends for its existence on God, but is simply
defect; and therefore that, in order to fall into it, it is not
necessary God should have given me a faculty expressly

*

for this end, but that my being deceived arises from the
circumstance that the power which God has given me of

discerning truth from error is not infinite.

Nevertheless this is not yet quite satisfactory; for error

is not a pure negation [in other words, it is not the simple
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deficiency or want of some knowledge which is not duej^

but the privation or want of some knowledge w'hich it

would seem I ought to possess. But, on considering the

nature of God, it seems impossible that he should have
planted in his creature any faculty not perfect in its kind,

that is, wanting in some perfection due to it: for if it be
true, that in proportion to the skill of the maker the per-

fection of his work is greater, what thing can have been
produced by the supreme Creator of the universe that is

not absolutely' perfect in all its parts? And assuredly

there is no doubt that God could have created me such as

that I should never be deceived; it is certain, likewise,

that he always wills what is best: is it better, then, that

I should be capable of being deceived than that I should

not?

Considering this more attentively, the first thing that

occurs to me is the reflection that I must not be surprised

if I am not always capable of comprehending the reasons

why God acts as he does; nor must I doubt of his existence

because I find, perhaps, that there are several other

things, besides the present respecting which I understand

neither why nor how they were created by him; for,

knowing already that my nature is extremely weak and
limited, and that the nature of God, on the other hand,

is immense, incomprehensible, and infinite, I have no
longer any difficulty in discemmg that there is an infinity

of things in his power whose causes transcend the grasp

of my mind: and this consideration alone is sufficient to

convince me, that the whole class of final causes is of no
avail in physical [or natural] things

;
for it appears to me

that I cannot, without exposing myself to the charge of

temerity, seek to discover the [impenetrable] ends of

Deity.

It further occurs to me that we must not consider only

one creature apart from the others, if we wish to determme
the perfection of the works of Deity, but generally all his

creatures together; for the same object that might per-

haps, with some show of reason, be deemed highly imper-

fect if it were alone in the world, may for all that be the

most perfect possible, considered as forming parr of the

whole universe; and although, as it was my purpose to
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doubt of everything, I only as yet know with certainly

my own existence and that of God, nevertheless, after

having remarked the infinite power of Deity, I cannot

deny that he may have produced many other objects, or

at least that he is able to produce them, so that I may
occupy a place in the relation of a part to the great whole

of his creatures.

Whereupon, regarding myself more closely, and con-

sidenng what my errors are (which alone testify to the

existence of imperfection in me), I observe that these

depend on the concurrence of two causes, viz., the faculty

of cognition which I possess, and that of election or the

power of free choice,—^in other words, the understanding

and the will. For by the understanding alone, I [neither

affirm nor deny anything, but] merely apprehend {per-

ctpto) the ideas regarding which I may form a judgment;

nor is any error, properly so called, found in it thus accur-

ately taken. And although there are perhaps innumer-

able objects in the world of which I have no idea in my
understanding, it cannot, on that account, be said that I

am deprived of those ideas [as of something that is due
to my nature], but simply that I do not possess them,

because, in truth, there is no ground to prove that Deity

ought to have endowed me with a larger faculty of cogni-

tion than he has actually bestowed upon me; and how-
ever skilful a workman I suppose him to be, I have no
reason, on that account, to think that it was obligatory

on him to give to each of his works all the perfections

he IS able to bestow upon some. Nor, moreover, can I

complain that God has not given me freedom of choice,

or a will sufficiently ample and perfect, since, in truth, I

am conscious of will so ample and extended as to be
supenor to all limits. And what appears to me here to

be highly remarkable is that, of all the other properties I

possess, there is none so great and perfect as that I do not
clearly discern it could be still greater and more perfect.

For, to take an example, if I consider the faculty of under-
standing which I possess, I find that it is of very small
extent, and greatly limited, and at the same time I form
the idea of another faculty of the same nature, much
more ample and even infinite; and seeing that I can frame
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the idea of it, I discover, from this circumstance alone,

that it pertains to the nature of God. In the same way,
if I examine the faculty of memory or imagination, or any
other faculty I possess, I find none that is not small and
circumscribed, and in God immense [and infinite]. It is

the faculty of will only, or freedom of choice, which I

experience to be so great that I am unable to conceive

the idea of another that shall be more ample and ex-

tended; so that it is chiefly my will which leads me to

discern that I bear a certain image and similitude of

Deity. For although the faculty of will is incomparably
greater in God than in myself, as well in respect of the

knowledge and power that are conjoined with it, and that

render it stronger and more efficacious, as m respect of

the object, since in him it extends to a greater number of

things, it does not, nevertheless, appear to me greater,

considered in itself formally and precisely: for the power
of will consists only in this, that we are able to do or not

to do the same thing (that is, to affirm or deny, to pursue

or shun it), or rather in this alone, that in affirming or

den^dng, pursuing or shunning, what is proposed to us by
the understanding, we so act that we are not conscious of

being determined to a particular action by any external

force. For, to the possession of freedom, it is not neces-

sary that I be alike indifferent towards each of two con-

traries; but, on the contrary, the more I am inclined

towards the one, whether because I clearly know that in

It there is the reason of truth and goodness, or because

God thus internally disposes my thought, the more freely

do I choose and embrace it; and assuredly divine grace

and natural knowledge, very far from diminishing hberty,

rather augment and fortify it. But the indifference of

which I am conscious when I am not impelled to one side

rather than to another for want of a reason, is the lowest

grade of liberty, and manifests defect or negation of

knowledge rather than perfection, of will; for if I always

clearly Imew what was true and good, I should never have
any difficulty in determining what judgment I ought to

come to, and what choice I ought to make, and I should

thus be entirely free without ever being indifferent.

From all this I discover, however, that neither the
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power of willing, which I have received from God, is of

itself the source of my errors, for it is exceedingly ample

and perfect in its kind; nor even the power of under-

standing, for as I conceive no object unless by means of

the faculty that God bestowed upon me, all that I con-

ceive is doubtless rightly conceived by me, and it is

impossible for me to be deceived In it.

Whence, then, spring my errors? They arise from this

cause alone, that I do not restrain the will, which is of

much wider range than the understanding, within the

same limits, but extend it even to things I do not under-

stand, and as the will is of itself indifferent to such, it

readily falls into error and sin by choosing the false in

room of the true, and evil instead of good.

For example, when I lately considered whether aught
really existed in the world, and found that because I con-

sidered this question, it very manifestly followed that I

myself existed, I could not but judge that what I so

clearly conceived was true, not that I was forced to this

judgment by any external cause, but simply because

great clearness of the understanding was succeeded by
strong inclination in the will; and I believed this the

more freely and spontaneously in proportion as I was
less indifferent with respect to it. But now I not only
know that I exist, in so far as I am a thinking being, but
there is likewise presented to my mind a certain idea of

corporeal nature
; hence I am in doubt as to whether the

thinking nature which is m me, or rather which I myself
am, is different from that corporeal nature, or whether
both are merely one and the same thing, and I here suppose
that I am as yet ignorant of any reason that would deter-

mine me to adopt the one belief in preference to the other:

whence it happens that it is a matter of perfect indif-

ference to me which of the two suppositions I afnrm or
deny, or whether I form any judgment at all in the matter.

This indifference, moreover, extends not only to things
of which the understanding has no knowledge at all, but
in general also to aU those which it does not discover with
perfect clearness at the moment the will is deliberating
upon them; for, however probable the conjectures may
be that dispose me to form a judgment in a particular
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matter^ the simple knowledge that these are merely con-
jectures^ and not certain and indubitable reasons, is

sufficient to lead me to form one that is directly the-

opposite. Of this I lately had abundant experience,

when I laid aside as false ^11 that I had before held for

true, on the single gTound that I could in some degree
doubt of it. But if I 'abstain from judging of a thing

when I do not conceive it with sufficient clearness and
distinctness, it is plain that I act rightly, and am not
deceived; but if I resolve to deny or affirm, I then do not
make a right use of my free will; and if I affirm what is

false, it is evident that I am deceived: moreover, even
although I judge accordmg to truth, I stumble upon it by
chance, and do not therefore escape the imputation of a
wrong use ofmy freedom; for it is a dictate of the natural

light, that the knowledge of the understanding ought
always to precede the determination of the will.

And it is this wrong use of freedom of the will in which
is found the privation that constitutes the form of error.

Privation, I say, is found in the act, in so far as it pro-

ceeds from myself, but it does not exist in the faculty

which I received from God, nor even in the act, in so far

as it depends on him; for I have assuredly no reason to

complain that God has not given me a greater power of

intelligence or more perfect natural light than he has

actually bestowed, since it is of the nature of a finite

understanding not to comprehend many things, and of

the nature of a created understandmg to be finite; on
the contrary, I have every reason to render thanks to

God, who owed me nothing, for having given me all the

perfections I possess, and I should be far from thinking

that he has unjustly deprived me of, or kept back, the-

other perfections which he has not bestowed upon me.

I have no reason, moreover, to complain because he has

given me a will more ample than my understanding,

since, as the will consists only of a single element, and that

indivisible, it would appear that this faculty is of such a
nature that nothing could be taken from it [without

destro3dng it]; and certainly, the more extensive it is,

the more cause I have to thank the goodness of him who^*

bestowed it upon me.
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And; finally; I ought not also to complain that God

concurs with me in forming the acts of this will; or the

judgments in which I am deceived; because those acts are

wholly true and good; in so far as they depend on God;

and the ability to form themes a higher degree of perfec-

tion in my nature than the want of it w^ouid be. With

regard to privation, in which alone consists the formal

reason of error and sin, this does not require the con-

currence of Deity, because it is not a thing [or existence],

and if it be referred to God as to its cause, it ought not

to be called privation, but negation [according to the

signification of these words in the schools]. For in truth

it is no imperfection in Deity that he has accorded to me
the power of giving or withholding my assent from cer-

tain things of which he has not put a clear and distinct

knowledge in my understanding; but it is doubtless an

imperfection in me that I do not use my freedom aright,

and readily give my judgment on matters which I only

obscurely and confusedly conceive.

I perceive, nevertheless, that it was easy for Deity so

to have constituted me as that I should never be deceived,

although I still remained free and possessed of a limited

knowledge, viz, by implanting in my understanding a
clear and distinct knowledge of all the objects respecting

»vhich I should ever have to dehberate; or simply by so

deeply engraving on my memory the resolution to judge

of nothing without previously possessing a clear and
distinct conception of it, that I should never forget it.

And I easily understand that, in so far as I consider

myself as a single whole, without reference to any other

being in the universe, I should have been much more
perfect than I now am, had Deity created me superior to

error; but I cannot therefore deny that it is not somehow
a greater perfection in the universe, that certain of its

parts are not exempt from defect, as others are, than if

they were all perfectly alike.

And I have no right to complain because God, who
placed me in the world, was not willing that I should

sustain that character which of all others is the chief and
most perfect; I have even good reason to remain satisfied

on the ground that, if he has not given me the perfection
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of being superior to error by the first means I have pointed
out above, which depends on a clear and evident know-
ledge of all the matters regarding which I can deliberate,

he has at least left m my power the other means, which is,

firmly to retain the resoluiion never to judge where the
truth is not clearly knowm to me: for, although I am con-

scious of the w^eakness of not being able to keep my mind
continually fixed on the same thought, I can nevertheless,

by attentive and oft-repeated meditation, impress it so

strongly on my memory that I shall never fail to recollect

it as often as I require it, and I can acquire in this way the

habitude of not erring; and since it is in being superior

to error that the highest and chief perfection of man con-

sists, I deem that I have not gained little by this day’s

meditation, in having discovered the source of error and
falsity.

And certainly this can be no other than what I have

now explained: for as often as I so restram my will

within the limits of my knowledge, that it forms no judg-

ment except regarding objects which are clearly and
distinctly represented to it by the understandmg, I can

never be deceived; because ever>’ clear and distinct con-

ception is doubtless something, and as such cannot owe
its origin to nothing, but must of necessit3/ have God for

its author—God, I say, wmo, as supremely perfect, cannot,

without a contradiction, be the cause of any error; and
consequently it is necessary to conclude that every such

conception [or judgment] is true. Nor have I merely

learned to-day what I must avoid to escape error, but

also what I must do to arrive at the knowledge of truth;

for I will assuredly reach truth if I only fix my attention

sufficiently on all the things I conceive perfectly, and
separate these from others which I conceive more con-

fusedly and obscurely: to which for the future I shall

give diligent heed.
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OF THE ESSENCE OF MATERIAL THINGS; AND^ AGAIN, OF
god; that he exists

Several other questions remain for consideration respect-

ing the attributes of God and my own nature or mind. I

will, however, on some other occasion perhaps resume the

investigation of these. Meanwhile, as I have discovered

what must be done, and what avoided to arrive at the

knowledge of truth, what I have chiefly to do is to essay

to emerge from the state of doubt in which I have for

some tune been, and to discover whether anything can

be known with certainty regarding material objects. But
before considering whether such objects as I conceive

exist without me, I must examine their ideas in so far as

these are to be found in my consciousness, and discover

which of them are distinct and which confused.

In the first place, I distinctly imagine that quantity

w’hich the philosophers commonly call continuous', or the

extension in length, breadth, and depth that is in’ this

quantity, or rather in the object to which it is attributed.

Further, I can enumerate in it many diverse parts, and
attribute to each of these all sorts of sizes, figures, situa-

tions, and local motions; and, in fine, I can assign to each
of these motions all degrees of duration. And I not only

distmctly know these things when I thus consider them
in general; but besides, by a little attention, I discover

innumerable particulars respecting figures, numbers,
motion, and the like, which are so evidently true, and so

accordant with my nature, that when I now discover them
I db not so much appear to learn anything new, as to call

to remembrance what I before knew, or for the first time
to remark what was before in my mind, but to which I had
not hitherto directed my attention. And what I here find

of most importance is, that I discover in my mind in-

numerable ideas of certain objects, which cannot be
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esteemed pure negations, although perhaps they possess

no reality beyond my thought, and which are not framed
by me though it may be in my power to think, or not to

think them, but possess true and immutable natures of

their own. As, for example, when I imagine a triangle,

although there is not perhaps and never was in any place

in the universe apart from my thought one such figure,

it remams true nevertheless that this figure possesses a
certain determinate nature, form, or essence, which is

immutable and eternal, and not framed by me, nor in any
degree dependent on my thought; as appears from the

circumstance, that diverse properties of the triangle may
be demonstrated, viz., that its three angles are equal to

two right; that its greatest side is subtended by its greatest

angle, and the like, which, whether I will or not, I now
clearly discern to belong to it, although before I did not

at all think of them, when, for the first time, I imagined
a triangle, and which accordingly cannot be said to have
been invented by me. Nor is it a valid objection to

allege, that perhaps this idea of a triangle came into my
mind by the medium of the senses, through my having
seen bodies of a triangular figure; for I am able to form
in thought an innumerable variety of figures with regard

to which it cannot be supposed that they were ever

objects of sense, and I can nevertheless demonstrate

diverse properties of their nature no less than of the

triangle, all of which are assuredly true since I clearly

conceive them; and they are rherefore something, and
not mere negations; for it is highly evident that ail that

is true is something [truth being identical with existence]

;

and I have already fully shown the truth of the principle,

that whatever is clearly and distinctly known is true.

And although this had not been demonstrated, yet the

nature of my mind is such as to compel me to assent to

what I clearly conceive while I so conceive it; and I

recollect that even when I still strongly adhered to the

objects of sense, I reckoned among the number of the

most certain truths those I clearly conceived relating

to figures, numbers, and other matters that pertain to

arithmetic and geometry, and in general to the pure

mathematics.
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But now if because I can draw from my thought the

idea of an object, it follows that all I clearly and distinctly

apprehend to pertain to this object, does in truth belong

to it, may I not from this derive an argument for the exist-

ence of God? It is certain tl^^at I no less find the idea of

a God in my consciousness, that is, the idea of a being

supremely perfect, than that of "any figure or number
whatever: and I know with not less clearness and dis-

tinctness that an [actual and] eternal existence pertains to

his nature than that all which is demonstrable of any figure

or number really belongs to the nature of that figure or

number; and, therefore, although all the conclusions of

the preceding Meditations were false, the existence of

God would pass with me for a truth at least as certain as

I ever judged any truth of mathematics to be, although

indeed such a doctrine may at first sight appear to contain

more sophistry than truth. For, as I have been accus-

tomed in every other matter to distinguish between
existence and essence, I easily believe that the existence

can be separated from the essence of God, and that thus

God may be conceived as not actually existing. But,

nevertheless, when I think of it more attentively, it

appears that the existence can no more be separated from
the essence of God than the idea of a mountain from that

of a valley, or the equality of its three angles to two right

angles, from the essence of a [rectilineal] tnangle; so that

it is not less impossible to conceive a God, that is, a being
supremely perfect, to whom existence is awanting, or

who is devoid of a certain perfection, than to conceive a
mountain without a valley.

But though, in truth, I cannot conceive a God unless

as existing, any more than I can a mountain without a
valley, yet, just as it does not follow that there is any
mountain in the world merely because I conceive a moun-
tain with a valley, so likewise, though I conceive God as
existing, it does not seem to follow on that account that
God exists; for my thought imposes no necessity on
things; and as I may imagine a wmged horse, though
there be none such, so I could perhaps attribute existence
to God, though no God existed. But the cases are not
analogous, and a fallacy lurks under the semblance of this
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objection: for because I cannot conceive a mountain
without a valley^ it does not follow that there is any
mountain or valley in existence, but simply that the

mountain or valley, whether they do or do not exist, are

inseparable from each othe^; whereas, on the other hand,
because I cannot conceive God unless as existing, it

follows that existence*is mseparable from him, and there-

fore that he really exists: not that this is brought about
by my thought, or that it imposes any necessity on
things, but, on the contrary, the necessity which lies in

the thing itself, that is, the necessity of the existence of

God, determines me to think in this way, for it is not in

my power to conceive a God without existence, that is

a being supremely perfect, and yet devoid of an absolute

perfection, as I am free to imagme a horse with or without

wings.

Nor must it be alleged here as an objection, that it is in

truth necessar}^ to admit that God exists, after having

supposed him to possess all perfections, since existence is

one of them, but that my onginal supposition was not

necessary; just as it is not necessary to think that ail

quadrilateral figures can be mscnbed in the circle, since,

if I supposed this, I should be constrained to admit that

the rhombus, being a figure of four sides, can be therein

inscribed, which, however, is manifestly false. This

objection is, I say, incompetent; for although it may not

be necessary that I shall at any time entertain the notion

of Deity, yet each time I happen to think of a first and
sovereign being, and to draw, so to speak, the idea of him
from the store-house of the mind, I am necessitated to

attribute to him all kinds of perfections, though I may not

then enumerate them all, nor think of each of them in

particular. And this necessity is sufficient, as soon as I

discover that existence is a perfection, to cause me to infer

the existence of this first and sovereign being; just as it is

not necessary that I should ever imagine any triangle,

but whenever I am desirous of considering a rectilineal

figure composed of only three angles, it is absolutely

necessary to attribute those properties to it from which

it is correctly inferred that its three angles are not greater

than two right angles, although perhaps I may not then
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advert to this relation in particular.^ But when I con-

sider what figures are capable of being inscnbed in the

circle^ it is by no means necessary to hold that all quadri-

lateral figures are of this number; on the contrary, I

cannot even imagine such t(^be the case, so long as I

shall be unwilling to accept in thought aught that I do

not clearly and distinctly conceive: and consequently

there is a vast difference between false suppositions, as

IS the one in question, and the true ideas that were born

with me, the first and chief of which is the idea of God,

For indeed I discern on many grounds that this idea is not

factitious, depending simply on my thought, but that it

is the representation of a true and immutable nature: in

the first place, because I can conceive no other being,

except God, to whose essence existence [necessarily]

pertains; in the second, because it is impossible to con-

ceive tw'o or more gods of this kind; and it being supposed

that one such God exists, I clearly see that he must have
existed from all eternity, and will exist to all eternity;

and finally, because I apprehend many other properties in

God, none of which I can either diminish or change.

But, indeed, whatever mode of probation I in the end

adopt, it always returns to this, that it is only the things

I clearly and distinctly conceive which have the power of

completely persuading me. And although, of the objects

I conceive in this manner, some, indeed, are obvious to

every one, while others are only discovered after close

and careful investigation; nevertheless, after they are

once discovered, the latter are not esteemed less certain

than the former. Thus, for example, to take the case

of a right-angled triangle, although it is not so manifest

at first that the square of the base is equal to the squares

of the other two sides, as that the base is opposite to the

greatest angle; nevertheless, after it is once apprehended,

we are as firmly persuaded of the truth of the former as

of the latter. And, with respect to God, if I were not
preoccupied by prejudices, and my thoughts beset on
all sides by the continual presence of the images of sensible

objects, I should know nothing sooner or more easily

than the fact of Ins bemg. For is tliere any truth more
clear than the existence of a Supreme Being, or of God,
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seeing it is to his essence alone that [necessary and eternal]

existence pertains? And although the right conception

of this truth has cost me much close thinldng, neverthe-

less at present I feel not only as assured of it as of what
I deem most certain, but I remark further that the certi-

tude of all other truths is so absolutely dependent on it,

that without this knowledge it is impossible ever to know
anything perfectly.

For although I am of such a nature as to be unable,

while I possess a very clear and distinct apprehension of

a matter, to resist the conviction of its truth, yet because

my constitution is also such as to incapacitate me from
keeping my mind continually fixed on the same object,

and as Infrequently recollect a past judgment without at

the same time being able to recall the grounds of it, it

may happen meanwhile that other reasons are presented

to me which would readily cause me to change my opinion,

if I did not know that God existed; and thus I should

possess no true and certain knowledge, but merely vague
and vacillating opinions. Thus, for example, when I

consider the nature of tlie [rectilineal] triangle, it most
clearly appears to me, who have been instructed in the

principles of geometry, that its three angles are equal

to two right angles, and I find it impossible to believe

otherwise, while I apply my mind to riie demonstration

;

but as soon as I cease from attending to the process of

proof, although I still remember that I had a clear com-
prehension of it, yet I may readily come to doubt of the

truth demonstrated, if I do not know that there is a God:
for I may persuade myself that I have been so constituted

by nature as to be sometimes deceived, even in matters

which I think I apprehend wdth the greatest evidence and
certitude, especially when I recollect that I frequently

considered many things to be true and certain which other

reasons afterwards constrained me to reckon as w^holiy

false.

But after I have discovered that God exists, seeing I

also at the same time observed that all things depend on
him, and that he is no deceiver, and thence inferred that

all which I clearly and distinctly perceive is of necessity

true: although I no longer attend to the grounds of a
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judgment, no opposite reason can be alleged sufficient to

lead me to doubt of its truth, provided only I remember
that I once possessed a clear and distinct comprehension

of it. My knowledge of it thus becomes true and certain.

And this same knowledge extends likewise to whatever

I remember to have formerly Semonstrated, as the truths

of geometry and the like: for whaf can be alleged against

them to lead me to doubt of them? Will it be that my
nature is such that I may be frequently deceived ^ But
I already know that I cannot be deceived in judgments

of the grounds of which I possess a clear knowledge. Will

it be that I formerly deemed things to be true and certain

which I afterwards discovered to be false? But I had
no clear and distinct knowledge of any of tho^e things,

and, being as yet ignorant of the rule by which I am
assured of the truth of a judgment, I was led to give my
assent to them on grounds which I afterwards discovered

were less strong than at the time I imagined them to be.

What further objection, then, is there? Will it be said

that perhaps I am dreaming (an objection I lately myself

raised), or that all the thoughts of which I am now
conscious have no more truth than the reveries of my
dreams? But although, in truth, I should be dreaming,

' the rule still holds that all which is clearly presented to

my intellect is indisputably true.

And thus I very clearly see that the certitude and truth

of all science depends on the knowledge alone of the true

God, insomuch that, before I knew him, I could have
no perfect knowledge of any other thing. And now that

I know him, I possess the means of acquiring a per-

fect knowledge respecting innumerable matters, as well

relative to God himself and other intellectual objects as

to corporeal nature, in so far as it is the object of pure
mathematics [which do not consider whether it exists

or not].
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OF THE EXISTENCE OF MATERIAL THINGS^ AND OF THE REAL
DISTINCTION BETTOEN THE MIND AND BODY OF MAN

There now only remains the inquiry as to whether

material things exist. With regard to this question, I

at least know with certainty that such things may exist,

in as far as they constitute the object of the pure mathe-

matics, since, regarding them in this aspect, I can con-

ceive them clearly and distinctly. For there can be no

doubt that God possesses the power of producing all the

objects I am able distinctly to conceive, and I never

considered anything impossible to him, unless when I

experienced a contradiction in the attempt to conceive

it aright. Further, the faculty of imagination which I

possess, and of which I am conscious that I make use

when I apply myself to the consideration of materia!

things, is sufficient to persuade me of their existence:

for, when I attentively consider what imagination is, I

find that it is simply a certam application of the cognitive

faculty (facultas cognosctUva) to a body which is immedi-

ately present to it, and which therefore exists.

And to render this quite clear, I remark, in the first

place, the difference that subsists between imagination

and pure intellection [or conception]. For example,

when I imagine a triangle I not only conceive {intelligo)

that it is a figure comprehended by three lines, but at

the same time also I look upon {intneor) these three lines

as present by the power and internal application of my
mind {acie mentis), and this is what I call imagming.

But if I desire to think of a chiliogon, I indeed rightly

conceive that it is a figure composed of a thousand sides,

as easily as I conceive that a triangle is a figure composed

of only three sides; but I cannot ima^e the thousand

sides of a chiliogon as I do the three sides of a triangle,

nor, so to speak, view them as present [with the eyes of
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my mind]. And although, in accordance with the habit

I have of always imagining something when I think of

corporeal things, it may happen that, in conceiving a

chiliogon, I confusedly represent some figure to myself,

yet it is quite evident that thi% is not a chiliogon, since it

in no wise differs from that which^I would represent to

myself, if I were to think of a mjriogon, or any other

figure of many sides; nor would this representation be
of any use in discovering and unfolding the properties

that constitute the difference between a chiliogon and
other polygons. But if the question turns on a pentagon,

it is quite true that I can conceive its figure, as w'ell as

that of a chiliogon, without the aid of imagination; but

I can likewise imagine it by appl^nng the attention of my
mind to its five sides, and at the same time to the area

which they contain. Thus I observe that a special effort

of mind is necessary to the act of imagination, which is

not required to conceiving or understanding (ac? intelligent

dwn)i and this special exertion of mind clearly shows the

difference between imagination and pure intellection

{imaginatio ei intellectio fura), I remark, besides, that

tliis power of imagination which I possess, in as far as it

differs from the power of conceiving, is in no way necessary

to my [nature or] essence, that is, to the essence of my
mind; for although I did not possess it, I should still

remain the same that I now am, from which it seems
we may conclude that it depends on something different

from the mind. And I easily understand that, if some
body exists, with which my mind is so conjoined and
united as to be able, as it were, to consider it when it

chooses, it may thus imagine corporeal objects; so that

this mode of thinking differs from pure intellection only in

this respect, that the mind in conceiving turns in some way
upon itself, and considers some one of the ideas it possesses

within itself; but in imagining it turns towards the body,
,and contemplates in it some object conformed to the idea

^which it either of itself conceived or apprehended by
sense. I easily understand, I say, that imagination may
be thus formed, if it is true that there are bodies; and
because I find no other obvious mode of explaining it,

I thence, with probability, conjecture that they exist.
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but only with probability; and although I carefully

examine all things, nevertheless I do not find that, from
the distinct idea of corporeal nature I have in my imagi-

nation, I can necessarily infer the existence of any body*
But I am accustomed ho imagine many other objects

besides that corporea], nature which is the object of the

pure mathematics, as, for example, colours, sounds,

tastes, pain, and the like, although with less distinctness

;

and, inasmuch as I perceive these objects much better

by the senses, through the medium of which and of

memory, they seem to have reached the imagination,

I believe that, in order the more advantageously to

examine,them, it is proper I should at the same time

examine what s^se:percep.ti5n is, and inquire whether
from those ideas that are apprehended by this mode of

thinking (consciousness), I cannot obtain a certain proof

of the existence of corporeal objects.

And, in the first place, I will recall to my mind the

things I have hitherto held as true, because perceived by
the senses, and the foundations upon which my belief

in their truth rested; I will, in the second place, examine

the reasons that afterwards constrained me to doubt of

them; and, finally, I will consider what of them I ought
now to believe.

Firstly, then, I perceived that I had a head, hands, feet,

and other members composing that body which I con-

sidered as part, or perhaps even as the whole, of myself.

I perceived further, that that body was placed among
many others, by wfiiich it was capable of being affected

in diverse ways, both beneficial and hurtful; and what
was beneficial I remarked by a certain sensation of plea-

sure, and what was hurtful by a sensation of pain. And,
besides this pleasure and pain, I was likewise conscious

of hunger, thirst, and other appetites, as well as certain

corporeal inclinations towards joy, sadness, anger, and
similar passions. And, out of myself, besides the exten-

sion, figure, and motions of bodies, I likewise perceived

in them hardness, heat, and the other tactile qualities,

and, in addition, light, colours, odours, tastes, and sounds,

the variety of which gave me the means of distinguishing

the sky, the earth, the sea, and generally all the other
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bodies^ from one another. And certainly, considering

the ideas of all these qualities, which were presented to my
mind, and which alone I properly and immediately per-

ceived, it was not without reason that I thought I per-

ceived certain objects wholly di^erent from my thought,

namely, bodies from which those ideas proceeded; for I

was conscious that the ideas were presented to me without

my consent being required, so that I could not perceive

any object, however desirous I might be, unless it were

present to the organ of sense; and it was wholly out of

my power not to perceive it when it was thus present.

And because the ideas I perceived by the senses were

much more lively and clear, and even, in their pwn way,
more distinct than any of those I could of myself frame
by meditation, or which I found impressed on my memory,
it seemed that they could not have proceeded from myself,

and must therefore have been caused in me by some other

objects: and as of those objects I had no knowledge
beyond what the ideas themselves gave me, nothing was
so likely to occur to my mind as the supposition that

the objects were similar to the ideas w^hich they caused.

And because I recollected also that I had formerly trusted

to the senses, rather than to reason, and that the ideas

which I myself formed were not so clear as those I per-

ceived by sense, and that they were even for the most
part composed of parts of the latter, I was readily per-

suaded that I had no idea in my intellect which had
not formerly passed through the senses. Nor was I alto-

gether wrong in likewise believing that that body which,
by a special right, I called my own, pertained to me more
properly and strictly than any of the others

;
for in truth,

I could never be separated from it as from other bodies

:

I felt in it and on account of it all my appetites and
affections, and in fine I was affected in its parts by pain

and the titillation of pleasure, and not in the parts of the

other bodies that were separated from it. But when I

inquired into the reason why, from this I know not what
sensation of pain, sadness of mind should follow, and why
from^ the sensation of pleasure joy should arise, or why
this indescribable twitching of the stomach, which I call

hunger, should put me m mind of taking food, and the
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parchedness of the throat of drink^ and so in other cases,

I was unable to give any explanation, unless that I was
so taught by nature; for there is assuredly no affinity, at

least none that I am able to comprehend, between this

irritation of the stomach and the desire of food, any more
than between the pergeption of an object that causes pain

and the consciousness of sadness which springs from the
perception. And in the same w^ay it seemed to me that

all the other judgments I had formed regarding the objects

of sense, were dictates of nature; because I remarked
that those judgments were formed in me, before I had
leisure to weigh and consider the reasons that might
constraipjne to form them.

But, afterwards, a wnde experience by degrees sapped
the faith I had reposed in my senses; for I frequently

observed that towers, which at a distance seemed round,

appeared square when more closely viewed, and that

colossal figures, raised on the summits of these towers,

looked hke small statues, when viewed from the bottom
of them; and, m other instances without number, I also

discovered error in judgments founded on the external

senses; and not only m those founded on the external,

but even in those that rested on the internal senses
;

for

is there aught more internal than pain? and yet I have
sometimes been informed by parties whose arm or leg

had been amputated, that they still occasionally seemed
to feel pain in that part of the body which they had lost,

—

a circumstance that led me to think that I could not be
quite certain even that any one of my members was
afiected when I felt pain m it. And to these grounds of

doubt I shortly afterwards also added two others of very

wide generality: the first of them was that I believed

I never perceived anything when awake vrhich I could not

occasionally think I also perceived when asleep, and as

I do not believe that the ideas I seem to perceive in my
sleep proceed from objects external to me, I did not any
more observe any ground for believmg this of such as I

seem to perceive when awake; the second was that since

I was as yet ignorant of the author of my being, or at

least supposed myself to be so, I saw nothing to prevent

my having been so constituted by nature as that I should
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be deceived even in matters that appeared to me to possess

the greatest truth. And, with respect to the grounds on
which I had before been persuaded of the existence of

sensible objects, I had no great difficulty in finding suitable

answers to them; for as nature seemed to incline me to

many things from which reason made me averse, I thought

that I ought not to confide much in its teachings. And
although the perceptions of the senses were not dependent

on my will, I did not think that I ought on that ground

to conclude that they proceeded from things different

from myself, since perhaps there might be found in me
some faculty, though hitherto unknowm to me, which

produced them. ^

.

But now that I begin to know myself better, and to

discover more clearly the author of my being, I do not,

indeed, think that I ought rashly to admit all which the

senses seem to teach, nor, on the other hand, is it my
conviction that I ought to doubt in general of their

teachings.

And, firstly, because I know that all which I clearly

and distinctly conceive can be produced by God exactly as

I conceive it, it is sufficient that I am able clearly and
distinctly to conceive one thmg apart from another, in

order to be certain that the one is different from the other,

seeing they may at least be made to exist separatel}’',

by the omnipotence of God; and it matters not by what
power this separation is made, in order to be compelled

to judge them different; and, therefore, merely because I

know with certitude that I exist, and because, in the

meantime, I do not observe that aught necessarily belongs

to my nature or essence beyond my being a thinking thing,

I rightly conclude that my essence consists only in my
being a thinking thing [or a substance whose whole
essence or nature is merely thinking]. And although I

may, or rather, as I will shortly say, although I certamly

do possess a body with which I am very closely conjoined;

nevertheless, because, on the one hand, I have a clear and
distinct idea of myself, in as far as I am only a thinking

and unextended thing, and as, on the other hand, I

possess a distinct idea of body, in as far as it is only an
extended and unthinking thing, it is certain that I [that
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is, my mind, by which I am what I am] is entirely and
truly distinct from mybody, and may exist without it.

Moreover, I find in myself diverse faculties of thinking
that have each their special mode; for example, I find I
possess the faculties of imagining and perceiving, without
which I can indeed clearly and distinctly conceive myself
as entire, but I cannot*reciprocally conceive them without
conceiving myself, that is to say, without an intelligent

substance in which they reside, for [in the notion we have
of them, or to use the terms of the schools] in their formal

concept, they comprise some sort of intellection; whence
I perceive that they are distinct from myself as modes are

from things. I remark likewise certain other faculties, as

the power.of changing place, of assuming diverse figures,

and the like, that cannot be conceived and cannot there-

fore exist, any more than the preceding, apart from a
substance in which they inhere. It is very evident, how-
ever, that these faculties, if they really exist, must belong

to some corporeal or extended substance, since in their

clear and distinct concept there is contained some sort of

extension, but no intellection at ail. Farther, I cannot
doubt but that there is in me a certain passive faculty of

perception, that is, of receiving and taking knowledge of

the ideas of sensible things; but this would be useless to

me, if there did not also exist in me, or in some other thing,

another active faculty capable of forming and producing

those ideas. But this active faculty cannot be in me [in

as far as I am but a thinking thing], seeing that it does

not presuppose thought, and also that those ideas are

frequently produced in my mind without my contributing

to it in any way, and even frequently contrary to my will.

This faculty must therefore exist in some substance

different from me, in which all the objective reality of

the ideas that are produced by this faculty is contained

formally or eminently, as I before remarked: and this

substance is either a body, that is to say, a corporeal

nature in which is contained formally [and in effect] all

that is objectively [and by representation] in those ideas;

or it is God himself, or some other creature, of a rank

superior to body, in which the same is contained emi-

nently. But as God is no deceiver, it is manifest that he

I
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does not of himself and immediately communicate those

ideas to me, nor even by the intelvention of any creature

in which their objective reality is not formally, but only

eminently, contained. For as he has given me no faculty

whereby I can discover this to be the case, but, on the

contrary, a very strong inclination to believe that those

ideas arise from corporeal objects, I do not see how he
could be vindicated from the charge of deceit, if in truth

they proceeded from any other source, or were produced

by other causes than corporeal things: and accordingly

it must be concluded, that corporeal objects exist. Never-

theless they are not perhaps exactly such as we perceive by
the senses, for their comprehension by the senses is, in

many instances, very obscure and confused; drat it is at

least necessary to admit that all which I clearly and dis-

tinctly conceive as in them, that is, generally speaking,

all that is comprehended in the object of speculative

geometry, really exists external to me.
But with respect to other things which are either only

particular, as, for example, that the sun is of such a size

and figure, etc., or are conceived with less clearness and
distinctness, as light, sound, pain, and the like, although

they are highly dubious and uncertain, nevertheless on the

ground alone that God is no deceiver, and that conse-

quently he has permitted no falsity in my opinions which
he has not likewise given me a faculty of correcting, I

think I may with safety conclude that I possess in myself
the means of arriving at the truth. And, in the first

place, it cannot be doubted that in each of the dictates of

nature there is some truth: for by nature, considered in

general, I now understand nothing more than God him-
self, or the order and disposition established by God in

created things; and by my nature in particular I under-

stand the assemblage of all that God has given me.
But there is nothing which that nature teaches me more

expressly [or more sensibly] than that I have a body
which is ill affected when I feel pain, and stands in need
of food and drink when I experience the sensations of

hunger and thirst, etc. And therefore I ought not to

doubt but that there is some truth in these informations.

Nature likewise teaches me by these sensations of pain.
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hunger, thirst, etc., that I am not only lodged in my body
as a pilot in a vessel, but that I am besides so intimately

conjoined, and as it were mtermixed with it, that my
mind and body compose a certain unity. For if this were
not the case, I should not fe^l pain when my body is hurt.

seeing I am merely a thinking thing, but should perceive

the w’ound by the understanding alone, just as a pilot

perceives by sight when any part of his vessel is damaged

;

and when my body has need of food or drink, I should

have a clear knowdedge of this, and not be made aware
of it by the confused sensations of hunger and thirst:

for, in "truth, all these sensations of hunger, thirst, pain,

etc., are nothing more than certain confused modes of

thinking, 5rismg from the union and apparent fusion of

mind and body.

Besides this, nature teaches me that my own body is

surrounded by many other bodies, some of which I have
to seek after, and others to shun. And indeed, as I per-

ceive different sorts of colours, sounds, odours, tastes,

heat, hardness, etc., I safely conclude that there are in

the bodies from which the diverse perceptions of the

senses proceed, certain varieties corresponding to them,

although, perhaps, not in reality like them, and smce,

among these diverse perceptions of the senses, some are

agreeable, and others disagreeable, there can be no doubt
that my body, or rather my entire self, in as far as I am
composed of body and mind, may be variously affected,

both beneficially and hurtfuUy, by surrounding bodies.

But there are many other beliefs which, though seem-

ingly the teachmg of nature, are not in reality so, but

which obtained a place in my mind through a habit of

judging inconsiderately of things. It may thus easily

happen that such judgments shall contain error: thus,

for example, the opinion I have that all space in which

there is nothing to affect [or make an impression on] my
senses is void; that in a hot body there is something in

every respect similar to the idea of heat in my mmd; that

in a white or green body there is the same whiteness or

greenness which I perceive; that in a bitter or sweet body
there is the same taste, and so in other instances; that

the stars, towers, and all distant bodies, are of the same
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Size and figure as they appar to pur eyes, etc. But that

I may avoid everything like indistinctness of conception,

I must accurately define what I properly understand by
being taught by nature. For nature is here taken in a

narrower sense than when it;, signifies the sum of all the

things which God has given me^ seeing that in that

meaning the notion comprehends much that belongs only

to the mind [to which I am not here to be understood as

referring when I use the term nature]; as, for example,

the notion I have of the truth, that what is done cannot

be undone, and all the other truths I discern by the

natural light [without the aid of the body]; and seeing

that it comprehends likewise much besides that belongs

only to body, and is not here any more contmned under
the name nature, as the quality of heaviness, and the like,

of which I do not speak,—the term being reserved exclu-

sively to designate the things which God has given to me
as a being composed of mind and body. But nature,

taking the term in the sense explained, teaches me to

^hun what causes in me the sensation of pain, and to

pursue what affords me the sensation of pleasure, and
other things of this sort; but I do not discover that it

,teaches me, in addition to this, from these diverse per-
' ceptions of the senses, to draw any conclusions respecting

.external objects without a previous [careful and mature]
consideration of them by the mind: for it is, as appears

to me, the office of the mind alone, and not of the com-
posite whole of mind and body, to discern the truth in

those matters. Thus, although the impression a star

makes on my eye is not larger than that from the flame
of a candle, I do not, neverliieless, experience any real or

positive impulse determining me to believe that the star

is not greater than the flame; the true account of the

matter being merely that I have so judged from my youth
without any rational ground. And, though on approach-
ing the fire I feel heat, and even pain on approaching it

too closely, I have, however, from this no ground for

holding that something resembling the heat I feel is in

the fire, any more than that there is something similar

to the pain; all that I have ground for believing is, that
there is something in it, whatever it may be, which excites
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in me those sensations oi heat or pain. So aiso, although
there are spaces in which I find nothing to excite and
affect my senses, I must not therefore conclude that those

spaces contain in them no body; for I see that in this, as

in many other similar matters, I have been accustomed
to pervert the order of nature, because these perceptions

of the senses, although given me by nature merely to

signify to my mind what things are beneficial and hurtful

to the composite whole of which it is a part, and being

sufficiently clear and distinct for that purpose, are never-

theless used by me as infallible rules by which to deter-

mine immediately the essence of the bodies that exist out

of me, of^v^hich they can of course afford me only the most
obscure and confused knowledge.

But I have already sufficiently considered how it hap-

pens that, notwithstanding the supreme goodness of God,
there is falsity in my judgments. A difficulty, however,

here presents itself, respecting the things which I am
taught by nature mast be pursued or avoided, and also

respecting the internal sensations in which I seem to have
occasionally detected error [and thus to be directly

deceived by nature]: thus, for example, I may be so

deceived by the agreeable taste of some viand with which
poison has been mixed, as to be induced to take the poison.

In this case, however, nature may be excused, for it simply

leads me to desire the viand for its agreeable taste, and
not the poison, which is unknoTO to it; and thus we can

infer nothing from this circumstance beyond that our

nature is not omniscient; at which there is assuredly no
ground for surprise, since, man being of a finite nature, his

knowledge must likewise be of limited perfection. But
we also not unfrequently err in that to which we are

directly impelled by nature, as is the case with invalids

who desire drink or food that would be hurtful to them.

It will here, perhaps, be alleged that the reason why such

persons are deceived is that their nature is corrupted;

but this leaves the difficulty untouched, for a sick man is

not less really the creature of God than a man who is in

full health; and therefore it is as repugnant to the good-

ness of God that the nature of the former should be deceit-

ful SIS it is for that of the latter to be so. And, as a clock,
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composed of wheels and counter-'v^zeights^ observes not the

less accurately all the laws of nature when it is ill made,
and points out the hours incorrectly, than when it satisfies

the desire of the maker in every respect; so likewise if the

body of man be considered as^a kind of machine, so made
up and composed of bones, nerve^^ muscles, veins, blood,

and skin, that although there were in it no mind, it would
still exhibit the same motions which it at present manifests

involuntarily, and therefore without the aid of the mind
[and simply by the dispositions of its organs], I easily

discern that it would also be as natural for such a body,
supposing it dropsical, for example, to experience the

parchedness of the throat that is usually accopj^panied in

the mind by the sensation of thirst, and to be disposed by
this parchedness to move its nerves and its other parts in

the way required for drinking, and thus increase its malady
and do itself harm, as it is natural for it, when it is not
indisposed to be stimulated to drink for its good by a
similar cause; and although looking to the use for which
a clock was destined by its maker, I may say that it is

deflected from its proper nature when it incorrectly indi-

cates the hours, and on the same principle, considering
the machine of the human body as having been formed by
God for the sake of the motions which it usually manifests,

although I may likewise have ground for thinking that it

does not follow the order of its nature when the throat is

parched and drmk does not tend to its preservation,
nevertheless I yet plainly discern that this latter accepta-
tion of the term nature is very different from the other;
for this is nothing more than a certain denomination,
depending entirely on my thought, and hence called

extrinsic, by which I compare a sick man and an imper-
fectly constructed clock with the idea I have of a man in

good health and a well-made clock; while by the other
acceptation of nature is understood somethmg which is

truly found in things, and therefore possessed of some
truth.

But certainly, although in respect of a dropsical body,
it is only by way of exterior denomination that we say its

nature is corrupted, when, without requiring drink, the
throat IS parched

;
yet, in respect of the composite whole.
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that is, of the mind in its union with the bodv, it is not a
pure denomination, but*really an error of nature, for it to

feel thirst when drink would be hurtful to it: and, accord-

ingly, it still remains to be considered why it is that the

goodness of God does not prevent the nature of man thus

taken from bemg fallacious.

To commence this examination accordingly, I here^
remark, in the first place, that there is a vast difference

between mind and body, in respect that body, from its

nature, is always divisible, and that mind is entirely

indivisible. For in truth, when I consider the mind, ihat

is, when I consider myself in so far only as I am a thinking

thing, I can distinguish in myself no parts, but I very

clearly discern that I am somewhat absolutely one and
entire; and although the whole mind seems to be united

to the whole body, yet, when a foot, an arm, or any other

part is cut of, I am conscious that nothing has been taken

from my mind; nor can the faculties of willing, perceiving,

conceiving, etc., properly be called its parts, for it is the

same mind that is exercised [all entire] in willing, in per-

ceiving, and in conceiving, etc But quite the opposite

holds in corporeal or extended thmgs; for I cannot

imagine any one of them [how small soever it may be],

which I cannot easily sunder in thought, and which,

therefore, I do not know to be divisible. This would be

sufficient to teach me that the mind or soul of man is

entirely different from the body, if I had not already been

apprised of it on other grounds.

I remark, in the next place, that the mind does not

immediately receive the impression from all the parts of

the body, but only from the brain, or perhaps even from

one small part of it, viz., that in which the common sense

{sensiis communis) is said to be, which as often as it is

affected in the same way, gives rise to the same perception

in the mind, although meanwhile the other parts of the

body may be diversely disposed, as is proved by innu-

merable experiments, which it is unnecessary here to

enumerate.

I remark, besides, that the nature of body is such that

none of its parts can be moved by another part a little

removed from the other, which cannot likewise be moved
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in the same way by any one of the parts that lie between

those two, although the most remote part does not act at

all. As, for example, in the cord a, b, c, d [which is in

tension], if its last part d be pulled, the first part a will

not be moved in a different way than it would be were

one of the intermediate parts b or f to be pulled, and the

last part n meanwhile to remain fixed. And in the same

way, when I feel pain in the foot, the science of physics

teaches me that this sensation is experienced by means of

the nerves dispersed over the foot, which, extending like

cords from it to the brain, when they are contracted in the

foot, contract at the same time the inmost parts of the

brain in which they have their origm, and excite in these

parts a certain motion appointed by nature tV cause in

the mind a sensation of pain, as if existing in the foot: but
as these nerves must pass through the tibia, the leg, the

loins, the back, and neck, in order to reach the bram, it

may happen that although their extremities in the foot

are not affected, but only certain of their parts that pass

through the loins or neck, the same movements, neverthe-

less, are excited in the brain by this motion as would have
been caused there by a hurt received in the foot, and hence

the mind will necessarily feel pain in the foot, just as if

it had been hurt; and the same is true of all the other

perceptions of our senses.

I remark, finally, that as each of the movements that

are made in the part of the brain by which the mind is

immediately affected, impresses it with but a single sensa-

tion, the most likely supposition in the circumstances is,

that this movement causes the mind to experience, among
all the sensations which it is capable of impressing upon
it, that one which is the best fitted, and generally the most
useful for the preservation of the human body when it is

in full health. But experience shows us that all the per-

ceptions which nature has given us are of such a kind
as I have mentioned; and accordingly, there is nothing

foimd in them that does not manifest the power and good-
ness of God. Thus, for example, when the nerves of the

foot are violently or more than usually shaken, the motion
passing through the medulla of the spine to the innermost

parts of the brain affords a sign to the mind on which it
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expenences a sensation, viz., of pain, as if it were in tb^
foot, by which the mind is admonished and excited to do
its utmost to remove the cause of it as dangerous and
hurtful to the foot. It is true that God could have so
constituted the nature of man as that the same motion m
the brain would hav^ informed the mind of something
altogether different: the motion might, for example, have
been the occasion on which the mind became conscious

of itself, in so far as it is in the brain, or in so far as it is in

some place intermediate between the foot and the brain,

or, finally, the occasion on which it perceived some other

object quite different, whatever that might be; but
nothing of all this would have so well contributed to the

preservAion of the body as that which the mind actually

feels. In the same way, when w^e stand in need of drink,

there arises from this want a certain parchedness in the

throat that moves its nerves, and by means of them the

internal parts of the brain, and this movement affects the

mind with the sensation of thirst, because there is nothmg
on that occasion which is more useful for us than to be
made aware that we have need of drink for the presenta-

tion of our health; and so in other instances.

Whence it is quite manifest, that notwithstandmg the

sovereign goodness of God, the nature of man, m so far as

it is composed of mind and body, cannot but be sometimes

fallacious. For, if there is any cause which excites, not

in the foot, but in some one of the parts of the nerves that

stretch from the foot to the brain, or even in the brain

itself, the same movement that is ordinarily created when
the foot is ill affected, pain will be felt, as it were, in the

foot, and the sense wiU thus be naturally deceived; for

as the same movement in the brain can but impress the

mind with the same sensation, and as this sensation is

much more frequently excited by a cause which hurts the

foot than by one acting in a different quarter, it is reason-

able that it should lead the mind to feel pain m the foot

rather than in any other part of the body. And if it

sometimes happens that the parchedness of the throat

does not arise, as is usual, from drink being necessary for

the health of tihe body, but from quite the opposite cause,

as is the case with the dropsical, yet it is much better that
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it should be deceitful in that instance, than if, on the

contrary, it were continually fallacious when the body

is well-disposed; and the same holds true in other cases.

And certainly this consideration is of great service, not

only in enabling me to recognise the errors to which my
nature is liable, but likewise in rendering it more easy to

avoid or correct them: for, knowing that all my senses

more usually indicate to me what is true than what is

false, in matters relating to the advantage of the body,

and being able almost always to make use of more than

a single sense in examining the same object, and besides

this, being able to use my memory in connecting present

with past knowledge, and my understanding which has

already discovered all the causes of my errors, fought no

longer to fear that falsity may be met with in what is

daily presented to me by the senses. And I ought to

reject all the doubts of those bygone days as h3rperbolical

and ridiculous, especially the general uncertainty respect-

ing sleep, which I could not fistinguish from the waking
state: for I now find a very marked difference between
the two states, in respect that our memory can never

connect our dreams with each other and with the course

of life, in the way it is in the habit of doing with events

that occur when we are awake. And, in truth, if some
one, when I am awake, appeared to me all of a sudden
and as suddenly disappeared, as do the images I see in

sleep, so that I could not observe either whence he came
or whither he went, I should not without reason esteem
it either a spectre or phantom formed in my brain, rather

than a real man. But when I perceive objects with regard

to which I can distinctly determine both the place whence
they come, and that in which they are, and the time at

which they appear to me, and when, without interruption,

I can connect the perception I have of them with the

whole of the other parts of my life, I am perfectly sure

that what I thus perceive occurs while I am awake and
not during sleep. And I ought not in the least degree

to doubt of the truth of those presentations, if, after

having called together all my senses, my memory, and my
understanding for the purpose of examining them, no
dehverance is given by any one of these faculties which
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is repugnant to that pf any other: for since God is no

deceiver^ it necessarily foUows that I am not herein

deceived. But because the necessities of action fre-

quently oblige us to come to a determination before we
have had leisure for so careful an examination; it must

be confessed that the^life of man is frequently obnoxious

to error with respect to individual objects; and we must,

in conclusion, acknowledge the weakness of our nature.
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LETTER OF THE AUTHOR
TO THE

FRENCH TRANSLATOR OF THE PRINCIPLES OF
PHILOSOPHY, SERVING FOR A PREFACE

SiR^—The version of my Principles which you have been
at pains to make, is so elegant and fimshed as to lead me
to expeot-^that the work will be more generally read in

French than in Latin, and better understood. The only

apprehension I entertam is lest the title should deter

some who have not been brought up to letters, or wuth

whom philosophy is in bad repute, because the kind they

were taught has proved unsatisfactory; and this makes
me think that it will^ be useful to add a preface to it for

the purpose of showing what the matter of the work is,

what end I had in view in writing it, and what iiitUiy may
be derived from it. But although it might be my part

to write a preface of this nature, seeing I ought to know
those particulars better than any other person, I cannot

nevertheless prevail upon myself to do anything more
than merely to give a summary of the chief points that

fail, as I think, to be discussed m it; and I leave it to your

discretion to present to the public such part of them as

you shall judge proper.

I should have desired, in the first place, to explain in

it what philosophy is, by commencmg with the most

common matters, as, for example, that the word philo-

sophy signifies the study of wisdom, and that by wisdom

is to be understood not merely prudence in the manage-

ment of affairs, but a perfect knowledge of ail that man
can know, as well for the conduct of his life as for the

preservation of his health and the discovery of aU the

arts, and that knowledge to subserve these ends must

necessarily be deduced from first causes; so that in order

to study the acquisition of it (which is properly called

147
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philosophising), we must commence with the investiga-

tion of those first causes which-- are called Principles.

Now these principles must possess two conditions

:

in the
first place, they must be so clear and evident that the

human mind, when it attentively considers them, cannot
doubt of their truth; in the Second place, the knowledge
of other things must be so depenfdent on them as that

though the principles themselves may indeed be known
apart from what depends on them, the latter cannot
nevertheless be known apart from the former. It will

accordingly be necessary thereafter to endeavour so to

deduce from those principles the knowledge of the things

that depend on them, as that there may be nothing in the
whole series of deductions which is not perfectly manifest.

God is in truth the only being who is absolutely wise, that
is, who possesses a perfect knowledge of all things; but
we may say that men are more or less wise as their know-
ledge of the most important truths is greater or less. And
I am confident that there is nothing, in what I have now
said, in which all the learned do not concur.

I should, in the next place, have proposed to consider
the utility of philosophy, and at the same time have
shown that, since it embraces all that the human mind
can know, we ought to believe that it is by it we are
distinguished from savages and barbarians, and that the
civilisation and culture of a nation is regulated by the
degree

^

in which true philosophy flourishes in it, and,
accordingly, that to contain true philosophers is the
highest privilege a state can enjoy. Besides this, I should
have shown that, as regards individuals, it is not only
useful for each man to have intercourse with those who
apply themselves to this study, but that it is incomparably
better he should himself direct his attention to it; just as
it is doubtless to be preferred that a man should make
use of his own eyes to direct his steps, and enjoy by
means of the same the beauties of colour and light, than
that he should blindly follow the guidance of another;
though the latter course is certainly better than to have
the eyes closed with no guide except one's self. But to
live without philosophising is in truth the same as keep-
ing the eyes closed without attempting to open them; and
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the pleasure of seeing all that sight discloses is not to be
compared with the satisfaction aSorded by the discoveries

of philosophy. And, finally, this study is more im-
peratively requisite for the regulation of our manners,
and for conducting us through life, than is the use of our
eyes for directing ovq; steps. The brutes, which have
only their bodies to conserve, are continually occupied in

seeking sources of nourishment; but men, of whom the
chief part is the mind, ought to make the search after

wisdom their principal care, for wisdom is the true

nourishment of the mind; and I feel assured, moreover,
that there are very many who would not fail in the

search, if they would but hope for success in it, and knew
the degree of their capabilities for it. There is no mind,
how ignoble soever it be, which remains so firmly bound
up in the objects of the senses, as not sometime or other

to turn itself away from them in the aspiration after

some higher good, although not knowing frequently

wherein that good consists. The greatest favourites of

fortune—^those who have health, honours, and riches in

abundance—are not more exempt from aspirations of

this nature than others; nay, I am persuaded that these

are the persons who sigh the most deeply after another

good greater and mo¥e perfect still than any they already

possess. But the supreme good, considered by natural

reason -without the light of faith, is nothing more than

the knowledge of truth through its first causes, in other

words, the wisdom of which philosophy is the study.

And, as all these particulars are indisputably true, all

that is required to gain assent to their truth is that they

be well stated.

But as one is restrained from assenting to these

doctrines by experience, which shows that they who make
pretensions to philosophy are often less wise and reason-

able than others who never applied themselves to the study,

I should have here shortly explained wherein consists all

thft science we now possess, and what are the degrees of

wisdom at which we have arrived. The first degree

contains only notions so clear of themselves that they can

be acquired without meditation; the second compre-

hends all that the experience of the senses dictates; the
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thirds that which the conversation of other men teaches

us; to which may be added as thelourth, the reading, not

of all books, but especially of such as have been writtep

by persons capable of conveying proper instruction, for

it is a species of conversation^we hold with their authors.

And it seems to me that all the wisdom we in ordinary

possess is acquired only in these four ways; for I do not
class divine revelation among them, because it does not
conduct us by degrees, but elevates us at once to an
infallible faith.

There have been, indeed, in all ages great minds who
endeavoured to find a fifth road to wisdom, incom-
parably more sure and elevated than the other four.

The path they essayed was the search of first causes and
true principles, from which might be deduced the reasons
of all that can be known by man; and it is to them the
appellation of philosophers has been more especially

accorded. I am not aware that there is any one of them
up to the present who has succeeded in this enterprise.

The first and chief whose writings we possess, are Plato
and Anstotle, between whom there was no difference
except that the former, following in the footsteps of his

master, Socrates, ingenuously confessed that he had never
yet been able to find anything certain, and that he was
contented to write what seemed to him probable,
imagining, for tnis end, certain principles by which he
endeavoured to account for the other things. Aristotle,
on the other hand, characterised by less candour, although
for twenty years the disciple of Plato, and with no prin-
ciples beyond those of his master, completely reversed
his inode of putting them, and proposed as true and
certain what it is probable he himself never esteemed as
such.

^

But these two men had acquired much judgment
and wisdom by the four precedmg means, qualities which
raised their authority very high, so much so that those
who succeeded them were willing rather to acquiesce in
their opinions, than to seek better for themselves. The
chief question among their disciples, however, was as to
whether we ought to doubt of all things or hold some as
certain,—a dispute which led them on both sides into
extravagant errors; for a part of those who were for
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doubt, extended it even to the actions of life, to the
neglect of the most ordinary rules required for its conduct;
^ose, on the other hand, who maintained the doctrine of

certainty, supposing that it must depend upon the senses,

trusted entirely to them. ^To such an extent was this

carried by Epicurus, tijat it is said he ventured to affirm,

contrary to all the reasonings of the astronomers, that

the sun is no larger than it appears.

It is a fault we may remark in most disputes, that, as

truth is the mean between the two opinions that are

upheld, each disputant departs from it in proportion to

the degree in which he possesses the spirit of contradiction.

But the error of those who leant too much to the side of

doubt, not followed for any length of time, and that

of the opposite party has been to some extent corrected

by the doctrine that the senses are deceitful in many
instances. Nevertheless, I do not know that this error

was wholly removed by showmg that certitude is not in

the senses, but in the understanding alone when it has

clear perceptions; and that while we only possess the

IJcnowledge which is acquired in the first four grades of

wisdom, we ought not to doubt of the things that appear

to be true in what regards the conduct of life, nor esteem

them as so certain that we cannot change our opinions

regarding them, even though constrained by the evidence

of reason.

From i^orance of this truth, or, if there was any one
to whom it was known, from neglect of it, the majority

of those who m these later ages aspired to be philosophers,

blindly followed Aristotle, so that they frequently cor-

rupted the sense of his writmgs, and attributed to him
various opinions which he would not recognise as his own
were he now to return to the world ; and those who did

not follow him, among whom are to be found many of the

greatest minds, did yet not escape being imbued with his

opinions in their youth, as these form the staple of instruc-

tion in the schools; and thus their minds were so pre-

occupied that they could not rise to the knowledge of true

principles. And though I hold all the philosophers in

esteem, and am unwilling to incur odium by my censure,

I can adduce a proof of my assertion, which I do not think
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any of them will gainsay, which is^ that they all laid down
as a principle what they did not perfectly know. For
example, I know none of them who did not suppose that

there was gravity in terrestrial bodies; but although

experience shows us very clearly that bodies we call heavy
descend towards the centre of the parth, we do not, there-

fore, know the nature of gravity, that is, the cause or

principle in virtue of which bodies descend, and we must
derive our knowledge of it from some other source. The
same may be said of a vacuum and atoms, of heat and
cold, of dryness and humidity, and of salt, sulphur, and
mercury, and the other things of this sort which some
have adopted as their principles. But no conclusion

deduced from a principle which is not clear canine evident,

even although the deduction be formally valid; and
hence it follows that no reasonings based on such prin-

ciples could lead them to the certain knowledge of any
one thing, nor consequently advance them one step in

the search after wisdom. And if they did discover any
truth, this was due to one or other of the four means above
mentioned. Notwithstanding this, I am in no degr^
desirous to lessen the honour which each of them can
justly claim; I am only constrained to say, for the con-

solation of those who have not given their attention to

study, that just as in travelling, when we turn our back
upon the place to which we were going, we recede the
farther from it in proportion as we proceed in the new
direction for a greater length of time and with greater

speed, so that, though we may be afterwards brought
back to the right way, we cannot nevertheless arrive at the

destined place as soon as if we had not moved backwards
at all; so in philosophy, when we make use of false prin-

ciples, we depart the farther from the knowledge of truth

and wisdom exactly in proportion to the care with which
we cultivate them, and apply ourselves to the deduction
of diverse^ consequences from them, thinking that we are

philosophising well, while we are only departmg »the

farther from the truth; from which it must be inferred

that they who have learned the least of all that has been
hitherto distinguished by the name of philosophy are the
most fitted for the apprehension of truth*
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After making those matters clear, I should, in the next
place, have desired to set forth the grounds for holding
that the true principles by which we may reach that
highest degree of wisdom wherein consists the sovereign
good of human life, are those I have proposed in this

work; and^ two considerations alone are sufficient to

establish this—the first of which is, that these principles

are very clear, and the second, that we can deduce all

other truths from them; for it is only these two con-
ditions that are required in true principles. But I easily

prove that they are very clear; firstly, by a reference to

the manner in which I found them, namely, by rejecting

all propositions that were in the least doubtful, for it is

certain that such as could not be rejected by this test

when they were attentively considered, are the most
evident and clear which the human mind can know. Thus
by considering that he who strives to doubt of all is unable
nevertheless to doubt that he is while he doubts, and that
what reasons thus, in not being able to doubt of itself

and doubting nevertheless of everything else, is not that
which we call our body, but what we name our mind or

thought, I have taken the existence of this thought for

the first principle, from which I very clearly deduced the

following truths, naifiely, that there is a God who is the

author of all that is in the world, and who, being the

source of all truth, cannot have created our understanding
of such a nature as to be deceived in the judgments it

forms of the things of which it possesses a very clear and
distinct perception Those are all the principles of which
I avail myself touching immaterial or metaphysical

objects, from which I most clearly deduce these other

principles of physical or corporeal things, namely, that

there are bodies extended in length, breadth, and depth,

which are of diverse figures and are moved in a variety

of ways. Such are in sum the principles from which I

deduce all other truths. The second circumstance that

proves the clearness of these principles is, that they have

been known in all ages, and even received as true and
indubitable by all men, with the exception only of the

existence of God, which has been doubted by some,

because they attributed too much to thp
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of the senses, and God can
^
neither be seen nor

touched.

But, though all the truths which I class among my
principles were known at all times, and by all men, never-

theless, there has been no one up to the present, who, so

far as I know, has adopted theme as principles of philo-

sophy: in other words, as such that we can deduce from

them the knowledge of whatever else is in the world. It

accordmgly now remains for me to prove that they are

such; and it appears to me that I cannot better establish

this than by the test of experience: in other words, by
inviting readers to peruse the following work. For,

though I have not treated in it of all matters—that being

impossible— think I have so explained all of wnich I had
occasion to treat, that they who read it attentively will

have ground for the persuasion that it is unnecessary to

seek for any other prmciples than those I have given, in

order to arrive at the most exalted knowledge of which
the mind of man is capable; especially if, after the perusal

of my writings, they take the trouble to consider how
many diverse questions are therein discussed and ex-

plained, and, referrmg to the writings of others, they see

how little probability there is in the reasons that are

adduced in explanation of the saip« questions by prin-

ciples different from mine. And that they may the more
easily undertake this, I might have said that those imbued
with my doctrines have much less difficulty in compre-
hending the writings of others, and estimating their true

value, than those who have not been so imbued; and this

is precisely the opposite of what I before said of such as

commenced with the ancient philosophy, namely, that

the more they have studied it the less fit are they for

rightly apprehending the truth.

I should also have added a word of advice regarding the

manner of reading this work, which is, that I should wish
the reader at first to go over the whole of it, as he would
a romance, without greatly straining his attention^' or
tarr3^g at the difficulties he may perhaps meet with in

it, with the view simply of knowing in general the matters
of which I treat; and that afterwards, if they seem to him
to merit a more careful examination, and he feel a desire
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to know their causes, he may read it a second time, in

order to observe the connection of my reasonings; but

that he must not then give it up in despair, although he

may not everywhere sufficiently discover the connection

of the proof, or understand all the reasonings-~it bemg
only necessary to mark with a pen the places where the

difficulties occur, and continue to read without inter-

ruption to the end ;
then, if he does not grudge to take up

the book a third time, I am confident he will find in a

fresh perusal the solution of most of the difficulties he

will have marked before; and that, if any still remain,

their solution will in the end be found in another

reading.

I have^observed, on examining the natural constitutions

of different minds, that there are hardly any so dull or

slow of understanding as to be incapable of apprehending

good opinions, or even of acquiring all the highest sciences,

if they be but conducted along the right road. And this

can also be proved by reason; for, as the principles are

clear, and as nothing ought to be deduced from them,

^jnless most manifest inferences, no one is so devoid of

intelligence as to be unable to comprehend the conclusions

that flow from them. But, besides the entanglement of

prejudices, from whioh no one is entirely exempt, although

it is they who have been the most ardent students of the

false sciences that receive the greatest detriment from

them, it happens very generally that people of ordinary

capacity neglect to study from a conviction that they

want ability, and that others, who are more ardent, press

on too rapidly: whence it comes to pass that they fre-

quently admit principles far from evident, and draw

doubtful inferences from them. For this reason, I should

wish to assure those who are too distrustful of their own

ability that there is nothing in my writings which they

may not entirely understand, if they only take the trouble

to examine them; and I should wish, at the same time, to

wa;m those of an opposite tendency that even the most

superior minds will have need of much time and attention

to remark all I designed to embrace therein.

After this, that I might lead men to understand the real

design I had in publishing them, I should have wished
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here to explain the order which it^seems to me one ought

to follow with the view of instructing himself. In the

first place, a man who has merely the vulgar and imperfect

knowledge which can be acquired by the four means above

explained, ought, before all elfe, to endeavour to form for

himself a code of morals sufficient to reflate the actions

of his life, as well for the reason that this does not admit

of delay as because it ought to be our first care to live

well. In the next place, he ought to study logic, not that

of the schools, for it is only, properly speaking, a dialectic

which teaches the mode of expounding to others what we
already know, or even of speaking much, without judg-

ment, of what we do not know, by which means it corrupts

rather than increases good sense
—

^but the I6^c which

teaches the right conduct of the reason with the view of

discovermg the truths of which we are ignorant; and,

because it greatly depends on usage, it is desirable he

should exercise himself for a length of time in practising

its rules on easy and simple questions, as those of the

mathematics. Then, when he has acquired some skill in

discovering the truth in these questions, he should con^
mence to apply himself in earnest to true philosophy, of

which the first part is metaphysics, containing the prin-

ciples of knowledge, among which is4:he explication of the

principal attributes of God, of the immateriality of the

soul, and of all the clear and simple notions that are in us;

the second is physics, in which, after finding the true

principles of material things, we examine, in general, how
the whole universe has been framed; in the next place,

we consider, in particular, the nature of the earth, and of

all the bodies that are most generally found upon it, as air,

water, fire, the loadstone and other minerals. In the next
place, it is necessary also to examine singly the nature of

plants, of animals, and above all of man, in order that we
may thereafter be able to discover the other sciences that

are useful to us. Thus, all philosophy is like a tree, of

which metaphysics is the root, physics the trunk, and, all

the other sciences the branches that grow out of this

trunk, which are reduced to three principal, namely,
medicine, mechanics, and ethics. By the science of morals
I understand the highest and most perfect which, pre-
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supposing an entire knowledge of the other sciences, is

the last degree of wisdom.

But as it is not from the roots or the trunks of trees that

we gather the fruit, but only from the extremities of

their branches, so the pKncipal utility of philosophy

depends on the separg,te uses of its parts, which we can
only learn last of all. But, though I am ignorant of

almost all these, the zeal I have always felt in endeavour-

ing to be of service to the public was the reason why I

published, some ten or twelve years ago, certam essays on
the doctrines I thought I had acquired. The first part of

these essays was a Discourse on the Method of rightly

conducting the Reason, and seeking Truth in the Sciences,”

in which"*! gave a summary of the principal rules of logic,

and also of an imperfect ethic, which a person may follow

provisionally so long as he does not know any better.

The other parts were three treatises : the first of Dioptrics,

the second of Meteors, and the third of Geometry. In the

Dioptrics, I designed to show that we might proceed far

enough in philosophy as to arrive, by its means, at the

l^nowledge of the arts that are useful to life, because the

invention of the telescope, of which I there gave an ex-

planation, is one of the most difficult that has ever been

made. In the treatise of Meteors, I desired to exhibit the

difference that subsists between the philosophy I cultivate

and that taught in the schools, in which the same matters

are usually discussed. In fine, in the Geometr}^ I pro-

fessed to demonstrate that I had discovered many things

that were before unknown, and thus afford ground for

believing that we may still discover many others, with the

view of thus stimulating all to the investigation of truth.

Since that period, anticipating the difficulty which many
would experience in apprehending the foundations of the

metaphysics, I endeavoured to explain the chief points

of them in a book of Meditations, which is not in itself

large, but the size of which has been increased, and the

ma4±er greatly illustrated, by the objections which several

very learned persons sent to me on occasion of it, and by
the replies which I made to them. At length, after it

appeared to me that those preceding treatises had suffi-

ciently prepared the minds of my readers for the Prinaples
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of Philosophy, I also published it; and I have divided this

work into four parts, the first of which contains the prin-

ciples of human knowledge, and which may be called the^

First Philosophy, or Metaphysics. That this part, accord-

ingly, may be properly understood, it will be necessary

to read beforehand the book of Meditations I wrote on the

same subject. The other three parts contain all that is

most general in physics, namely, the explication of the

first laws or principles of nature, and the way in which the

heavens, the fixed stars, the planets, comets, and generally

the whole universe, were composed; in the next place,

the explication, in particular, of the nature of this earth,

the air, water, fire, the magnet, which are the bodies we
most commonly find everywhere around it, and of all the

qualities we observe in these bodies, as light, heat, gravity,

and the like. In this way, it seems to me, I have com-
menced the orderly explanation of the whole of philo-

sophy, without omitting any of the matters that ought to

precede the last which I discussed.

But to bring this undertaking to its conclusion, I ought
hereafter to explain, in the same manner, the nature of th$(^

other more particular bodies that are on the earth, namely,
minerals, plants, animals, and especially man; finally,

to treat thereafter with accuracy of medicine, ethics, and
mechanics. I should require to do this in order to give to

the world a complete body of philosophy; and I do not
yet feel myself so old,— do not so much distrust my
strength, nor do I find myself so far removed from the

knowledge of what remains, as that I should not dare to

undertake to complete this design, provided I were in a
position to make all the experiments which I should

require for the basis and verification of my reasonings.

But seeing that would demand a great expenditure, to

which the resources of a pnvate individual like myself
would not be adequate, unless aided by the public, and
as I have no ground to expect this aid, I believe that I

ought for the future to content myself with studying^or
my own instruction, and posterity will excuse me if I fail

hereafter to labour for them.
Meanwhile, that it may be seen wherein I think I have

already promoted the general good, I will here mention the
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fruits that may be gathered from my principles. The
first is the satisfaction which the mind will experience on
finding in the work many truths before unknown; for

although frequently truth does not so greatly affect our
imagination as falsity and” fiction, because it seems less

wonderful and is more simple, yet the gratification it

affords is always more durable and solid. The second

fruit is, that in studying these principles we will become
accustomed by degrees to judge better of all the things

we come in contact with, and thus be made wiser, in which
respect the effect will be quite the opposite of the common
philosophy, for we may easily remark in those we call

pedants ^tjiat it renders them less capable of rightly

exercising their reason than they would have been if they

had never known it. The third is, that the truths w'hich

they contain, being highly clear and certain, will take away
all ground of dispute, and thus dispose men’s minds to

gentleness and concord; wfiereas the contrary is the effect

of the controversies of the schools, which, as they insen-

sibly render those who are exercised in them more
wrangling and opinionative, are perhaps the prime cause

of the heresies and dissensions that now harass the world.

The last and chief fruit of these principles is that one will

be able, by cultivating them, to discover many truths I

myself have not unfolded, and thus passing by degrees

from one to another, to acquire in course of time a perfect

knowledge of the whole of philosophy, and to rise to the

highest degree of wisdom. For just as all the arts, though

in their beginnings they are rude and imperfect, are yet

gradually perfected by practice from their containing at

first something true, and whose effect experience evmces;

so in philosophy, when we have true principles, we cannot

fail byfollowing them to meet sometimes with other truths

;

and we could not better prove the falsity of those of

Aristotle, than by saying that men made no progress in

knowledge by their means during the many ages they

prosecuted them.

I well know that there are some men so precipitate and

accustomed to use so little circumspection in what they

do, that, even with the most solid foundations, they could

not rear a firm superstructure; and as it is usually those
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who are the readiest to make books, they would in a short

time mar all that I have done, and introduce uncertainty

and doubt into my manner of philosophising, from which

I have carefully endeavoured to banish them, if people

were to receive their writings%s mine, or as representmg

my opinions. I had, not long ago, some experience of

this in one of those who were believed desirous of following

me the most closely,^ and one too of whom I had some-

where said that I had such confidence in his genius as to

believe that he adhered to no opinions which I should not

be ready to avow as mine; for he last year published a

book entitled Fundamenta Physicca, in which, although

he seems to have written nothing on the subjectof physics

and medicine which he did not take from my writings, as

well from those I have published as from another still

imperfect on the nature of animals, which fell into his

hands; nevertheless, because he has copied them badly,

and changed the order, and denied certain metaphysical

truths upon which all physics ought to be based, I am
obliged wholly to disavow his work, and here to request

readers not to attribute to me any opinion unless they

find it expressly stated in my own writings, and to receive

no opinion as true, whether in my writings or elsewhere,

unless they see that it is very clearly deduced from true

prmciples.

I well know, likewise, that many ages may elapse ere

all the truths deducible from these principles are evolved

out of them, as well because the greater number of such

as remain to be discovered depend on certain particular

experiments that never occur by chance, but which require

to be investigated with care and expense by men of the

highest intelligence, as because it will hardly happen that

the same persons who have the sagacity to make a right

use of them, will possess also the means of making them,
and also because the majority of the best minds have
formed so low an estimate of philosophy in general, from
the imperfections they have remarked in the kind in vogue
up to the present time, that they cannot apply themselves

to the search after truth.

^ Regius; see La Vie de M. Descartes, riduite en abregd (BaiUet).
Liv. vu., chap. vii.

—

Tt,
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But^ in conclusion^ if the difference discernible between

the principles in question and those of every other system,

^nd the great array of truths deducible from them, lead

them to discern the importance of continuing the search

after these truths, and to observe the degree of wisdom, the

perfection and felicitynof life, to which they are fitted to

conduct us, I venture to believe that there will not be

found one who is not ready to labour hard in so profitable

a study, or at least to favour and aid with all ins might

those who shall devote themselves to it with success.

The height of my wishes is, that posterity may some-

time behold the happy issue of it, etc*



TO THE MOST SERENE PRINCESS,

ELISABETH,

ELDEST DAUGHTER OF FREDERICK, KING OF BOHEMIA,

COUNT PALATINE, AND ELECTOR OF THE

SACRED ROMAN EMPIRE

Madam,—The greatest advantage I have derived from the

writings which I have already published, has arisen from

my having, through means of them, become knowm to

your highness, and thus been privileged to hold occa-

sional converse with one in whom so many rare and

estimable qualities are united, as to lead me to believe

I should do service to the public by proposing them as an

example to posterity. It would ill become me to flatter,

or to give expression to anything of which I had no certain

knowledge, especially in the first pages of a work in which

I aim at laying down the principles of truth. And the

generous modesty that is conspicuous in all your actions,

assures me that the frank and simple judgment of a map
who only writes what he believes will be more agreeable

to you than the ornate laudations of those who have

studied the art of compliment. Fer this reason, I will

give insertion to nothing in this letter for which I have

not the certainty both of experience and reason; and
in the exordium, as in the rest of the work, I will write

only as becomes a philosopher. There is a vast difierence

between real and apparent virtues; and there is also

a great discrepancy between those real virtues that

proceed from an accurate knowledge of the truth, and such

as are accompanied with ignorance or error. The virtues

I call apparent are only, properly speaking, vices, which,

as they are less frequent than the vices that are opposed

to them, and are farther removed from them than the

intermediate virtues, are usually held m higher esteem

than those virtues. Thus, because those who fear dangers

too much are more numerous than they who fear them
too little, temerity is frequently opposed to the vice of

timidity, and taken for a virtue, and is commonly more
highly esteemed than true fortitude. Thus, also, the
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prodigal are in ordinary more praised than the liberal;

and none more easily acquire a great reputation for piety

Jhan the superstitious and hypocritical. With regard to

true virtues^ these do not all proceed from true knowledge^
for there are some that Hkewise spring from defect or
error: thus, simplicity is frequently the source of good-
ness, fear of devotion, and despair of courage. The
virtues that are thus accompanied with some imperfec-

tions differ from each other, and have received diverse

appellations. But those pure and perfect virtues that

arise from the knowledge of good alone, are all of the

same nature, and may be comprised under the single

term wisdom. For, whoever owms the firm and constant

resolutioil'bf always using his reason as well as lies in his

power, and in all his actions of doing what he judges to be
best, is truly wise, as far as his nature permits; and by
this alone he is just, courageous, temperate, and possesses

all the other virtues, but so well bdanced as that none
of them appears more prominent than another: and for

this reason, although they are much more perfect than

the virtues that blaze forth through the mixture of some
defect, yet, because the crowd thus observes them less,

they are not usually extolled so highly. Besides, of the

two things that are requisite for the wisdom thus de-

scribed, namely, the perception of the understanding and
the disposition of the will, it is only that Tvhich lies in the

will which all men can possess equally, inasmuch as the

understanding of some is infenor to that of others. But
although those who have only an infenor understanding

may be as perfectly wise as their nature permits, and
may render themselves highly acceptable to God by their

virtue, provided they preserve always a firm and constant

resolution to do all that they shall judge to be right, and
to omit nothing that may lead them to the knowledge

of the duties of which they are ignorant; nevertheless,

those who preserve a constant resolution of performing

the^right, and are especially careful in instructing them-

selves, and who possess also a highly perspicacious

intellect, arrive doubtless at a higher degree of wisdom
than others; and I see that these three particulars are

found in great perfection in your highness. For, in the
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first place, your desire of self-instruction is manifest,

from the circumstance that neitfier the amusements of

the court, nor the accustomed mode of educating ladiesr

which ordinarily condemns them to iterance, have been

sufficient to prevent you from studying with much care

all that is best in the arts and sciences; and the incom-

parable perspicacity of your intellect is evinced by this,

that you penetrated the secrets of the sciences and

acquired an accurate knowledge of them in a very short

period. But of the vigour of your intellect I have a still

stronger proof, and one peculiar to myself, in that I have

never yet met any one who understood so generally and
so well as yourself all that is contained in my writings.

For there are several, even among men of tlie highest

intellect and learning, who find them very obscure. And
I remark, in almost all those who are versant in meta-

physics, that they are wholly disinclined from geometry;

and, on the other hand, that the cultivators of geometry

have no ability for the investigations of the first philo-

sophy : insomuch that I can say with truth I know but one
mind, and that is your own, to which both studies are alil^e

congenial, and which I therefore, with propriety, desig-

nate incomparable. But what most of all enhances my
admiration is, that so accurate and varied an acquaintance

with the whole circle of the sciences is not found in some
aged doctor who has employed many years in contem-
plation, but in a princess still young, and whose counte-

nance and years would more fitly represent one of the

graces than a muse or the sage Minerva. In conclusion,

I not only remark in your highness all that is requisite

on the part of the mind to perfect and sublime wisdom,
but also all that can be required on the part of the will

or the manners, in which benignity and gentleness are so

conjoined with majesty that, though fortune has attacked

you with continued injustice, it has failed either to irritate

or crush you. And this constrains me to such veneration

that I not only think this work due to you, since it tneats

of philosophy which is the study of wisdom, but likewise

feel not more zeal for my reputation as a philosopher than
pleasure in subscribing myself,—Of your most serene

highness, the most devoted servant, Descartes.
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PRINCIPLES OF PHILOSOPHY

PART I

OF THE PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE

I. That IrJ order to seek truth, it is necessary once in the
course of our life to doubt, as far as possible, of all things.

As we were at one time children, and as we formed
various judgments regarding the objects presented to our
senses, when as yet we had not the entire use of our reason,

numerous prejudices stand in the way of our arriving

at the knowledge of truth; and of these it seems im-

tjossible for us to rid ourselves, unless we undertake, once
m our lifetime, to doubt of all those things in which we
may discover even the smallest suspicion of uncertainty.

II. That we ought also to consider as false all that is

doubtful.

Moreover, it will be useful likewise to esteem as false

the things of which we shall be able to doubt, that we
may with greater clearness discover what possesses most
certainty and is the easiest to knovr.

III. That we ought not meanwhile to make use of doubt

in the conduct of life.

In the meantime, it is to be observed that w^e are to avail

ourselves of this general doubt only while engaged in the

contemplation of truth. For, as far as concerns the con-

duct of life, we are very frequently obliged to follow

opinions merely probable, or even sometimes, though of

two courses of action we may not perceive more proba-

bility in the one than in the other, to choose one or other,

-seeing the opportunity of acting would not unfrequently

pass away before we could free ourselves from our doubts.

IV. Why we may doubt of sensible things.
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Accordingly, since we now only design to apply our-

selves to the investigation of truth, we will doubt, first,

whether of all the things that have ever fallen under our

senses, or which we have ever imagined, any one really

exists; in the first place, because we know by experience

that the senses sometimes err, andrjt would be imprudent

to trust too much to what has even once deceived us;

secondly, because in dreams we perpetually seem to

perceive or imagine innumerable objects which have no
existence. And to one who has thus resolved upon a

general doubt, there appear no marks by which he can

with certainty distinguish sleep from the waking state.

V. Why we may also doubt of mathematical demon-
strations.

We will also doubt of the other things we have before

held as most certain, even of the demonstrations of mathe-
matics, and of their pnnciples which we have hitherto

deemed self-evident; in the first place, because we have
sometimes seen men fall into error in such matters, and
admit as absolutely certain and self-evident what to us

appeared false, but chiefly because we have learnt th%t

God who created us is all-powerful; for we do not yet

know whether perhaps it was his will to create us so that

we are always deceived, even in thu things we think we
know best: since this does not appear more impossible

than our being occasionally deceived, which, however, as

observation teaches us, is the case. And if we suppose
that an all-powerful God is not the author of our being,

and that we exist of ourselves or by some other means,
still, the less powerful we suppose our author to be, the

greater reason will we have for believing that we are not
so perfect as that we may not be continually deceived.

VI. That we possess a free-will, by which we can with-

hold our assent from what is doubtful, and thus avoid
error.

But meanwhile, whoever in the end may be the author
of our being, and however powerful and deceitful he nj-ay

be, we are nevertheless conscious of a freedom, by which
we can refrain from admitting to a place in our belief

aught that is not manifestly certain and undoubted, and
thus guard against ever being deceived.
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VII. That we cannot doubt of our existence while we
doubt, and that this is* the first knowledge we acquire
when we philosophise in order.

While we thus reject all of which we can entertain the
smallest doubt, and even imagme that it is false, we easily

indeed suppose that th^re is neither God, nor sky, nor
bodies, and that we ourselves even have neither hands
nor feet, nor, finally, a body; but we cannot in the same
way suppose that we are not while we doubt of the truth

of these things; for there is a repugnance in conceiving

that what thinks does not exist at the very time when
it thinks. Accordingly, the knowledge, 1 think, therefore

1 am, is the first and most certain that occurs to one who
philosophi^d^ orderly.

VIII. That we hence discover the distinction between
the mind and the body, or between a thinking and cor-

poreal thing.

And this is the best mode of discovering the nature of

the mind, and its distinctness from the body: for examin-
ing what we are, while supposing, as we now do, that

th|re is nothing really existing apart from our thought,

we clearly perceive that neither extension, nor figure, nor

local motion,^ nor anything similar that can be attributed

to body, pertains to oiy: nature, and nothing save thought

alone; and, consequently, that the notion we have of

our mind precedes that of any corporeal thing, and is

more certain, seeing we still doubt whether there is any
body in existence, while we already perceive that we think.

IX. What thought {cogitaUo) is.

By the word thought, I understand all that which so

takes place in us that we of ourselves are immediately

conscious of it; and, accordingly, not only to understand

(intelhgere, entendre), to will (velle), to imagine {imaginart),

but even to perceive {senitre, sentir), are here the same as

to think {cogitare, penser). For if I say, I see, or, I walk,

therefore I am; and if I understand by vision or walking

the ^t of my eyes or of my limbs, which is the work of

the body, the conclusion is not absolutely certain, because,

as is often the case in dreams, I may think that I see or

1 Instead of “ local motion,” the French has “ existence in any
place.”
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walk, although I do not open my eyes or move from my
place, and even, perhaps, although I have no body: but
if I mean the sensation itself, or consciousness of seeing

walking, the knowledge is manifestly certain, because
it is then referred to the miad, which alone perceives or

IS conscious that it sees or walks.^

X. That the notions which are simplest and self-

evident, are obscured by logical definitions; and that

such are not to be reckoned among the cognitions acquired

by study [but as bom with us].

I do not here explain several other terms which I have
used, or design to use in the sequel, because their meaning
seems to me sufficiently self-evident. And I frequently
remarked that philosophers erred in attemptin'^to explain,

by logical definitions, such truths as are most simple and
self-evident; for they thus only rendered them more
obscure. And when I said that the proposition, 1 tkinkj

therefore 1 am, is of all others the first and most certain

which occurs to one philosophising orderly, I did not
therefore deny that it was necessary to know what thought,
existence, and certitude are, and the truth that, in order
to think it is necessary to be, and the like; but, because
these are the most simple notions, and such as of them-
selves afford the knowledge of nothing existing, I did not
judge it proper there to enumerate them.

XI. How we can know our mind more clearly than our
body.

But now that it may be discerned how the knowledge
we have of the mind not only precedes, and has greater
certainty, but is even clearer, than that we have of the
body, it must be remarked, as a matter that is highly
manifest by the natural light, that to nothing no affections
or qualities belong; and, accordingly, that where we
observe certain affections, there a thmg or substance to
which these pertam, is necessarily found. The same light
also shows us that we know a thing or substance more
clearly in proportion as we discover in it a greater nupiber
of qu^ities. Now, it is manifest that we remark a greater
number of qualities in our mind than in any other thing;

^
In the French, “ which alone has the power of perceiving, or of

being conscious m any other way whatever.”
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for there is no occasion on which we know anything
whatever when we are not at the same time led vnth much
greater certainty to the knowledge of our own mind.
For example, if I judge that there is an earth because I

touch or see it, on the same ground, and with still greater
reason, I must be persuaded that my mind exists

; for it

may be, perhaps, that I think I touch the earth while
there is none in existence; but it is not possible that I

should so judge, and my mind which thus judges not
exist; and the same holds good of whatever object is

presented to our mind.
XII. How it happens that every one does not come

equally to^know this.

Those wlio have not philosophised in order have had
other opinions on this subject, because they never dis-

tinguished -with sufficient care the mmd from the body.
For, although they had no difficulty in believing that they
themselves existed, and that they had a higher assurance

of this than of any other thing, nevertheless, as they did

not obsen-^e that by themselves, they ought here to under-

sti-nd their mmds alone [when the question related to

metaphysical certainty]; and since, on the contrary, they
rather meant their boffies which they saw with their

eyes, touched with their hands, and to which they erro-

neously attributed the faculty of perception, they were
prevented from distinctly apprehending the nature of the

mmd.
XIII. In what sense the knowledge of other things

depends upon the knowledge of God.

But when the mind, which thus knows itself but is still

in doubt as to all other things, looks around on all sides,

with a view to the farther extension of its knowledge, it

first of all discovers within itself the ideas of many things;

and while it simply contemplates them, and neither

affirms nor denies that there is anything beyond itself

corresponding to them, it is in no danger of erring. The
mind also discovers certain common notions out of wluch

it frames various demonstrations that carry conviction

to such a degree as to render doubt of their truth im-

possible, so long as we give attention to them. For

example, the mind has within itself ideas of numbers and
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figures, and it has likewise among its common notions

the principle that if equals he added to equals the wholes

will he equals and the like; from which it is easy to demon-
strate that the three angles of a triangle are equal to

two right angles, etc. Now,®so long as we attend to the

premises from which this conclu^on and others similar

to it were deduced, we feel assured of their truth; but,

as the mind cannot always think of these with attention,

when it has the remembrance of a conclusion without

recollecting the order of its deduction, and is uncertain

whether the author of its being has created it of a nature

that is liable to be deceived, even in what appears most
evident, it perceives that there is just ground to distrust

the truth of such conclusions, and that it cannot possess

any certain knowledge until it has discovered its author.

XIV. That we may validly infer the existence of God
from necessary existence being comprised in the concept

we have of him.

When the mind afterwards reviews the different ideas

that are in it, it discovers what is by far the chief among
them— that of a Being omniscient, all-powerful, apd
absolutely perfect; and it observes that in this idea there

is contained not only possible and contingent existence,

as in the ideas of all other things which it clearly perceives,

but existence absolutely necessary and eternal. And
just as because, for example, the equality of its three

angles to two right angles is necessarily comprised in the

idea of a triangle, the mind is firmly persuaded that the

three angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles;

so, from its perceiving necess^ and eternal existence

to be comprised in the idea which it has of an all-perfect

Being, it ought manifestly to conclude that this all-perfect

Being exists.

XV. That necessaiy existence is not in the same way
comprised in the notions which we have of other things,

but merely contingent existence.

The mind will be still more certain of the truth oMhis
conclusion, if it consider that it has no idea of any other
thing in which it can discover that necessary existence

is contained; for, from this circumstance alone, it will

discern that the idea of an all-perfect Being has not been
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framed by itself, and that it does not represent a chimera,

but a true and immutable nature, which must exist since

it can only be conceived as necessarily existing.

XVI. That prejudices hinder many from clearly know-
ing the necessity of the existence of God.
Our mind would ha\i^ no difficulty in assenting to this

truth, if it were, first of all, wholly free from prejudices;

but as we have been accustomed to distinguish, in all

other things, essence from existence, and to imagine at

will many ideas of things which neither are nor have been,

it easily happens, when we do not steadily fix our thoughts

on the contemplation of the all-perfect Being, that a

doubt arises as to whether the idea we have of him is

not one oT•those which we frame at pleasure, or at least

of that class to whose essence existence does not pertain.

XVII. That the greater objective (representative) per-

fection there is in our idea of a thing, the greater also

must be the perfection of its cause.

When we further reflect on the vanous ideas that are

in us, it is easy to perceive that there is not much dif-

ference among them, when wre consider them simply as

certain modes of thinking, but that they are widely

different, considered in reference to the objects they

represent; and that,,their causes must be so much the

more perfect according to the degree of objective perfec-

tion contained in them.^ For there is no difference

between this and the case of a person who has the idea

of a machine, in the construction of which great skill is

displayed, in which circumstances we have a right to

inquire how he came by this idea, whether, for example,

he somewhere saw such a machine constructed by another,

or whether he was so accurately taught the mechanical

sciences, or is endowed with such force of genius, that he
was able of himself to invent it, without having elsewhere

seen anything like it; for all the ingenuity which is con-

tained in the idea objectively only, or as it were in a

pictjire, must exist at least in its first and chief cause,

whatever that may be, not only objectively or repre-

sentatively, but in tmth formally or eminently.

^ “ as what they represent of their object has more perfection.”

—

French,
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XVIII. That the existence of God may be again

inferred from the above.

Thus, because we discover in our minds the idea of God^

or of an all-perfect Being, we have a right to inquire into

the source whence we derive it; and we will discover that

the perfections it represents are sq immense as to render

it quite certain that we could only derive it from an all-

perfect Being; that is, from a God really existing. For
it is not only manifest by the natural light that nothing

caimot be the cause of an3rthing whatever, and that the

more perfect cannot arise from the less perfect, so as to

be thereby produced as by its elSicient and total cause,

but also that it is impossible we can have the idea or

representation of anything whatever, unlesS®there be

somewhere, either in us or out of us, an original which

comprises, in reality, all the perfections that are thus

represented to us; but, as we do not in any way find in

ourselves those absolute perfections of which we have the

idea, we must conclude that they exist in some nature

different from ours, that is, in God, or at least that they

were once in him; and it most manifestly follows [from

their infinity] that they are still there.

XIX. That, although we may not comprehend the

nature of God, there is yet nothir^g which we know so

clearly as his perfections.

This will appear sufficiently certain and manifest to

those who have been accustomed to contemplate the idea

of God, and to turn their thoughts to his infinite perfec-

tions; for, although we may not comprehend them,
because it is of the nature of the infinite not to be com-
prehended by what is finite, we nevertheless conceive

them more clearly and distinctly than material objects,

for this reason, that, being simple, and unobscured by
limits,^ they occupy our mind more fully.

XX. That we are not the cause of ourselves, but that

this is God, and consequently that there is a God.

^ After hmtts, “ what of them we do conceive is much less^'con-

fused There is, besides, no speculation more calculated to aid
m perfecting our understandmg, and which is more important
than this, masmuch as the consideration of an object that has no
limits to its perfections, fills us with satisfaction and assurance.”

—

French.
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But, because every one has not observed this and
because, when we have’an idea of any machme in which
^eat skiU is displayed, we usually know with sufficient
accuracy the manner m which we obtained it and as we
cannot even recollect when the idea we have of a God
was commumcated to us by him, seeing it was always in
our mmds, it is still necessary that we should conffime
our review, ^d make mquiry after our author, possessms
as we do, the idea of the infinite perfections of a God-
for it is m the highest degree evident by the natural light'
that that which knows something more perfect than
Itself, is not the source of its own bemg, since it would
thus have ^ven to itself all the perfections which it knows
and that, consequently, it could draw its ongin from no
other being than from him who possesses in himself all
those per^ctions, that is, from God.
XXI. That the duration alone of our life is sufficient

to demonstrate the existence of God.
The truth of this demonstration will clearly appear

provided we consider the nature of time, or the duratioii
qf things; for this is of such a kind that its parts are not
mutually dependent, and never co-existent; and, accord-
ingly, from the fact that we now are, it does not neces-
sarily follow that we-ehall be a moment afterwards, unless
some cause, viz., that which first produced us, as it
were, continually reproduce us, that is, conserve us.’ Por
we easily understand that there is no power in us by
which we can conserve ourselves, and that the being who
has so much power as to conserve us out of himself '’must
also by so much the greater reason conserve himself, or
rather starid in need of bemg conserved by no one wMt-
ever, and, in fine, be God.
XXII. That in knowing the existence of God, in the

manner here explained, we likewise know all his attributes,
as far as they can be known by the natural light alone.

’

There is the great advantage m proving the exisi-pnce of
God in this way,_ viz., by his idea, that we at the samp time
know what he is, as far as the weakness of our nature
allows; for, reflecting on the idea we have of him which
is bom with us, we perceive that he is eternal, omniscient,
omnipotent, the source of all goodness and trath, creator



of all things, and that, in fine, he has in himself all that in

which we can clearly discover any infinite perfection or

good that is not limited by any imperfection.

XXIII. That God is not corporeal, and^ does not

perceive by means of senses -as we do, or will the evil

of sm.

For there are indeed many things in the world that are

to a certain extent imperfect or limited, though possess-

ing also some perfection; and it is accordingly impossible

that any such can be in God? Thus, looking to corporeal

nature,^ since divisibility is included in local extension,

and this indicates imperfection, it is certain that God is

not body. And although m men it is to some degree a

perfection to be capable of perceiving by meliTis of the

senses, nevertheless since in every sense there is passivity ®

which indicates dependency, we must conclude^that God
is in no manner possessed of senses, and that he only

understands and wills, not, however, like us, by acts

in any way distinct, but always by an act that is one,

identical, and the simplest possible, understands, wills,

and operates all, that is, all things that in reality exist^*

for he does not will the evil of sin, seeing this is but the

negation of being.

XXIV. That in passing from the Jinowledge of God to

the knowledge of the creatures, it is necessary to remember
that our understanding is finite, and the power of God
infinite.

But as we know that God alone is the true cause of all

that is or can be, we will doubtless follow the best w^ay of

philosophising, if, from the knowledge we have of God
himself, we pass to the explication of the things which he
has created, and essay to deduce it from the notions that
are naturally in our minds, for we will thus obtain the most
perfect science, that is, the knowledge of effects through
their causes. But that we may be able to make this

attempt with sufficient security from error, we must use
the precaution to bear in mind as much as possible t^at

^ In the French, “ since extension constitutes the nature of
body/’

® In the French, “ because our perceptions anse from impressions
made upon us from another source,” % e

,

than ourselves.
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God, who is the author of things, is infinite, while we are

wholly finite.

XXV. That we must believe all that God has revealed,

although it may surpass the reach of our faculties.

Thus, if perhaps God reveal to us or others, matters
concerning himself which sui^ass the natural powers of

our mind, such as the mysteries of the incarnation and of

the trinity, we will not refuse to believe them, although we
may not clearly understand them; nor will we be in any
way surprised to find in the immensity of his nature, or
even in what he has created, many things that exceed our
comprehension.

XXV!^^That it is not needful to enter into disputes ^

regarding the infinite, but merely to hold all that in which
we can find no limits as indefinite, such as the extension

of the w^rld, the divisibility of the parts of matter, the

number of the stars, etc.

We will thus never embarrass ourselves by disputes

about the infinite, seeing it would be absurd for us who
are finite to undertake to determine an>1:hing regarding

jt, and thus as it were to limit it by endeavouring to

comprehend it. We will accordingly give ourseh’es no

concern to reply to those who demand whether the half

of an infinite line is^also infinite, and whether an infinite

number is even or odd, and the like, because it is only

such as imagine their minds to be infinite w^ho seem bound
to entertain questions of this sort. And, for our part,

looking to all those things in which in certain senses we
discover no limits, we will not, therefore, affirm that they

are infinite, but will regard them simply as indefinite.

Thus, because we cannot imagine extension so great that

we cannot still conceive greater, we w^ill say that the

magnitude of possible things is indefinite, and because a

body cannot be divided into parts so small that each of

these may not be conceived as again divided into others

still smaller, let us regard quantity as divisible into parts

wfeose number is indefinite; and as we cannot imagine so

many stars that it would seem impossible for God to

create more, let us suppose that their number is indefinite,

and so in other instances.

1 to essay to comprehend the infinite.”

—

French.
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XXVIL What difference there is between the indefinite

and the infinite.

And we will call those things indefinite rather than

infinite, with the view of reserving to God alone the

appellation of infinite; in th^ first place, because not

only do we discover in him alone no limits on any side,

but also because we positively conceive that he admits of

none; and in the second place, because we do not in the

same way positively conceive that other things are in

every part unlimited, but merely negatively admit that

their limits, if they have any, cannot be discovered by us.

XXVIII. That we must examine, not the final, but the

efficient, causes of created things. ^
Likewise, finally, we will not seek reasons of natural

things from the end which God or nature proposed to

himself in their creation (i.e
,
final causes),^ for ^we ought

not to presume so far as to think that we are sharers in

the counsels of Deity, but, considering him as the efficient

cause of all things, let us endeavour to discover by the

natural light ^ which he has planted in us, applied to those

of his attributes of which he has been willing we should
have some knowledge, what must be concluded regarding

those effects we perceive by our senses; bearing in mind,
however, what has been already saidr that we must only

confide in this natural light so long as nothing contrary

to its dictates is revealed by God himself.®

XXIX. That God is not the cause of our errors.

The first attribute of God which here falls to be con-
sidered, is that he is absolutely veracious and the source

of all light, so that it is plainly repugnant for him to

deceive us, or to be properly and positively the cause of

the errors to which we are consciously subject; for

although the address to deceive seems to be some mark of

subtlety of mind among men, yet without doubt the will

to deceive only proceeds from malice or from fear and
weakness, and consequently cannot be attributed to God.

^ “ We will not stop to consider the ends which God proposed
to himself m the creation of the world, and we will entirely reject
frcm our philosophy the search of final causes.’*—French

* “ Faculty of reasoning ”

—

French,
• The last clause, beginning “ bearing in mind,” is omitted in

the French.
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XXX, That consequently all which we clearly perceive

is true, and that we aYe thus delivered from the doubts
above proposed.

Whence it follows, that the light of nature, or faculty of

knowledge given us by God, can never compass any object

which is not true, in ^s far as it attains to a knowledge
of it, that is, in as far as the object is clearly and distmctly

apprehended. For God would have merited the appella-

tion of a deceiver if he had given us this faculty perverted,

and such as might lead us to take falsity for truth [when
we used it aright]. Thus the highest doubt is removed,
which arose from our ignorance on the point as to whether
perhaps our nature was such that we might be deceived

even in aiose things that appear to us the most evident.

The same principle ought also to be of avail against all

the othex; grounds of doubting that have been already

enumerated. For mathematical truths ought now to be

above suspicion, since these are of the clearest. And if

we perceive anythmg by our senses, whether while awake
or asleep, we will easily discover the truth, provided we
separate what there is of clear and distinct in the know-
ledge from w'hat is obscure and confused. There is no
need that I should here say more on this subject, since

it has already received ample treatment in the metaphysi-

cal Meditations; and what follows will serve to explain

it still more accurately.

XXXI. That our errors are, in respect of God, merely

negations, but, in respect of ourselves, privations.

But as it happens that we frequently fall into error,

although God is no deceiver, if we desire to inquire into

the origin and cause of our errors, with a view to guard

agamst them, it is necessary to observe that they depend

less on our understandmg than on our will, and that they

have no need of the actual concourse of God, in order to

their production; so that, wrhen considered in reference to

God, they are merely negations, but m reference to our-

sej^es, privations.

XXXII. That there are only two modes of thinking in

us, viz., the perception of the understandmg and the

action of the wrill.

For all the modes of thinking of which we are conscious
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may be referred to two general classes^ the one of which

is the perception or operation of the understanding, and

the other the volition or operation of the will. Thus, to^

perceive by the senses (sentire), to imagine, and to con-

ceive things purely intelligiblet,® are only different modes

of perceiving (perciptend^; but t9 desire, to be averse

from, to affirm, to deny, to doubt, are different modes of

willing.

XXXIII. That we never err unless when we judge of

something which we do not sufficiently apprehend.

When we apprehend anything we are in no danger of

error, if we refrain from judging of it in any way; and

even when we have formed a judgment regarding it, we
would never fall into error, provided we gave "Sur assent

only to what we clearly and distinctly perceived; but

the reason why we are usually deceived, is that^we judge

without possessing an exact knowledge of that of which
we judge.

XXXIV. That the will as well as the understanding is

required for judging.

I admit that the understanding is necessary for judging^

there being no room to suppose that we can judge of that

which we in no way apprehend; but the will also is

required in order to our assenting to what we have in any
degree perceived It is not necessary, however, at least

to form any judgment whatever, that we have an entire

and perfect apprehension of a thing; for we may assent

to many things of which we have only a very obscure and
confused knowledge.

XXXV. That the will is of greater extension than the
understanding, and is thus the source of our errors.

Further, the perception of the intellect extends only to

the few things tliat are presented to it, and is always ve^
limited: the will, on the other hand, may, in a certain

sense, be said to be infinite, because we observe nothing
that can be the object of the will of any other, even of
the unlimited will of God, to which ours cannot gJso

extend, so that we easily carry it beyond the objects we
clearly perceive; and when we do this, it is not wonderful
that we happen to be deceived.

XXXVL That our errors cannot be imputed to God.
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But although God has not given us an omniscient
understanding, he is no\ on this account to be considered

in any wise the author of our errors, for it is of the nature
of created intellect to be finite, and of fimte intellect not
to embrace all things.

XXXVII. That the ehief perfection of man is his being

able to act freely or by will, and that it is this which
renders him worthy of praise or blame.

That the will should be the more extensive is in

harmony with its nature; and it is a high perfection in

man to be able to act by means of it, that is, freely; and
thus in a peculiar way to be the master of his own actions,

and merit^raise or blame. For self-acting machines are

not commended because they perform with exactness

ail the movements for "which they were adapted, seeing

their motions are carried on necessarily; but the maker
of them is praised on account of the exactness with

which they were framed, because he did not act of neces-

sity, but freely; and, on the same principle, we must
attribute to ourselves something more on this account,

that when we embrace truth, we do so not of necessit}",

but freely.

XXXVIII. That error is a defect in our mode of actmg,

not in our nature; and that the faults of their subjects

may be frequently attributed to other masters, but never

to God.
It is true, that as often as we err, there is some defect

in our mode of action or in the use of our liberty, but not *

in our nature, because this is always the same, whether

our judgments be true or false. And although God could

have given to us such perspicacity of inteUect that w*e

should never have erred, we have, notwithstanding, no
right to demand this of him; for, although with us he

who was able to prevent evil and did not is held guilty of

it, God is not in the same way to be reckoned responsible

for our errors because he had the power to prevent them,
^ ina^uch as the dominion which some men possess over

others has been instituted for the purpose of enabling

them to hinder those under them from doing evil, whereat

the dominion which God exercises over the universe is

perfectly absolute and free. For this reason we ought to
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thank him for the goods he has given us, and not complain

that he has not blessed us with all which we know it was
in his power to impart.

XXXIX. That the liberty of our will is self-evident.

Finally, it is so manifest I3aat we possess a free will,

capable of giving or withholding itn assent, that this truth

must be reckoned among the first and most common
notions which are bom with us. This, indeed, has already

very clearly appeared, for when essaying to doubt of all

things we went so far as to suppose even that he who
created us employed his limitless power in deceiving us

in every way, we were conscious nevertheless of being

free to abstain from believing what was not in every

respect certain and undoubted. But that ofwhich we
are unable to doubt at such a time is as self-evident and

clear as anything we can ever know. ^

XL. That it is likewise certain that God has fore-

ordained all things.

But because what we have already discovered of God,

gives us the assurance that his power is so immense that

we would sin in thinking ourselves capable of ever doing

anything which he had not ordained beforehand, we
should soon be embarrassed in great difficulties if we
undertook to harmonise the pre-ordkiation of God with the

freedom of our will, and endeavoured to comprehend both
truths at once.

XLI. How the freedom of our will may be reconciled

with the Divine pre-ordination.

But, in place of this, we will be free from these embar-
rassments if we recollect that our mind is limited, while

the power of God, by which he not only knew from all

eternity what is or can be, but also willed and pre-ordained

it, is infinite. It thus happens that we possess sufficient

intelligence to know clearly and distinctly that this power
is in God, but not enough to comprehend how he leaves

the free actions of men indeterminate; and, on the other
hand, we have such consciousness of the liberty ^and
indifierence which exists in ourselves, that there is

Nothing we more clearly or perfectly comprehend [so

that the omnipotence of God ought not to keep us from
believing it]. For it would be absurd to doubt of that of



which we are fully conscious, and which we experience as
existing in ourselves, because w'e do not comprehend^
apother matter which, from its very nature, we know to
be incomprehensible.

XLII. How, although we cever will to err, it is never-
theless by our will that ye do err.

But now since we know that all our errors depend upon
our will, and as no one wishes to deceive himself, it may
seem wonderful that there is any error in our judgments
at all. It is necessary to remark, however, that there is

a great difference between willing to be deceived, and
willing to 3deld assent to opinions in which it happens
that error is found. For though there is no one who
expressly vHfehes to fall into error, we will yet hardly find

any one who is not ready to assent to things in which,

unknown to himself, error lurks; and it even frequently

happens that it is the desire itself of following after truth

that leads those not fully aware of the order in which it

ought to be sought for, to pass judgment on matters of
which they have no adequate knowledge, and thus to faE
into error.

XLIII. That we shall never err if we give our assent

only to what we clearly and distinctly perceive.

But it is certain we will never admit falsity for truth,

so long as we judge only of that which we clearly and
distinctly perceive; because, as God is no deceiver, the

faculty of knowledge which he has given us cannot be
fallacious, nor, for the same reason, the faculty of will,

when we do not extend it beyond the objects we clearly

know. And even although this truth could not be estal>

lished by reasoning, the minds of all have been so im-

pressed by nature as spontaneously to assent to whatever

is clearly perceived, and to experience an impossibility to

doubt of its truth.

XLIV. That we uniformly judge improperly when we
assent to what we do not clearly perceive, although our

judgpent may chance to be true
;
and that it is frequently

our memory which deceives us by leading us to believe

that certain things were formerly suflaciently understood,

by us.

It is likewise certain that, when we approve of any

M
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reason which we do not apprehend, we are either deceiveo,

or, if we stumble on the truth, k is only by chance, and

thus we can never possess the assurance that we are not

m error. I confess it seldom happens that we judge of a

thmg when we have observed we do not apprehend it,

because it is a dictate of the natural light never to judge

of what we do not know. But we most frequently err in

this, that we presume upon a past knowledge of much to

which we give our assent, as to something treasured up
in the memory, and perfectly known to us; whereas, in

truth, we have no such knowledge.

XLV. What constitutes clear and distinct perception.

There are indeed a great many persons who, through

their whole lifetime, never perceive anythia^ in a way
necessary for judging of it properly; for the knowledge

upon which we can establish a certain and indubitable

judgment must be not only clear, but also distinct. I call

that clear which is present and manifest to the mind giving

attention to it, just as we are said clearly to see objects

when, being present to the eye looking on, they stimulate

it with sufficient force, and it is disposed to regard them;

but the distmct is that which is so precise and different

from all other objects as to comprehend in itself only what
is clear

XLVI. It IS shown, from the example of pain, that a

perception may be clear without being distinct, but that

it cannot be distinct unless it is clear.

For example, when any one feels intense pain, the

knowledge which he has of this pain is very clear, but it

is not always distinct; for men usually confound it with
the obscure judgment they form regarding its nature, and
think that there is in the suffering part something similar

to the sensation of pain of which they are alone conscious.

And thus perception may be clear without being distinct,

but it can never be distmct without likewise being clear.

XLVII. That, to correct the prejudices of our early

years, we must consider what is clear in each of our

simple ^ notions,
**

^ “ what appears mamfestly to him who considers it as he ought.**
^French,

* “ first.**

—

French,
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And, indeed, in our early years, the mind was so im-
mersed in the body, that, although it perceived many
•things with sufficient clearness, it yet knew nothing dis-

tinctly; and since even at that time we exercised our
judgment in many matters, numerous prejudices were
thus contracted, whicl?, by the majority, are never after-

wards laid aside. But that we may now be in a position

to get rid of these, I will here bnefly enumerate all the
simple notions of which our thoughts are composed, and
distinguish in each what is clear from wffiat is obscure,

or fitted to lead into error.

XLVIII. That all the objects of our knowledge are to

be regard^ either (i) as things or the affections of things:

or (2) as eternal truths; with the enumeration of things.

Whatever objects fall under our knowledge we con-

sider either as things or the affections of things,^ or as

eternal truths possessing no existence beyond our thought.

Of the first class the most general are substance, duration,

order, number, and perhaps also some others, which
notions apply to all the kinds of things. I do not, how-
ever, recognise more than two highest kinds {summa
genera) of thmgs; the first of intellectual things, or such

as have the power of thinking, including mind or thinking

substance and its properties; the second, of material

things, embracing extended substance, or body and its

properties. Perception, volition, and all modes as well

of knowing as of willing, are related to thinking substance

;

on the other hand, to extended substance we refer magni-

tude, or extension in length, breadth, and depth, figure,

motion, situation, divisibility of parts themselves, and

the like. There are, however, besides these, certain

things of which we have an internal experience that ought

not to be referred either to the mind of itself, or to the

body alone, but to the close and intimate union between

them, as will hereafter be shown in its place. Of this

class are the appetites of hunger and thirst, etc., and also

the*emotions or passions of the mind which are not exclu-

sively mental affections, as the emotions of anger, joy,

1 Tilings and the affections of things are (in the French) equiva-

lent to “ what has some {t.e. a real) existence,” as opposed to the

of ** eternal truths,” which have merely an ideal existence.
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sadness, love, etc.; and, finaliy,^all the sensations, as of

pain, titillation, light and colours, sounds, smells, tastes,

heat, hardness, and the other tactile qualities.

XLIX. That the eternal truths cannot be thus enumer-

ated, but that this is not necessary.

What I have already enumerated we are to regard as

things, or the qualities or modes of things. We now come
to speak of eternal truths. When we apprehend that it is

impossible a thing can anse from nothing, this proposition,

ex nthilo mhilfii, is not considered as somewhat existing,

or as the mode of a thing, but as an eternal truth having

its seat in our mind, and is called a common notion or

axiom. Of this class are the following:—It iympossible

the same thing can at once be and not be; what is done

cannot be undone; he who thinks must exist while he

thinks
;
and innumerable others, the whole of*which it is

indeed difficult to enumerate, but this is not necessary,

since, if blinded by no prejudices, we cannot fail to know
them when the occasion of thinking them occurs.

L. That these truths are clearly perceived, but not

equally by all men, on account of prejudices. ^

And, indeed, with regard to these common notions, it is

not to be doubted that they can be clearly and distinctly

known, for otherwise they would nbt merit this appella-

tion: as, in truth, some of them are not, with respect to all

men, equally deserving of the name, because they are not
equally admitted by dl: not, however, from this reason,

as I think, that the faculty of knowledge of one man
extends farther than that of another, but rather because
these common notions are opposed to the prejudices

of some, who, on this account, are not able readily to

embrace them, even although others, who are free from
those prejudices, apprehend them with the greatest

clearness.

LI. What substance is, and that the term is not appli-

cable to God and the creatures in the same sense.

But with regard to what we consider as things or'^the

modes of things, it is worth while to examine each of them
by itself. By substance we can conceive nothing else

than a thing which exists in such a way as to stand in

need of nothing beyond itself in order to its existence.
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^d, in truth, there can be conceived but one substance
which is absolutely ind^endent, and that is God. We
perceive that all other things can exist only by help of the
concourse of God. And, accordingly, the term substance
does not apply to God and* the creatures umvocally^ to
adopt a term familiar ii\the schools; that is, no significa-

tion of this word can be distinctly understood which is

common to God and them.

LII. That the term is applicable univocally to the mind
and the body, and how substance itself is known.

Created substances, however, whether corporeal or
thinldng, may be conceived under this common concept;

for these are things which, in order to their existence,

stand in neid of nothing but the concourse of God. But
yet substance cannot be first discovered merely from its

being a thiiig which exists independently, for existence by
itself is not obser\^ed by us. We easily, however, dis-

cover substance itself from any attribute of it, by this

common notion, that of nothing there are no attributes,

properties, or qualities: for, from perceiving that some
attribute is present, we infer that some existmg thing or

sut)stance to which it may be attributed is also of necessity

present.

LIII, That of everj' substance there is one principal

attribute, as thinldng of the mind, extension of the

body.

But, although any attribute is sufficient to lead us to

the knowledge of substance, there is, however, one prin-

cipal property of every substance, which constitutes its

nature or essence, and upon which all the others depend.

Thus, extension in length, breadth, and depth, constitutes

the nature of corporeal substance ; and thought the nature

of thinking substance. For every other thing that can

be attributed to body, presupposes extension, and is only

some mode of an extended thing; as all the properties

we discover in the mind are only diverse modes of thinking.

Thu^ for example, we cannot conceive figure unless in

something extended, nor motion unless in extended space,

nor imagination, sensation, or will, unless in a thinking

thing. But, on the other hand, we can conceive extension

without figure or motion, and thought without imagination
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or sensation, and so of the others
;

as is clear to any one

who attends to these matters. ^

LIV. How we may have clear and distinct notions of

the substance which thinks, of that which is corporeaf,

and of God. e

And thus we may easily have^ two clear and distinct

notions or ideas, the one of created substance, which
thinks, the other of corporeal substance, provided we
carefully distinguish all the attributes of thought from
those of extension. We may also have a clear and dis-

tinct idea of an uncreated and independent thinking

substance, that is, of God, provided we do not suppose

that this idea adequately represents to us all that is in

God, and do not mix up with it anything fictitious, but
attend simply to the characters that are comprised in the
notion we have of him, and which we clearly know to

belong to the nature of an absolutely perfect fieing. For
no one can deny that there is in us such an idea of God,
without groundlessly supposing that there is no know-
ledge of God at all in the human mind.

LV. How duration, order, and number may be also

distinctly conceived. *

We will also have most distinct conceptions of duration,

order, and number, if, in place oj mixing up with our
notions of them that which properly belongs to the con-
cept of substance, we merely think that the duration of

a thing IS a mode under which we conceive this thing, in

so far as it continues to exist; and, in like manner, that
order and number are not in reality different from things
disposed in order and numbered, but only modes under
which we diversely consider these things.

LVI. What are modes, qualities, attributes.

And, indeed, we here understand by modes the same
with what we elsewhere designate attributes or qualities.

But when we consider substance as affected or varied by
them, we use the term modes; when from this variation
it may be denominated of such a kind, we adopt the term
qualities [to designate the different modes which cause it

'ito be so named]; and, finally, when we simply regard
these modes as in the substance, we call them attributes.
Accordingly, since God must be conceived as superior to
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change, it is not propej to say that there are modes or
qualities in him, but simply attributes; and even in

treated things that which is found in them always in the
same mode, as existence and duration in the thing which
exists and endures, ought to be called attribute, and not
mode or quality.

LVII. That some attributes exist in the things to which
they are attributed, and others only in our thought; and
what duration and time are.

Of these attributes or modes there are some which exist

in the things themselves, and others that have only an
existence in our thought; thus, for example, time, which
we distingiysh from duration taken in its generahty, and
call the measure of motion, is only a certain mode under
which we think duration itself, for we do not indeed con-

ceive the duration of things that are moved to be different

from the duration of thmgs that are not moved: as is

evident from this, that if two bodies are in motion for

an hour, the one moving quickly and the other slowly,

we do not reckon more time in the one than in the other,

although there may be much more motion in the one of the

bodies than in the other. But that we may comprehend
the duration of all things under a common measure, we
compare their duraticfti with that of the greatest and most
regular motions that give rise to years and days, and
which we call time; hence what is so designated is nothing

superadded to duration, taken in its generality, but a

mode of thinking.

LVIII. That number and all universak are only modes
of thought.

In the same way number, when it is not considered as

in created things, but merely in the abstract or in general,

is only a mode of thinkmg; and the same is true of all

those general ideas we call universals.

LIX- How universals are formed; and what are the

five common, viz., genus, species, (Merence, property, and

accMent.

Universals arise merely from our making use of one and

the same idea in thinking of all individual objects between

which there subsists a certain likeness; and when we
comprehend all the objects represented by this idea under
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one name, this term likewise becomes universal. For
example, when we see two stones' and do not regard their

nature farther than to remark that there are two of themr,

we form the idea of a certain number, which we call the

binary; and when we afterwards see two birds or two
trees, and merely take notice of them so far as to observe

that there are two of them, we again take up the same idea

as before, which is, accordingly, universal; and we like-

wise give to this number the same universal appellation of

binary. In the same way, when we consider a figure of

three sides, we form a certain idea, which we call the idea

of a triangle, and we afterwards make use of it as the

universal to represent to our mind all other figures of three

sides. But when we remark more particularly that of

figures of three sides, some have a right angle and others

not, we form the universal idea of a right-angkd triangle,

which being related to the preceding as more general, may
be called species; and the right angle the univers^ dif-

ference by which right-angled triangles are distinguished

from all others; and farther, because the square of the

side which sustains the right angle is equal to the squares

of the other two sides, and because this property belongs

only to this species of triangles, we may call it the universal

property of the species. Finally, ef we suppose that of

these triangles some are moved and others not, this

will be their universal accident; and, accordingly, we
commonly reckon five universal, viz., genus, species,

difference, property, accident.

LX. Of distinctions; and first of the real.

But number in things themselves arises from the dis-

tinction there is between them: and distinction is three-

fold, viz., real, modal, and of reason. The real properly

subsists between two or more substances; and it is suffi-

cient to assure us that two substances are really mutually
distinct, if only we are able clearly and distinctly to

conceive the one of them without the other. For the

knowledge we have of God renders it certain that h.^ can
effect all that of which we have a distinct idea: wherefore,

since we have now, for example, the idea of an extended
and corporeal substance, thougli v/e as yet do not know
with certainty whether any such thing is really existent^
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nevertheless^ merely because we have the idea of it^ we
may be assured that ^ch may exist; and^ if it really

exists, that every part which we can determine by thought

must be really distinct from the other parts of the same
substance. In the same wfe.y, since every one is conscious

that he thinks, and that he in thought can exclude from
himself every other substance, whether thinking or

extended, it is certain that each of us thus considered is

really distinct from every other thinking and corporeal

substance. And although we suppose that God united

a body to a soul so closely that it was impossible to form
a more intimate union, and thus made a composite whole,

the two substances would remain really distinct, notwith-

standing ^his union; for with whatever tie God connected

them, he was not able to rid himself of the power he
possessed, of separating them, or of conserving the one

apart from the other, and the things which God can

separate or conserve separately are really distinct.

LXI. Of the modal distinction.

There are two kinds of modal distinctions, viz., that

between the mode properly so called and the substance

of which it is a mode, and that between two modes of the

same substance. Of the former we have an example in

this, that we can clearly apprehend substance apart from
the mode which we say differs from it; while, on the

other hand, we cannot conceive this mode without con-

ceiving the substance itself. There is, for example, a
modal distinction between figure or motion and corporeal

substance in which both exist; there is a similar distinc-

tion between affirmation or recollection and the mind.
Of the latter kind we have an illustration in our ability

to recognise the one of two modes apart from the other,

as figure apart from motion, and motion apart from
figure; though we cannot think of either the one or the
other without thinking of the common substance in which
they adhere. If, for example, a stone is moved, and is

withal square, we can, indeed, conceive its square figure

without its motion, and reciprocally its motion without
its square figure; but we can conceive neither this motion
nor this figure apart from the substance of the stone*

As for the distinction according to which the mode of one
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substance is different from another substance, or from

the mode of another substance, as the motion of one body

is different from another body or from the mind, or as

motion is different from doubt, it seems to me that it

should be called real rather {han modal, because these

modes cannot be clearly conceived*'apart from the really

distinct substances of which they are the modes.

LXII. Of the distinction of reason (logical distinc-

tion).

Finally, the distinction of reason is that between a sub-

stance and some one of its attributes, without which it is

impossible, however, we can have a distinct conception of

the substance itself; or between two such attrj^utes of a

common substance, the one of which we essay to think

without the other This distinction is manifest from our

inability to form a clear and distinct idea of such•substance

if we separate from it such attribute; or to have a clear

perception of the one of two such attributes if we separate

it from the other. For example, because any substance

which ceases to endure ceases also to exist, duration is not

distinct from substances except in thought (ratione); an^
in general all the modes of thinking which we consider as

in objects differ only in thought, as well from the objects

of which they are thought as from eac^ other in a common
object.^ It occurs, indeed, to me that I have elsewhere

classed this kmd of distinction with the modal (viz,

towards the end of the Reply to the First Objections to

the Meditations on the First Philosophy); but there it

was only necessary to treat of these distinctions generally,

and it was sufficient for my purpose at that time simply

to distinguish both of them from the real.

LXIII How thought and extension may be distinctly

known, as constituting, the one the nature of mind, the

other that of body.

Thought and extension may be regarded as constituting

the natures of intelligent and corporeal substance; and

^ “ and generally all the attnbutes that lead us to entertain
^fferent thoughts of the same thing, such as, for example, the
^tension of body and its property of divisibility, do not differ
from the body which is to us the object of them, or from each other,
unless as we sometimes confusedly think the one without thinking
the other.”

—

French.
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then they must not be otherwise conceived than as the
thinking and extended* substances themselves^ that is^ as

mind and body^ which in this way are conceived with the

greatest clearness and distinctness. Moreover, we more
easily conceive extended or thinking substance than sub-

stance by itself, or with the omission of its thinking or

extension. For there is some difficulty in abstracting the

notion of substance from the notions of thinking and
extension, which, in truth, are only diverse in thought
itself logically different); and a concept is not more
distinct because it comprehends fewer properties, but
because we accurately distinguish what is comprehended
in it from all other notions.

LXIV. 'flow these may likevidse be distinctly conceived

as modes of substance.

Thought and extension may be also considered as modes
of substance; in as far, namely, as the same mind may
have many different thoughts, and the same body, with its

size unchanged, may be extended in several diverse ways,

at one time more in length and less in breadth or depth,

and at another time more m breadth and less in length;

and then they are modally distmguished from substance,

and can be conceived not less clearly and distinctly, pro-

vided they be no^ regarded as substances or things

separated from others, but simply as modes of things.

For by regarding them as in the substances of which

they are the modes, we distinguish them from these

substances, and take them for what in truth they are:

whereas, on the other hand, if we wdsh to consider them
apart from the substances in which they are, we should

by this itself regard them as self-subsisting thmgs, and

thus confound the ideas of mode and substance.

LXV. How we may likewise know their modes.

In the same way we will best apprehend the diverse

modes of thought, as intellection, imagination, recollection,

volition, etc., and also the diverse modes of extension,

or those that belong to extension, as all figures, the situa-

tion of parts and their motions, provided we consider them

simply as modes of the things in which they are; and

motion as far as it is concerned, provided we think merely

of locomotion, without seeking to know the force that
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produces it, and which nevertheless I will essay to explain

in its own place.

LXVI. How our sensations, affections, and appetites

may be clearly known, although we are frequently wrong

in our judgments regarding^ th^m.

There remain our sensations, affections, and appetites,

of which we may also have a clear knowledge, if we take

care to comprehend in the judgments we form of them
only that which is precisely contamed in our perception of

them, and of which we are immediately conscious. There

is, however, great difficulty in observing this, at least in

respect of sensations; because we have all, without excep-

tion, from our youth judged that all the things we per-

ceived by our senses had an existence beyond om* thought,

and that they were entirely similar to the sensations, that

is, perceptions, we had of them. Thus when, foi;; example,

we saw a certain colour, we thought we saw something

occupymg a place out of us, and which was entirely

similar to that idea of colour we were then conscious of;

and from the habit of judging in this way, we seemed to

see this so clearly and distinctly that we esteemed

it (z.<?., the externality of the colour) certain and in-

dubitable.

LXVII. That we are frequently deceived in our judg-

ments regarding pain itself.

The same prejudice has place in ail our other sensations,

even in those of titillation and pain. For though we are

not in the habit of believing that there exist out of us
objects that resemble titillation and pain, we do not never-

theless consider these sensations as in the mind alone, or

in our perception, but as in the hand, or foot, or some
other part of our body. There is no reason, however, to

constrain us to believe that the pain, for example, which
we feel, as it were, in the foot is something out of the mind
existing in the foot, or that the light which we see, as it

were, in the sun exists in the sun as it is in us. Both
these beliefs are prejudices of our early years, as v^ill

clearly appear in the sequel.

^
LXVIII. How in these things what we clearly conceive

is to be distinguished from Siat in which we may be
deceived.
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But that we may distinguish what is clear in our sensa-

tions from what is obscure, we ought most carefully to

observe that we possess a clear and distinct knowledge of

pain, colour, and other things of this sort, when we con-

sider them simply as sensations or thoughts; but that,

when they are judged to be certain things subsisting

beyond our mind, we are wholly unable to form any con-

ception of them. Indeed, when any one tells us that he

sees colour in a body or feels pain in one of his limbs, this

is exactly the same as if he said that he there saw or felt

something of the nature of which he was entirely ignorant,

or that he did notknow what he saw or felt. For although,

when less ^attentively examining his thoughts, a person

may easily persuade himself that he has some knowledge

of it, since he supposes that there is something resembling

that sensation of colour or of pain of which he is conscious

;

yet, if he reflects on what the sensation of colour or pain

represents to him as existing in a coloured body or in a
wounded member, he will find that of such he has abso-

lutely no knowledge.

^
LXIX. That magnitude, figure, etc., are known far

differently from colour, pain, etc.

What we have said above will be more manifest, espe-

cially if we consider ^hat size in the body perceived, figure,

motion (at least local, for philosophers by fancying other

kinds of motion have rendered its nature less intelligible

to themselves), the situation of parts, duration, number,
and those other properties which, as we have already said,

we clearly perceive in all bodies, are known by us in a
way altogether different from that in which we know what
colour is in the same body, or pain, smell, taste, or any
other of those properties which I have said above must be
referred to the senses. For although when we see a body
we are not less assured of its existence from its appearing
figured than from its appearing coloured,^ we yet know
with far greater clearness its property of figure than its

cokur.

LXX. That we may judge of sensible things in two
ways, by the one of which we avoid error, by the othS:
fall into it,

^ “ by the colour we perceive an occasion of it.”

—

French,
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It is thus manifest that to sa]j we perceive colours in

objects is in reality equivalent to saying we perceive some-

thing in objects and are yet ignorant of what it is, except

as that which determines in us a certain highly vivid and
clear sensation, which we c^ the sensation of colours.

There is, however, very great diversity in the manner of

judging; for so long as we simply judge that there is an
unknown something in objects (that is, in things such as

they are, from which the sensation reached us), so far are

we from falling into error that, on the contrary, we thus

rather provide against it, for we are less apt to judge

rashly of a thing which we observe we do not know. But
when we think we perceive colours in objects, although

we are in reality ignorant of what we then denominate
colour, and are unable to conceive any resemblance

between the colour we suppose to be in objects, and that

of which we are conscious in sensation, yet because we
do not observe this, or because there are in objects several

properties, as size, figure, number, etc., which, as we
clearly know, exist, or may exist in them as they are

perceived by our senses or conceived by our understand-
ing, we easily glide into the error of holding that what is

called colour in objects is something entirely resembling
the colour we perceive, and thereafter of supposing that
we have a clear perception of what is in no way perceived
by us.

LXXI. That the chief cause of our errors is to be found
in the prejudices of our childhood.

And here we may notice the first and chief cause of our
errors. In early life the mind was so closely bound to the
body that it attended to nothing beyond the thoughts by
which it perceived the objects that made impression on the
body: nor as yet did it refer these thoughts to anything
existing beyond itself, but simply felt pam when the body
was hurt, or pleasure when an3rthing beneficial to the body
occurred, or if the body was so slightly affected that it was
neither greatly benefited nor hurt, the mind experienced
the sensations we call tastes, smells, sounds, heat, cold,

light, colours, and the like, which in truth are representa-
tive of nothing existing out of our mind, and which vary
according to the diversities of the parts and modes in
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which the body is affected.^ The mind at the same time

also perceived magnitudes, fibres, motions, and the like,

-Which were not presented to it as sensations but as things

of the modes of things existing, or at least capable of

existing out of thought, altdiough it did not yet observe

this dSerence betweep these two kinds of perceptions.

And afterwards when the machine of the body, which has

been so fabricated by nature that it can of its own inherent

power move itself in various ways, by turning itself at

random on every side, followed after what was useful and

avoided what was detrimental; the mind, which was

closely connected with it, reflecting on the objects it

pursued or avoided, remarked, for the first time, that they

existed out of itself, and not only attributed to them
magnitudes, figures, motions, and the like, which it appre-

hended either as things or as the modes of things, but,

in addition, attributed to them tastes, odours, and the

other ideas of that sort, the sensations of which were

caused by itself; ^ and as it only considered other objects

in so far as they were useful to the body, in which it was
immersed, it judged that there was greater or less reality

ifi each object, accordmg as the impressions it caused on
the body were more or less powerful. Hence arose the

belief that there w^s more substance or body in rocks

and metals than in air or water, because the mind per-

ceived in them more hardness and weight. Moreover,
the air was thought to be merely nothing so long as we
experienced no agitation of it by the wind, or did not feel

It hot or cold. And because the stars gave hardly more
light than the slender flames of candles, we supposed that

each star was but of this size. Again, since the mind did

not observe that the earth moved on its axis, or that its

superficies was curved like that of a globe, it was on that

account more ready to judge the earth immovable and
its surface flat. And our mind has been imbued from our
infancy with a thousand other prejudices of the same sort,

wi^ch afterwards in our youth we forgot we had accepted
^ “ which vary according to the diversities of the movements

that pass from all jiarts of our body to the part of the brain to
which it (the mmd) is closely jomed and united.”—French ®

® “ which it perceived on occasion of them ” of external
objects).

—

French,
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wiihout sufficient examination, and admitted as possessed

of the highest truth and clearness, as if they had been

known by means of our senses, or implanted in us by
nature.

LXXII. That the second c^jse of our errors is that we
cannot forget these prejudices.

And although now in our mature years, when the mind,

being no longer wholly subject to the body, is not in the

habit of referring all things to it, but also seeks to discover

the truth of things considered in themselves, we observe

the falsehood of a great many of the judgments we had
before formed; yet we experience a difficulty in expung-

ing them from our memory, and, so long as they remain

there, they give rise to various errors. Thus, for example,

since from our earliest years we imagined the stars to be

of very small size, we find it highly difficult to rid our-

selves of this imagination, although assured by plain

astronomical reasons that they are of the greatest,—so

prevailing is the power of preconceived opinion.

LXXIII. The third cause is, that we become fatigued

by attending to those objects which are not present to the

senses; and that we are thus accustomed to judge of the^e

not from present perception but from preconceived

opinion

Besides, our mind cannot attend to any object without
at length experiencing some pain and fatigue; and of all

objects it has the greatest difficulty in attending to those

which are present neither to the senses nor to the imagina-
tion: whether for the reason that this is natural to it from
its union with the body, or because in our early years,

being occupied merely with perceptions and imaginations,

it has become more familiar with, and acquired greater

facility in thinking in those modes than in any other.

Hence it also happens that many are unable to conceive
any substance except what is imaginable and corporeal,

and even sensible. For they are ignorant of the circum-
stance that those objects alone are imaginable which
consist in extension, motion, and figure, while there are
many others besides these that are intelligible; and they
persuade themselves that nothing can subsist but body,
and, finally, that there is no body which is not sensible.
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‘And since in truth we perceive no object such as it is by
sense alone [but only by*our reason exercised upon sensible

objects], as will hereafter be clearly shown, it thus happens

that the majority during life perceive nothing unless in a

confused way.
LXXIV. The fourth* source of our errors is, that we

attach our thoughts to words which do not express them
with accuracy.

Finally, since for the use of speech we attach all our

conceptions to words by which to express them, and com-
mit to memory our thoughts in connection with these

terms, and as we afterwards find it more easy to recall the

words than the things signified by them, we can scarcely

conceive aiSything with such distinctness as to separate

entirely what we conceive from the words that were
selected to^ express it. On this account the majority

attend to words rather than to things; and thus very

frequently assent to terms without attaching to them an3^

meaning, either because they think they once understood

them, or imagine they received them from others by whom
they were correctly understood. This, however, is not the

pkce to treat of this matter in detail, seeing the nature

of the human body has not yet been expounded, nor the

existence even of body established; enough, nevertheless,

appears to have been said to enable one to distinguish

such of our conceptions as are clear and distinct from those

that are obscure and confused.

LXXV. Summary of what must be observed in order

to philosophise correctly.

Wherefore if we would philosophise in earnest, and give

ourselves to the search after all the truths we are capable of

knowing, we must, in the first place, lay aside our preju-

dices; in other words, we must take care scrupulously to
withhold our assent from the opinions we have formerly
admitted, until upon new examination we discover that

they are time. We must, in the next place, make an
ordejly review of the notions we have in our minds, and
hold as true all and only those which we will clearly and
distinctly apprehend. In this way we will observe, first

of all, that we exist in so far as it is our nature to think,

and at the same time that there is a God upon whom we
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depend; and after considering his attributes we will be

able to investigate the truth of aK other things, since God
IS the cause of them. Besides the notions we have of God
and of our mind, we will likewise find that we possess the

knowledge of many propositiSms which are eternally true,

as, for example, that nothing cannot be the cause of any-

thing, etc. We will farther discover in our minds the

knowledge of a corporeal or extended nature that may be

moved, divided, etc., and also of certain sensations that

afiect us, as of pain, colours, tastes, etc., although we do

not yet know the cause of our being so affected; and,

comparing what we have now learned, by examining

those things in their order, with our former confused

knowledge of them, we will acquire the habif of forming

clear and distinct conceptions of all the objects we are

capable of knowing. In these few precepts segm to me to

be comprised the most general and important principles

of human knowledge.

LXXVI. That we ought to prefer the Divine authority

to our perception: ^ but that, apart from things revealed,

we ought to assent to nothing that we do not clearly

apprehend.

Above all, we must impress on our memory the infal-

lible rule, that what God has reveled is incomparably

more certain than an3d:hing else; and that we ought to

submit our belief to the Divine authority rather than to

our own judgment, even although perhaps the light of

reason should, with the greatest clearness and evidence,

appear to suggest to us something contrary to what is

revealed. But in things regarding which there is no
revelation, it is by no means consistent with the character

of a philosopher to accept as true what he has not ascer-

tained to be such, and to trust more to the senses, in other

words, to the inconsiderate judgments of childhood than
to the dictates of mature reason.

* “ reasonings ”

—

French,
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OF THE FRINaPLES OF MATERIAL THINGS

I. The grounds on which the existence of material

things may be known with certainty.

Although we are all sufficiently persuaded of the exist-

ence of material things^ yet^ since this was before called

in questioii by us^ and since we reckoned the persuasion of

their existence as among the prejudices of our childhood;

it is now necessary for us to investigate the grounds on

which this truth may be known with certainty. In the

first place, then, it cannot be doubted that every percep-

tion we have comes to us from some object different from

our mmd
;

for it is not in our power to cause ourselves to

experience one perception rather than another, the per-

ception being entirely dependent on the object which

^ects our senses. It may, mdeed, be matter of inquiry

whether that object be God, or something different from

God; but because \9e perceive, or rather, stimulated by
sense, clearly and distinctly apprehend, certain matter

extended in length, breadth, and thickness, the various

parts of which have different figures and motions, and
give rise to the sensations we have of colours, smells,

pain, etc., God would, without question, deserve to be
regarded as a deceiver, if he directly and of himself pre-

sented to our mind the idea of this extended matter, or

merely caused it to be presented to us by some object

which possessed neither extension, figure, nor motion.

For we clearly conceive this matter as entirely distinct

from God, and from ourselves, or our mind; and appear

even clearly to discern that the idea of it is formed in us
on Occasion of objects existing out of our minds, to which
it is in every respect similar. But since God cannofc

deceive us, for this is repugnant to his nature, as has been
already remarked, we must unhesitatmgly conclude that

there exists a certein obiect extended in lentrth hrendth
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and thickness, and possessing alirthose properties which

we clearly apprehend to belong to what is extended.

And this extended substance is what we call body or

matter.

II. Howwe likewise know that the human body is closely

connected with the mind.

We ought also to conclude that a certain body is more

closely united to our mind than any other, because we
clearly observe that pain and other sensations affect us

without our foreseeing them; and these, the mind is

conscious, do not anse from itself alone, nor pertain to

it, in so far as it is a thing which tWnks, but only in

so far as it is umted to another thing ext#tnded and

movable, which is called the human body. But this is

not the place to treat in detail of this matter.

III. That the perceptions of the senses do n6t teach us

what is in reality in things, but what is beneficial or

hurtful to the composite whole of mind and body.

It will be sufficient to remark that the perceptions of

the senses are merely to be referred to this intimate union

of the human body and mind, and that they usually mal^sC

us aware of what, in extern^ objects, may be useful or

adverse to this union, but do not present to us these

objects as they are in themselves, uiSiess occasionally and
by accident. For, after this observation, we will without

difficulty lay aside the prejudices of the senses, and will

have recourse to our understanding alone on this question,

by reflecting carefully on the ideas implanted in it by
nature.

IV. That the nature of body consists not in weight,

hardness, colour, and the like, but in extension alone.

In this way we will discern that the nature of matter or

body, considered in general, does not consist in its being

hard, or ponderous, or coloured, or that which affects our
senses in any other way, but simply in its being a sub-

stance extended in length, breadth, and depth. For, with
respect to hardness, we know nothing of it by sense farther

#han that the parts of hard bodies resist the motion of our
hands on coming into contact with them; but if every
time our hands moved towards any part, all the bodies

in that nlace receded as auicklv as our hands aDoroached..
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we should never feel hardness; and yet we have no reason

to believe that bodies \^hich might thus recede would on

this account lose that which makes them bodies. The
nature of body does not, therefore, consist in hardness.

In the same way, it mayiJe shown that weight, colour,

and ail the other qualities of this sort, which are perceived

in corporeal matter, may be taken from it, itself mean-
while remaining entire: it thus follows that the nature of

body depends on none of these.

V. That the truth regarding the nature of body is

obscured by the opinions respecting rarefaction and a
vacuum with which we are pre-occupied.

There still remain two causes to prevent its being fully

admitted that the true nature of body consists in exten-

sion alone. The first is the prevalent opinion, that most
bodies admit of being so rarefied and condensed that,

when rarefied, they have greater extension than when
condensed; and some even have subtilised to such a
degree as to make a distinction between the substance of

body and its quantity, and between quantity itself and
extension. The second cause is this, that where we
cCnceive only extension in length, breadth, and depth,

we are not in the habit of saying that body is there, but
only space and further void space, which the generality

believe to be a mere negation.

VI. In what way rarefaction takes place.

But with regard to rarefaction and condensation^ who-
ever gives his attention to his own thoughts, and admits
nothing of which he is not clearly conscious, will not
suppose that there is an)d:hing in those processes further

than a change of figure in the body rarefied or condensed

:

so that, in other words, rare bodies are those between the

parts of which there are numerous distances filled with
other bodies

;
and dense bodies, on the other hand, those

whose parts approaching each other, either diminish these

distances or t^e them wholly away, in the latter of which
cas«ks the body is rendered absolutely dense. The body,
however, when condensed, has not, therefore, less exten-

sion than when the parts embrace a greater space, owin^
to their removal from each other, and their dispersion into

branches. For we ought not to attribute to it the exten-
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sion of the pores or distances which its parts do not occupy

when it is rarefied, but to the other bodies that fill these

interstices
;

just as when we see a sponge full of water or

any other liquid, we do not suppose that each part of the

sponge has on this account gS^ater extension than when
compressed and dry, but only that«its pores are wider, and

therefore that the body is diffused over a larger space.

VII. That rarefaction cannot be intelligibly explained

unless in the way here proposed.

And indeed I am unable to discover the force of the

reasons which have induced some to say that rarefaction

is the result of the augmentation of the quantity of body,

rather than to explain it on the principle exemplified in

the case of a sponge. For although when air dr water are

rarefied we do not see any of the pores that are rendered

large, or the new body that is added to occupyrthem, it is

yet less agreeable to reason to suppose something that is

unintelligible for the purpose of giving a verbal and merely

apparent explanation of the rarefaction of bodies, than

to conclude, because of their rarefaction, that there are

pores or distances between the parts which are increased

in size, and filled with some new body. Nor ought we fo

refrain from assenting to this explanation, because we
perceive this new body by none of oht senses, for there is

no reason which obliges us to believe that we should per-

ceive by our senses all the bodies in existence. And we
see that it is very easy to explain rarefaction in this manner,
but impossible in any other; for, in fine, there wo-uld be,

as appears to me, a manifest contradiction in supposing

that any body was increased by a quantity or extension

which It had not before, without the addition to it of a
new extended substance, in other words, of another body,
because it is impossible to conceive any addition of exten-

sion or quantity to a thing without supposing the addition

of a substance having quantity or extension, as will more
clearly appear from what follows.

VIII. That quantity and number differ only in thought
hatione) from that which has quantity and is numbered,
^ For quantity differs from extended substance, and
number from what is numbered, not in reality but merely
in our thought; so that, for example, we may consider the
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whole nature of a corporeal substance which is comprised

in a space of ten feet, although we do not attend to this

measure of ten feet, for the obvious reason that the thing

conceived is of the same nature in any part of that space

as in the whole; and, on^ other hand, we can conceive

the number ten, as also a continuous quantity of ten feet,

without thinking of this determinate substance, because

the concept of the number ten is manifestly the same
whether we consider a number of ten feet or ten of any-

thing else; and we can conceive a continuous quantity of

ten feet without thinking of this or that determinate

substance, although we cannot conceive it without some
extended substance of which it is the quantity. It is in

reality, however, impossible that any, even the least part,

of such quantity or extension, can be taken away, without

the retrenchment at the same time of as much of the

substance, nor, on the other hand, can we lessen the sub-

stance, without at the same time taking as much from the

quantity or extension.

IX. That corporeal substance, when distinguished from
its quantity, is confusedly conceived as something in-

corporeal.

Although perhaps some express themselves otherwise

on this matter, I nevertheless convinced that they

do not think diSerently from what I have now said: for

v/hen they distinguish (corporeal) substance from exten-

sion or quantity, they either mean nothing by the word
(corporeal) substance, or they form in their minds merely
a confused idea of incorporeal substance, which they
falsely attribute to corporeal, and leave to extension the

true idea of this corporeal substance; which extension

they call an accident, but with such impropriety as to

make it easy to discover that their words are not in

harmony with their thoughts.

X. What space or internal place is.

Space or internal place, and the corporeal substance

which is comprised in it, are not different in reality, but
merely in the mode in which they are wont to be conceived
by us. For, in truth, the same extension in lengtli?,

breadth, and depth, which constitutes space, constitutes

body; and the difference between them lies only in this.
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that in body we consider extension as particular^ and con-

ceive it to change with the body ;
whereas in space we

attribute to extension a generic unity, so that after takings

from a certain space the body which occupied it, we do

not suppose that we have at^e same time removed the

extension of the space, because it^appears to us that the

same extension remains there so long as it is of the same
magnitude and figure, and preserves the same situation

in respect to certain bodies around it, by means of which

we determine this space.

XI. How space is not in reality different from corporeal

substance.

And indeed it will be easy to discern that it is the same
extension which constitutes the nature of body'^s of space,

and that these two things are mutually diverse only as the

nature of the genus and species differs from ^hat of the

individual, provided we reflect on the idea we have of any
body, taking a stone for example, and reject all that is

not essential to the nature of body. In the first place,

then, hardness may be rejected, because if the stone were

liquefied or reduced to powder, it would no longer possess

hardness, and yet would not cease to be a body; coloisr

also may be thrown out of account, because we have'”ff^

quently seen stones so transparent ^ to have no colour;

again, we may reject because we have the case of

fire, which, though very light, is still a body; and, finally,

we may reject cold, h^t, and all the other qualities of

this sort, either Secause they are not considered as in the

stone, or because, with the change of these qualities, the

stone is not supposed to have lost the nature of body.
After this examination we will find that nothing remains
in the idea of body, except that it is something extended in

length, breadth, and depth; and this something is com-
prised in our idea of space, not only of that which is full

of body, but even of what is called void space.

XII. How space differs from body in our mode of con-

ceiving it.

There is, however, some difference between them in

the mode of conception; for if we remove a stone from
the space or place in which it was, we conceive that its

extension also is taken away, because we regard this as
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particular, and inseparable from the stone itself: but
meanwhile we suppose that the same extension of place

in which this stone was remains, although the place of the

stone be occupied by wood, water, air, or by any other

body, or be even suppose^acant, because we now con-

sider extension in general, and think that the same is

common to stones, wood, water, air, and other bodies,

and even to a vacuum itself, if there is any such thing,

provided it be of the same magnitude and figure as before,

and preserve the same situation among the external bodies

which determine this space.

XIII. What external place is.

^

The reason of which is, that the words place and space
signify noting really different from body which is said to

be in^ place, but merely designate its magnitude, figure,

and situation among other bodies. For it is necessary, in

order to determine this situation, to regard certain other
bodies which we consider as immovable; and, according
as we look to different bodies, we may see that the same
thing at the same time does and does not change place.

For example, when a vessel is being carried out to sea, a
j^rson sitting at the stem may be said to remain always
in one place, if we look to the parts of the vessel, since with
respect to these he preserves the same situation; and on
the other hand, if regard be had to the neighbouring
shores, the same person will seem to be perpetually chang-
ing place, seeing he is constantl}’’ receding from one shore
and approaching another. And besides, if we suppose
that the earth moves, and that it makes precisely as much
way from west to east as the vessel from east to west, we
will again say that the person at the stem does not change
his place, because this place will be determined by certain
immovable points which we imagine to be in the heavens.
But if at length we are persuaded that there are no points
really immovable in the universe, as will hereafter be
shown to be probable, we will thence conclude that nothing
ha^ a permanent place unless in so far as it is fixed by our
thought.

XIV. Wherein place and space differ.

^

The terms place and space, however, differ in significa-
tion, because place more expressly designates situation
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than magnitude or figure, while, on the other hand, we^

think of the latter when we speak of space. For we
frequently say that a thing succeeds to the place of another

although it be not exactly of the same magnitude or

figure; but we do not therefere admit that it occupies

the same space as the other; and when the situation is

changed we say that the place also is changed, although
there are the same magnitude and figure as before: so that

when we say that a thing is in a particular place, we mean
merely that it is situated in a determinate way in respect

of certain other objects; and when we add that it occupies

such a space or place we understand besides that it is of

such determinate magnitude and figure as exactly to fill

this space.

XV. How external place is rightly taken for the super-

ficies of the surrounding body.

And thus we never indeed distinguish space from ex-

tension in length, breadth, and depth; we sometimes,
however, consider place as in the thing placed, and at
other times as out of it. Internal place indeed differs

in no way from space; but external place may be taken
for the superficies that immediately surrounds the thii!g

placed. It ought to be remarked that by superficies we
do not here understand any part of lihe surrounding body,
but only the boundary between the surrounding and sur-

rounded bodies, which is nothing more than a mode ; or
at least that we speak of superficies "in general which is no
part of one body rather than another, but is always con-
sidered the same, provided it retain the same magnitude
and figure. For although the whole surroimding body
with its superficies were changed, it would not be supposed
that the body which was surrounded by it had therefore
changed its place, if it meanwhile preserved the same
situation with respect to the other bodies that are regarded
as immovable. Thus, if we suppose that a boat is carried
in one direction by the current of a stream, and impelled
by the wind in the opposite with an equal force, so {hat
its situation with respect to the banks is not changed, we
^ill readily admit that it remains in the same place,

although the whole superficies which surrounds it is

incessantly changing.
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XVI. That a vacuum or space in which there is abso-

lately no body is repugnant to reason.

With regard to a vacuum, in the philosophical sense of

the term, that is, a space in which there is no substance,

it is eviden^^at such doe^^ot exist, seeing the extension

of space or internal plac« is not different from that of body.

For since from this alone, that a body has extension in

length, breadth, and depth, we have reason to conclude

that it is a substance, it being absolutely contradictory

that nothing should possess extension, we ought to form

a similar inference regarding the space which is supposed

void, viz., that since there isjexten^on in it there _ is

necessarily aXscLSiibstance.

XVirnrSat a vacuum in the ordinary use of the term

does not exclude all body.

And, in truth, by the term vacuum in its common use,

we do not mean a place or space in which there is abso-

lutely nothing, but only a place in which there is none
of those things we presume ought to be there. Thus,

because a pitcher is made to hold water, it is said to be
empty when it is merely filled with air; or if there are no
fi?h in a fish-pond, we say there is nothing in it, although

it be full of water; thus a vessel is said to be empty, when,
in place of the merchandise which it was designed to

carry, it is loaded with sand only, to enable it to resist

the violence of the wind; and, finally, it is in the same
sense that we say space is void when it contains nothing

sensible, although it contain created and self-subsisting

matter; for we are not in the habit of considering the

bodies near us, unless in so far as they cause in our organs

of sense impressions strong enough to enable us to perceive

them. And if, in place of keeping in mind what ought
to be understood by these terms a vacuum and nothing,

we afterwards suppose that in the space we called a
vacuum, there is not only no sensible object, but no
object at all, we will fall into the same error as if, because

a pitcher in which there is nothing but air, is, in common
speech, said to be empty, we were therefore to judge that

the air contained in it is not a substance (res subststens)

XVIII. How the prejudice of an absolute vacuum is to

be corrected.
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We have almost all fallen into this error from the

earliest age, for, observing that there is no necessary-

connection between a vessel and the body it contains, w«
thought that God at least could take from a vessel the

body which occupied it, witfe«>ut it being necessary that

any other should be put in the place of the one removed.

But that we may be able now to correct this false opinion,

it is necessary to remark that there is in truth no con-

nection between the vessel and the particular body which

it contains, but that there is an absolutely necessary

connection between the concave figure of the vessel and

the extension considered generally which must be com-

prised in this cavity; so that it is not more contradictory

to conceive a mountain without a valley fiian such a

cavity without the extension it contains, or this extension

apart from an extended substance, for, as wev^have often

said, of nothing there can be no extension. And accord-

ingly, if it be asked what would happen were God to

remove from a vessel all the body contained in it, without

permitting another body to occupy its place, the answer

must be that the sides of the vessel would thus come into

proximity with each other. For two bodies must tou?:h

each other when there is nothing between them, and it

is manifestly contradictory for tw^^ bodies to be apart,

in other words, that there should be a distance between
them, and this distance yet be nothing; for all distance

is a mode of extension, and cannot therefore exist without

an extended substance.

XIX. That this confirms what was said of rarefaction.

After we have thus remarked that the nature of cor-

poreal substance consists only in its being an extended
thing, and that its extension is not different from that

which we attribute to space, however empty, it is easy to

discover the impossibility of any one of its parts in any
way whatsoever occupying more space at one time than
at another, and thus of being otherwise rarefied than in

the way explained above; and it is easy to perceivei^also

that there cannot be more matter or body in a vessel

^when it is filled with lead or gold, or any other body how-
ever heavy and hard, than when it but contains air and
is supposed to be empty: for the quantity of the parts
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of which a body is composed does not depend on their

weight or hardness, but*only on the extension, which is

always equal in the same vase.

XX. Tl^^frpm .this the non-existence of atoms may
likewise be demonstrated.

,

We likewise discover Ishat there cannot exist any atoms

or parts of matter that are of their own nature indivisible.

For however small we suppose these parts to be, yet

because they are necessarily extended, we are always able

in thought to divide any one of them into two or more
smaller parts, and may accordingly admit their divisi-

bility. For there is nothing we can divide in thought

which we do not thereby recognise to be divisible; and,,

therefore, vTere we to judge it indivisible our judgment

would not be in harmony with the knowledge we have of

the thing; .and although we should even suppose that

God had reduced any particle of matter to a smallness so

extreme that it did not admit of being further divided,,

it would nevertheless be improperly styled indivisible,

for though God had rendered the particle so small that it

was not in the power of any creature to divide it, he

cohld not however deprive himself of the ability to do so^

since it is absolutely impossible for him to lessen his own
omnipotence, as was before observed. Wherefore, abso-

lutely speaking, the smallest extended particle is always^

divisible, since it is such of its very nature.

XXI. It is thus also demonstrated that the extension

of the world is indefinite.

We further discover that this world or the whole*

{universiias) of corporeal substance, is extended without
limit, for wherever we fix a limit, we still not only imagine
beyond it spaces indefinitely extended, but perceive these*

to be truly imaginable, in other words, to be in reality such
as we imagine them; so that they contain in them cor-

poreal substance indefinitely extended, for, as has been
already shown at length, the idea of extension which we-

conceive in any space whatever is plainly identical with
the idea of corporeal substance.

XXII. It also follows that the matter of the heavens
and earth is the same, and that there cannot be a plurality

of worlds.
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And it may also be easily inferred from all this that the

earth and heavens are made of th% same matter; and that

even although there were an infinity of worlds^ they wouldr

all be composed of this matter; from which it follows that

a plurality of worlds is impossible, because we clearly

conceive that the matter whose nature consists only in its

being an extended substance, already wholly occupies all

the imaginable spaces where these other worlds could alone

be, and we cannot find in ourselves the idea of any other

matter.

XXIIL That all the variety of matter, or the div^sity

of i^ formSj depends on nStioifi

There is therefore but one kind of matter in the whole

universe, and this we know only by its being extended.

All the properties we distinctly perceive to belong to it

are reducible to its capacity of being divided^and moved
according to its parts; and accordingly it is capable of

all those affections which we perceive can arise from

the motion of its parts. For the partition of matter in

thought makes no change in it; but all variation of it,

or diversity of form, depends on motion. The philo-

sophers even seem universally to have observed this, for

they said that nature was lie principle of motion and

rest, and by nature they understood that by which all

corporeal things become such as they are found in

experience.

XXIV. What motion is, taking the term in its common
use.

' ‘

But motion (viz., local, for I can conceive no other kind

of motion, and therefore I do not think we ought to sup-

pose there is any other in nature), in the ordinary sense

of the term, is nothing more than the action hy which a

body passes from one place to another. And just as we
have remarked above that the same thing may be said

to change and not to change place at the same time, so

also we may say that the same thing is at the same time

moved and not moved. Thus, for example, a p^»rson

seated in a vessel which is setting sail, thinks he is in

’motion if he look to the shore that he has left, and con-

sider it as fixed; but not if he regard the ship itself,

amnuff the narts of which he preserves always the same
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situation. Moreover, because we are accustomed to

suppose that there is nd motion without action, and that

in rest there is the cessation of action, the person thus

seated is more properly said to be at rest than in motion,

seeing he is not conscious^! being in action.

XXV, What motioniis properly so called.

But if, instead of occupying ourselves with that which

has no foundation, unless in ordinary usage, we desire to

know what ought to be understood by motion according

to the truth of the thing, we may say, in order to give it a

determinate nature, that it is the transporting of one part

of matter or of one bodyfrom the vicinity of those bodies that

are in immediate contact with it, or which we regard as at

restf to the%tcinity of other bodies. By a body as a part of

matter, I understand all that which is transferred together,

although it be perhaps composed of several parts, which in

themselves have other motions; and I say that it is the

transporting and not the force or action which transports,

with the view of showing that motion is always in the

movable thing, not m that which moves; for it seems to

me that we are not accustomed to distinguish these two
things with sufficient accuracy. Farther, I understand

that it is a mode of the movable thing, and not a sub-

stance, just as figure 4S a property of the thing figured, and
repose of that which is at rest.



PART III

OF THE VISIBLE WORLD

I. That we cannot think too highly of the works of

God.

Having now ascertamed certain principles of material

things, which were sought, not by the prejudices of the

senses, but by the light of reason, and which thus possess

so great evidence that we cannot doubt of th^ir truth, it

remains for us to consider whether from these alone we
can deduce the explication of all the phenomena of nature.

We will commence with those phenomena that are of the

greatest generality, and upon which the others depend,

as, for example, with the general structure of this whole

visible world. But in order to our philosophising aright

regarding this, two things are first of all to be observed.

The first is, that we should ever bear in mind the infini^

of the power and goodness of God, that we may not fear

fallmg into error by imagining his works to be too great,

beautiful, and perfect, but that we Siay, on the contrary,

take care lest, by supposing limits to them of which we
have no certain knowledge, we appear to thmk less highly

than we ought of the power of God.

II. That we ought to beware lest, in our presumption,

we imagine that the ends which God proposed to himself

in the creation of the world are understood by us.

The second is, that we should beware of presuming too

highly of ourselves, as it seems we should do if we supposed
certain limits to the world, without being assured of their

existence either by natural reasons or by divine revelation,

as if the power of our thought extended beyond what God
has in reality made; but likewise still more if we per-

suaded ourselves that all things were created by God f^S: us

^nly, or if we merely supposed that we could comprehend
by the power of our intellect the ends which God proposed
to himself in creating the universe.
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III In what sense itjnay be said that all things were

created for the sake of man.
For although; as far as regards morals, it may be a pious

thought to believe that God^made all things for us, seeing

we may thus be incited ^o ^eater ^atitude and love

toward him; and although it is even in some sense true,

because there is no created thing of which we cannot make
some use, if it be only that of exercising our mind in con-

sidering it; and honouring God on account of it, it is yet

by no means probable that all things were created for us

in this way that God had no other end in their creation;

and this supposition would be plainly ridiculous and inept

in physical reasoning, for we do not doubt but that many
things exist; or formerly existed and have now ceased to

be, which were never seen or known by mtan, and were

never of use to him.



PART rc

OF THE EARTH

I. Of what is to be borrowed from disquisitions on

animals and man to advance the knowledge of material

objects.

I should add nothing farther to this the fourth part of

the Principles of Philosophy, did I purpose Carrying out

my original design of writing a fifth and sixth part, the

one treating of things possessed of life, thatj^is, animals

and plants, and the other of man. But because I have

not yet acquired sufficient knowledge of all the matters

of which I should desire to treat in these two last parts,

and do not know whether I ever shall have sufficient

leisure to finish them, I will here subjoin a few things

regarding the objects of our senses, that I may not, hi
the sake of the latter, delay too long the publication of

the former parts, or of what may be desiderated in them,

which I might have reserved for explanation in those

oAers: for I have hitherto described this earth, and
generally the whole visible world, as if it were merely a
machine in which there was nothing at all to consider

except the figures and motions of its parts, whereas our

senses present to us many other things, for example
colours, smells, sounds, and the like, of which, if I did not

speak at all, it would be thought I had omitted the explica-

tion of the majority of the objects that are in nature.

IL What perception (sensus) is, and how we perceive.

We must know, therefore, that although the human
soul is united to the whole body, it has, nevertheless, its

principal seat in the brain, where alone it not only under-
stands and imagines, but also perceives; and this by the

medium of the nerves, which are extended like threads

from the brain to all the other members, with which they
are so connected that we can hardly touch any one of
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them without moving^ the extremities of some of the

nerves spread over it; and this motion passes to the

other extremities of those nerves which are collected in

the brain round the seat gf the soul/ as I have already

explained with sufficient minuteness in the fourth chapter

of the Dioptrics. Btlt the movements which are thus

excited in the brain by the nerves, variously affect the

soul or mind, which is intimately conjomed with the brain,

according to the diversity of the motions themselves.

And the diverse affections of the mind or thoughts that

immediately arise from these motions, are called per-

ceptions of the senses {sensuum ferceptiones)^ or, as we
commonl)^ speak, sensations {sensus).

III. Of the distinction of the senses; and, first, of the

internal, that is, of the affections of the mind (passions)'

and the natural appetites.

The varieties of these sensations depend, firstly, on the

diversity of the nerves themselves, and, secondly, of the

movements that are made in each nerve. We have not,

however, as many different senses as there are nerves.

We can distinguish but seven principal classes of nerves,

of which two belong to the internal, and the other five to

the external senses. The nerves which extend to the

stomach, the oesophagus, the fauces, and the other

internal parts that are subservient to our natural wants,

constitute one of our internal senses. This is called the

natural appetite {appetitus naturalis). The other internal

sense, w’’hich embraces all the emotions {commotiones) of

the mind or passions, and affections, as joy, sadness, love,

hate, and the like, depends upon the nerves which extend
to the heart and the parts about the heart, and are ex-

ceedingly small; for, by way of example, when the blood

happens to be pure and well tempered, so that it dilates in

the heart more readily and strongly than usual, this so

enlarges and moves the small nerves scattered around the

orifices, that there is thence a corresponding movement
in ^he brain, which affects the mind with a certain natural

feeling of joy; and as often as these same nerves a^
moved in the same way, although this is by other causes,

they excite in our mind the same feeling (sensus
j
sentiment),

^ ** common sense.”

—

Fretich.
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'Thus, the imagination of the enjo^ent of a good does

not contain in itself the feeling oi joy, but it causes the

animal spirits to pass fromthe brain to the muscles in which

these nerves are inserted; and^thus dilating the orifices of

the heart, it also causes these small nerves to move in the

way appointed by nature to afford the sensation of joy.

Thus, when we receive news, the mind first of all judges

of it, and if the news be good, it rejoices with that intel-

lectual joy {gaudtum intellectuale) which is independent

of any emotion (commotio) of the body, and which the

Stoics did not deny to their wise man [although they

supposed him exempt from all passion]. But as soon as

this joy passes from the understanding to the irnagination,

the spirits flow from the brain to the muscle*s that are

about the heart, and there excite the motion of the small

nerves, by means of which another motion is caused in the

brain, which affects the mind with the sensation of animal

joy (laeitiia animalis). On the same principle, when the

blood is so thick that it flows but sparingly into the

ventricles of the heait, and is not there sufficiently dilated,

it excites in the same nerves a motion quite different from
the preceding, which, communicated to the brain, give?

to the mind the sensation of sadness, although the mind
itself is perhaps ignorant of the cause 'of its sadness. And
all the other causes which move these nerves in the same
way may also give to the mind the same sensation. But
the other movements of the same nerves produce other

effects, as the feelings of love, hate, fear, anger, etc., as far

as they are merely affections or passions of the mind; in

other words, as far as they are confused thoughts which
the mind has not from itself alone, but from its being
closely joined to the body, from which it receives impres-
sions; for there is the widest difference between these

passions and the distinct thoughts which we have of what
ought to be loved, or chosen, or shunned, etc. [although
these are often enough found together]. The natural
appetites, as hunger, thirst, and the others, are likewise

sensations excited in the mind by means of the nerves of

t!&e stomach, fauces, and other parts, and are entirely

different from the will which we have to eat, drink [and
to do all that which we think proper for the conservation
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of our body]; but, because this will or appetition almost

always accompanies fiiem, they are therefore named
appetites.

IV. Of the external senses; and first of touch.

We commonly reckon the external senses five in number,

because there are as many different kinds of objects which

move the nerves and their organs, and an equal number of

kinds of confused thoughts excited in the soul by these

motions. In the first place, the nerves terminating in

the skin of the whole body can be touched through this

medium by any terrene objects whatever, and moved by
these wholes, in one way by their hardness, in another by
their gravity, in a third by their heat, in a fourth by their

humidity, etc.—and in as many diverse modes as they

are either moved or hindered from their ordinary motion,

to that extent are diverse sensations excited in the mind,

from which a corresponding number of tactile qualities

derive their appellations. Besides this, when these nerves

are moved a little more powerfully than usual, but not

nevertheless to the degree by which our body is in any
way hurt, there thus arises a sensation of titillation, which
8 naturally agreeable to the mind, because it testifies to

it of the powers of the body with which it is joined [in

that the latter can stSSer the action causing this titillation,

without being hurt]. But if this action be strong enough
to hurt our body in any way, this gives to our mind
the sensation of pain. And we thus see why corporeal

pleasure and pain, although sensations of quite an opposite

character, arise nevertheless from causes nearly alike.

V. Of taste.

In the second place, the other nerves scattered over the

tongue and the parts in its vicmity are diversely moved by
the particles of the same bodies, separated from each other

and floating in the saliva in the mouth, and thus cause
sensations of diverse tastes according to the diversity of

figure in these particles.^

Vt. Of smeU.

Thirdly, two nerves also or appendages of the brain,

for they do not go beyond the limits of the skull, are

^ In the French this section begins, “ Taste, after touch the
grossest of the senses,” etc.
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moved by the particles of terrestrial bodies, separated and

flying in the air, not indeed by alt particles indifferently,

but by those only that are sufficiently subtle and pene-

trating to enter the pores of the bone we call the spongy,

when drawn into the nostrils, and thus to reach the nerves.

From the different motions of th^se particles arise the

sensations of the different smells.

VII. Of hearing.

Fourthly, there are two nerves within the ears, so

attached to three small bones that are mutually sustaining,

and the first of which rests on the small membrane that

covers the cavity we call the tympanum of the ear, that

all the diverse vibrations which the surrounding air com-
municates to this membrane, are transmitted tO the mind
by these nerves, and these vibrations give rise, according

to their diversity, to the sensations of the different sounds.

VIII. Of sight.

Finally, the extremities of the optic nerves, composing

the coat in the eyes called the retina, are not moved by
the air nor by any terrestrial object, but only by the

globules of the second element,^® whence we have the sense

of light and colours: as I have already at sufficient lengtte

explained in the Dioptrics and treatise of Meteors.^

IX. That the soul perceives onlyfin so far as it is in

the brain.

It is clearly established, however, that the soul does not

perceive in so far as it is in each member of the body, but
only in so far as it is in the brain, where the nerves by
their movements convey to it the diverse actions of the

external objects that touch the parts of the body in which
they are inserted. For, in the first place, there are various

maladies, which, though they affect the brain alone, yet

bring disorder upon, or deprive us altogether of the use

of, our senses, just as sleep, which affects the brain only,

and yet takes from us daily during a great part of our time
the faculty of perception, which afterwards in our waking
state is restored to us. The second proof is, that thojjigh

there be no disease in the brain [or in the members in

^hich the organs of the external senses are], it is never-

1 In the French this section begins, ** Finally, sight is the most
subtle of all the senses,” etc.
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^hel^s sufficient to take away sensation from the part of

the body where the nerves terminate, if only the movement
of one of the nerves that extend from the brain to these

members be obstructed in any part of the distance that is

between the two. And the last proof is, that we some-

times feel pain as if in^certain of our members, the cause

of which, however, is not in these members where it is felt,

but somewhere nearer the brain, through which the nerves

pass that give to the mind the sensation of it. I could

establish this fact by innumerable experiments; I will

here, however, merely refer to one of them. A girl suffer-

ing from a bad ulcer in the hand, had her eyes bandaged
whenever the surgeon came to visit her, not being able

to bear th« sight of the dressing of the sore; and, the

gangrene having spread, after the expiry of a few days the

arm was amputated from the elbow [without the girFs

knowledge]; linen cloths tied one above the other were

substituted in place of the part amputated, so that she

remained for some time without knowing that the opera-

tion had been performed, and meanwhile she complained

of feeling various pains, sometimes in one finger of the

kand that was cut off, and sometimes in another. The
only explanation of this is, that the nerves which before

stretched downwarcj^ from the brain to the hand, and
then terminated in the arm close to the elbow, were there

moved in the same way as they required to be moved
before in the hand for the purpose of impressing on the

mind residing in the brain the sensation of pain in this or

that finger. [And this clearly shows that the pain of the

hand is not felt by the mind in so far as it is in the hand,
but in so far as it is in the brain.]

X. That the nature of the mind is such that from the

motion alone of body the various sensations can be
excited in it.

In the next place, it can be proved that our mind is of

such a nature that the motions of the body alone are suffi-

cient to excite in it all sorts of thoughts, without it being

necessary that these should in any way resemble the

motions which give rise to them, and especially that thes#

motions can excite in it those confused thoughts called

sensations (se/isus, sensattones). For we see that words,
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whether uttered by the voice or merely written^ excite iif

our minds all kinds of thoughts -and emotions. On the

same paper, with the same pen and ink, by merely moving

the point of the pen over the paper in a particular way,

we can trace letters that wiE raise in the minds of our

readers the thoughts of combafs, ;|empests, or the furies,

and the passions of^ indignation and sorrow; in place of

which, if the pen be moved in another way hardly different

from the former, this slight change will cause thoughts

widely different from the above, such as those of repose,

peace, pleasantness, and the quite opposite passions of

love and joy. Some one will perhaps object that writing

and speech do not immediately excite in the mind any
passions, or imaginations of things different from the

letters and sounds, but afford simply the knowledge of

these, on occasion of which the mind, understj^nding the

signification of the words, afterwards excites in itself the

imaginations and passions that correspond to the words.

But what will be said of the sensations of pain and titilla-

tion? The motion merely of a sword cutting a part of

our skin causes pain [but does not on that account make
us aware of the motion or figure of the sword]. And it k
certain that this sensation of pain is not less different from
the motion that causes it, or from tfi^t of the part of our

body which the sword cuts, than are the sensations we
have of colour, sound, odour, or taste. On this ground
we may conclude that our mind is of such a nature that

the motions alone of certain bodies can also easily excite

in it all the other sensations, as the motion of a sword
excites in it the sensation of pain.

XI That by our senses we know nothing of external

objects beyond their figure [or situation], magnitude, and
motion.

Besides, we observe no such difference between the
nerves as to lead us to judge that one set of them convey
to the brain from the organs of the external senses any-
thing different from another, or that anything at^all

reaches the brain besides the local motion of the nerves
^emselves. And we see that local motion alone causes
in us not only the sensation of titillation and of pain, but
also of light and sounds. For if we receive a blow on
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'^the ^ye of sufficient force to cause the vibration of the

stroke to reach the retina, we see numerous sparks of fire,

which, nevertheless, are not out of our eye; and when
we stop our ear with our finger, we hear a humming sound,

the cause of which can o^/ proceed from the agitation of

the air that is shut up,within it. Finally, we frequently

observe that heat [hardness, weight], and the other sen-

sible qualities, as far as they are in objects, and also the

forms of those bodies that are purely material, as, for

example, the forms of fire, are produced in them by the

motion of certain other bodies, and that these in their

turn likewise produce other motions in other bodies.

And we can easily conceive how the motion of one body
may be caused by that of another, and diversified by the

size, figure, and situation of its parts, but we are wholly

unable to.conceive how these same things (viz, size,

figure, and motion) can produce something else of a

nature entirely difierent from themselves, as, for example,

those substantial forms and real qualities which many
philosophers suppose to be m bodies; nor likewise can

we conceive how these qualities or forms possess force to

oause motions in other bodies. But since we know, from
the nature of our soul, that the diverse motions of body
are sufficient to produce in it all the sensations which it

has, and since we learn from experience that several of

its sensations are in reality caused by such motions, while

we do not discover that anything besides these motions
ever passes from the organs of the external senses to the

brain, we have reason to conclude that we in no way
likewise apprehend that in external objects, which we
call light, colour, smell, taste, sound, heat or cold, and the

other tactile qualities, or that which we call their sub-

stantial forms, unless as the various dispositions of these

objects which have the power of moving our nerves in

various ways.^

XII. That there is no phenomenon of nature whose
expj^anation has been omitted in this treatise.

And thus it may be gathered, from an enumeration that

is easily made, that there is no phenomenon of natures

^ “ the diverse figures, situations, magnitudes, and motions of
their parts.”

—

French,
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whose explanation has been omitted in this treatise f for

beyond what is perceived by the senses, there is nothing

that can be considered a phenomenon of nature. But
leaving out of account motion, magnitude, figure [and the

situation of the parts of each body], which I have ex-

plained as they exist in body,"^?;^^ perceive nothing out

of us by our senses except light, colours, smells, tastes,

sounds, and the tactile qualities; and these I have recently

shown to be nothing more, at least so far as they are

known to us, than certain dispositions of the objects,

consisting in magnitude, figure, and motion.

XIII. That this treatise contains no principles which

are not universally received; and that this philosophy is

not new, but of all others the most ancient and^common.
But I am desirous also that it should be observed that,

though I have here endeavoured to give an explanation of

the whole nature of material things, I have nevertheless

made use of no principle which was not received and
approved by Aristotle, and by the other philosophers of

all ages; so that this philosophy, so far from being new^
is of all others the most ancient and common: for I have
in truth merely considered the figure, motion, and maguv
tude of bodies, and examined what must follow from their

mutual concourse on the principles ^f mechanics, which
are confirmed by certain and daily experience. But no
one ever doubted that bodies are moved, and that they

are of various sizes and figures, according to the diversity

of which their motions also vary, and that from mutual
collision those somewhat greater than others are divided

into many smaller, and thus change figure. We have
experience of the truth of this, not merely by a single

sense, but by several, as touch, sight, and hearing: we
also distinctly imagine and understand it. This cannot
be said of any of the other things that fall under our
senses, as colours, sounds, and the like; for each of these

aJBEects but one of our senses, and merely impresses upon
our imagination a confused image of itself, affordingj^our

understanding no distinct knowledge of what it is.

XIV. That sensible bodies are composed of insensible

particles.

But I allow many particles in each body that are per-
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"teiveS by none of our senses, and this will not perhaps be

approved of by those who t^e the senses for the measure

of the knowable. [We greatly wrong human reason,

however, as appears to me, if we suppose that it does

not go beyond the eye-sig];i^; for no one can doubt that

there are bodies so smajl as not to be perceptible by any
of our senses, provided he only consider what is each

moment added to those bodies that are being increased

little by little, and what is taken from those that are

diminished in the same way, A tree increases daily, and
it is impossible to conceive how it becomes greater than
it was before, unless we at the same time conceive that

some body is added to it. But who ever observed by
the senses those small bodies that are in one day added
to a tree while growing? Among the philosophers at

least, those^fvho hold that quantity is indefeitely divisible,

ought to admit that in the division the parts may become
so small as to be wholly imperceptible. And indeed it

ought not to be a matter of surprise that we are unable
to perceive very minute bodies; for the nerves that must
be moved by objects to cause perception are not them-
selves very minute, but are like small cords, being com-
posed of a quantity of smaller fibres, and thus the most
minute bodies are not capable of moving them. Nor do
I think that any one who makes use of his reason will

deny that we philosophise with much greater truth when
we judge of what takes place in those small bodies which
are imperceptible from their minuteness only, after the

analogy of what we see occurring in those we do perceive

[and in this way explain all that is in nature, as I have
essayed to do in this treatise], than when we give an
explanation of the same things by inventing I know not
what novelties, that have no relation to the things we
actually perceive [as first matter, substantial forms, and
all that grand array of qualities which many are in the

habit of supposing, each of which it is more difficult to

comprehend than all that is professed to be explained by
means of them].

XV. That the philosophy of Democritus is not less*"

different from ours than from the common.^
^ “ that of Aristotle or the others/'

—

French,
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But it may be said that Democritus also supposed

certain corpuscles that were of Vkrious figures, sizes, and

motions, from the heaping together and mutual concourse^

of which all sensible bodies arose; and, nevertheless, his

mode of philosophising is commonly rejected by all. To
this I reply that the philosophy of Democritus was never

rejected by any one, because lie allowed the existence of

bodies smaller than those we perceive, and attributed to

them diverse sizes, figures, and motions, for no one can

doubt that there are in reahty such, as we have already

shown; but it was rejected, in the first place, because he

supposed that these corpuscles were indivisible, on which

ground I also reject it; in the second place, because he

imagined there was a vacuum about them, wliich I show
to be impossible; thirdly, because he attributed gravity

to these bodies, of which I deny the existence in any
body, in so far as a body is considered by itself, because

it is a quality that depends on the relations of situation

and motion which several bodies bear to each other; and,

finally, because he has not explained in particular how
all things arose from the concourse of corpuscles alone,

or, if he gave this explanation with regard to a few Of

them, his whole reasoning was far from being coherent

[or such as would warrant us in ^extending the same
explanation to the whole of nature]. This, at least, is

the verdict we must give regarding his philosophy, if we
may judge of his opinions from what has been handed
down to us in writing. I leave it to others to determine

whether the philosophy I profess possesses a valid coher-

ency [and whether on its principles we can make the

requisite number of deductions; and, inasmuch as the

consideration of figure, magnitude, and motion has been
admitted by Aristotle and by ail the others, as w^ell as by
Democritus, and smce I reject all that the latter has

supposed, with this single exception, while I reject

generally all that has been supposed by the others, it is

plain that this mode of philosophising has no more a&nity
with that of Democritus than of any other particular sect].

XVI. How we may arrive at the knowledge of the

figures [magnitudes], and motions of the insensible

particles of bodies.
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But; since I assign determinate figures^ magnitudes, and
motions to the insensible particles of bodies, as if I had
«een them, whereas I admit that they do not fall under

the senses, some one will perl^^ps demand how I have come
by my knowledge of theijj# [To this I reply, that I first

considered in general al^ the clear and distinct notions of

material things that are to be found in our understanding,

and that, finding no others except those of figures, ma^i-
tudes, and motions, and of the rules according to which
these three things can be diversified by each other, which
rules are the principles of geometry and mechanics, I

judged that all the knowledge man can have of nature

must of necessity be drawn from this source; because all

the other notions we have of sensible things, as confused

and obscure, can be of no avail in affording us the know-
ledge of anything out of ourselves, but must serve rather

to impede it.] Thereupon, taking as my ground of

inference the simplest and best known of the principles

that have been implanted in our minds by nature, I con-

sidered the chief differences that could possibly subsist

between the magnitudes, and figures, and situations of

bddies insensible on account of their smallness alone, and
what sensible effects could be produced by their various

modes of coming inti? contact; and afterwards, when I

found like effects in the bodies that we perceive by our
senses, I judged that they could have been thus produced,

especially since no other mode of explaining them could

be devised. And in this matter the example of several

bodies made by art was of great service to me: for I recog-

nise no difference between these and natural bodies beyond
this, that the effects of machines depend for the most
part on the agency of certam instruments, which, as they
must bear some proportion to the hands of those who
make them, are always so large that their figures and
motions can be seen; in place of which, the effects of

natural bodies almost always depend upon certain organs

so mkiute as to escape our senses. And it is certain that

all the rules of mechanics belong also to physics, of which
it is a part or species [so that aU that is artificial is withal

natural] : for it is not less natural for a clock, made of the
requisite number of wheels, to mark the hours, than for a
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tree, which has sprung from this or that seed, to produce
the fruit peculiar to it. Accordingly, just as those who
are familiar with automata, when they are informed oj?

the use of a machine, and see-some of its parts, easily infer

from these the way in which others, that are not seen

by them, are made; so from considering the sensible

effects and parts of natural bodies, I have essayed to

determine the character of their causes and insensible

parts,

XVII. That, touching the things which our senses do
not perceive, it is sufficient to explain how they can be
[and that this is all that Aristotle has essayed].

But here some one will perhaps reply, th^ although I

have supposed causes which could produce all natural
objects, we ought not on this account to conclude that they
were produced by these causes; for, just as the same
artisan can make two clocks, which, though they both
equally well indicate the time, and are not different in

outward appearance, have nevertheless nothing resem-
bling in the composition of their wheels; so doubtless the
Supreme Maker of things has an infinity of diverse means
at his disposal, by each of which he could have made all

the things of this world to appear as we see them, without
it being possible for the human mind to know which of
all these means he chose to employ. I most freely concede
this; and I believe that I have done all that was required
if the causes I have assigned are such that their effects

accurately correspond to all the phenomena of nature,
without determining whether it is by these or by others
that they are actually produced. And it will be sufficient

for the use of life to know the causes thus imagined, for
medicine, mechanics, and in general ail the arts to which
the knowledge of physics is of service, have for their end
only those effects that are sensible, and that are accord-
ingly to be reckoned among the phenomena of nature,^

^ have for their end only to apply certain sensible boMies to
each other in such a way that, in the course of natural causes
certain sensible effects may be produced; and we wiU be able to
accomplish this quite as well by considering the senes of certain
causes thus imagined, although false, as if they were the true
since this series is supposed similar as far as regards sensible
effects.”--Ff««cA.
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And lest it should be supposed that Aristotle did, or pro-

fessed to do, an)d:hing more than this, it ought to be

remembered that he himself expressly says, at the com-

mencement of the seventh shapter of the first book of the

Meteorologies, that, w^regard to things which are not

manifest to the sens^ he thinks to adduce sufficient

reasons and demonstrations of them, if he only shows

that they may be such as he explains them.^

XVIII. That nevertheless there is a moral certainty

that all the things of this world are such as has been

here shown they may be.

But nevertheless, that I may not wrong the truth by
supposing it less certain than it is, I will here distinguish

two kinds of certitude. The first is called moral, that is,

a certainty suflacient for the conduct of life, though, if we
look to th^ absolute power of God, what is morally certain

may be false. [Thus, those who never visited Rome do
not doubt that it is a city of Italy, though it might be that

all from whom they got their information were deceived.]

Again, if any one, wishing to decipher a letter written in

Latin characters that are not placed in regular order,

Bethinks himself of reading a B wherever an A is found,

and a C wherever there is a B, and thus of substituting

in place of each letteT the one which follows it in the order

of the alphabet, and if by this means he finds that there

are certain Latin words composed of these, he will not

doubt that the true meaning of the writing is contained

in these words, although he may discover this only by
conjecture, and although it is possible that the writer of

it did not arrange the letters on this principle of alpha*

betical order, but on some other, and thus concealed

another meaning in it: for this is so improbable [especially

when the cipher contains a number of words] as to seem
incredible. But they who observe how many things

regarding the magnet, fire, and the fabric of the whole
world, are here deduced from a very small number of

principles, though they deemed that I had taken them

* ’Eret Trepl tQv dtpavSiy ry vfi,l^ofiev iKavwt dToSeoetx&cu
xard rdy \6yoy, idy els rd Svyardv dyaydycif/iey, ex rerQy vvy (paiyofi^-

vuy {nroXdpoi tls &y GSe irepl Todrav jj.d\i<r7a evpt.paiv€Lv. Merew/?.

a. r.

—

Tf,
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up at random and without grounds, will yet perhaps

acknowledge that it could hardly happen that so many
things should cohere if these principles were false.

XIX. That we possess even^more than a moral certainty

of it.

Besides, there are some, even among natural, things

which we judge to be absolutely certain. [Absolute

certainty arises when we judge that it is impossible a

thing can be otherwise than as we think it.] This cer-

tainty is founded on the metaphysical ground, that, as

God IS supremely good and the source of all truth, the

faculty of distinguishing truth from error which he gave

us, cannot be fallacious so long as we use it fright, and

distinctly perceive anything by it. Of this character are

the demonstrations of mathematics, the knowledge that

material things exist, and the clear reasonings that are

formed regarding them. The results I have given in this

treatise will perhaps be admitted to a place in the class of

truths that are absolutely certain, if it be considered that

they are deduced in a continuous series from the first and
most elementary principles of human knowledge; espe-

cially if it be sufficiently understood that we can perceive

no external objects unless some local motion be caused by
them in our nerves, and that suefi motion cannot be

caused by the fixed stars, owing to their great distance

from us, unless a motion be also produced in them and in

the whole heavens lying between them and us: for these

points bemg admitted, all the others, at least the more
general doctrines wiiich I have advanced regarding the

world or earth [e.g., the fluidity of the heavens], will

appear to be almost the only possible explanations of the

phenomena they present.

XX. That, however, I submit all my opinions to the

authority of the church.

Nevertheless, lest I should presume too far, I affirm

nothing, but submit all these my opinions to the authority

of the church and the judgment of the more sage; and I

/lesire no one to believe an3rthing I may have said, unless

he is constrained to admit it by the force and evidence of

reason.
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AP^NDIX
{From the Reply to the Second Objections— Latins 1670,

pp. 85-91. French^ Gamier, Tom. 11., pp. 74-84)

Reasons which establish the Existence of God,
AND THE Distinction between the Mind and
Body of Man, disposed in Geometrical Order

definitions

I. By the ttrm thought {cogitatio, pensee), I comprehend
all that is in us, so that we are immediately conscious of it*

Thus, all the operations of the will, intellect, imagination,

and senses, are thoughts. But I have used the word
immediately expressly to exclude whatever follows or

depends upon our thoughts: for example, voluntary

motion has, in truth, thought for its source (principle),

but yet it is not itself thought. [Thus walking is not

a thought, but the perception or knowledge we have of

our walking is.]

II. By the word idea I understand that form of any
thought, by the immediate perception of which I am
conscious of that same thought; so that I can express

nothing in words, when I understand what I sa}% without
making it certain, by this alone, that I possess the idea

of the thing that is signified by these words. And thus

I give the appellation idea not to the images alone that

are depicted in the phantasy; on the contrary, I do not
here apply this name to them, in so far as they are in the
corporeal phantasy, that is to say, in so far as they are

depicted in certain parts of the brain, but only in so far

as they inform the mind itself, when turned towards that
part of the brain.

III. By the objective reality of an idea I understand the
entity or being of the thing represented by the idea, in so

far as this entity is in the idea *
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it may be called either an objective perfection or objective

artifice, etc. {arttfiaum oh'jecttvum) For all that we
conceive to be in the objects of the ideas is objectively

[or by representation] in therideas themselves.

IV. The same things are sfe^ to be formally in the

objects of the ideas when they are in them such as we
conceive them; and they are said to be in the objects

eminently when they are not indeed such as we conceive

them, but are so great that they can supply this defect by
their excellence.

V. Everything in which there immediately resides, as

in a subject, or by which there exists any object we per-

ceive, that is, any property, or quality, or ^attribute of

which we have in us a real idea, is called substance. For

we have no other idea of substance, accurately taken,

except that it is a thing in which exists forrmlly or emi-

nently this property or quality which we perceive, or

which is objectively in some one of our ideas, since we
are taught by the natural light that nothing can have no
real attribute.

VI. The substance in which thought immediately

resides is here called mind {mens, espnt). 1 here speak,

however, of mens rather than of anima, for the latter is

equivocal, being frequently appliecTto denote a corporeal

object.

VII. The substance which is the immediate subject of

local extension, and of th'j accidents that presuppose this

extension, as figure, situation, local motion, etc., is called

body. But whether the substance which is called mind
be the same with that which is called body, or whether

they are two diverse substances, is a question to be here-

after considered.

VIII. The substance which we understand to be

supremely perfect, and in which we conceive nothing that

involves anydefect, or limitation of perfection, is odJl^dGod

IX. When we say that some attribute is contained in

the nature or concept of a thing, this is the same a2i>if we
said that the attribute is true of the thing, or that it may
be affirmed of the thing itself.

X. Two substances are said to be really distinct, when
each of them mav exist without the other.
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1

Postulates

I St. I request that my readers consider how feeble are

the reasons that have hithferto led them to repose faith

in their senses^ and hoj^^ncertain are all the judgments

which they aftenvards founded on them; and that they

will revolve this consideration in their mind so long and
so frequently^ that^ in fine^ they may acquire the habit

of no longer trusting so confidently in their senses; for I

hold that this is necessary to render one capable of appre-

hending metaphysical truths.

2nd. That they consider their own mind, and all those

of its attnjDutes of which they shall find they cannot

doubt, though they may have supposed that all they ever

received by the senses was entirely false, and that they

do not leave ofi considering it until they have acquired

the habit of conceiving it distinctly, and of believing that

it is more easy to know than any corporeal object.

3rd. That they diligently examine such propositions

as are self-evident, which they will find within themselves,

Sjf the following:—^That the same thing cannot at once

be and not be; that nothing cannot be the efficient cause

of anything, and tfie^like;—^and thus exercise that clear-

ness of understanding that has been given them by nature,

but which the perceptions of the senses are wont greatly

to disturb and obscure—exercise it, I say, pure and
delivered from the objects of sense; for in this way the

truth of the following axioms will appear very evident to

them.

4th. That they examine the ideas of those natures

which contain in them an assemblage of several attributes,

such as the nature of the triangle, that of the square, or

of some other figure; as also the nature of mind, the

nature of body, and above all that of God, or of a being

supremely perfect. And I request them to observe that

it may with truth be affirmed that all these things are in

objects, which we clearly conceive to be contained in them

:

for example, because that, in the nature of the rectilineal

triangle, this property is found contained—^viz., that its

three angles are equal to two right angles, and that in the
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comprised (for we do not conceive any extended thing so

small that we cannot divide it, at least in thought)—it is

true that the three angles of a rectilineal triangle are equal

to two right angles, and that all body is divisible.

5th. That they dwell much aiS#.long on the contempla-

tion of the supremely perfect Being, and, among other

things, consider that in the ideas of all other natures,

possible existence is indeed contained, but that in the

idea of God is contained not only possible but absolutely

necessary existence. For, from this alone, and without

any reasoning, they will discover that God exists: and

it will be no less evident in itself than that two is an equal

and three an unequal number, with other tn^ths of this

sort. For there are certain truths that are thus manifest

to some without proof, which are not comprehended by
others without a process of reasoning.

6th. That carefully considering all the examples of

clear and distinct perception, and all of obscure and con-

fused, of which I spoke in my Meditations, they accustom
themselves to distinguish things that are clearly known
from those that are obscure, for this is better learnt by
example than by rules; and I think that I have there

opened up, or at least in some degree, touched upon, all

examples of this kind.

7th. That readers adverting to the circumstance that

they never discovered any falsity in things which they

clearly conceived, and that, on the contrary, they never

found, unless by chance, any truth in things which they

conceived but obscurely, consider it to be wholly irrational,

if, on account only of certain prejudices of the senses, or

hypotheses which contain what is unknown, they call in

doubt what is clearly and distinctly conceived by the

pure understanding; for they will thus readily admit the

following axioms to be true and indubitable, though I

confess that several of them might have been much better

unfolded, and ought rather to have been proposed as

theorems than as axioms, if I had desired to be more e2act.

AXIOMS OR COMMON NOTIONS

I. Nothing exists of which it cannot be inquired what
is the cause of its existiner: for this can even be asked
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respecting God; not that there is need of any cause in

order to his existence/but because the very immensity
of his nature is the cause or reason why there is no need
of any cause of his existence.

II. The present tim^is not dependent on that which
immediately preceded tor this reason, there is not
need of a less cause for conserving a thing than for at
first producing it.

III. Any thing or any perfection of a thing actually

existent cannot have nothtng, or a thing non-existent,

for the cause of its existence.

IV. All the reality of perfection which is in a thing is

found formally or eminently in its first and total cause.

V. Whence it follows likewise, that the objective reality

of our ideas requires a cause in which this same reality

is contained, not simply objectively, but formally or
eminently. And it is to be observed that this axiom
must of necessity be admitted, as upon it alone depends
the knowledge of all things, whether sensible or insensible.

For whence do we know, for example, that the sky exists ?

Is it because we see it? But this vision does not affect

Ae mind unless in so far as it is an idea, and an idea
inhering in the mind itself, and not an image depicted on
the phantasy; an5,*by reason of this idea, we cannot
judge that the sky exists unless we suppose that every
idea must have a cause of its objective reality which is

really existent; and this cause we judge to be the sky
itself, and so in the other instances.

VI. There are diverse degrees of reality, that is, of
entity [or perfection]: for substance has more reality
than accident or mode, and infinite substance than finite;

it is for this reason also that there is more objective reality
in the idea of substance than in that of accident, and in
the idea of infinite than in the idea of finite substance.

VII. The will of a thinking being is carried voluntarily
and freely, for that is of the essence of will, but never-
theless infallibly, to the good that is clearly known to it;

and, therefore, if it discover any perfections which it does .

not possess, it will instantly confer them on itself if they
are in its power [for it will perceive that to possess them
is a greater good than to want them.l
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VIII. That which can accomplish the greater or more

difficult, can also accomplish the less or the more easy.

IX. It is a greater and more difficult thing to create or

conserve a substance than to ^reate or conserve its attri-

butes or properties; but this cj^ation of a thing is not

greater or more difficult than ifc. conservation, as has

been already said.

X. In the idea or concept of a thing existence is con-

tained, because we are unable to conceive anything unless

under the form of a thing which exists; but with this

difference that, in the concept of a limited thing, possible

or contingent existence is alone contained, and in the

concept of a being sovereignly perfect, perfect and

necessary existence is comprised.

PROPOSITION I

The existence of God is known from the consideration

of his nature alone.

DEMONSTRATION

To say that an attribute is contained in the nature dt

in the concept of a thing is the same as to say that this

attribute is true of this thing, and th^at it may be affirmed

to be in it. (Definition IX.)

But necessary existence is contained in the nature or

in the concept of God (by Axiom X ).

Hence it may with truth be said that necessary existence

is in God, or that God exists.

And this syllogism is the same as that of which I made
use in my reply to the sixth article of these objections;

and its conclusion may be known without proof by those

who are free from all prejudice, as has been said in Postu-

late V. But because it is not so easy to reach so great

perspicacity of mind, we shall essay to establish the same
thing by other modes.

PROPOSITION II

The existence of God is demonstrated, a fosteriori, from
this alone, that his idea is in us.
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DE»IONSTRATION

The objective reality of each of our ideas requires a

cause in which this same reality is contained, not simply

objectively, but formally^or eminently (by Axiom V.).

But we have in us Mie idea of God (by Definitions II.

and VIII.), and of this idea the objective reality is not

contained in us, either formally or eminently (by Axiom
VI.), nor can it be contained in any other except in God
himself (by Definition VIII.).

Therefore this idea of God which is in us demands God
for its cause, and consequently God exists (by Axiom III.).

PROPOSITION III

The existence of God is also demonstrated from this,

that we ourselves, who possess the idea of him, exist.

DEMONSTRATION

If I possessed the power of conserving myself, I should

likewise have the power of conferring, dforttori, on myself,

^11 the perfections that are awanting to me (by Axioms
VIII. and IX.), for these perfections are only attributes

of substance, wh«:e«,s I myself am a substance.

But I have not the power of conferring on myself these

perfections, for otherwise I should already possess them
(by Axiom VII.).

Hence, I have not the power of seH-conservation.

Further, I cannot exist without being conserved, so long

as I exist, either by myself, supposing I possess the power,

or by another who has this power (by Axioms I. and IL).

But I exist, and yet I have not the power of self-

conservation, as I have recently proved. Hence I am
conserved by another.

Further, that by which I am conserved has in itself

formally or eminently all that is in me (by Axiom IV.).

But I have in me the perception of many perfections

that are awanting to me, and that also of the idea of God
(by Definitions IL and VIII.). Hence the perception ^
these same perfections is in him by whom I am conserved.

Finally, that same being by whom I am conserved
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cannot have the perception of any perfections that are

awanting to him, that is to say, \fhich he has not in him-

self formally or eminently (by Axiom VII.); for having

the power of conserving me,^as has been recently said,

he should have, a JorttoHj the power of conferring these

perfections on himself, if they wex^ awanting to him (by

Axioms VIII. and IX,).

But he has the perception of all the perfections which

I discover to be wanting to me, and which I conceive can

be in God alone, as I recently proved:

Hence he has all these in himself, formally or eminently,

and thus he is God.

COROLLARY

God has created the sky and the earth and all that is

therein contained; and besides this he can make all the

things which we clearly conceive in the manner in which
we conceive them.

DEMONSTRATION

All these things clearly follow from the preceding^

proposition. For in it we have proved the existence of

God, from its being necessary that somS one should exist

in whom are contained formally or eminently all the per-

fections of which there is in us any idea.

But we have in us the idea of a power so great, that by
tjie being alone in whom it resides, the sky and the earth,

etc., must have been created, and also that by the same
being all the other things which we conceive as possible

can be produced.

Hence, in proving the existence of God, we have also

proved with it all these things.

PROPOSITION IV

The mind and body are really distinct,

DEMONSTRATION

All that we clearly conceive can be made by God in the
manner in which we conceive it (by foregoing Corollar^^^).
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B&t we clearly conceive mind; that iS; a substance

which thinkS; without iDody^ that is to say^ without an
extended substance (by Postulate II.); and, on the other

hand; we as clearly conceive body without mind (as every

one admits):

Hence; at least; by the omnipotence of God; the mind
can exist without the body; and the body without the

mind.

NoW; substances which can exist independently of each

other; are really distinct (by Definition X.).

But the mind and the body are substances (by Defi-

nitions V.; VI.; and VII.); which can exist independently

of each other; as I have recently proved:

Hence tSe mind and the body are really distinct.

And it must be observed that I have here made use of

the omnipatence of God in order to found my proof on it;

not that there is need of any extraordinary power in order

to separate the mind from the body but for this reason;

that; as I have treated of God only in the foregoing

propositions; I could not draw my proof from any other

source than from him: and it matters very little by what
power two things are separated in order to discover that

they are really distinct.





NOTES

I. TO PERCEIVE—^PERCEPTION—^p.

The term perception (perceptio) has a much wider signification in
the writings of Descartes and the Cartesians than in the literature

of the schools of philosophy in our times Perception is, at present,

used to denote the immediate knowledge we obtain through sense,

or even still further restricted to the apprehension of what have
been called the primary qualities of matter; with the Cartesians,
and the older philosophers generally, the word is employed in the
same sense m which we use consciousness

^

to denote an act of mind
by which we merely apprehend or take note of the object of thought
or consciousjgLess, considered as distinguished from any affirmation
or negation (judgment) regarding it Accordingly, in Cartesian
hterature perception is synon^ous with cognition, when, in the
narrower sense of the term, it is said to consist m the apprehension

of a thing, or in the immediate consciousness of that which is known,
as opposed to judgment and reasoning. It thus includes both
the representative mowledge of imagination (and with the Car-
tesians, of sense), and the mediate or representative knowledge
given in a notion or concept; for we cannot, either in imagination
or conception, represent without being conscious of the representa-
tion, i e , without perceiving or^ immediately apprehending it.

Percipefe in Cartesian literature is thus, with greater or less pro-
priety, considered as equivalent to cognoscere, intelhgere (in the
narrower sense of these terms), rem menti propositam conenpere,

intueri ; cogitaiione sibi representare ; rerum ideas intaen ; res per
ideas videre , rem per intellectus ideam intuen, cernere ; rei ideam
in intellectu habere Perceptio is properly synonymous with per-
ceptio simplex, apprehensio seu apprehensto simplex [q. prehensio
objecti ab intellectu) mtellectio suriplex, visio simplex, cogmtio, and
less properly with conceptus, notio, idea rev. In logical language,
the character of perception is expressed by saying that the act has
for its object a theina simplex, i,e

,

in the language of Descartes,
either substance or attribute, as opposed to the thema conjunctum
seu compositum, or notionum complexio per afirmationem et nega-
tionem. i e., enunciatio, or, in the language of Descartes, a truth.

—

Prin. of Phil, P. I., §48 Claubergius, Op. P. I., pp. 334, 503.
(Ed. 1691 ) Flenderus, Log. Cont. Claub. 111. §§ i, 5 (4th Ed.)
To illustrate more particularly the nature and sphere of percep-

tion, as the term is used m the Cartesian school, it is necessary to
attend to the division of the phaenomena of consciousness, adopted
by fcescartes, and current among his followers. Descartes divides
ail our thoughts {cogitationes)—^and with him thought is the general
name for each mode or phaenomenon of consciousness—^mto tw^
grand classes, viz., the Activities and Passivities of mind [actiones

et passiones sive affedus animee), the distmguishmg element of these

two classes being, that in the former case the mind of itself deter-
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mines its own modification; in the latter it is determined to it,

by some action, to wit, foreign froirc the will The first class

embraces all the acts of the will, or the volitions (voUttones stve

operaUones voluntaUs), masmuch as all such modifications of mmd
are considered by him as determipiable, and actually determined,
by the power of free choice or will, %.e., by the mmd itself; and
under volition {i e., to use the language of his followers, latio

quaedam ammt tendens ad ohpctum %n %dza proposttum) he compre-
hends judgment and will proper {velle et nolle), according as the
object is regarded under the notions of the true and the false, or
of the good and the had To the second class he refers all the
cognitive acts of the mind, considered merely as apprehensive of

their objects {percepUones stve operaUones mtellectus), masmuch
as our apprehensions are not made arbitrarily, or at the pleasure
of our will, but determined by their objects, and are thus, m a sense,

passions or passivities. In this way all the acts, whether of sense,

memory, imagination, or the pure intellect, are but different modes
of perceiving; for m each we only know as we are fonscious of,

or apprehend, the object of the act. Further, as each mental
modh&cation has a reality for us only m so far as we actually appre-
hend or are conscious of it, it is plam that, in every actual mode
of mind, there is mvolved a consciousness, or, in the Cartesian
language, a perception

;

and thus we are said to perceive not only
when m sense we apprehend by idea or representation extension

or figure—^the qualities of somewhat lying beyond ourselves, or the
representative object m imagination, but likewise when we are
conscious of the forth-putting of an act of will or of being affected

by joy or hope More particularly as, according to the Cartesian
doctrine, the consciousness of a modification of mind, a volition,

for example, is, though m thought {taiione) separable, not really

distinct from this modification itself, all modes of mmd whatsoever,
as participating of consciousness, are, in a se,use, perceptions ; for

this implies nothing more than that they^exist in consciousness
In this sense perception is not contrasted with, but comprehends
volition, though extending further. As some modifications of
mmd, however, though only manifesting themselves through
knowledge, are yet not apprehension simply or even knowledge,
but to use his own phrase, have other forms, as vohtion, we may
consider them m reference to these other characters; and as, on
the Cartesian doctrine, these characters are negative of each other,
we thus obtain classes not only m opposition, but in fundamental
contrast. These distinguishing characteristics are, as we have
seen, the qualities of activity and of passivity, which thus afford
two grand divisions of the mental modifications, called respectively
volitions and perceptions
That perception was only logically discrimnated fromi its object

on the doctrme of Descartes, will be manifest from what follows :

—

“ I observe (he says) that whatever is done, or recently happens,
is generally called by the philosophers passion, in respect of the
subject to which it happens, and action in respect of that which
causes it to take place, so that, although agent and patient “^are

often very diverse, action and passion nevertheless remain one and
t]^ same thing, having these two names by reason of the two different
subjects to which it can be referred**—De Pass., P. i

,
art. x,

“ Our perceptions are of two species: some have the mmd for
their cause, and others the body. Those that have the mmd for
their cause are the perceptions of our volitions and of all onr
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imagiliations that depend on it
, for it is certain that we cannot mil

anything without perceiving the same means that we mil it ; and,
although in respect of our mind it may be an action to will a thing,

we may say ^at it is also in it a passion to perceive that it wills,

nevertheless, because this perception and volition are only in reality

the same thing, the denominaticfn is always made from the more
noble, and thus we are not accustomed to call it a passion, but
simply an action.”—Il)id_| Art. 19 Con. on the note m general

Art. 17. Prin. of Phil
,
P 4., § 32 Med. Ill

, pp 97, 98 Ep.,

P. II., CXV
,
quoted below. Hamilton’s Reid. Note D, pp. 876,

877. Compare note 11 Idea
Under the head of perception it may be necessary to remark

farther that the term perception (perceptio) is not used in reference

to sense without the adjunct sensits or sensuum—the terms in this

relation being sensus, sensatio, idea, and the verb sentire not
percipere.

II. IDEA—p. 72

The meaning attached to the term idea m the writings of
Descartes is by no means uniform or constant The first grand
distinction uj the signification of the word arises from its applica-

tion by Descartes to denote mdifferently a material or a mental
modification; and this m relation to sense and imagmation. Con-
sidered with respect to these faculties, idea is sometimes applied
to designate the impression on the bram or matenal organism
generally, to which the idea proper or mental modification is

attached, and at other times to mark the mental modification
itself, regarded as the object of the faculty As instances of the
fe)rmer application of the word, we may adduce the following
passages —“ Ideam quam formant hi spiritus,”—^Tract de Homme,
§ 84 “ Glandula ideas objectorum, quae in aliorum sensuum
organa agunt, aeque*fa*ile reapere possit”—Ibid. §85. Ideas
quas sensus extemi in phantasiam mittunt.”—^Diopt. cap. iv § 6
To obviate the ambiguity incidental to this twofold and quite
opposite use of the term, De la Forge, an eminent Cartesian,
denominated the movement in the organism species, or corporeal

species, reservmg idea for the modification of the mmd alone—
Traite de I’Espnt de I’Homme, chap. x. p 99 Hamilton’s Reid,
p. 834.

Descartes himself, indeed, m the course of the controversies to
which his speculations gave nse, became aware of the necessity of
distmguishmg in expression the material from the mental idea;
and in order to this he seems occasionally disposed to refuse the
appellation idea to the material modification, while he more fre-

quently uses the term image (imago), than idea in this relation.

One of these passages I shall quote, not only m proof of this, but
also as estabhshing the fact of the reality and distinctness of the
material and mental modifications. “ I do not simply (he says)
call by the name idea the images that are depicted m the phantasy;
on the contrary, I do not call them by this name m so far as they
are m the corporeal phantasy; but I designate generally by the
term idea all that is in our mind when we conceive a thing in what&oer
manner we may conceive it.**—^Lett Ixxv , Gamier, tom. iv. p 319.^

It should be observed, however, that by idea in the sense of cor-

poreal species, Descartes did not mean a picture, likeness, or image
of the object existing m the brain, but simply a certam organic
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movement, or agitation of the nerves, determined by the object

and communicated to the brain, the s%at of the sensus commums
This purely material modification had, on the one hand, not neces-

sarily any resemblance to the object which was the cause of it, and
therefore was not representative oj it

,
nor, on the other, should it

be supposed that it in any way resembled, far less was identical

with, the (mental) idea connected with it, since notwithstanding
certain loose statements, there is suf&s&ent ground to hold that,

on the doctrine of Descartes, the ^rporeal impression was no
object of perception or consciousness at all. As these are points

of essential importance towards a right comprehension of the

philosophy of Descartes, I may be allowed to enter somewhat into

detail, and first of all, I shall refer to the passages in which he has
distinctly laid down the doctrines here attributed to him

“ That the ideas which the external senses send into the phantasy
are not images of the objects; or at least that there is no need of

their being hke them
** It must be observed, besides, that the mind dq^s not stand

in need of images sent from objects to thf^ brain in order to perceive

(as IS the generally received opinion of the philosophers), or at

least that the nature of these images is to be conceived far other-

wise than is commonly done. For, as philosopher# consider m
them nothing beyond their resemblance to the objects they repre-

sent, they are unable to show how these images can be formed by
the objects, and received into the organs of the external senses,

and finally transmitted by the nerves to the brain And they had
no ground to suppose there were such images, beyond observing
that our thought can be efficaciously excited by a picture to con-
ceive the object pictured; from which it appeared to them that the
mind must be, in the same way, excited to apprehend the object?
which affect the senses, by means of certain small images delineated
in our head Whereas we ought to consider^that there are many
things besides images that can excite our thoughts, as, for example,
words and signs which in no way resemble the things they signify.

And if, that we may depart as little as possible from the commonly
received opinions, we may be allowed to concede that the objects
we perceive are really depicted m the brain, we must at least remark
that no image is ever absolutely hke to the object it represents,
for m that case there would be no distinction between the object
^d its image; but that a partial likeness [rudem simthtudinem)
is sufficient, and that frequently even the perfection of images
consists in their not resembling the objects as far as they might
Thus, we see that engravings formed merely by the placmg of ink
here and there on paper, represent to us forests, cities, men, and
even battles and tempests; and yet of the innumerable quahties
of these objects which they exhibit to our thought, there is none
except the figure of which they really bear the likeness And it is

to be remarked that even this likeness is very imperfect, since on
a plane surface they represent to us bodies variously rising and
sinking; and even that accordmg to the rules of perspective, they
frequently represent circles better by ovals than by other ciitdes,

and squares by rhombi than by other squares, and so on in other
instances; so that in order to the absolute perfection of the image,
and the accurate delineation of the object, the former more fre-

quently requires to be unhke the latter ”—Diopt cap. iv. § 6, C. § 7.
Pnn. of Phil., P IV. §§ 197, 198.

** Whoever has well comprised (says Descartes in contravention
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of the doctrine of Regius, that all our common notions owe their

origin to observation and tradition)
y the extent and limits of our

senses, and what precisely by their means can reach our faculty

of thinking, must admit that no idea or objects are represented to

us by them such as weform them^y thought

,

so that there is nothing
in our ideas that is not natural to the mind or to the faculty of

thinking which it possesses, if we but except certain circumstances
that pertain only to experience, for example, it is experience alone

that leads us to judge that such and such ideas, which are now
present to the mind, are related to certain objects that are out of

us; not in truth that those things transmitted them into our mind by
the organs of the senses such as we perceive them ; but because they

transmitted something which gave occasion to our mind, by the natural
faculty it possesses, to form them at that time rather than at another
For, as our author himself avers m article 19, in accordance with
the doctrine of my Principles, nothing can come from external
ohj'ects to our mind by the medium of the senses, except certain

corporeal movements; but neither these movements themselves nor
the figures arising from them, are conceived by us such as they are in
the organs of sense, as I have amply explained in the Dioptrics,
whence it follows that even the ideas of motion and figures are
naturally in«us And much more the ideas of pain, colours, sounds,
and of other similar things, must be natural to us, to the end that

our mind, on occasion of certain corporeal movements, with which
they have no resemblance, may be able to represent them to itself.**

—

Remarks on the Programme of Regius, Ep P 1. xcix (Ed 1668),
or tom. IV. Lett, xxxviii of Garmer’s Ed

“ Fmally, I hold that all those (ideas) which involve no negation
or affirmation, are innate m us, for the organs of the senses convey
^nothing to us of the same character as the idea which is formed on
occasion of them, and thus the idea must have been previously
m us ”—Ep. P 11. Iv., or Gamier’s Ed tom. iv. Lett Ixix

“ Whence do we Kn8w that the sky exists? Is it because we
see it? But this vision does not affect the mind unless in so far

as it IS an idea, and an idea inhering in the mind itself, and not an
image depicted on the phantasy

**—App Ax 5, p 233.
“ I hold that there is no other difference between the mind and its

ideas than between a piece of wax and the diverse figures of which it

IS capable. And since the receiving diverse figures is not properly
an action in the wax, but a passion; so it seems to me to be also

a passion in the mind that it receives this or that idea, and I

consider that except its volitions it has no actions, but that its

ideas are mduced upon it, partly by objects affecting the senses,
partly by the impressions that are m the brain, and partly also by
the dispositions which have gone before in the mmd itself, and by
the movements of its will.”—Ep P i, cxv

“ The mind always receives these (its perceptions) from the things
represented by them ”—De Pass

,
part 1., art. 17.

Among Cartesians, compare De la Forge, De I’Espnt de I’Homme,
cap. X. Geuhnx, Dictata in Pnn Phil P. iv, § 189. Malebranche,
Reciierche de la Verity, Liv. 11 ,

De TImagination, chap v. § i
; also

Liv. 1 Des Sens, chap. x. § 5.

I am aware that some maintain that Descartes held the materia^
impression to be an object of consciousness, an opinion to which
both Reid and Stewart incline (see Reid’s Essays on the Intellectual

Powers; essay ii., chap, vin
;

Stewart’s Dissertation, Note N
p. 245 ; Elements, part 1 , chap. 1., note, p. 45, ed. 1850). That
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such IS not the doctrine of Descartes, is manifest from the passages

already cited. It may be necessary, however, in order to a fuller

consideration of the question, to refer to those doubtful statements

which at first sight appear to give some countenance to the sup-

position

I shall, first of all, quote and gi^e references to what seem the

strongest of the ambiguous passages ** I easily understand,” he
says, “ that if some body exists with wlj^ich my mind is so united

as to be able, as it were, to consider it when it chooses, it may thus

imagine corporeal objects, so that this mode of thinking differs

from pure intellection only in this respect, that the mind in con-

ceiving, turns in some way upon itself, and considers some one of

the ideas it possesses within itself, but, m imagining, it turns

toward the body, and contemplates in it some object conformed
to the idea which it either conceived of itself or apprehended by
sense.”—Med. vi., p, 128

“ The former, or corporeal species which must be in the brain in

order to imagination, are not thoughts; but the operation of the

mind imagming or turning towards these species^ is a •thought”

—

Ep p. ii. hv (De Pass p 1., art 35. Appendix, Def 11., p. 229)
These and similar passages might seem, at first sight, to counte-

nance the supposition that Descaites admitted a knowledge of the
corporeal species or organic impression. Such an interpretation

is, however, rash and untenable, w.ere there no other ground for

rejecting it, save the various contradictions of the principles of the

philosophy of which it is supposed to form a part, for these are so

many and so manifest, that we could hardly suppose such a thinker
as Descartes to have allowed them to escape his notice. Before
showing that the passages in themselves do not really warrant
the interpretation here referred to, I shall point out its general
inconsistency, not only with the main principle, but with certain

particular doctrines of Cartesianism, and these the most important
and distmctive. t ^

In the first place, then, had Descartes admitted a knowledge of

the matenal impression, either in sense or imagination, and, be it

observed, an immediate knowledge is the only supposable, he must
have allowed an immediate consciousness of matter, for the cor-

poreal species is a material object. But this would have been to
contradict the fundamental prmciple of his philosophy, according
to which, mind, on account of its absolute diversity from body, is

supposed to be able to hold no immediate converse with matter,
but only to be cognisant of it by means of its own modifications,
determmed hjqierphysically on occasion of certain affections of the
body with which it is conjoined. And thus, if the mind be immedi-
ately cogmsant of the corporeal species, what occupies the promment
and distinctive place in Cartesianism,—viz., the host of mental
ideas representative of the outward object, becomes forthwith the
superflmty and excrescence of the system; for if the mind can take
immediate cognisance of the corporeal species, i.e. of matter, why
postulate a mental representation in order to the perception of the
outward object? ^

But, in the second place, whether the material impression be an
gbject of consciousness or not, Descartes must still be held to allow
me existence of a mental modification or idea. The species, there-
fore, on the hypothesis that it is an object of consciousness is either
really identical with the mental idea, or it is di-fferent from it To
take the former supposition, or that of the identity of the material
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mental modifications, it will follow that mmd and matter are

no longer distinguishable, aie no longer diverse substances, seeing

their modifications coincide—a tenet no less at variance with the

'entire course of the speculations of Descartes, than is the doctrine

from which it flows with the numerous exphcit statements, in

which he declares the total diversity of the material and mental

ideas, as modifications of substances in themselves distinct. But
the organic impression, if nijt identical with, must be diverse from,

the mental idea. Now as, on the hypothesis 111 question, the

material idea is perceived, and as the mental is likewise an object

of perception, there must be m each of the faculties of sense and
imagination a two-fold object. For such a doctrine, there is not

the shadow of a ground in all the writings of Descartes.

But, in the third place, let it be supposed that Descartes did not

allow the existence of mental ideas at all, and therefore only a
smgle object m perception, and that the organic impression, even
with this gratuitous allowance a palpable contradiction m the

doctrine of the philosopher would arise The organic impression,

m order to cc^hstitute the representative idea of the object, must
represent the object, not suggest it or represent it materially

(matcnahter)

,

as a natural sign, for the object could not be simply
suggested to Ittie mind or thus represented, without appearing in

a mental modification or idea, which is contrary to the hypothesis
But an object that is material, aad at the same time representative,

must, if it represent by itself, represent intentionally [intentionahter)

;

m other words, it must resemble the object it represents, or be the
image or hkeness of it. It is the property of mmd alone to be
capable of representing something different from itself, or even
qmte opposed, m a modification not at all resembling the thing
r<i|)resented; as, for example, an extended object in an unextendod
modification But the resemblance of the material idea to the
outward object, is a doctrine explicitly denied by Descartes—
{Vide Remarks on Pr(5Sgr%mme of Regius, quoted above, Prin. of
Phil , P iv

, §§ 197, 198 )

But, finally, the whole hypothesis makes Descartes contradict not
only his own doctrine of representation, but destroy the general
conditions of any representative doctrine whatever: for, as the
only ground on which a doctrme of representation can be supposed
necessary, is that the mind is not immediately percipient of the
outward object, if Descartes at the same time holds that the repre-
sentation, itself material and an object external to the mind, be-
cause existing m the brain, is perceived, he must allow to the mind,
at first hand, that power on the denial of the existence of which the
assertion of the need of a representative object is founded
These considerations are, I think, sufficient to show, that it is at

least highly improbable, that Descartes meant in the passages
quoted to allow to the mind a consciousness of the organic impres-
sion in sense and imagmation To have done so, would have been
to fill his philosophy with anomalies and contradictions of the
most palpable kmd.

Bullet us attend shortly to the passages themselves, to discover
whether they render such an interpretation of them imperative
In the passages quoted, the mmd is said to turn itself towards the
species, and these again are said to inform {informare) the mmd.
With regard to the first phrase, conversion towards the species^ it

will be found, by a reference to the passages ui which it occurs, that
it is always used as descriptive of the acts of sense and imagination.
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when these are spoken of in contrast to the act of the pure inCellecC

or that faculty whose exercise is independent of all organic impres-

sion, and then the contrast indicated is in the ongin or source of

the ideas, or objects of these faculties, those of sense and imagmation

,

having their (remote) source in body,—those of intellect, their

(immediate) origin in the mind riself In this way, all that con-

version towards the species mdicates, is merely that the mind
does not receive certain ideas directly fiom itself, but is in some
way dependent for at least their actual presence on certain con-

ditions of the bodily organism And this, it is manifest, does not

necessarily imply the consciousness by the mind of the organic

impression
Again, the corporeal species may in its turn be said to inform the

mind [informare mentem), masmuch as it is to it the mental modifi-

cation or idea, viewed apart from its hyperphysical origin, is

immediately attached, and on occasion of which it is revemed to

consciousness, and this on the law of the union of mind and body,
as parts of the same whole. In the same sense. Deity is said to

mform the mind, in so constitutmg it as that m th<5^ course of the

development of its powers, the knowledge of himself should naturally

anse.
But, in the second place, the species may, in a lijieral sense, be

said to inform the mind, for the word, in its strict acceptation,

merely denotes the giving a particular form or shape to a thing;

and m the Cartesian phraseology, the spiritual notions or mental
ideas were but the different forms of the mind m which its acts were
clothed, hmited, and determined—Vide Appendix, Def u

, p. 229
De la jPorge, De I’Esprit, chap, x

, p. 13 1 and passim Claub.

Op. p. ii., p. 606.

The doctrme of Descartes on this point seems to be well put ky
Chauvin, when, after noticing the doctrines of certain of the Peripa-

tetics regarding species, he says —“ There are, however, among
more recent philosophers, not a few wh(f rCtain the nomenclature
of species impressa and expressa. But with them the species

tmpressa is nothing more than a certain motion impressed eithei

mediately or immediately, by external objects, on the parts of the
body, and thence by the nerves transmitted to the brain, or a certain

commotion of the fibres of the brain, proceeding from the agitation

of the animal spirits flowing in the brain; which, as they have no
resemblance to the objects of nature, are esteemed representamens
of these things, on no other account than because the mind on occasion

of them [1 e ,
the motions], makes the things present to itself, and

contemplates the same in its own ideas therefrom arising. . . .

But the species expressa is nothing more than that notion of the
mind which is expressed on the presence of the species impressa,
and by attention to and inspection {intuitione) of which the thing
Itself IS known.”—Lexicon Rationale, Species (1692). Con Pnn.
of Phil

,
part IV. §§ 189, 197, 198

But, lastly, the whole ambiguity is probably due to the extreme
timidity of the philosopher, and his anxious solicitude to bring the
results of his own independent reflection into an apparent harmony
with the opimons generally received in his time, which led him
frequently to clothe his really new doctrines in the current forms
of expression.
There is thus, not even on the special ground of the ambiguous

passages themselves, any reason to suppose that Descartes ever
departed from a doctrine essential to the consistency of his philo-
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s(5pliy, Viz

,
the noa-consciousness of the organic impression So

much for idea as a material ot organic modification.
We must now, however, consider idea m reference to mind, t.e., as^ object of consciousness In this relation the fundamental notion

to be attached to the term, as used by Descartes and the Cartesians,
is that of a representative thougnt, or an object of consciousness,

in and by the Imowledge of which we become aware of something
distinct from this object itself Idea, Descartes says, is to be taken
“ pro omni re cogitata quatenus habet tantum esse objectivum in

mtellectu.”—Diss de Meth P. iv. note. “ Idea est ipsa res cogitata
quatenus est objective in intellectu.** Again, idea is “ cogitatio

tanquam rei imago ”

—

Con. Med. 111. 97, and Works passim De
La Forge, De I’Espnt, chap. x. pp 128, 131

It IS necessary, however, with a view to an adequate under-
standing of the Cartesian philosophy, to distinguish the two aspects
under which the same idea was viewed by Descartes and his fol-

lowers The mental idea, while really one and indivisible, was
considered in two logically distinct relations, viz

,
both as an obj'ect

and as a medium of knowledge, that is, m reference to the mind
knowing and the object known. This distinction is made by
Descartes in several passages of the Meditations. Thus, If ideas
are taken in S(i far only as they are certain modes of consciousness,
I do not remark any difference or inequality among them, and all

seem in the same manner to proceed from myself; but considering
them as images, of which one represents one thing and another a
di-fferent, it is evident that a great diversity obtains among them ”

—Med 111 p 100. Preface of Med. p. 72.
This distinction of idea as act and as representative obj'ect,

pervades the whole body of Cartesian literature Thus, to take
antexample, “ Every concept or idea,” says Clauberg, “ has a two-

fold dependence: the one from the conceiving and thinking intellect,

m as far as it is an act
;
the other from the thing conceived or hke,

of which, to wit, It IS representation or image, or whence it is

struck out by imitation.”—Op. P. ii. p 607 (Ed 1691) Con. De
la Forge, De I’Espnt, chap x pp 128, 131. Flenderus, Logica
Contracta Claubergiana (4th ed ) § 5, p. 12.

Idea has thus with the Cartesians a twofold relation or dependence
{realitas, perfectio, esse, dependentia) In so far as it is an act or
mode of the mind [operatio mentis, intellectus), idea possesses a
formal and proper being {esse formate seu propnum)

;

in so far as

it IS the representation of the object thought {imago rei cogmtatee),

or m the place of that object {in vice illus), it has an objective or
vicarious bemg {esse objectivum sive vicarium) Again, idea, as

Standing in this double relation or dependence, is said to have
a twofold cause, viz

, an efficient and an exemplary In so far as

a mode of consciousness, the idea has its ef&cient cause in mtellect
or in the mind itself {uti operans suce operatioms causa)

, in so far

as representative, the object is the exemplary cause, standing in

relation to the idea as the archetype to the ectype, the prmcipal
to the vicarious.

It i^the discrimination of idea as a mental operation or repre-
sentative object, which affords the logical distinction of perception
and idea, to be met with on all handsm Cartesian literature. “ By
the term idea,'* says Descartes himself, ” I understand that form
of any thought by the immediate perception of which I am conscious
of that same thought.”—^Appendix, Def li. p. 229.

” I hs^ve said,” says Amauld, ” that I take perception and idea
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for the same thing. It should bo observed, however, thSt thfl

thing, although one, has two relation^ the one to the mind which
it modifies, the other to the thing perceived, in so far as it is objec-

tively m the mind, and that the word perception more distinctly!?

marks the former relation, and idea the latter. Thus, the peiccption

of a square marks more directlyIny mmd as perceiving a square,

and the idea of a square marks more directly the square in so far

as it IS objectively m my mind ’*—Des^Vraies et des Fausses Idees,

chap. V. Def 6 Con. De la Forge, De I’Esprit, chap x pp. 128,

140
It should be observed, however, with regard to this distinction

of idea and perception, that with Descartes perception is sometimes
used where, in accordance with the propriety of language, we should
have expected idea Thus he says, “ The mmd always receives

these (its perceptions) from the things represented by them.”
(De Pass

,
P. 1. art 17.) On the other hand, we find idea

where, in accordance wnth his general nomenclature, we should
have looked for perception. “ When I will and fear, because at

the same time I perceive that I will and fear, the volftion itself and
fear are reckoned by me among ideas ”—Ob. et Resp Tcrtiffi, Ob v.

p 98 (Ed 1670)
Looking to ideas as the immediate objects of knc*vlcdgp or per-

ception, and considering them in relation to the faculties of which
they are the objects, they may be classed as ideas of sense, of

imagination, and of the pure intellect, in the exercise of each of

which powers we are said to be apprehensive or percipient of ideas

But, as the objects of these powers, ideas differ both m their ongm,
and according to the character of the objects they represent In
the first relation, ideas arise either simply from the mind, as those
of the pure intellect, or from the mind on occasion of body, modified
by the corporeal species, as those of sense and imagination. Con-
sidered as to their origin, the ideas of sense and imagination thus
stand in contrast to those of the pure ItitlWect, for in sense and
imagination there is always a physical impression or corporeal
species as the cause or occasion of the mental idea, whereas the
intellect, as deriving its ideas from the mind itself, has no need of

a material organ or of corporeal species. The ideas of sense and
imagination, while they agree in being the result, though hyper-
physically determined, of a physical antecedent in the form of the
corporeal species, and thus m both depending on the bodily organ-
ism, nevertheless differ in this, that the species to which the idea
is attached is m the case of sense immediately dependent on the
presence and action of external objects, while m imagination it

depends only remotely on external objects, and proximately on the
will, the memory, and the action of the animal spirits

But the chief contrast of ideas arises from the character of the
objects they represent. In this relation, on the Cartesian doctrine,
ideas fall into two great classes The first comprehends aU ideas
of the individual and picturable, m other words, all the objects of
sense and imagination, the second contains all our notions of the
general, relative, or unpicturable—^m other words, the ideas of the
pure intellect {Con. Med vi pp 127-129; Prin. of PhiL P. i.

§ 73 Lett Ixxv., vol. IV p. 318 of Garnier’s ed
,
or vol. vi

,
L Ixii.

duod ed. De la Forge, De TEsprit, chap, xviii pp. 298-302 )

—

Under sense it should be observed that idea, in the writings of
Descartes as well as of others m the Cartesian school, denotes
indifferently the apprehension of the primary and the sensations
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of the secondary qualities oj matter. Thus, Descartes speaks of

the sensation or idea {sensus vel tdea) of colour and heat. Male-
tbranche hmited idea (tdee) to the apprehension of the primary,
reserving sentiment to designate the sensations of the secondary
qualities—As the secondary qualfties on their subjective side were
held by the Cartesians to be merely modifications of the percipient
subject, and not to exist in nature as in consciousness, idea as

applied to them (which was not generally the case out of the
writings of Descartes), was not representative. Vide Pnn of Phil.

P 1. §§ 69, yo, 71

III. OBJECTIVE REALITY—{teahtos objecHvo)—^p. 77

After what has been already said of the twofold relation of idea
in the philosophy of Descartes, it is unnecessary to add much by
way of explanation of the term objective reality. This, as we have
said, denotes iftiat aspect of a representative thought in which it is

considered in relation to the object represented; hence the object
is said to possess objective reality in so far as it exists by represen-
tation in thoq^ht {quatenus obpcitur mtellectwi). This use of the
term objective, it will be remarked, is precisely opposed to the more
modern (Kantian) acceptation Oi^the same word, and corresponds,
to a certain extent, with the counter-term subjective

;

for objective
reality [i e., the reality of representation) is in truth a subjective
reality.

It may be of importance to note the two relations from which the
representative reality of an idea is distinguished in Cartesian
ht^rature, with their appropriate designations. In the first place,

the representative perfection (bemg) of an idea, was distinguished
from the object of the idea in so far as it possessed an absolute

existence, or existence iiadependent of thought. In this relation

the object was said to possess reahtas actuahs,formalis, as opposed
to reahtas objectiva {Con. Med 111. pp. 100, loi; Med. vi. p, 133 )

The object as it exists m nature was by other philosophers, and
among these by some of the Cartesians, called ens principale^ reale^

fundamentale [quasi fundamentum %de(B).

In the second place, the representative being of an idea was
distinguished from its relation to the mind of which it is the act,

and in this aspect idea, so far as act, was said to possess esse reale,

materiale, formate [q forma qucedam mentis, and this in contrast with
objectivum), propnum

;

in relation to the object represented, it

was said to possess esse intentionale, formate (and this in contrast

with materiale), objectivum, vtcanum; these are the strictly con-

trasted appellations. The esse objectivum was also called represen-

tativum, cognitum, in mente, tanquam in imagine, per imitationem

Con Claub Op P ii pp 607-617. Hamilton’s Reid, pp 806, 807.

IV. rROM OR THROUGH THE SENSES—[vel d sensibus vd per
sensus)—p, 80

“ From the senses, that is, from sight, by which I first perceived

light, and then by its aid colours, figures, magnitudes, and all

similar things, through the senses, that is, through hearing, in

apprehending the words of men.”—Claubergius, in h. loc. Op.
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V. THOUGHT—[cogUatio, pen&ee ; ^ogitare, penser)—p. 82

Thought {cogitatio, pensSe), is, in the Cartesian phraseology^

applied to designate all that takes place within us, of which we are

immediately conscious, t e., all ^the modifications of the mind or

thinking principle Thought is thus but another term for conscious-

ness, and embraces all the acts of the wiU, the intellect, the imagina-

tion, and senses—Med. in p 9
^
7 ,

of Phil. P. 1. § 9 ;
Resp,

ad Sec Object. Def. 1. (Appendix, p. 229)
“ Thought,” says De la Forge, “I take for that perception, con-

sciousness, or internal knowledge which each of us feels immediately

by himself when he perceives what he does or what passes m
—De I’Espnt, chap. lii. p 14, chap vi p. 54. Arnauld, Des Vraies

et des Fausses Idees, chap, v., Def. i

“ Mens,” says Claubergius, “ si vult cogitat, si non vult cogitat,

si amat cogitat, si odit cogitat, si affirmat cogitat, si negat cogitat,

si dubitat cogitat, si demonstrat cogitat, somniando cogitat, vigi-

lando cogitat, sentiendo cogitat, imagmando cogifht, etc., atque

ita m qualibet ejus functione cogitatio mvolvitur.”—Op. P. 11.

p 600; P. i. p 188; Log P. i §103
Consciousness is thus, in the doctrine of the Cartesians, the general

condition of our mental modifications, and in no way really distinct

from the activities and passivities of which it is the condition.

Though, in a sense already explained (as opposed to vohhon),
perception is said to be contained under consciousness as its genus,

they are yet nearly convertible terms The difference between
the two forms of expression seems to be, that thought, while

embracing all the modifications of mind, whether volitions or per-

ceptions, is not distinguished from the former as a passivity, wlwle

perception is Thought, as thus denoting a mental modification
both in Its active and passive relation, marks the opposition and
contrast of the modification to its ne£’alf?ve, the extended, i e

,

matter, while viewed as a perception the phaenomenon is regarded
mainly in reference to its simple existence in consciousness, or as

an apprehended property of mind. It seems to be in accordance
with this view that the mind is uniformly spoken of as res cogitans

(not percipiens) when opposed to its negative, the unthinking and
extended

VI INNATE IDEAS—(idecB innotce)—p 98

By innate idea, Descartes meant merely a mental modification
which, existing in the mmd antecedently to all experience, possesses,
however, only a potential existence, until, on occasion of experience,
it is called forth into actual consciousness

It IS worthy of remark, in connection with the question of innate
ideas, that the chief ground on which Descartes holds that certain
of our judgments are prior to experience and native to the mind,
IS the impossibility of derivmg them as universal from individual
corporeal movements, which, if efficient, could give rise to modifi-
cations merely individual. ^

It will be seen, however, from the passages quoted below, and
from a comparison of them with the passage quoted at pp. 198, 199,
of these notes, that Descartes held a much wider doctrine of innate
ideas than the modem, and one the principle of which could not
fail sooner or later to result in the doctrine of Occasional Causes,
tg explain the connection between the corporeal antecedent, which
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had no causal power, and the rise of the mental modification into
actual consciousness.
The following is the article (xii ) in the Programme of Regius

which gave occasion to Descartes to make an explicit statement of
his doctrine of ^nnate ideas.

“ Mens,” says Regius, ” non indiget ideis, vel notiombus, vel
axiomatibus innatis sed sola ejus facultas cogitandi, ipsi, ad
actiones suas peragendas •sufficit.” On this Descartes remarks*
“ In this article he (Regius) appears to differ from me merely in
words, for when he says that the mind has no need of ideas, or
notions, or axioms that are innate [or naturally impressed upon it],

and meanwhile concedes to it a faculty of thinking (that is, a faculty
natural to it or innate), he af&rms my doctrine in effect, though
denying it m word For I have never either said or thought that
the mind has need of innate (natural) ideas, which are anything
different from its faculty of thinking; but when I remarked that
there were m me certain thoughts which did not proceed from
external objects, nor from the determination of my will, but from
the faculty of thinking alone which is in me, that I might distinguish
the notions or ideas, which are the forms of these thoughts, from
others adventitious or factitious, I called them innate in the same
sense in whiSh we say that generosity is innate m certain famihes,
in others certain diseases, as gout or gravel, not that, therefore, the
infants of those families labouf under those diseases in the womb
of the mother, but because they are bom with a certain disposition
or faculty of contracting them ”

Again, on art xni
,
he says

—
” What supposition is more absurd

than that ail the common notions which are in the mind arise from
^hese corporeal motions, and cannot exist without them^ I should
wish our author to show me what that corporeal movement is which
can form any common notion in our mind; for example,

—

that

the things which afe4hi^same with a third are the same with each

other

f

or the like. For dl those motions are particular

;

but these
notions are universal, and possess no affinity with motions, nor any
relation to them ”

He (Regius) proceeds, in article xiv
, to affirm that the very

idea of God which is in us arises not from our faculty of thinkmg,
in which it is innate, but from divme revelation, or tradition, or the
observation of things. We shall easily discover the error of this

assertion, if we consider that a thing can be said to be from another,
either because that other is its proximate and primary cause, or
because it is simply the remote and accidental, which, m truth,

gives occasion to the primary to produce its own effect at one time
rather than at another Thus, all workmen are the primary and
proximate causes of their own works; but they who commission
them, or offer payment for the execution of the works, are the
accidental and remote causes, because the works would not perhaps
have been done without the order It cannot be doubted but that
tradition or the observation of thmgs is the remote cause, inviting

us to attend to the idea of God which we possess, and to exhibit it

in ^esence to our thought. But that it is the proximate cause
{effectrix) of that idea can be alleged only by one who holds that
we can know nothing of God beyond the word God, or the corporeal
figure exhibited to us by painters in their representations of God.
Inasmuch as observation, if it be of sight, presents nothing of its

own proper power to the mind except pictures, and pictures whose
whol^ variety is determined solely by that of certain corporeal
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movements, as our author himself teaches; if it be of hearing,
observation presents nothing but wordS and sounds; if of the other
senses, it presents nothing that can be related to God. And, indeed,
it IS manifest to every one that sight properly and by itself presents
nothing except pictures, and hear^g nothing but words or sounds;
so that all which we think beyond these words or pictures, as the
significates of them, are represented to us by ideas coming from
no other source than our faculty of thnrking, and therefore natural
to It; that is, always existmg m us in power. For to be in any
faculty is not to be in act but m power only, because the very word
faculty designates nothing but power.”—Lett xxxviii

,
Gamier’s

ed tom. IV. Not. in Prog Latm (1670), p. 175.
“ On the celebrated question (says De la Forge) as to whether the

ideas of the mind are bom with it, or acquired, I reply that they are
both one and other. They are bom with it, not only because it has
never received them from the senses, but also because it is created
with the faculty of thinkmg and formmg them, which is the proxi-
mate and principal cause of them; m the same wajj that we say
gout or gravel is natural to certain families, when the members of
them brmg with them proximate dispositions to those maladies
But those ideas are acquired, and not natural, if by natural we
understand that they are in the substance of the soia as m a con-
servatory, in the manner in which pictures are disposed in a gallery,
that we may consider them as we jJlease, for there is none of them
in particular that needs to be actually present to our mind, which,
being a thinking substance, can have nothmg actually present to it

of which It has no knowledge It is for this reason they are con-
tained in the mind only in power^ and not in act ”—De I’Espnt,
chap X., pp. 143, 144 Con. Clauberg on Med 111

,
Op , P 1 , 391,^

VII. FORMALLY AND EMINENTLY (formahter, cimn&nter)—p 100

Besides the application of the word format already noticed, viz
(i), in opposition to objective, to denote the object as it exists m
nature; and {2) as a synonym for objective in contrast to material,
to denote the idea so far as it is a representation, there is still

another use of the term in the writings of Descartes and in the
Cartesian literature In this third application, formal is opposed
to eminent, and refers to the relation of cause and effect. The
contrast indicated by these terms m this relation is in regard to the
manner m which a cause is said to contain its effect. A cause, as
the sum of the perfection or reahty of its effect, may contain this
reahty m either of two ways, and must m one of them On the
one hand, if the perfection of the effect be contained in the causem the same mode m which it exists in the effect, or, if the cause be
only possessed, in this respect, of equal perfection with the effect
the reality of the effect is said to be in the cause formally {formahter,
q. d, secundum eandem formam et rationem). Thus, the print ot
the foot has formally the quantity and figure of the foot, and is thus
formally in its cause. In the same way, any absolute perfection is
formally m God. On the other hand, if the effect be contained
in the cause, not as it is in itself, or according to its intrinsic form,
^essence, or proper definition, but m a higher grade or mode of per-
fection {gradu, modo eminention), it is said to be in its cause emi-
nently. In this sense the Divine intellect contains the human,
since God knows, but without the imperfections incident to the
exercise of our faculties of cognition. A caiuse containing emniently
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th\is contains all the reaht^^ of the effect more perfectly than the
effect itself. This distinction, borrowed from the schoolmen, has
an important application, m the philosophy of Descartes, to the
question of the proof of the existence of God through his idea.

—

Con Med. 111., p. 41, etc Appendix Def. iv., p. 230, Ax iv., p. 233.
Spinoza, Prm. Phil Cart

,
P i

,
vol. 1., p 16 (Paulus

)
Clauberg.

Exercit vi., p. 613, §§ 5, 6 (Ed. i6gi) Flender. Log
, § 50.

Chauvm, Lex Rat
,

voc. Co'tvHnete De Vries (Anti-Cart
)

Exercit vi
, § 4, pp. 55, 56 (Ed 1695)

VIII. PURE INTELLECTION {intellectio pura)

—

^p. 178

Intelhgence, understanding [tntelleoius), is the general name in
Cartesian literature of the powers of cognition in contrast to those
of will; and in this sense the term comprehends all the acts,

whether of sense, memory, imagination, or of intellect proper.
But tiiielhgence has, besides its general, a special and restricted
signification and this especially when the qualifying epithet pure
is joined with it Pure intellection {intellectio purd) denotes not
knowledge in general, but the knowledge, whether individual or
general, of the mental phenomena, and generally of all those objects
we are capable of thinking in the narrower sense of the word, but
cannot imagine^ or hold up to our mind in an image or picture. In
a word, with the Cartesians th3 pure understandmg is the faculty
of the unpicturable, imagination of the picturable Whatever
knowledge, therefore, we may be able to reach of mind or of God,—of body in its general relations, or in such of its properties as
are either too great or too mmute for apprehension by sense,—of
Uiose judgments which are native to the mind—falls within the
province of the pure intellect

It should be observed that in this faculty, according to its appli
cation, there is knov^ec^e either without or with ideas—^in other
words, either an immediate or a mediate knowledge. It is by the
pure intellect alone that we take cogmsance of our own mind in
its phaenomena, and these we can immediately, or without idea,

apprehend. But of everything distinct from ourselves which we
know by the intellect, we can have but a mediate Imowledge, or a
knowledge by idea The distinction of the ideas of the imagination
and the intellect is nearly similar to the distinction of thoughts
into^hose of the individual and general, or of intuitions (in the
older sense of the term), and notions or concepts—Con Note li.,

Idea Med. iv., p. 112. Med. vi , pp 127-129. Pnn. of Phil

,

§ 73 Lett. Ixxv., Gamier, tom. iv
^ p 318 (or Ixii. of vol. vi. Ed

i2mo ). Ep P i
,
XXX. Reg ad Direct. Ing

,
R xii. De la Forge,

De I’Espnt, chap, xviii., pp 298-302. Hamilton’s Reid, p. 291,
note

IX MOTION—^p 2 II

The following section of the Principles is added to those given
in the text, from its bearing logically and historically on the doctrine
of Occasional Causes as arising out of Cartesiamsm.

—

“ Inat God is the primary cause of motion and that he always
preserves the same quantity of motion in the universe

“ After having thus adverted to the nature of motion, it is neces-^
saxy to consider its cause, and that the twofold* firstly, the universal
and primary, which is the general cause of all the motions in the
world; and secondly, the particular, by which it happens that each
of the parts of matter acquires the motion which it had not before.
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And with respect to the general cause*it seems manifest to me that

it is none other than God himself, who, in the beginning, created

matter along with motion and rest, and now by his ordinary con-

course alone preserves in the whole the same amount of motion and
rest that he then placed in it For although motion is nothing in

the matter moved but its mode, it has yet a ceitam and determinate

quantity, which we easily understand may remain always the same
in the whole universe, although it changes in each of the parts of it.

So that, in truth, we may hold, when a part of matter is moved with
double the quickness of another, and that other is twice the size

of the former, that there is just precisely as much motion, but no
more, in the less body as in the greater; and that in proportion

as the motion of any one part is reduced, so is that of some other

and equal portion accelerated. We also know that there is per-

fection m God, not only because he is in himself immutable, but
because he operates in the most constant and immutable manner
possible: so that with the exception of those mutations which
manifest experience, or divine revelation renders cert«un, and which
we perceive or believe are brought about without any change in

the Creator, we ought to suppose no other in his works, lest there

should thence arise ground for concluding inconstane^y m God him-
self Whence it follows as most consonant to reason, that merely
because God diversely moved thg parts of matter when he first

created them, and now preserves ^ that matter, manifestly m the

same mode and on the same principle on which he first created it,

he also always preserves the same quantity of motion in the matter
itself.’*—Part ii § 36

X SECOND ELEMENT—p 2X8

“ Thus we may reckon upon having already discovered two
diverse forms in matter, whi^ may be taken for the forms of the

first two elements of the visible world. ^ TRie first is that of the
scraping {raclure) which must have been separated from the other
parts of matter, when they were rounded, and is moved with so
much velocity that the force alone of its agitation is sufficient to

cause it, m its contact with other bodies, to be broken and divided
by them into an infinity of small particles that are of such a figure

as always exactly to fill all the holes and small interstices which
they find around these bodies The other is, that of all the rest

of the matter whose particles are spherical and very small in com-
parison of the bodies we see on the earth, but nevertheless possess
some determinate quantity, so that they can be divided into others
much smaller - and we will still find in addition a third form in some
parts of matter, to wit, in those which, on. account of their size

and figure, can not be so easily moved as the preceding; and I will

endeavour to show that all the bodies of the visible world are
composed of these three forms, which are found in matter, as of

three diverse elements, to wit, that the sun and the fixed stars

have the form of the first of these elements, the heavens that of the
second, and the earth with the plamets and comets that of the
third For since the sun and the fixed stars emit light, si&q the
heavens transmit it, and since the earth, the planets, and comets
reflect it, it appears to me I have ground for these three differences
[luminousness, transparency, and opacity or obscurity, which aie
the chief we can relate to the sense of sight], in order to distinguish
the three elements of the visible world ”—Prm of Phil p^art in.,
R en rn*t PTianvm T pt: Rflt Art Elementum ^
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156 Lockhart’s Life of Robert Burns. Intro, by E. Rhys
163 Do Quincey’s Reminiscences of the Lake Poets. Intro, by E

220-221 Evelyn’s Diary. 2 vols. Intro, by G. W. E. Russell [Rhys
266-268 Carlyle’s Letters and Speeches of Cromwell. 3 vols.

269 Lewes* Life of Goethe Intro, by Havelock Ellis

270 Voltaire’s Life of Charles XII. Intro, by Rt. Hon. J. Bums, M.P.
316 Benjamin Franklin’s Autobiography [Guizot
317 Memoirs of Col. Hutchinson. Intro. Monograph by F. P. G.
318 Mrs. Gaskell’s Life of Charlotte Bront5. Intro, by May Sinclair
331 Scott’s Lives of the Novelists. Intro, by Prof. Saintsbuiy
332 Sir Arthur Helps* Life of Columbus
341 Gleia’s Life of Wellington. By G. R. Gleig

342-343 The Letters of Charles Lamb. 2 vols. n

395 The Life of William Carey : Shoemaker and Missionary
396 The Bayard of India (Str J. Outram). By Cant. L. Trotter
401 Hodson, of Hodson’s Horse. By Capt. L. J. Trotter
402 John Woolman’s Journal and other Papers. Intro. Vida D.
452 The Life of Warren Hastmgs. By Capt. L. Trotter [Scudder
511 Autobiographyof Edward Gibbon. Intro OhphantSmeaton,M.A,
513 Irvmg’fl Life of Mahomet. Intro, by Professor E. V. Arnold
614 Smeaton’s A Life of Shakespeare, with Criticisms of the Plays
662 The Life of Mazzmi. By Bolton King, M.A.
663 The Memoirs of John Constable. By 0. R. Leslie, R.A.
564 Holmes* LifemfJMozart. Intro, by Ernest Newman
601 Life and Adventures of Audubon the Naturalist By R. Buchanan
602 The Life of Hector Berlioz Trans, by Katherme F. Boult
661 Life of Gladstone. By G. W. E. Russell (‘‘ Onlooker ”)

665 The Oxford Reformers. By Frederic Seebohm. With a
Preface by Hugh E. Seebohm

666 The Life of Lord Beaconsfield. By J. A. Froude
667 Pioneer Work for Women. By Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell. With

an Intro, by Mrs. Fawcett
668 Colley Cibber: An Apology for his Life
701 The Life of R. Browmng. By E. Dowden
722 The Life of the First Duke of Newcastle, and other writings.

By Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle
735-736 Memoirs of Cardmal de Retz. By Himself. A revised re- Issue of

the translation of 1723 by P. Davall. With an Introduction
br David Ogg.

CLASSICAL
9 Marcus Aurehus’ Meditations, Intro, hy W. H. D. Rouse

62 iEschylus* Lyrical Dramas. Translated by Prof. J. S. Blaokie
63 Eunpides* Plays m 2 vols. Vol. I. Intro, by Ernest Rhys
64 Plato’s Republic, Spens’ Translation. Intro, by Dr. Garnett
U4 Young’s Sophocles
lul Virgil’s JEneid. Translated by E. Fairfax Taylor
222 „ Eclogues and Georgies. Translated T. F. Royds, M.A
271 Euripides’ Plays. Vol. II. Trans, by Shelley, Dean Milma^, etc
344 An&tophanes—The Acharmans, The Knights, and The Birds.

Frere’s Translation. Intro, by John P. Maine
345 Cicero’s Essays and Select Letters. Intro. Note hy De Quiaoejl
404 Epictetus, Moral Discourses, etc. Elizabeth Carter’s Iransial
• tion. Edited by W. H D. Rouse, M.A.



CLASSICAL-^conttnued
4% 7 -409 Plutarch’s Lives of Noble Greeks and Romans. Dryden’? TraSs.

Revised, with Intro , by the lat^ Arthur Hugh Clough. 3 vols.

453 Homer’s Iliad. Lord Derby’s Translation

454 „ Odyssey. William Cowper's Trans. Intro. Miss P. M-
455 Thucydides’ Peloponnesian War. Crawley’s Trans. [Stawelf

456-457 Plato Intro, by A. D Lmdi^y
515 The Complete Poetical Works of Horace
516 The Comedies of Aristophanes
565 Plutarch’s Moralia. 20 Essays translated by Plulemon Holland
581 The Muses* Pageant. Vol. I. By^. M. L Hutchinson
603 Livy’s History of Rome. Vol. I. Trans, by Rev. Canon Roberts
605 Aristotle’s Politics. Intro, by A. D Lindsay
606 The Muses* Pageant. Vol. II.—The Myths of the Heroes. By

W. M. L. Hutchinson
669*670 Livy’s History of Rome. Vols. II. and III. Trans, by Canon

W. L. Roberts
671 The Muses* Pageant Vol. III.

672 Xenophon’s Cyropasdia. Trans revised by Miss P. M, Stawell
702 Caesar’s The Gallic War and Other Commentaries. Translated

by W. A. McDevitte

ESSAYS AND BELLES LETTRES
10 Bacon’s Essays. Intro by Ohphant Smeaton
11 Coleridge’s Biographia Literana. Intro, by Arthur Symons
12 Emerson’s Essays. First and Second Series

13 Fronde’s Short Stucbes Vol. I

14 Lamb’s Essays of Eha. Introduction by Augustine BirroU
65 HazUtt’s Shakespeare’s CharaiAers

*

66 Holmes’ Autocrat of the Breakfast Table
67 „ Professor at the Breakfast Table
68 „ Poet at the Breakfast Table
69 Lady Montagu’s Letters. Intro, by R. Bnniley Johnson
70 Walton’s Compleat Angler. Intro, by Andrew Lang

115 Matthew Arnold’s Essays. Intro, by G. K. Chesterton
116 Brown’s Rab and his Friends, etc.

117 Irvmg’s Sketch Book of Geoffrey Crayon
118 Reynolds’ Discourses. Intro, by L March PluUipps
162 Coleridge’s Essays and Lectures on SBalrespeare, etc.

164-167 The Spectator. 4 vois. Intro by G. Gregory Smith
168 Tytler’s Essay on the Pnnciples ot Translation
207 Rnskm’s Seven Lamps of Architecture. Intro Selwyn Image

208-212 „ Modem Pamters. 5 vols. Intro, by Lionel Gust
213-215 „ Stones of Vemce. 3 vols. Intro, by L March Phdlipps

216 „ Unto This Last, The Political Economy of Art
217 „ Elements of Drawmg and Perspective
218 ,, Pre-Raphaelitism. Lectures on Architectme and

Pamting, Academy Notes, 1865-1859, and Notes on the
Turner Gallery. Intro, by Laurence Bmyon

219 Rnskm’s Sesame and Lilies, The Two Paths, and The King of
the Golden River. Intro by Sir Oliver Lodge

223 De Qumcey’s Opium Eater. Intro, by Sir G. Douglas
224 MazzmTs Duties of Man, etc. Intro by Thos. Jones, M.A.

225-226 Macaulay’s Essays. 2 vols. Intro, by A. J. Grieve, M.A.
227 Elyot’s Gouemour Intro, and Glossary by Prof Foster Watson
228 Ulrio the Farm Servant Edited with Notes by John Ruskm
278 Carlyle’s Sartor Resartua and Heroes and Hero Worship
279 Emerson’s Representative Men. Intro, by Ernest Rhys
280 MaohiaveUi’sPrmce. Special Trans, and Intro by W. K. Marriott
281 Thorean’s Walden. Intro, by Walter Raymond
282 Ruslan’s Ethics of the Dust. Intro, by Grace Rhys
321 Hazhtt’s Table Talk

f322 Emerson’s Nature, Conduct of Life, Essays from the “ Dial ”

323 Ruskm’s Crown of Wild Olive and Cestiis of Aglaia
346 Craik’s Manual of English Literature
347 Swift’s Tale of a Tub, The Battle of the Books, etc.
348 Gilfillan’s Literary Portraits. Intro, by Sir W. Robertson NicoU
411 Hazhtt’s Lectures on the English Comic Writers

^

439 Macaulay’s Miscellaneous Essays and The Lavs of Ancient Rome



ESSAyS AND BELLES UETT'R'ES—conUnued
440-442 Florio’s Montaijme Intro, by A. U Waller, M.A. 3 vols.

450 Ruskin’s Time a,nd I'lde with other Essays
468 Matthew Arnold’s Study of Celtic Literature, and other Critical

Essays, with Supplement by Lord Strangford, etc.

459 Hazlitt’s Spirit of the Age and Lectures on English Poets
460 Burke’s Reflections on Itie French Revolution and contingent

Essays. Intro, by A J. Grieve, M.A.
461 Utopia and the Dialogue of Comfort against Tribulation By

Sir Thomas Morc^ Intro, by Judge O’lJagan
493 Theology m the English Poets Stopford A. Brooke, M
504 Herbert Spenoer’a Essays on Education. Intro, by E. W. Elliot
617 Isaac Taylor’s Words and Places, or Etymological Illustrations

of History, Ethnology, and Geography. Intro. Edward Thomas
518 Rousseau’s Emile Translated by Barbara Foxley
619 Hamilton’s The Federalist : a Commentary on the Constitution

of the United States
520-521 Bagehot’s Literary Studies. 2 vols Intro, by George Sampson

566 The Invisible Plavmate. W. V., Her Book, and In Memory of
W. V. By WiUiam Canton

567 Emerson’s Society and Sohtude and other Essays
568 Drydftu’s Dramatic Essays. With an Intro, by W. H. Hudson
607 Among My Books By James Russell Lowell
608 Past and Present By Thomas Carlyle. Intro, by R W. Emerson
609 The English Mail Coach and Other Writings. By Thos. de

Quiucey. Intro, by S. Hill Burton
610 The English Humourists and the Four Georges. By W. M.

Thackeray. Intro, by Walter Jerrold
653 A Century of Essays : An Anthology of Enghsh Essayists

'

673 Essays in the Study of Folk-Songs. Bv the Countess
Martinengo-Cesarosco

674 The Letters from Dorothy Osborne to Sir William Temple
Edited and connotated (with a new historical Introduction)
by Judge Parry

* 675 Anthology of Prose. Compiled and Ed. by Miss S L. Edwards
703-704 Carlyle’s Essays. 2 vols With Koto by J. Russell Lowell

705 Froude’s Short Studies Vol. 11.

723 Newman’s Ok the Scope and Nature of University Education,
and a paper •on Christianity and Scientific Investigation
Intro by Wilfrid Ward

724 Penn’s The Peace of Europe, Some Frmts of Solitude, and
other writmgs

HISTORY
31*32 Carlyle’s French Revolution. Intro, by H. Belloc. 2 vols.

33 Finlay’s Byzantine Empire
34-36 Macaulay’s History of England. 3 vols.

85 Burnet’s History of His Own Times
86-88 Motley’s Dutch Republic. 3 vols.

89 Stanley’s Memonats of Canterbury
185 Finlay’s Greece under the Romans

186-197 Grote’s History of Greece. 12 vols. Intro, by A D. Lindsay
198-199 Thierry’s Norman Conquest. 2 vols. Intro, by J . A. Price, B.A.

250 Sismondi’s Italian Republics
251 Stanley’s Lectures on the Eastern Church Intro. A. J. Gneve,
273 Tacitus. Vol I. Annals. Intro, by E. H. Blakeney [M.A.
274 „ Vol. II. Agncola & Germania. Intro. E. H. Blakeney
300 Creasy’s Decisive Battles of the World. Intro, by E. Rhys
301 Prescott’s Conquest of Peru. Intro, by Thomas Seccombe, M.A.

302-303 Parkman’s Conspiracy of Pontiac. 2 vols,

336 Chromcles of the Crusades (De Joinville’s). Trans, with Intro,

by Sir F. Marzials, C.B.
372-374 Fronde’s Henry VIII. Intro, by Llewellyn Williams, M P. 3yola.

375 „ Edward VI. Intro. Llewellyn Williams, M P., B.C/L.
376 Machiavelh’s History of Florence

377-378 Milman’s History of the Jews. 2 vols.

397 -398 Prescott’s Conquest of Mexico. With Intro, by Thomas Seccomba
432»Liitzow’s History of Bohemia ^ [2 vols.

433 Merivale’s History of Rome. (An Introductory vol. to Gibbon.)
TTiJUforl inr^fh Trifrin "Mn+Afl 'htr mi-nhsinf Cjmpatnn M* A.



UlS'TOR'^'-’Continued
464436, 474476 Gibbon^s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empiref 6 v^ls

Edited with Intro and Notes Ij-y Oliphant Smeaton, M A.
477 Fronde’s Mary Tudor. With Intro. Llewellyn Williams, M.P

,

478 Washington Irving’s Conquest of Granada. [B.C L*
479 Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, etc ftitro by Vida D. Scudder
480 The Pilgrim Fathers Intro rby John Masefield

542-545 Mommsen’s The History of Rome. Translated by W. P. Dick-
son, LL.D 4 vols. With a review of the work by E A. Freeman

583-587 Fronde’s History of Queen Elizabeth’s Reign. 5 vols. Com-
pleting Fronde’s “ History of Emgland,” m 10 vols.

621-623 Constitutional History of England. 3 vols. By Henry Hallam
624 The Anglo-Saxon Chromcle. Trans, by James Ingram
712 Josephus’ Wars of the Jews. Intro, by Dr. Jacob Hart
713 The French Revolution By F A. M. Mignet.

727-728 Green’s Short History of the English PeopJe Edited and Revised
by L Cecil Jane, with an Appendix by R. P. Farley, B A.

734 Ancient Law. By Sir Henrv Marne With a lengthy Introduc-
tion by Professor Morgan of London Umversity.

737-738 A History of I’rancc. By Jean Victor Duruy. Translated by
L. Cecil Jane and Lucy Menzies. Introduction by Richard
Wilson, D.Litt. ^

PHILOSOPHY AND THEOLOGY
37-39 F. W. Robertson’s Sermons on Religion and Life, Christian

Dootrme, and Bible "Subjects. Each Volupio with Intro,
by Canon Burnett

40 Latimer’s Sermons. Intro, by Canon Beeching
90 Bntler s Analogy of Rehgion. ^ntro. by Rev. Ronald Fayne
91 Law’s Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life

92 Browne’s Religio Medici, etc. Intro, by Prof. C. H. Herford
93 The New Testament. Arranged in the order m which the books

came to the Christians of the First Century. By Principal
146-147 Maurice’s Kmgdom of Chnst. 2 vols. [Lindsay

200 S. Augustine’s Confessions. Dr Pusey’s Translation and Inteo.
201-202 Hooker’s Ecclesiastical Pohty. 2 vols. Intro, by Rev. R. Bafne
253-256 Ancient Hebrew Literature. Being the Old Testament and

Apocrypha. 4 vols. Arranged by the Rev. R. B. Taylor
305 Seeley’s Ecce Homo. Intro, by Sir Oliver Lodge
379 Swedenborg’s Heaven and Hell
380 The Koran. RodweU’s Translation
403 The Ramayana and The Mahabharata. Translated by the late

Romesh Dutt, C.I E.
448 Bong Edward VI. First and Second Prayer Books. Intro, by

the Right Rev. Bishop of Gloucester
481 Spinoza’s Ethics, etc. Translated by Andrew J. Boyle. With

Intro, by Prof. Santayana
482 John Stuart Mill’s Utihtariamsm, Liberty, Representative

Government. With Intro, by A. D Lmdsay
483 Bishop Berkeley’s Prmciples of Human Knowledge, New Theory

of Vision. With Intro, by A. D. Lmdsay
484 A Kempis* Imitation of Christ
485 The Little Flowers, and The Life of St Francis
547 The Nicoma<jhean Ethics of Aristotle. Translated by D. I’,

Chase. Intro, by Professor J A. Smith
548-549 Hume’s Treatise of Human Nature, and other Philosophical

Works. Intro, by A. D. Lmdsay. 2 vols.
569 Boehme, Jacob. The Signature of All Thmgs, with Other

Wntmgs. Introduction by Clifford Bax
670 A Discourse on Method. By Ren6 Descartes. Translated by

Professor John Veitch. Introduction by A. D. Lmdsay
635 The Divine Love and Wisdom. By Emanuel Swedenborg

^636 Newman’s Apologia pro vita Sua. Intro, by Dr. Charles Sarolea
637 The Philosophy of Atonement and Other Sermons. By Wade

Robm*;, Intro, by Rev. F. B. Meyer
658 The Dm^iv Providence, By Emanuel Swedenborg
690 The Christian Year. Intro, by the late Prmoipal Shaum
691 Hobbes* Leviathan. Edited, witlfelntpo., by A D. Lintoy, M.A.“ ” ' ’ A# Ia f .rirt 9 vnlci



PHILOSOPHY AND TnEJOl^OOY—continued
•71S<tf*aine’s Rights of Man. Intro, by G. J Holyoaije
719 Bacon’s The Advancement of Learmng
739 Selected Papers on Philosophy. By William James

PpETRY AND DRAMA
41 Browning’s Poems, 1833-1844. Intro, by Arthur Waugh
42 „ „ 1844-lft64
43 Golden Book of Coleridge. Edited by Stopford A. Brooke
41 Tennyson’s Poems. Vol. L, 1830-1856. Intro, by Ernest Rhys
94 Burns* Poems and Songs. Intro, by J. Douglas
95 Sheridan’s Plays
96 Palgrave’s Golden Treasury. Intro, by Edward Hutton

101 Keats* Poems
148-149 Percy’s Rehques of Ancient Enghsh Poetry. 2 vols.

150 Procter’s Legends and Lyrics
153 Shakespeare’s Comedies
154 „ Historical Plays, Poems and Sonnets
155 „ Tragedies
203 Wordsworth’s Shorter Poems. Intro by Ernest Rhys

257-258 Shelley’s Poetical Works. 2 vols Intro, by A. H. Koszul
307 Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales Edited by Principal Burrell, M.A.
308 Dante’s Divme Comedy (Cary’s Translation). Specially edited

by ESmund Gardner
309 Herbert’s Temple. Intro, by Edward Thomas
310 Hernck's Hesperides and Noble Numbers. Intro, by Ernest Rhys
311 Wordsworth’s Longer Poems. •Note by Editor
334 Matthew Arnold’s Poems, 1840-1866, including Thyrsis
335 Goethe’s Faust. Parts 1. & II. Trans, and Intro. A. G. Latham
381 Everyman and other interludes, including eight Miracle

Plays. Edited by E. R
382 Longfellow’s Poems. Intro. Katherine Tynan
383 Marlowe’s Plays and Poems Intro, by Edward Thomas
384 Milton’s Poems. Intro, by W. H. D. Rouse
416 Goldsmith’s Poems and Piayu. Intro, by Austm Dobson

443-444 Spenser’s Faerie Queene. Intro, by Prof J. W. Hales. 2 vols.

486^488 Byron’s Poetical and Dramatic Works. 3 vols.
489-490 Ben Jonson’s Plays Intro, by Prof. Schellmg. 2 vols.
491-492 Minor Elizabethan Drama Vol I Tragedy. Selected, with

Intro, by Prof, fhomdike Vol. 11 Comedy
494 Ibsen The Doll’s House, etc Trans. R. Farquharson Sharp
502 Browning’s The Rmg and the Book. Intro, by Chas. W. Hodell
503 The Old Yellow Book. Intro, by Charles W. Hodell
506 The Select Plays of Beaumont and Fletcher. Intro by Prof.

Baker, of Harvard Umversity
550-551 Scott’s Poems and Plays. 2 vols. Intro, by Andrew Lang

552 Ibsen’s Ghosts and other plays. Trans, by R. Farquharson Sharp
571 Piers Plowman. By Wilham Langland
572 A Book of British Ballads Selected by R. B. Johnson
573 Leaves of Grass (I.), Democratic Vistas, etc. By Walt Whitman

With an Introduction by Horace B Traubel
574 A Volume of Heroic Verse. Arranged by Arthur Burrell, M.A.
604 A Volume of Restoration Plays. Intro, by Edmund Gosse
625 Bjornson, Three Comedies Trans, by R. Farquharson Sharp
626 Tennyson’s Poems. Vol II., 1863-1870
627 Poems and Translations. By Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Intro.

by Edmund G. Gardner
628 Gray’s Poems and Letters. Intro, by John Dnnkwater
629 Shakuntala. An Indian Drama. By Kahddsa. Trans, by

Prof. W. H. Ryder _ ^ [son Sharp
659 Ibsen’s Pretenders, Pillars Q£iHiliiiketp<^rans. by R. Farquhar-
694^ebbel’s Plays. Tranl.„|P^‘ Y Dr. C. K. Allen
695 The New Golden Treasu' .Songs and Lynos.

Edited by Ernest &
696 B]6rnson’s Plays. vT uharson Sha^.

“ The Editor,” “ T’ '•|ng
”

715 Emerson’s Poems.



449 A Biographical Dictionary of Engli^li Literature

451 Atlas of Ancient and aasaical (^ography
495 Smith’s 'Smaller Classical Dictionary. Beyised and Edited by

E. H. Blakeney, M A. -

496 Literary and Historical Atlas. I. Europe. Containing 96
coloured and many hue |[aptf; also full Indes and Oazetteer

553 Do. do. do, II. Amencd.
554 A Dictionary of Dates
555 Wright’s An EnoyclopEedia of Gardening

630-631 Roget’s Thesaurus of English WOTds and Phrases. 2 vols.
632 Dictionary of Kon-CIassical Mythology
633 A Literary and Historical Atlas of Asia

641-652 The Everyman Encyclopaedia. 12 vols

662 A Literary and Historical Atlas of Africa and Australia

SCIENCE
47 Huxley’s Essays, Intro, by Sir Oliver Lodge
48 White’s Selborne. Intro by Prmcipal Windle
98 Tyndah’s Glaciers of the Alps and Mountaineering in 1861

103 Miller’s Old Red Sandstone
104 Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle
262 Harvey’s Circnlation of the Blood. Intro, by^mest Parkyn
263 Galton’s Inquiries mto Human Faculty. Rovised by Author

412-413 Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations. 2 vols.

498 Huxley’s Select Lectures and Lay Sermon^ Intro, by Sir
559 Boyle’s The Sceptical Chsmnst LOliver Lodge
560 George’s (Henry)' Progress and Poverty
576 Experimental Researches in Electricity. By M. Far^ay
690 Ricardo’s Principles of Political Economy and Taxation
663 The Organon of the Rational Art of Healing By Samuel

Hahnemann. Intro, by 0. E. Wheeler
660 The Social Contract, etc By Jean Jacques Rousseau
700 Lyell’s Antiquity of Man. With an Intro, by R. H. Rastall

TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY •

49 Borrow’s Wild Wales. Intro by Theodore Watts-Dunton
50 Speke’s Discovery of the Source of ih& Nile
99 Cook’s Voyages of Discovery

151 Boitow’s The Bible in Spain. Intro, by Edward Thomas
152 Ford’s Gatherings from Spam. Intro, by Thomas Okey

183-184 Dennis’ Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria 2 vols.
205 Travels of Mungo Park. Intro, by Ernest Rhys

264-265, 313-314, 338-339, 388-389. Hakluyt’s Voyages. 8 vols.
272 Giraldus Cambrensis. Itinerary and Description of Wales
306 Marco Polo’s Travels. Intro, by John Masefield
^5 Lane’s Modern Egyptians. With many Illustrations
337 Kinglake’s Eothen, Intro, by Harold Spender, M.A
387 Boswell’s Tour in the Hebrides with Dr. Johnson
390 Lyttoh’s Pilgrims of the Rhine
446 Bate&’ Naturahst on the Amazon With lUustrations
447 Franklin’s Journey to the Polar Sea. lutro by Capt. R. F Scott
499 Lord Duffenn’s Letters from High Latitudes
^00 Sir Richard Burton’s First Footsteps m East Africa
610 Anson’s Voyages. Intro by John Masefield
561 Belt’s The Naturalist m Nicaragua. Intro. Anthony Belt, F.L.S.
589 Sto-w’s Survey of LenCon. Introduction by H. B. Wheatley

638-639 Cobbett’s Rff' Hides. 3 v^l . Intro, by Edward Thomas
640 Letters froni^’i Far ^ler. By H. St. John Creveoceur
664 Life in ! loron de la Barca -
697 Geori<» W Intro, by Edwara ThomasWWy- Intro, by Thomas Oke,

I y^poiogia pro Vita Sua. I^
it y/ophy of Atonement and 0%
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